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Love in Exile
They were each over a century from home on an alien
world where all the women were beautiful and the men were
meek and slight. A world of peace and love where people
have lists of usual sex partners and may accompany their
partner to sex clubs looking for a four way.
Ava didn’t know how she could possibly adapt to such a
culture. Her only adult society had been the virtual Angelic
Christials, most of it on the expedition of Gordon’s Lamp, the
second expedition to 61 Cygni. The only sex she’d had as a
mortal was rape. Love and marriage were things she’d seen
on television or discarded magazines her father found. Rising
to systems Administrator of the expedition was her life’s
work, and had been her life.
Herndon thought he was boarding the starship Presidente
Lula with the most desirable women on the ship at his side.
Instead she’d elected to remain behind with his pension and
condo. Broken hearted, he got into his cryopod on the starship
believing they were going to explore an unknown world. He
woke to find an expedition of virtual ‘Angels’ had come and
gone while they slept. They claimed they’d found an ancient
land of Elves and fairy tales, then found that one of their
crewmen made that up as a hack. Then they received a
welcome message from the cabal of wizards in that hack.

2332
Welcome Message
Herndon woke slowly, the cryofreeze lifting slowly from
his mind. For long hours it seemed that his world was just a
pleasant bluish, greenish grey in which he floated peacefully
on his back. The only time he had experienced anything like
it was awakening from anesthesia the time he had been
wounded in the Guyanian uprising. He didn’t know where he
was at first, then he remembered: The Presidente Lula, the
‘Coming of Age’ of the Brazilian interstellar program. The
honor of being selected, the great fanfare and the painful loss
at its launch. The boring year of boost, then the long sleep,
frozen in space while they trusted their luck and their saints
that they didn’t hit anything in interstellar space. A space that
that every expedition found to be more cluttered than they
ever thought.
Few expected to be one who would revive. Few expected
to even arrive at the destination. As they slipped into their
capsules after the long boost to the stars, it was now believed
the odds were only one in three of a sleeper-ship reaching its
goal. China had just announced the loss of the New Shanghai,
on top of the loss of the Resplendent Dragon, within half a
light year of its goal, almost certainly losing its claim to the
world at Alpha Centauri. The TI-9900 from New Dallas was
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the first surviving manned ship to reach Alpha Centauri and
the world of Alpha Centauri Ad, sometimes called Centaurin.
They were well into setting up a terraforming project and
hoped to have gesticulated zygotes under a dome on the
ground within a century.
Brazil had been left out of the race to Alpha Centauri,
even the small and cold world at Alpha Centauri B had been
claimed by the Nigerian Union, though there were as yet no
reports of any more than robot exploratory activity going on
there. The nearest unclaimed worlds for Brazil to vie for were
at Tau Ceti and little 61 Cygni. There were two other ships
also under construction for the Tau Ceti run. That planet was
a little bigger than Mars and positioned on the cool side of the
habitable zone. Its advantage was it was likely to rotate. The
planet at 61 Cygni was much larger, but the star was too small
to allow a planet in the habitable zone to rotate, even though
its light curve suggested that it did. That could also be
weather.
There was a possibility they wouldn’t have to terraform
this terminator world, it was Brazilian planetologists who first
discovered that environments containing liquid water were
likely on a tide locked world if the atmosphere was thick
enough. There were a half dozen other tide locked worlds at
nearby red dwarfs, but no expeditions had visited them as of
yet. The planet at 61 Cygni was the most likely of them to
support life and the fact that the interstellar dust seemed
thinner in that direction had decided the issue.
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He kicked the last fuzziness of the long hibernation off.
He checked the cabin air, it was still coming up to pressure,
he waited for it to cycle. He checked the date, Nov. 7, 2332.
He had been in hibernation since April 14, 2149. As their
systems engineer he was one of the last in and first out. While
he waited for cabin pressure, he was able to check for any big
drive alerts from the engine, or any big alerts from life
support while still in the cryo-pod. They all checked green.
He admired the job they had done on the Lula, and his
heart swelled with pride. Everything was well fitted, well
made, strong and durable, well thought out. Just enough
intelligence had been built into the ship to aid the people, not
compete with them. Mankind had lost its civilization to the
machines and Brazil was old fashioned in keeping some of
civilization for mankind.
Outside the pod he had an oblate spheroid pressure
chamber about five meters in diameter and three meters thick.
It is fitted for zero gee, microgravity and for the half gee of
maximum boost. Right now it was zero gee. The crew had to
waken, check out the ship and begin decel as soon as
possible. They were all scheduled to wake up on the same
day, there would be a meeting in the main corridor which was
in one of the three columns that connected the pressure
chambers that made up the crew quarters of the Lula. The
other two columns contained utilities and air.
As soon as he got into the corridor he noticed the red light
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on Nourmond’s hatch, so they were headless, they would not
have their captain and the real guiding light of this
expedition. The chief Engineer and his staunchest supporter,
Blake Barcona, had not revived either. First officer Ernesto
Patois was the ranking officer still alive. He saw the light on
the chamber of Colonel Sampson da Morais was green, and
felt a pang guilt because a piece of his heart preferred it was
red. Herndon feared Sampson might well think of himself as
commanding officer since he was military and Ernesto was
not. As chief of IT, Herndon was now third in command of
the Presidente Lula. Waldeis from engineering was already in
the corridor.
“Herndon,” he gripped his hand, “it is good that you are
here,” he said, and hugged his shoulders, causing them to
drift a bit in the zero gee laddershaft.
“It’s good that you’re here too, it’s bad that Raim didn’t
make it,” Herndon said and shook his head with a frown.
Captain Raim Nourmond was someone everyone agreed on.
“True,” Waldeis said and also frowned.
“It looks like you have to take over for Blake,” Herndon
nodded toward the red light over the chief engineer’s door.
Technically Hinson might have seniority, but Waldeis was a
good friend of Colonel Morais of security. Waldeis also had a
lot of the training and certifications one needs in starship
engineering. He hadn’t excelled as much as Blake, but he was
as careful. At least they had someone who knew something
about the motor. Herndon noticed Nelson coming out of his
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chamber farther down the hall. They had enough of the crew
from mechanics to start decel. They called to each other and
Waldeis said, “Excuse me,” and swung on the handholds in
Nelson’s direction.
The captain’s wife Isabel came out, just as Ernesto was
opening his hatch to the corridor. She smiled at him, then
turned toward Raim’s chamber and began to scream. Ernesto
crossed himself upon seeing the red light and then glided to
Isabel and took her in his arms. It’s not quite as decorous in
zero gee, comforting a woman in this way. To avoid drifting
they inevitably appear to be making love. Ernesto had to keep
a hand on a rung of the laddershaft or they would have been
bouncing off the walls in this narrow passageway. Isabel
shook with sobs, making her hair stand out.
Most of the remaining crew came out of their hatches as
Isabel sobbed. There were many red lights, Herndon thought
he counted thirteen. Only twenty one of the crew gathered in
the corridor by the time Isabel was finally consoled, leaving
seventeen unaccounted for. Seven of the twenty one were
members of couples, tears were in many eyes but Alicia da
Parrais was the only other one sobbing, and she was doing it
quietly. Patrick and Elice Rupp seemed to be the only intact
couple, they held each other and stared, no doubt consumed
with survivor’s guilt.
Ernesto, like Herndon, had a wife who remained behind.
Unlike Herndon, it had been Ernesto’s wish. He said it was
too dangerous, a suicide mission. That had been another
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tearful scene, but in truth Glinice couldn’t have met the
conditioning requirements of the crew. Gabriella had excelled
in the training and he was sure she would be with them, til the
week they boarded the shuttlecraft.
“My friends,” Ernesto turned to address them all, “I
believe I must assume command of those of us who are still
with us. God help me fill the shoes of our beloved captain
because I cannot do that without Him.” While Ernesto was
assuming command, Herndon noticed that only seven of the
ten women on the Lula had made it. He wondered if they
were going to evolve into a society where each wife had
several husbands, or each whore had several clients. Father
Dianegress revived and Ernesto turned to him, “Father, if you
would lead us in a prayer for the good men and women of this
crew who have already given their lives to our mission.”
While he lead them in prayer Herndon looked around to
see who of his staff had revived. He had only three on his
staff, but they were ranking engineers. Cleason’s prayers were
so appropriate that he could hardly think of those left alive. It
appeared that only Nardley of his staff was out here. He was
the second brightest of his three, and he understood the
electronics of it as well as the software.
Nardley was also single, like Herndon was now. Nardley
never had a wife to bring with him on the Lula, so he didn’t
have the shock of her not reviving. Nardley was slight, with
wild curly hair and a narrow chin. Herndon didn’t think he’d
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ever even had a girlfriend, getting onto the mission was his
life’s goal.
Herndon had a wife when he was selected for the Lula,
she would have had Nardley’s capsule if she’d come with
him. Just before boarding she elected to take his pension and
his condo and remain behind. She was thirty one then, but
would be two hundred fifteen now, dust in her coffin a
century. She’d be thirty two now if she came, undoubtedly the
ranking woman aboard as head of life support, as well as the
most attractive by far. Herndon was still thirty eight, as he
was when he went into that capsule.
They were not out of danger because they were still
moving at sixty million kilometers per hour but those who
came to the corridor had passed the two biggest obstacles,
missing icebergs on the way and revival from cryofreeze.
They had to start dumping that velocity, and to do so they had
to see to their mission.
“Janace,” Ernesto said to the only medic who had revived,
“I need you to assess those who are green but have not come
out of their chambers. You have your crew checklist?” He
asked as a formality. They had trained together for two years,
lived together for another during accel. She could see who
had not emerged from their chambers.
Her face was grim as she saluted and drifted off. Her,
“Yes sir,” was almost inaudible.
“Herndon,” he addressed him next, “make sure we have
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life support, then see what you can hear from Earth. Be ready
to assist Engineering as soon as they have assessed their
mechanical readiness.”
“Right sir,” Herndon said and started turning his body in
the confined space of the corridor, keeping his legs tucked so
he didn’t kick anyone.
Ernesto continued, “Hinson, Waldeis, Nelson, it looks like
the drive is up to you. Run your tests, get any systems support
you need from Herndon. Nelson, you’re authorized for EVA
to lift the locking pins as soon as you pass self test. The
sooner we dump this velocity, the safer we’ll be.” When they
were moving at a speed that gave them time to dodge
obstacles, they were relatively safe. The three feet of pig iron
the ship wore as a face plate would absorb dust and
snowflakes at interplanetary speeds.
Ernesto turned again, Herndon was nearing the door to his
chamber, Nardley was working his way in his direction.
Ernesto said, “Lionel, Humberto we need you to get up front
and get guidance working, grab Nelson if you have to, or
maybe Silvia. The sooner we can dodge rocks, the better
chance we have of making it.” Herndon knew space was
rocky in the 61 Cygni environment, even this far off its
elliptic. Ernesto continued to assign people. Father
Dianegress stayed beside him, as well as Colonel da Morais.
Herndon entered his chamber as Nardley worked his way
thru the crowd and reached his door. His chamber would be
the systems lab for the remainder of the voyage. Everyone
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would continue to sleep in their pods, the pods would be their
only personal space. The capsules weren’t too small, he and
Nardley could both work in his, either in zero gee as it was
now, or in the up to half a gee when they were under
maximum boost. There were comfortable chairs with
magnetic latches and belts for zero gee and wheels that would
be used under boost.
The reports from the automatons were still on the screens,
they drifted behind the chairs and just used them for
handholds while they read them. At least it was only screen
one of thirteen, he had nightmares of thousands of failure
screens to go thru. They had the unpleasant task of going into
Jimmy and Ceasar’s chambers where most of the spare
modules were stored. Ceasar was alive, but comatose, Janace
had set up what life support she could in his pod. Other than
the blinking lights on his pod, he looked the same as Jimmy,
who was sedated and awaiting amputation of a leg that had
not revived from cryofreeze, something Janace had never
even thought of doing before, and she was clearly frightened.
It took a few weeks until they could say revival was
complete. Of the fifty one who set out, thirty eight revived,
thirteen of those with brain damage so severe they were
vegetables, four more lost at least one limb to frostbite. Once
there was enough systems integrity to support the drive,
Nelson and Waldeis got the old torch lit and from then on
there was a half gee in the ship. After only a few subjective
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weeks of zero gee, half a gee felt like two, and Nardley began
to complain of the ladder-shaft he climbed to reach Herndon’s
capsule. The boost was on, and they were sitting in the chairs
now. In forty days they would be down to a speed that would
give them some chance to detect and dodge the rocks in their
path. There was over a day of full boost needed to match the
relative velocities of the two stars. After that they would have
microgravity as the ship deceled on ions and thrusters for
another nine years, carefully threading the unexplored rocks
and snowballs in the Cygni system. At least they were coming
in from way out of the system’s orbital plain, and
theoretically rocks should be almost interstellar thin til they
were within sight of the planet.
For now they were getting used to the half gee. They were
working on the comm link with Earth and had some of it
working. The Lula was equipped with nice big screens so you
didn’t have to read everything off your phone like on a
Chinese ship. He spent the next week checking for protocol
updates and installing them. There were a couple times
Herndon had to get involved in troubleshooting, both times
they found old software in the spare modules to be the
problem, but it took days and many breakpoints to dig that
out the first time. The data began to flow more freely once
they updated all the spares. After that the application updates
transmitted from Earth were installed, and they could say they
had comms up and running.
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The news from Earth was from January of 2321, he didn’t
have to listen to it long to see that Angels had taken over all
but the farming in Sol’s system by now. Brazil still had some
manned stations, but most of the mortals not on Earth or Mars
were in the larger asteroids working for Angels, or in the
great space colony called New Dallas that now threaded its
way between the legs of the geosynchronous ring that had
been built while they slept between the stars. They should
have called that space colony New America because it was
where all of America’s wealth had gone back in the early
2200’s when it was built. The irony was, it was of Chinese
manufacture, as was two thirds of the ring, all that wasn’t
Brazilian. As the data came thru he could see that New Dallas
was more Angel than Mortal, though it had more mortals than
any body but Earth or Mars in the latest updates.
“Lookit this!” Nardley said, looking at another news item.
“An expedition from the Pan Solar League has been here and
gone since we went to sleep. They left here in 2278 and are
due back in 2384.”
“Was it a Bussard?” Herndon asked. It was said they were
only a matter of time when the Lula was launched. They were
each too eager to go to the stars to care.
“Yeah, Gordon’s Lamp under the command of Captain
Kelvin M’Kintre.”
“What did they find?” Herndon asked.
“An aftermath of an ecological disaster they believe, but
their data store and instrumentation was hacked by a
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malicious crewman so they’re not totally sure.”
“Interesting.”
The Christial mission had left an instrument package at
the study planet and it was still broadcasting data. It was a
tagged data format not much different from old time HTML
so he was able to build a logger after fifteen minutes with the
help system. The datastream was mostly sensor ID’s and
current values. There were three video pickups, they showed
bleak landscapes with heavy skies and updated every fifteen
minutes at interstellar bandwidths. There was life, palm trees
lined the shore of a fiord that glaciers calved into a few miles
away. The face of the glacier disappeared into the clouds
above. Another camera showed a desert scene, tiny leaves
peeked from the sand, a few sticks of driftwood had some
lichen left on them. The last camera showed a mudflat, thick
leaves to the horizon lay just under dusty water that was
playing a game of slithering the leaves over each other.
This was amazing, these cameras show macroscopic
biology on the world ahead. That had not been discovered to
date, unless you want to count Titan and scientists had still
not agreed on whether or not it should be considered ‘alive’
when they left. A news article claimed that they had since, but
the Brazilians were saying other plants are exploited, why not
Titan? This data made the Titan issue seem moot.
There were no news articles about reaction to this
discovery because the world had been seeing the biodisaster
video from the probes left behind for many years
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already.There had been initial reports of a huge and ancient
human civilization, other reports that the civilization was
non-human and in ruins. The world was waiting for the Lula
expedition to determine what was really here.
There was an email message slipped into the report
stream from that instrument package. Herndon was the first to
see it, but certainly not the last.
To:

Spaceship ‘Presidente Lula’ of Brasil and all her
valiant crew.

From: The Supreme Council of the All of Knowledge of
All of Lands.
At:

Second and Third Canals by Rainory Lock, All of
Lands Mainhub. 0.000 -.418.

On:

Fenderveermon Morningday of 55,55,02

To the heroic adventurers from YingolNeerie,
greetings. Warmest possible welcome we extend, to
the worlds of Kortrax, to the planet of All of Lands, to
our institution of learning particularly.
No doubt this amazing journey you undertake mainly
to seek knowledge. As foremost seeker of knowledge,
we welcome you especially. To assist you in making
entry into the Kortrax system, our hundred twenty
eight thousand scholars stand ready. We hope you will
be able to decode the format for the lastest known
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celestial body report our world’s astronomers can
compile.
We understand that messages will take days to
journey to your vessel and back for the next few
years. Meanwhile we will fill the data stream with what
we think you are most likely to decode, and what we
think you are most likely to need.
Once again, welcome to this world. We hope you find
it worthy of your heroic journey.
Signed: Myanfyinga, Althart, Yohonshu, Fyanyuran,
Kiethying, and the entire Kassikan faculty.

“What do you make of this?” he asked Nardley, who was
already looking over his shoulder. No doubt Herndon’s
breathing had changed when he saw this message and alerted
him.
“You saw that the Christial expedition was hacked,”
Nardley answered. “They reported leaving some damaged
crystal behind. That’s probably from that virus in the
instrumentation.”
“No sense in answering it then?”
“I would try countermeasures sir,” Nardley said.
“Intelligence sent us a few back doors to that Christial ship,
that package might respond to some of them.”
“We have ten years of decel and docking before the time
delay will allow any diagnostic protocol, and if they had
hacking going on, they’ve probably got protections for it.”
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“They probably have protection for what we had when we
left. They don’t know we’ve been updated to beyond what
they had when they left here.”
“Don’t get careless with viruses thirty years ahead of us,”
Herndon told him, “even if we have been updated. Remember
it was an Angel ship. Remember they get a data stream also.”
Herndon had to explain to him what he’d just read about the
advancing power of Angels back at Earth. “I think this is
significant enough to tell the remainder of the crew, even if it
is a virus.”
“You’re the boss, if you want to look that silly, I can’t
stop you. At least present it as a virus.”
“I’ll present the facts,” Herndon said, “we don’t know if it
is or not, and it will be ten years before we do.”
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2341
Attempted Resurrection
Althart hurried down the three steps just inside the
laboratory door to the crystal room. He was a tall man with
long white hair and beard, dressed in long, loose, plain robes.
Since the last remake of the movie he only wore the pointed
hat on ceremonial occasions. His face was mature but
unlined, a contrast to his hair and beard.
The crystal room was quite dim, the only light was the
glow of the images on the crystal itself and the numerous
crystal balls called Eyes in the outer part of this room. The
great crystal was actually a smooth onion shape, its
background was the color of backlit tropical water. That light
was dim, but enough to see the whole room. Surrounding the
crystal were six ornate thrones, one for each member of the
Supreme Council of the All of Knowledge of All of Lands, to
which Althart belongs, plus one for a guest. Above each
throne hung a helmet, connected by optical fiber to the bundle
sprouting from the top of the crystal. All of that was in a
central recess of the room, three more steps down from the
outer part of the room where the monitor eyes glow. The
ceiling was higher above this recess, giving the fiber bundles
room to spread out. Many went thru the ceiling and up almost
half a mile to the clusters of suntowers on the pyramid’s
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point.
The ceiling was decorated with dimly perceived patterns
from some style that might have been popular in the century
when the room was built, the mid 32nd, but erosion had all but
erased them since then. In spite of all the memory
enhancements he’d given himself, Althart didn’t remember if
the pattern had any significance at the time, it probably hadn’t
to him. At the edge of the recessed area was a railing with
openings for steps leading down to the central area and the
crystal itself. In many places the railings were hung with
semi-transparent screens lit from the edges, upon which many
working diagrams were sketched in glowing crayon labeled
with arcane mathematics. In the outer part of the room where
the eyes glowed were also many chairs, tables and paper
racks.
There were three doors leading out of the room, one was
larger and more ornate, it lead to the executive offices and
eventually the elevator, for this room was nine hundred feet
below today’s city streets. Another door lead to private
laboratories and medical facilities that were used for new
participants at the helmets, those who sat in the sixth throne.
The last led to the workrooms of the labs that kept this
ancient crystal working, and those steps leading to the crystal
were the only ones with significant wear. In the twenty three
centuries that the last of Feanor’s crystals had stood here,
most who stared intently into its images had come from those
labs. A significant fraction of the wear over those centuries
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was from his feet. In its first few centuries here, he had been
second only to Myanfyinga on hours spent with this crystal.
There were two people on the crystal this Morningday, a
few more at the rows of glowing crystal balls in the outer part
of the room. This crystal was the center of the whole world’s
knowledge sphere and it was carefully watched and tended.
Any helmet might be connected to it via the suntowers, but
even the knowledge of the Angels hadn’t been enough to get
them connected without Kortrax to light them. These helmets
here in this circle were connected directly to the crystal and
were the only ones from which it could be fully controlled.
A girl was brought into the room on a stretcher carried by
four men. She was limp as a fresh corpse but her heart still
beat and she breathed. She was a victim of shonggot, all of
her personality was erased, there remained only the body and
just enough autonomous nervous system to keep the body
alive until it died of starvation. Shonggot was an ancient drug,
developed before he was born by the Dempalan military to
make the brain more pliable, more easily trained and
controlled. The drug had proved too strong, in any but the
tiniest doses it erased the personality entirely. Billions of
neurons awaited only their connection instructions, memories
awaited their contents. There was almost nothing of the
original individual remaining in the person at all except the
biochemistry in their genes.
This girl had entered a public needleboat a few miles
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north of the central city, beyond the Great Lagoon apartment
trees. She had a dazed look like she might have been on
something, but then who doesn’t in that area? He knew a
good two thirds of the population of this whole multi-urban
area had at least one habit. She’d been able to speak when she
first got on the boat, the witnesses said, and found a seat and
sat quietly. Some say she did turn her head for awhile, one
even said she pointed at a cute guy when he looked at her.
After that, people must have thought she was sleeping.
Eventually the boatman noticed she wasn’t getting off
anywhere and figured she was just riding so he tried calling to
her. He’d asked the other passengers he had at the time if she
was awake, they found she was comatose.
She’d had some notes on her about one of our one-year
seminars. One on fashion design, techniques of the
photographic era, photo-editing and similar hands-on skills.
There were notes that might have been from a brochure in the
margin. There was nothing personal except a torn postal note
with a return address in a town three thousand miles north.
Though well within the Highlands, that town was at least a
week’s journey from the nearest Eye connected to this crystal
in the twenty third year of the opening decade of the
hundredth century, so it wasn’t a convenient place to make a
quick inquiry. This girl had no identification of her own on
her, she had a new pad of paper with only a few doodles on
the cover, it had never been opened. One was a caricature,
maybe a speaker at the seminar’s introduction?
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In spite of this danger in shonggot, the drug continued to
turn up. In extremely small doses it could speed learning, and
it was so cheap to make that it would always be used this way
by the very poor. It didn’t take the average person long to
catch on to its dangers, it was so well known that malicious
administration was impossible since the contagious
nonviolence Instinct had been released. However; there were
always people who wished to escape from their lives, who
thought their personality had no right to exist and would
deliberately erase their personality by overdosing on it. In a
city of a hundred million, a few accidental or deliberate
overdoses turned up every year.
This one was brought in because she fit the picture the
Angel gave them and the personification he had seen under
the helmet when he visited with the Angel. She was tall and
quite slender, trying to mimic a person from a world of eighty
eight percent gravity. She had dark brown, very long, thick
hair, a tall face with a large forehead, a small, rather square
chin and thin pale lips. Her figure was understated but firm
and tight. Why an Angel would pick an unaugmented body,
Althart didn’t understand, but this was her choice. She was
very pretty in her own way, and of course she could add any
augmentation she liked after. That Angel’s main reason for
picking this body was because she thought it was more likely
that the personality transfer would take because it fit her selfimage.
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The attendants placed the limp girl on the sixth throne and
strapped the helmet on. It was already daylight and many
visions glowed in the crystal. Myanfyinga and Fyanuran were
the ones on the crystal already, running some design studies
for more direct integration of photonic and Yingolian logic,
something they would continue until it drew closer to time for
the actual transfer. The transfer would be later, probably
around mid Morningday when Kortrax and Narrulla were
both high. The Angel’s capsule was still hanging in the
greater moon’s null point above the world and it would take
many channels beamed directly to carry the volume of data
necessary. Narrulla was still low in the west, but it would be
clear of the thick air in a few hours.
Their plan was to transfer the mind of the Angel into the
vacant brain of this burn-out. There had been several attempts
in the past, but each had failed and the Angel was left
stranded in the scrap of her departed starship that was still
hanging between Narrulla and the world, alone except for any
who would visit her electric fantasy land by helmet or
message. Since she and another of her fellow Yingolians
became known to the people of this world, her plight had
been the subject of much human interest. The tiny pebble she
was trapped in could be seen with a small scope and had
come to be known as Narrulla’s Tear in most of the lands.
Althart was actually more concerned with the next
starship, for another would arrive from YingolNeerie in just
four years and was now in constant communication with the
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Kassikan. He knew this Angel would be valuable in dealing
with that, so getting her back into flesh to work with them
was important.
Althart donned his own helmet and began to probe the
vacated mind. The Angel who would try to inhabit this body
needed a lot of intellect. Most suicides actually have a lot of
intellect, enough to understand the fundamental futility of
life. Poor people trying desperately to learn and better
themselves might also have a lot of intellect. As he looked
around he saw that this brain would do, and it even had a lot
of its extra room in the lobes the Angel wanted. There was a
relatively well developed motor area in addition, much more
coordination than average. She had good spacial and logical
circuitry, the axons would be orderly, almost crystalline in
some areas, more easily re-aligned.
This brain was much younger than the soul that would
inhabit it. This woman was barely adult, five decades at the
most, probably only four. Nothing of the body would show it,
but there was no infrastructure in the brain cells to support a
long memory. The Angel would be slow for awhile before this
brain could grow the cellular machinery to properly utilize
the memories that were going to be loaded.
The Angel had all her civilization’s knowledge of the
human brain with her. Althart was one of the founders of
Kassidor Kassikan, still the leading university and largest
business enterprise known in all the lands. He had a great deal
of his civilization’s knowledge of the human brain at his
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disposal. It was now the 100th century, Althart had been born
in the 22nd, thirty four centuries ago, much more time than he
could have ever remembered without the biochemical
augmentation he’d given himself along the way.
Now he used that knowledge of the mind to prepare this
brain for the soul they hoped to transfer into it. They knew the
characteristics of the Angel’s mind and he was able to mold
the girl’s brain into one more like the Angel’s by both genetic
and photoneuronic stimulation. It was all about dendrite
growth and weighting, and the intricate pathways to activate
in getting that data to those connections as it came across.
Althart had applied most of the genetic programming last
Dawnsleep when she had been brought onto the Kassikan by
needleboat from North Treeland Lagoon.
This Angel that they were trying to resurrect was actually
more like a ghost. It seemed that her soul had been imprinted
in a silicon crystal and animated with electricity somehow
and gotten stuck there. Fyanuran did rant at times about the
possible dangers in re-animating such a ghost, but Dwarves
were always conservative creatures and maybe a bit
superstitious, even today. But Myanfyinga also urged caution
in her quiet and composed way.
They all understood the face value of what the Angel told
them, how a human personality was made up of billions of
channels of analog, pulse-rate encoded data. Althart
understood the transforms necessary to encode that as the
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Angels did in their crystals. He also understood the parallels
between the human soul and quanta-mechanical condensate
pseudo-bosons that were discussed in the Study of PsychoMechanics and wasn’t sure just how that part followed into a
silicon simulation.
The university’s labs were now able to fabricate Yingolian
crystals of their own and even connect them to fiber and
prove that they worked. From the theory this ghost spoke of,
it is just a matter of scaling up until a whole human mind
could be re-created.
The fact that the technology might work didn’t prove that
her soul wasn’t some hideously evil thing that would conjure
up even more powers that might as well be supernatural for
all the influence our world could have on them. Althart
thought he knew what the Angels were about, he had read the
memories of a human who actually grew up among them, and
knew the Angel they were trying to save. They were people,
or at least they came from people, with a normal helping of
basic human goodness, but they were ruled over by evil
bullies, like this world might be if the Dark Lord had won the
Wars of Magic.
Ava Bancour, the Angel who was stuck up there, was a
rebel against those bullies it seemed, at least in her own
mind.It was well known that she had trapped herself there as
part of the effort to save the city from her starship, so
rescuing her would also be popular in the press and maintain
the prestige of the Kassikan. She would get out of her lonely
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life hanging off Narrulla’s nose and they would gain the
knowledge of someone very well connected with Yingolian
logic, even more knowledgeable than the biological Yingolian
they had on staff here a few decades ago.
While he was at work preparing this brain, Myanfyinga
thought to him and remembered for him what her analysis
showed, the integration of photonic signal paths and
Yingolian logic is easy and never needs to go off-substrate.
This meant that metal signal paths between substrates weren’t
needed and it would be economically feasible to produce
multi-substrate systems. That was good news, Feanor’s
crystal was going to shatter with the traffic that renewed
production of Eyes would cause if they didn’t get a buffer
ring of concentrators up. He let Myanfyinga see those
thoughts, also let her see how much he was involved in this
brain work. She left him to it, and rose from her throne to go
up to their aerie at the top of the pyramid, a half-hour elevator
ride away.
Just before the transmission, there was no way to achieve
the precise control of localized gene activation without a
series of injections. Kiethying arrived with them and his
equipment about fifteen minutes before the transmission was
to begin. Three were micropore intracranials that had to be
mounted, drilled thru and precisely located and timed. Althart
had to stay under the helmet and watch the effect of each on
the girl’s mind. The sizes and layouts of the major
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connections were roughed into place, the enzyme
concentrations were at their optimum to be guided by the
personality data that would be injected by the helmet.
Narrulla was high enough, almost all optical paths in the
pyramid were turned over from the peak’s eyes to the crystal
and this helmet.
The crystal was removed from the network so for the
duration of the transfer no one in the world could look up
anything that wasn’t cached in local storage. Only one in four
Eyes found had any local storage and those would be on the
high towers of the leading data companies thruout the great
urban areas. The protocol would automatically route the
queries there, so most users might not know Feanor’s crystal
was off the network.
Everyone but the girl got out from under the helmets. The
only image in the crystal was that of the Angel at her home on
a beach. Althart knew that this picture was being generated by
the imagination of the Angel or something like that, it was a
representation of what she would look like as a young
woman, but only as a picture on the crystal, not a picture
transmitted from any real place. She made her picture put on
a helmet also, this wasn’t what was actually happening, as
best as Althart could understand it, both the Angels and their
universes, for they each claimed to have their own private
universe, were actually signals in electric logic like the
university was studying in the labs. Her picture, what she
called the rendering of her personification, closed her eyes
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and seemed to sleep.
Althart knew something about the amount of data that
was being transferred. He thought of them as digits rather
than bits, but he knew there was a lot in a human mind. He
couldn’t study the flow by calling up memories, but he could
catch a glimpse of an image going by on the face of the
crystal. He saw her as young, on a plastic contraption with
wheels and saw the ground coming up at her. He saw her
embarrassment when she rejoiced at getting the highest mark
on a primary school test. He understood her sense of
achievement when she understood the veron allocation
scheme in use among the Angels. He saw the Angels floating
in space, saw the world below. He saw that it all passed into
the helmet, but beyond that he could not go while the transfer
was going on, too much was going into that brain for him to
look into it at the same time.
Considerable time passed, a whole workday watching this
transfer. Narrulla rose to zenith and began sinking toward the
east, getting close to Kortrax. It would not be good to turn the
detectors on the face of the great sun himself, that much
photon flux would damage the logic, so the transfer stopped
for a time and they all had an early noonmeal.
After Narrulla passed Kortrax, there were a few more
hours before Narrulla set, hopefully enough. Thru the evening
of Morningday the image of Ava Bancour, the Ghost of
Narrullla’s Tear, appeared to sleep as more of her memories
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came across. Flirting as an Angel on the long, long, long
journey between stars, the years of boredom and separation, a
painful love affair with a junior officer, her withdrawal into
her work, all happening somehow while she was actually
made up of electricity in a crystal.
The picture of the Angel’s home was still visible on the
crystal thru all this and remained after the transfer was over.
All data was across well before Narrulla reached the thick air
to the east, just as Kortrax was nearing Noonsleep and the sun
was setting on her beach. The picture still showed the Angel
sitting there under a helmet very much like the ones in use
here. The helmet image was probably copied from the one her
friend Brancettrabble used.
The fact that the picture still showed the angel present
was probably significant. Her pictorial representation seemed
to be tied very deeply to her situation, her image showed
facial expressions of emotions she denied for instance. Althart
expected that the image would show her as disappearing thru
the helmet, slowly fading. Instead it looked like she was still
sleeping in her chair. What would happen now that she was
transferred? What would animate that picture? Would there be
nothing to turn it off and would the Angel’s asteroid orbiting
there in the heavens between the world and Narrulla continue
to transmit this image til it decayed?
The woman on the sixth throne should be waking up
soon, with the angel’s personality. His calculations
determined that the required dendrite attachment should
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happen in a matter of minutes, should be happening as the
transmission occurred. He and Kiethying watched attentively
for the first signs of stirring in the woman’s face. He put his
own helmet back on and went to examine her memories. The
memories were there, all the memories of the Angel, as much
as a century-old woman should have.
Everything he glimpsed on its way across and much more.
Lots of technical knowledge of the workings of the Angel’s
world, all of it very good stuff to know for sure, but none of it
was animated. He wanted to run thru it all now but there
wasn’t time. If there was something they missed they should
get it now, Narrulla would be out of sight in just a few
minutes.
He could not feel a sleeping presence, he only felt the
memories sitting there like dusty books on shelves. This was
data, the animation was not here. Keithying got under his
helmet also and concurred in that assessment. It meant that
the nucleic acids had been written, but the dendrites hadn’t
made the required connections.
“I’m still here,” was the first thought sent his way as the
Angel’s image in the crystal woke and lifted the helmet at her
villa on the beach.
“Yes,” Althart responded, “it appears we have foundered
once again.”
Via the great crystal and a fiber to another crystal on the
point of the pyramid looking directly up at her motionless
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star, they could converse, and began a discussion going over
all the technical issues they might have missed. Once Narrulla
passed from sight the direct link that was needed to transfer
the Angel was no longer possible, but normal communication
would be possible for hours. They went on well into
Noonsleep but didn’t really come up with anything
meaningful, at least nothing that made them think they could
try again with this body and be successful.
The memories that had come across and were now in the
comatose girl’s brain were something they had to preserve.
This girl’s body would have to be preserved while those
memories were read. Keithying took her away and saw to
that. Keithying was not personally as close to the Angel as
Althart. He didn’t dislike her, but he was less tolerant of her
misconceptions and outlandish opinions on some things than
Althart. Keithying had been in the military in ancient times,
maybe that made him less tolerant of differences. In a way he
should have been closer to the Angel because she came from
a military expedition. Maybe it was because she rebelled
against that military, the fact that made her most appealing to
Althart.
As Noonsleep began Althart had another few hours with
Ava. During those hours they went over the plan in detail
once more, trying once again to pick out the detail they had
missed. Finally she noticed an error in his math, in working
thru some basic arithmetic decades ago he had dropped a diad
in calculating a number that was now taken for granted. The
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result was that it would take a hundred times as long for the
dendrites to grow. This was something so simple he would
have flunked a novice for making this error, as it was he had
done it himself, knowing it was simple and not bothering to
have it checked or even giving it his full attention.
This meant that the girl might be just waking up now. He
called a runner from the upper level of the room, “Could you
go check on the girl Keithying just brought up to the coma
ward? It seems I have made a very stupid error in calculating
the dendrite growth constant, she may be just waking up
now.”
“How could that be?” Ava said from the crystal. “I’m still
here.”
“Maybe because you woke up before she did, you’ve
made another copy,” Althart told her.
“I was careful not to let that happen. If the copy
completed, my consciousness vector would have been taken
across and the data that used to be me would no longer
receive veron cycles.”
“Nevertheless, I think we should check.”
They conversed for some time, Ava trying to teach him
more about how the logic worked and why the time-slice
interlocks would have been activated. Althart checked what
she had done and thought he found something suspicious
there, he thought she would have to actually wake up and
consciously shut off the grants. She was able to explain it
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away, but he was just pointing out that she was being just as
casual as he had been about his arithmetic when the runner
returned with a medical attendant in tow.
“Keithying left her in the charge of watch attendant
Enjteen. He says he stepped out to the bathroom and when he
returned she was gone. I met him while he was looking for
Keithying.”
“Does that mean she has awakened or has someone else
taken her?” Althart asked.
“I don’t know,” the attendant answered, “but not many
comatose victims are taken.”
“She has all the memories of the Ghost of Narrulla’s
Tear,” Althart said. “Those could be very valuable.”
Attendant Enjteen’s eyes got big and he swallowed. He
couldn’t work down here and not be aware that memories can
be read, nor could he be unaware of what the Ghost of
Narrulla’s Tear was, a spirit from the world of human origin.
The runner said, “You better find her.”
Althart restrained Enjteen with a hand on the wrist, but
said, “I think I should go find Keithying,” to Ava.
“I can do it,” the runner said. “I was on the way up to his
reading lounge when I found him,” pointing at attendant
Enjteen as he left, giving quite a display of foot speed.
It would make no sense to have various people wandering
around looking for him without a plan, so Althart remained
behind. “I was going to have him go watch the elevator, there
are only five of us who know the other way out of here.” He
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turned to the attendant, who looked alternately like fleeing
and defending himself. “That leaves you,” Althart said to him.
“Would you please go to the elevator room and make sure no
one leaves with that body.” Althart kept staring at him til he
moved, it took him a few seconds to thaw enough to move,
but once he did, he made some speed also.
He returned to Ava and the crystal. “So now I guess we
know there was a copy made.”
“Not necessarily, someone might have taken the body, or
she may have awakened as her old self.”
“That has never happened in the history of shonggot and
is biochemically impossible without an outside source of
information. If she awakened, she awakened as you.”
That got them to conversing about the effect of the drug.
Its effect was to loosen synapses and allow them to grow into
new locations with new weights. When taken in any but the
most minute dosage almost all synapses were disconnected,
which was why a shonggot victim was considered a good
candidate for the Angel transmission. They were still
discussing that when the lab doors of the helmet room burst
open.

From the Crypt
Ava didn’t wake up under a helmet, so the transfer hadn’t
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worked this time either. The first thing she was supposed to
do if her soul did transfer into flesh was cut off the veron
grants in that last bit of Angel space up there and prevent a
copy being made. It took her conscious will under the helmet
to do that. She couldn’t do that because she was not under the
helmet. She was in total darkness however, not on her
afternoon verandah where she had been for the transfer,
where she’d always been when the transfer failed. She
couldn’t bring up any controls, which meant she’d been thrust
into a three-d reality box. This was something that hadn’t
been done to her since she had first become an Administrator
in the Warlord’s labs. That scared her, as well as pissed her
off. She didn’t even have access to her standard medical
panel. This was kidnapping!
She still had the power to move her personification, but
not well. Her limbs responded crazily, she had no
coordination. As soon as they moved at all she immediately
found that she was in a very confined area, this three-d reality
was nothing more than a box, a very low, narrow box, about
the size of a coffin. The inside was padded with a layer of
leather and a layer of soft burlap.
Her first panic was to push the cover up, it wouldn’t go,
so she thought she was in a buried-alive three-d reality trap.
With some effort she noticed that she could slide the lid
down. No, she was sliding herself and what she was laying on
out into a room. It seemed that she was on thin padding over
plank, rolling on dowels. By pushing against the cover she
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slid her drawer out. Once she could extend her arms, she was
out easily, though she was still shaky and clumsy.
She seemed to be in a morgue or crypt of some alien style.
It was built of simulated granite with rough burled-oak doors,
lit by a few dim safety panels glowing green somewhere off
down the hall. The ceiling was hung with thick spider webs of
capillary tubing that seemed to be of many colors, it was hard
to tell because it was so dark down here. This tubing was
festooned with tags with random scribbles on them, hung
with various baubles and gathered into bundles on the ceiling
in hooks.
The body sensations that most Angels suppress, the joint
and body position distractions, too hot, cold, etc. that you can
just turn down, had been forced up in the virtuality she was
trapped in. It was only then that she noticed that some of
these bits of tubing lead to her personification! She had three
IV’s in her personification, that she immediately set to
removing. The first one she ripped out, the pain made her
extract the others carefully. She noticed that many other
drawers like hers also had tubing leading into them. She
wondered if this body would survive the dose of embalming
fluid she’d been given, she felt like she might not, she was
woozy and it felt difficult to balance, she felt heavier than she
should.
The room and the hallway she could see from here
seemed like a scene from an early video game. With nothing
else to do, she played the game. Her bodily need for water
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was urgent. In spite of the fact that she hadn’t inhabited flesh
for two hundred years, she knew intellectually that she would
have to pass a lot of water thru her system to flush the
embalming fluid out if she couldn’t bring up a medical panel
and dial it out that way. The underlying programing under
every Immortal Soul in the Christial system contained that
simulation of mortal human physiology.
She wandered thru halls and into rooms, they were
strange and meaningless, clutters of paper and cloth, things
which might have been tables stacked with bottles and tubing
with tags covered with random scribbles hanging from every
valve. To crush into her how deep they had thrust her into
three-d reality, she found a bathroom and in it was what was
most likely a sink but could have been a bidet. She had to cup
her hand like a monkey on a nature film to get water but until
she had done it the thirst sensation just would NOT go away.
She felt a little bloated by the time she stopped. She had
never dealt with such a brutal base-level simulation of the
human condition before. It reminded her of the parking
garage where she was a kid.
Just who had forced her into this game and why? Her first
suspicion was that some kind of jealousy between Althart and
Brancettrabble was at the bottom of it, but she doubted that
either of them had actually done this to her. As time went on
and she got to know him better, her affection for
Brancettrabble had waned in spite of his superhuman intellect
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and superhuman sexual powers. Either Brancetrabble or
Althart would have sent a virtual who would have gallantly
lifted the helmet from her head after the unsuccessful transfer
and guided her to a comfortable couch for a little R&R.
She thought this was the work of the rogue she had
always suspected in her logic. The one she had blamed on
Alan for her clone’s benefit, an assertion she never believed
herself. She left herself vulnerable while striving for the
transfer and that entity had taken the opportunity to strike.
Next on her list of immediate suspects was some third party
on Kassidor, someone more likely to be in the great university
Althart was a senior partner in, than in Brancettrabble’s
isolated (but vast) castle. Then there was ancient logic in her
own buses meant to trap those who had overstepped their
bounds as Administrators and she might have sprung a
remnant of that. If so she could be trapped in this catacomb
forever.
Now that she had water, she could take stock of what the
remainder of this game would be like. It was three-d reality
all the way. She began to wonder if this could actually be the
real thing, had she come across? Had they left her for dead
down here? Could it be that this wasn’t just symbolism but
actual atoms at work? Of course she knew that she could
never know, unless she could find some way to hack her way
out of this box and discover that it was virtual, she could
never be sure it wasn’t real. Even the being you call God
cannot prove he is not simulated in some more basic reality.
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Would it be fun to pretend she had actually come across and
been left for dead? Let them think she believed it?
A rather loud and belly-felt rumble told her that this
reality would be so brutal that now she would be lead by her
stomach like a beast to seek food. She’d seen the code for
that, she knew it was real. She knew how to use her med
panel to intervene in hunger since she was thirteen. Her
personification had consumed food only for its social value
since then.
She knew this was some trap because it was certainly not
the garden planet Alan, Brancettrabble and Althart had
showed her. This was a latticework catacomb of vials and
tags, racks and racks of hanging paper binders with more tags
hanging off them. She could hear distant voices somewhere,
unintelligible words in the echoing distance, but saw no
people at all. She came to a stairway and had no idea if she
should climb down or up to find light, it seemed to extend for
many floors in both directions and the other floors had about
as many panels about as far down the halls glowing as dimly
green as this floor. She had no idea if there were windows
beyond any pile or partition and she couldn’t see them
because it was just night now. At this point she had no way of
telling if the whole of the physics she used to think the
universe was grounded in, was just another layer of virtuality
on something else and she had skipped two levels? Maybe the
universe is really only an infinite three dimensional lattice of
these catacombs and everyone was really lying in a drawer
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hooked to tubes and dreaming lives of either flesh or Angel
while in this reality they were a comatose vegetable in one of
these drawers?
She came across a main corridor two floors down, but
there was no one in it just this second, she wondered if this
would be a violence game and she would have to fight
enemies. She wondered if she’d been granted any such
powers and tried a kick at the wall. The pain told her that her
body was low on martial skills, and when things hurt, they
really hurt and you couldn’t turn the pain off. She was really
starting to miss that med panel. The walls seemed to be as
hard as the concrete walls of the abandoned parking garage
where her mortal flesh was killed as a child.
Ava was convinced this wasn’t a violence game, if it was
a game at all. She went running down this hall to the room at
the end, figuring this would be more like a clues game than a
violence game. There was a little more light coming from in
there, and that seemed to be the place the voices were coming
from. Finding anyone else in this game would be a joy at this
point, even if they were only cherubs.
She burst thru the door and knew exactly where she was.
She had seen this room from eyes seated under a helmet on
one of the thrones surrounding the great crystal that glowed in
the center of this room. Many screens were projected in it,
several of the people she knew were around it looking at
them. Althart was there, he was in earnest conversation with a
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projection on the far side of the crystal. Nearby there were
several people dressed in university robes.
One of them came over to her, “Could you tell me who
you are?” he asked.
Her body reacted while her mind was still transfixed by
the enormity of what had happened, “Of course I can, I’m
systems administrator Ava Bancour.” She knew her mind was
not responding as quickly under the import of the situation as
she would like it to. As her mouth was blurting that, she was
understanding for sure that it was a lie. She was actually in
flesh again, at least, she could believe herself to be. As far as
she knew, this was the base-level universe. She should have
felt a lot more ‘real’ in proportion to the amount of physical
bother. She did feel a lot more analog.
“You are the shonggot victim are you not?” he asked her.
She saw Althart look up, so she waited for him, still too
speechless to answer the guy by the door. Althart came over
to her before he spoke, “Yes you have come across.”
“Then why was I down there in the morgue?” she
managed to mumble.
“We found the heximal point error in my math just a few
minutes ago. You found it, or I guess I have to say your new
twin sister…”
“You mean I’m still up there…”
“Yes you are my dear.”
“Quadruplets. My quadruplet sister,” the Ava on the
ground said. Her new sister in the sky could not hear them
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over here.
“How is this?” Althart asked.
“I copied myself into two so I could go to Kunae and stay
here when the expedition split. Then Brancettrabble talked me
into making a sacrificial sister that the first one captured and
took back to YingolNeerie, and now I have left a ghost in the
null point.”
“So there are three clones still alive?” Althart asked.
“Counting me?” she pointed at herself. “Even here I am
called a clone?”
“Personality-wise. Body-wise it is very unlikely that you
are a clone. In spite of the pain of childbirth, most people
choose to reproduce with a chance for improvement, so very
few people clone themselves.”
“What is the penalty for cloning here?” she asked. In
Angel society it was the surest way to permanent deletion,
she couldn’t help the panic in her voice.
“Here, as in the ‘known universe’ three-d reality trap?”
“Here as in for me, now?”
“You have no real penalty for it, a person can choose
whatever means of reproduction they can afford and some do
clone, but sex is much cheaper and most people seem to enjoy
it more than the procedures used in cloning, although they are
not as intrusive in any reputable lab these last few centuries.”
“Then why call me a clone?”
“It was a clinical description of your mental origin,
nothing was meant to be derogatory. I must say Ava, I thought
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you were eager to join us as mortals, you helped us work for
this goal. I’m thrilled that you’ve made it thru, I wish to hold
you here without the helmet, but you seem hostile. Now that
you’re here, whoever you call God is your system
administrator and you reach him/her as best as you know
how? We all have to obey the rules He gave us, what we call
‘natural law’.”
It had really happened hadn’t it? She was running on a
biological brain. She was stuck in three-d reality. Why had
she done this to herself? She would have to eat, every day,
more than once. She would have to shit, every day. She would
bleed, she would have to heal. Germs would invade her body.
She would have to be careful to stay in shape. Her hair would
come out and get stuck in the drain. She would have to use
soapy water to get clean. She now lived on a world where a
sizable fraction of the population didn’t get their bathwater
hot, many of those got it by lake or river, sometimes predatorinfested. She was stuck in that now. Why had she come here?
What good were her skills as a system support person here?
This was dumber than her move onto the biology base to
study this planet wasn’t it?
But what was three-d reality other than another virtuality
horizon that no one had yet hacked? Could it actually be that
what they told her other clone-sister was the true reality and
now she had simply become trapped in the hack Alan put in
their system? She had no way to really know she was on the
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planet, Alan had the system skills to change the constant of
gravity in his universe. There shouldn’t have been enough
logic on the abandoned base to run this, but she had no way to
tell how fast she was running. When it came right down to it,
she couldn’t prove that she wasn’t the sacrificial clone she
made before the battle of the bus, running in Alan’s universe
in Gordon’s Lamp while it toiled along on the voyage home.
Althart could be just a character Alan made up based on the
epic fantasies he read as a child.
But she knew why she really came here; it was so she
wouldn’t be alone. In that little can her universe was in, she
was utterly alone except for visits with Brancettrabble and
Althart and occasional others via the helmets. That company
seemed real to her at the time, but it had never seemed real to
them. Now she knew that when you’re stuck in reality like
this, anything that isn’t stuck in it, doesn’t seem real at all. “I
know all this,” was all she said. “I guess I pretended to myself
that I was ready for it but I was not. I was not prepared to be
so ‘on the ground’, for so much gravity, for having to go to
the bathroom…”
“There’s one…”
“I saw it, I was just using that as an example. I didn’t
think I was transferred because I was left in a morgue for
dead…”
“Actually you were in an intensive care station, the
Noonsleep caretaker was in the bathroom when you woke
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up,” Althart told her. “You shouldn’t have had to get up by
yourself, how do you feel?”
“Wobbly, confused, what went wrong?”
“I was off by a factor of a hundred, what you call thirty
six, in dendrite growth rates and didn’t notice it, a mistake
you’d expect from a neophyte neuritian.”
“This was a little different procedure than your standard
RNAcid trip,” Ava told him. “You shouldn’t be hard on
yourself. How am I? Who am I?”
“How do you think you are?”
“I feel everything about my body strongly, I feel the
clothes on my skin, I feel my feet on the floor, it all seems
turned up.”
“That’s probably a good thing, you have achieved a good
integration between your mental and physical selves. If you
were slightly numb I would be more inclined to worry. You
were able to get out of your drawer, walk around, you’re able
to speak well, I think you are doing very well. This girl had
no bodily medical problems other than being a little thin and
light, nothing that won’t clear up with good food and
exercise.”
“So who am I now?”
“I thought I heard you answer the monitor that you are
Ava Bancour?”
“Who was this? The flesh that I inhabit.”
“Why do you even want to know? There are really only
two reasons to overdose on shonggot, either you want to erase
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your personality deliberately or you are trying to learn things
faster than you can by eye and cheaper than you can by
RNAcid. She left you a body in relatively good condition. A
little rest and nutrition and you’ll be in top shape.”
“Yes she did, I want to thank you for this body also. This
was a much prettier girl than I would have grown up to be.
My mom told me at least once a day how exactly like her I
was at every age, so I would look like she did at twenty nine
if I had my pick. She was never this pretty at any age. I would
never have had this figure, she had a couple bumps and the
hips of a teenage boy all her life.”
“I would have picked a much prettier girl in better
physical condition for you. This girl is hardly prettier than the
way you presented yourself to me under the helmet.”
“My personal genetics wouldn’t have been able to match
up with that body, that image under the helmet was as pretty
as I could imagine myself being,” Ava told him. “I think that
has a lot to do with why the other attempts didn’t work, I
think we have a much better chance if the body types match.
I’m actually amazed to find anyone who matches me this
closely among the choices. I want to find out who this person
was.”
“We have little data,” Althart told her, “but are you sure
you want to do that? You are not that other person, why dig
up what might be tragic?”
“Because whether I like it or not, the genes in this body
effect the mind and I am going to have to deal with that. I feel
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different in here, I’m in a more energetic body than I was as a
little girl. This woman’s libido is turned up way higher than
mine was.”
“I believe you told me you were a two decade child when
you went into the crystal.”
“That may have something to do with the libido, but there
is more than that. I know my food preferences will be
different because of this body’s needs…”
“And the fact that only one food you’ve ever seen before
has ever been seen in this world.”
“Yes, I will have to learn to eat new foods, but this body
already knows your foods and Alan has assured me the food
is much better here than his synthetic rations on the ship.
What I’m saying is this bodily chemistry has to effect who I
am. So who am I?”
Althart walked back to the crystal and padded his
fingertips on some glass nubbins set in an ornate wooden
panel. Her new body’s picture came into focus within the
crystal. Ava noticed she couldn’t just run a translator on the
native script any more, the translator wasn’t there. She
couldn’t actually read the script with her own mind, so there
were several pages of unintelligible scratchings, just like
those in the catacombs above, grouped into blocks and
patterns. She didn’t even have to say anything before Althart
could tell what the problem was.
“You had a single address on you when you were found,
that is: Behind Main 7th, Beccia St., Sinbara, North Lake. It’s
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at least one, with bad weather maybe almost two, years on a
packet to get there. It’s at least one, maybe two with bad
weather, weeks from the nearest Eye. But could we persuade
you to work with us awhile, let us make sure you’re okay?
Your body has been thru some trauma. We wouldn’t have
been surprised if you weren’t able to walk right away.”
“It wasn’t easy, I still don’t feel totally normal.”
“You’re doing very well, but come, I’m sure you need
food, we should see to your medical needs. It’s almost
Afternoonday now, please stay with us for Dusksleep at
least.”
“I do need food, I’m not used to that, but intellectually I
know that this prickly thing in the middle of my body that’s
starting to sound like a boiling cauldron is caused by need for
food. I’ve watched plenty of nature shows about animals
needing to eat.”
“Your body hasn’t eaten for a week,” he told her. “Let us
send up for something.”
“I’m quite fit to go to the nearest food.”
“That would be about a hundred and one floors up from
here,” he said. Though this body had grown up in this gravity,
she couldn’t make it up there. He must have seen the look on
her face because he said, “It’s a lot of elevator, but not much
walking.”
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Reality Check
A lot had happened in the last nine years as the Lula
worked its way deeper into the 61 Cygni environment. A
tremendous amount of information was transmitted to them,
supposedly from the planet ahead. It seemed that the medical
science on this planet was very advanced, so much so that
they were able to teach Janace enough to regenerate limbs for
the crewmen who had lost them to frostbite. They were
confident they could help those who were brain damaged, and
helped them with their care. The facilities on the ship weren’t
enough to help most of them, only three regained
consciousness and they were not as sharp as they used to be
even then. Seven more they were able to help enough only to
keep them alive in a vegetative state. The other three were too
severely brain damaged and did not survive. The ceremonies
at the airlock were very painful, he felt for Father Dianegress.
The facilities on the ship were not advanced enough to
perform any of the real feats of medical magic they claimed
to be capable of. They claimed they could cure them of aging,
repair any defects in their bodies or internal organs, or even
give them strength and beauty they had never had before.
They could transmit the code for their language and many
other forms of learning, but the ship had no medical lab with
the equipment it would take to use that knowledge. They
slowed the progress of aging some, so that Herndon felt he
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was about forty two, not the forty seven the calendar said he
was.
There had been some vicious arguments among the crew
as to whether or not they were talking to an ancient
civilization on the planet at 61 Cygni, or a hacked piece of
logic from the Christial expedition. Herndon thought the fact
that the instructions for regenerating limbs worked was proof
enough, but Nardley, Waldeis, Hector, Nelson and the Colonel
were convinced they were talking to hacked circuitry from
the Christials.
Ernesto had not really taken a side, he was determined to
wait until he could see the planet without any electronics in
the way before making a final decision. Meanwhile he was
letting the data thru to Earth with arguments from both sides
attached.
Life went on, after all, you can’t argue for nine years over
the same thing with no one budging without more data. It gets
too boring. Maybe people only got along because everyone
knew they had no choice. All thru that time Ernesto and
Isabel spent too much time together, giving the rest of the
crew something else to talk about. Ernesto claimed he was
seeking advice from someone who knew the captain well, she
said she was seeking comfort from her late husband’s good
friend. If Ernesto’s wife hadn’t remained behind at his
suggestion and there hadn’t been rumors of a liaison before
they departed, there might not have been as much gossip.
After a few years of that it became tiresome and people began
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to tune out if you still tried to talk about it.
Lionel, Raja, Nelson and to some extent Nardley, spent a
lot of time speculating on what the natives were really like, if
they existed at all. They knew there was no radio, no electric
grid. They claimed to have no fossil fuels and only the bare
minimum of motor vehicles, almost all of them water-borne,
half the tonnage burning cord wood for fuel. They wondered
if the women would smell and cover it up with thick perfume.
They wondered how people lived, wondered if there were
sewers, things like that. In mechanization they were like the
1700’s, in medicine they were a millennium ahead.
Eventually Ernesto and Isabel decided that the gossips
could go to hell, declared themselves ‘engaged’ and more-orless openly became a couple. Father Dianegress was happy to
marry them now, but Ernesto wanted it to be after their
arrival, on the surface if possible, if the civilization actually
existed.
So now there was less than a year to go, during which
time the target would circle its sun a little less than four times.
From here they would have to plan the details of their
approach and begin the maneuvering required to intercept a
moon rapidly orbiting a planet that was rapidly orbiting a star,
in a plane that was fifty one degrees out of alignment with
their direction of approach. Astronomy and Navigation were
working hard, and Navigation had the main computer running
most of the time trying to get their trajectory to converge.
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Each time they had to dodge an object, the whole trajectory
had to be re-calculated.
Objects were not at interstellar densities, but not at the
densities they would be encountering if they were in the plane
of this system. Still they were frequent enough that Raja was
worried they might get far enough off course that they would
need the main drive. They had orbited the star twice on the
way in, most of their thrust now was going into changing the
plane of their orbit. They would orbit the star twice more in
catching the planet, and orbit the planet for days catching the
moon.
In the name of letting the data thru with arguments from
each side, Ernesto had given Herndon his permission to do
what he was doing, letting data thru by transmitting the
genetic formulae for eternal youth that the Kassikan had sent
them with the Kassikan’s claims of what these modifications
would do. It was nearly complete by now, and Herndon was
doing his best to see that it got sent without drawing the
Colonel’s attention. Back home, genetic science had
advanced to the point that they might be able to make use of
this data. On the ship, triggering regrowth was an unexpected
lucky break only because it was unexpectedly simple. The
science behind it might be monumental, but the treatment was
administered as a timed sequence of hormonal tattoos and
injections. That equipment they were able to fabricate.
They were able to fabricate a few treatments that slowed
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the aging process, but a true reversal would have to wait til
their arrival. Janace had been in med school the last nine
years, taught remotely from the Kassikan. They were able to
fabricate apparatus under their direction that allowed her to
administer treatments only a little more advanced than on
Earth in 2330, the last info they had. Thus even that was not
total proof that this was not a hack. The only other action was
the questions the planet asked them. It seemed that they had
just added a Study of Photovolaics, as they called electronics,
and their chairwoman was inquiring about N-ion doping
saturation and maximum N-ion radius and technical detail
like that. He and Nardley looked up what they had of that. He
got it from the fabricator specs, but fifty atoms was the line
resolution of their fabricator. The natives could arrange most
things to the size of a bacterium, but organic molecules to the
atom. His fabricator could put several thousand logic
elements in that bactrium, those of the Christial expedition
came close to matching the atom-by-atom of the local organic
chemistry.
They were now inside the orbit of the ‘C’ star, a brown
dwarf less massive than some iceball planets and a third of all
gas giants but three times the diameter of a gas giant of the
same mass. There was an asteroid belt in here, and three of
them were large enough to call Dwarf Planets, one with a
significant atmosphere and ground temperatures approaching
the melting point of ice in some spots in the summer. They
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were aiming for a point between the terrestrial planet and its
innermost moon, a point where that remnant of the Christial
expedition was still docked.
As head of IT, Herndon was now a senior officer and sat
with Ernesto, the colonel, Father Dianegress and Waldeis at
the captain’s briefings. Waldeis was the only one who seemed
to feel more out of place than Herndon did at these meetings.
The subject of this meeting was that remnant of the Christial
expedition and the course to it that had already been set into
navigation. Colonel da Morais had called this Saturday
meeting. Because of that they went thru the political
formalities before the colonel got started.
“We have intelligence that the body you intend to dock
with is highly contaminated electronics a generation more
advanced than our own. We believe that body, which names
itself ‘Narrulla’s Tear’ is the actual source of the signals we
are receiving.”
“As I understand it they serve as the remote antenna,”
Ernesto said, “a relay station.”
“We don’t know that,” the colonel replied, “they could be
rogue Angels making the whole thing up. I think it’s likely
there is a live spirit on that wreck and it may have had other
backups to work with.”
“We’ll certainly take precautions,” Herndon said.
“What precautions?” the colonel asked.
“Check for signals, check for voltage, check for current,
pin by pin. We know something’s live on it because it’s
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relaying the signal from the ground and sending the
instrumentation outputs. We’ve got all their pin outs and
protocols in our updated mission orders,” Herndon said, “the
engineering data for the whole Victoria McReady Station.”
“I hope some of it matches the station itself,” the colonel
said. “It’s been sixty three years since they left it here, who
knows what it’s mutated into by now. If it wasn’t selfrefabricating it couldn’t have survived.” He turned to Raja
Waice-Reegoos, their navigator. “Can we pull in to the
opposite side of the moon from the Christial Relic?”
“Yes sir, that’s well within our vector capability, it will not
call for the main reactor.” Lighting the main torch close to an
inhabited planet could result in millions being given unsafe
levels of radiation. Though they still weren’t sure it was
inhabited, the possibility that it was made Ernesto reluctant to
use it, and when he did, not within sixty degrees of angle of
the planet. The actual beam spread of the thrust neutrons from
the reactor was a fraction of a degree, keeping it outside one
degree of the planet would be absolutely safe, but he wasn’t
one to trust machinery any more than he had to.
The colonel turned back to the captain, “It would be safer
if we pulled up there and sent the shuttle to investigate those
remains.”
“Very well,” Ernesto said, “if there are no objections.”
“Not an objection,” Herndon said, “but I wish to point out
a disadvantage. While the moon is between us and that station
we will not be able to communicate with the Station, or with
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the Kassikan while we are there.”
“Chief,” Jimmy told him, “the Tear actually
communicates with the Kassikan using a geosynchronous.
I’m pretty sure I’ll be able to activate another transponder on
that geosynchronous and that will allow us communication.”
He was a firm believer in the Kassikan and a supporter. His
leg had re-grown almost to full size by now, he’d been able to
use it for over a year and in one percent gravity in the ship
under ions it was not a handicap at all. All motion was one
hop to the nearest door.
“I stand corrected,” Herndon said. “The geosynchronous
is news to me.”
“It’s part of the instrumentation the Christials left
behind,” Jimmy said. “It’s mentioned in their report.”
“I haven’t committed that whole report to memory yet,”
Herndon admitted. It was three thick volumes.
“We should pay particular attention to the emphasis on the
first law of virtuality,” the colonel said. “So far all we have is
a signal.”
“I can get some pretty good pictures of the planet from
here,” Neves said. He was the astronomical officer, also a
major, and the commander of the main scope. “It won’t be
long til I’ll be able to see if that pyramid is there. That lake
certainly is.” Within three years he’d been able to verify that
the planet did indeed rotate as claimed, 84h 39m noon to
noon. Two years ago he could verify the shape of the lake.
“It is my belief we are still mortal in the base universe,”
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Ernesto said, “and until you show me someone hacking their
way out of it, I’m going to continue that belief. I still believe
that what we see with our scope is real.”
“Yes sir, I don’t dispute that,” the colonel said. “In fact I
think we’re arguing for the same side. We will be able to see
the pyramid before we dock on either side of that moon, if it
is there. You are already confident it is there, I am not as
confident. I want to use caution.”
“You quote their expedition’s report, but did you catch the
part where it tells how their captain’s and security officer’s
excessive caution was how their crewman was able to fool
them so long?”
“That’s not what it told me,” the colonel said.
“That report will always be open to interpretation,” Father
Dianegress said.
“Be that as it may, there is nothing in it that convinces me
that we are not mortal in the base universe,” Ernesto said.
“The back side of the moon will still be well within our
vectoring capabilities when we know if that pyramid is there.
We do not need to change our course until then. I appreciate
your concern...”
Herndon was glad to hear that, matching the orbital
motions of the planet and moon when coming from out of the
system plane was challenging, calculating their approach had
taken over fifteen million iterations.
“Ernesto, they may be watching...” the colonel said.
“Exactly,” Ernesto said, “and if they see us change course
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they’ll know we don’t take them at face value. I don’t want
them to know that til the last possible minute. Just because we
let them think we take them at face value, doesn’t mean we
do.”
From Ernesto’s point of view, he’s just stating his case,
from the colonel’s point of view he’d just received a harsh
dressing down in front of all the senior crew. Ernesto didn’t
seem to understand that the colonel had called this meeting to
assert his power, the point about which side of the moon they
targeted was academic at this point. After nine years there
was no doubt in Herndon’s mind that the colonel wanted to
command the expedition, especially if there was a civilization
here.
There were many pictures now, it was undoubtedly a
human civilization that was sending these signals. It might be
a hack, but the hacker was familiar with the human ideal of
beauty. Herndon hoped it was real, he hoped to meet some of
those girls a year from now. Their media suggested that they
were all open to carnal relations and some on the planet were
studying Portuguese.
The colonel wrapped up his meeting as quickly as
possible, amid Ernesto’s assurances that as soon as they saw
any evidence that the signals they were getting were lies, he
would be called on to take all possible countermeasures.
Sampson was curtly polite, but lost no time in returning to his
own quarters, climbing hands-only in the one percent gravity
of the ion drive.
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Herndon got back to his station to find that the last of the
code for the Species Immunity Complex had gone out the
antenna to Earth. Maybe Ernesto did understand that the
colonel was grabbing for power and that was why he gave his
permission to send this message. Now that it was complete,
Herndon entered it in the log, making it seem as routine as
possible. The colonel would see this as Herndon siding with
Ernesto. It had come to that on the Lula hadn’t it? Factions
and power struggles with the expedition’s goals used only as
playing pieces in the power game. Keeping thirty people
cooped up in what amounted to one building for all these
years was going to lead to this. Somehow it seemed easier
with fifty people during accel. Of course they didn’t have this
hack vs. reality controversy in front of them, they left
planning to terraform a terminator world. And it was one year
in well known space, not groping nine years thru the rocky
unknown.
They also had Raim Nourmond in charge during accel. He
had no problem keeping Colonel de Morais in hand. Ernesto
didn’t know he needed to be kept on a very short leash with
quiet but firm commands in military language and in front of
as few people as possible. Ernesto was a compromiser, a
conciliator. The colonel saw that as weakness and felt it was
his duty to restore order. Herndon had tried to advise Ernesto
several times, but he was in his sixties and not about to
change his ways. Herndon just hoped it didn’t lead to trouble.
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Herndon was biologically forty two now, saving five years of
the nine, and the Colonel was also in his sixties, but he still
trained hard.
Herndon leaned back easily in the microgravity they were
still subject to. ‘We will see if it is a hack or not.’ If he was in
contact with a hack, that will prove it. The med lab on the
Lula did not have the equipment to synthesize a virus, much
less a suite of them plus some free plasmids, but the labs back
home did.
The Lula had just enough organic chemistry to synthesize
the hormones to start the limb regeneration process. Limb
regeneration was now known to Brazilian science, so the fact
that advice from the Kassikan had worked to regenerate limbs
was not conclusive proof that the data wasn’t coming from a
hack. If the labs back home synthesized those genetics for
eternal youth, and aging was cured for the population back
home, that will prove the natives have knowledge that Alan or
any entity from Gordon’s Lamp did not have and prove to the
people back home that the civilization on this planet was real.
Not that there were many who didn’t believe that they
were communicating with something more than a hack. They
were now less than a year from landing, mail took only hours
now and people felt that they knew each other on opposite
ends of the communication lines. Doctor Madeira got mail
from several people on many different medical committees in
the Kassikan regularly. There were people learning the native
language including Facilitator Bryle Leftwich who was
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getting to be quite fluent. They had thousands of pictures now
of a huge planet with dozens of huge and ancient cities,
countless ancient cultures, it was mind boggling in its
vastness. This was no hack.
He was thinking of that, still sitting in that chair, when the
Colonel burst into the room. In this low gravity he launched
himself from the doorframe. “I just saw what you did!”
Herndon leaned farther back in his chair with his hands
behind his head, letting the Colonel go floating by, writhing
for a handhold.
Sampson used his hand on the opposing wall, brought
himself around to face Herndon, and let himself drift to the
floor, “Without the permission of the security officer of this
ship!”
“With the permission of the captain of this ship.”
“He’ll never give his permission for something like that
again.”
“You don’t want to know if this data we are receiving is
real?” Herndon asked.
“We will know in six or seven months, we will be
approaching close orbit by then, we will see that pyramid
with our scopes and know if it is real. It will take more than
fifty years before we know if that formula works, you are a
fool to try and use such a transparent excuse.”
“Maybe I thought the mortals of Earth deserved a chance,
deserved more proof than just a signal.”
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“You have killed them all, whether the formula works or
not. Angels will destroy them to preserve their source of
souls.”
“You’re saying the angels will eat their own children?”
“With sauce,” the Colonel tried to keep from shouting.
Shouting caused one to be blown away from your target in
gravity this light. “They will attempt to return them to the
dark ages, make them breed quickly and often.”
“So you think they believe in the Kassikan enough that
they won’t even wait to see if it works?”
“You haven’t kept up with the news? You know it doesn’t
matter if it works. You know the planet’s a tinderbox right
now, Talstan is only waiting for an excuse to take West
Siberia.”
Brazil had treaty obligations with Russia, that would
precipitate war. Talstan had already taken the Chinese half of
Siberia a generation earlier. Talstan didn’t even exist when the
Lula was launched, but the unbearable population pressures
in central Asia had created a mighty extremist state.
“That pits mortal against mortal, where do the Angels
come in?”
“On the side of Talstan,” the colonel said. “All other
heavenly nations will side with Talstan. They all want to
make their soul farms as productive as Talstan’s.”
“China’s were once that productive, and look what
happened to them,” Herndon said. The last century had seen
so many voluntary ascensions that the ancient land of China
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became nearly uninhabited. In two generations most of the
land had been sold to central Asian immigrants. By now,
ethnic Chinese mortals were confined to a few coastal cities,
peninsulas and islands. Provinces that had been dense farms
were now rough goat pasture.
“You will see, Herndon da Silva,” the Colonel said as he
turned to leave. “You and Ernesto both. You didn’t have to
transmit that code, you only had to say you did and billions
will die. Let their blood be on your hands.”
Herndon would try to stay out of the colonel’s way for the
next few days. He worried that he could be right, it wasn’t
achieving eternal youth that was the unpardonable sin, it was
wanting to. Instead of dwelling on it he focused on the current
communication problems. One of the biggest was language.
There were essentially no Portuguese speakers on the planet
they were approaching, but there were people trying to learn.
He spent quite a bit of time correcting the grammar of a few.
He was hampered because he knew none of the native
language, so his correspondence had to be strictly in
Portuguese. This time the student had gotten a little personal,
so he needed to be careful with his reply. Customarily he
started with correcting the message to what he thought it said,
then answering.
This is what I think you are trying to ask, but using
the correct word order and conjugations:
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Dear starman,
I’m sending you a picture of me so I can ask if you
would like sex when you finally arrive. This is not just
because you are helping me with my studies, but
because I understand that you need it and I am willing
to help, also because I understand you are big and
strong.

The picture was of a very pretty, young, sun-blond girl,
completely innocent of clothes and blatantly sexual where she
was pressing her left breast against her ribs and showing a
line of pink between her downy mons. He was reminded of
call-girl ads in the media he left behind. But if he was to ever
actually meet this girl from the planet, and actually spend
some time with her, she would be the most beautiful girl he
had ever been out with. The fact that she was less than half
his age was a problem, if her appearance was any indication,
which he had to remember, it wasn’t. He continued re-typing
her message as correct as he could get it. He wasn’t even sure
she could really understand, but there is so little knowledge of
each other’s language.
Why are verbs you use the most irregular? We would
make those the most regular, but the tense particles
of Common Tongue work better for me. Do all
languages at YingolNeerie have conjugated verbs as
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their method of encoding the tense of a sentence?
What are the rules when you have a verb phrase, or
are those also irregular?
How long does it take your children to learn to speak?
How do you communicate with them in the mean
time?
Good bye, Tormu

From here, he answered her correspondence, in the
simplest Portuguese he could.
Dear Tormu,
Thank you very much for the picture. You are the
prettiest girl I have have ever seen. I would be very
happy to meet you when we land. It is less than a
year now.
No language of Earth has ever been designed as
Common Tongue was, all of them have evolved as
they were spoken, all the way back to grunts and
screeches. No one was educated enough to know what
a ‘verb’ was when language first developed. Each
separate language branched off the way a species
does in evolution, when some barrier separates two
different groups.
On Earth children take at least a year to learn any
words at all, and can make some statements by the
time they are two.
May I ask about you? How old are you? What do you
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do besides studying Portuguese?
Thank you for your interest,
Herndon da Silva.

During the next week the rest of the crew sat thru a whole
week that was about nothing but orbital calculations and
exactly when was the last minute they could change orbit to
come in on the back side of that moon. The colonel was
trying to say that opportunity had already passed.
Herndon sat thru numerous meetings about it and
understood the calculations that said they could wait til two
weeks before if they employed the main drive. On ions alone
they couldn’t yet be sure of making the rendezvous they were
already aiming for. They discussed using the main drive as
long as it wasn’t pointed toward the planet. More days of
meetings went back and forth on that before Ernesto said they
could use it but it couldn’t be directed within sixty degrees of
the planet unless there was no other way to prevent impact on
the planet. He had a definite, ‘Don’t bother me with this
again,’ about that decision.
During that week astronomy confirmed more and more of
the features claimed in the second expedition’s report, but
those features exist in either interpretation of the data, the
hack only effected the details. It would still be months before
they would be able to see evidence of human work, other than
the lake, but they were not yet close enough to get an
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elevation map and prove that the lake is being held a
kilometer of elevation above where it came from as the
natives claim.
That meant nothing was resolved. The colonel stayed out
of the captain’s way, everyone stayed out of the colonel’s way
and his department kept on recording and cataloging the data
that came in from both the Christial instrumentation package
and the link to the Kassikan relayed thru it.
Saturday, just a week after the Colonel’s first meeting, he
got a very different unexpected message. It was also in a
foreign language, but one he spoke well enough to get by in
London.
To:

Data Systems Administrator, Presidente Lula

It is still eight months and three days til your docking,
on the course you’re currently following. While we
have plenty of time we can discuss the protocols for
that docking at our leisure. Though we run on
different substrates, I still welcome your friendship. I
am the only one on this vessel and it gets lonely.
From: Ava Bancour, Systems Administrator, Narrulla’s
Tear

This meant that there was someone left on that station, as
the colonel suspected. If the colonel knew of this he’d
probably order that station destroyed, it was an outpost of a
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foreign power after all. He wondered if Ernesto should know?
He would try one round alone, just to see what her position
was:
To:

Ava Bancour, Systems Administrator, Narrulla’s
Tear station

Please let me know your status, we were told that
station was unmanned and that it was named The
Victoria McReady Station. Should my superior officers
be made aware of our discussions of communication
protocols? Should they be made aware of your
presence?
From: Herndon da Silva, CIO – Presidente Lula

Breakfast with Kuthra
The dawn, and with the chill of dawn comes time to
contemplate just what she’s gotten herself into. The dawn
comes once a week here, but there are only three days in that
week. She’d known that since 2267. This was the fifth dawn
she had seen here, she had completed five weeks and was
starting her sixth. She was still overwhelmed by the alienness
of it. She had orbited this planet for seventy four years, but
always lived at her Caribbean villa with Earth life and gravity.
Yeah, she saw all this as data, but she hadn’t lived in it before,
and living in it is a lot more disorienting than just seeing it on
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data displays.
She was still wrapped in a nightcoat on a balcony that
reached the outer facade of the immense triangular pyramid.
Balconies of various sizes reached that outer skin, and many
were connected by small stairways just inside that outer
facade. The small openings like this were only one floor and a
mezzanine in height and this was one of the top ones, in the
personal apartment of one of the founders of this institution.
She had come down to the main floor of the apartment,
Althart was still asleep.
The rail here in the pyramid was cast marble, lushly
grown with the vines of larorlie. Larorlie is the symbol of this
civilization, its pods brew a cannabis tea that tastes like
nectar. It hypnotizes the local population and she had already
seen why. It covers almost every balcony rail and trellis on
this whole planet, and this planet is just too vast to get her
mind around, especially now that she was seeing it up close.
Below this balcony, the trees stretched in double rows into
the distance. But they weren’t trees, they were apartment
towers. What looked like rows of jungle along rivers were
dense linear cities along canals. This jungle was a contiguous
megalopolis of one hundred million. A city a week in radius
on the fastest transport available. A city that continued
beyond the mountains in the distance. Yet once one got out of
this central core of the urban jungle, there were farms only a
thousand feet from the soaring growth of homes and shops
along the great canals. She had already been there, two short
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walks and a boat ride away. From his fields the owner of the
tiny farm could see the towers of the city jungle all around.
The streets she walked in the last few weeks were on the
fifth to tenth floor most of the time, below that it was
commercial and industrial, dockworkers and draft animals,
big pulleys and thick ropes. Nothing was automated, human
and animal bodies were the only actuators. The smell was not
horrific, but it was there, along with grease and paper dust. To
someone who had spent almost her whole life in virtual
space, it was very intimidating. She felt very close to her
childhood in the abandoned parking garage in Reston down
there.
As she watched the city this dawn, the traffic was already
heavy on the canals. Ships and barges could not sail between
the great walls of crystal and grown buildings that bordered
the canals, instead they were drawn by teams of draft animals.
A coating of people in kayaks already covered the canals.
Lines for the locks were already forming, but the locks cycled
thru wake and sleep with the traffic of this busy city.
This entire urban complex had been a dot on the map all
the decades she lay in orbit. Now it stretched far beyond the
horizon in the direction she could see. She was profoundly
intimidated looking at this. She had never been a great social
person, she preferred the world of virtual systems and
systems administration, a place where many were alone in
their universe. Here she saw evidence that there were so
many people she could not comprehend it. She could see
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them as dots in the closest trees of the city, but beyond, she
could only see their city, on to infinity.
She’d already had several epiphanies regarding the size
and texture of this world, she had never even come close. The
expedition she came with, the voyage of the Pan Solar
League’s flagship, Gordon’s Lamp, the second expedition to
61 Cygni, would be a second tier research project in this
university because it only took thousands of souls and
hundreds of years. The half million square miles of lake
backed up by this city was an example of a first tier project,
something involving millions of individuals over thousands
of years.
It was true that the arrival of starships from Earth was an
important event to them. They had already created a Study for
it by the time Alan landed, and they were now using the
knowledge they were gaining from Earth in their science. But
so far it wasn’t the biggest thing going on here at the time.
Terrestrial presence was just too small, she was only the
second individual of Earth ancestry to visit the campus.
The man asleep upstairs had offered her a project that
might make knowledge from the Earth into the biggest thing
going on here. She had to consider this offer very seriously. In
his words the position was as a full Sorceress in the newly
founded Study of Photovoltaics, and a separate interlocking
position as the founder of the Study of Virtuality. Overlapping
positions are common in his business. This pyramid is the
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world headquarters of the Kassikan, the university/industrial
conglomerate officially called the All of Lands All of
Knowledge, Kassidor Kassikan in the local language. This
organization had re-engineered human nature to eliminate
domination and violence. Their ‘corporate logo’ was the
familiar ‘peace sign’ that had somehow come to Earth over
two hundred years before she left it.
She didn’t take this position lightly, besides the thrill of
getting another whole electronics industry going from the
very beginning, she got a lavish apartment and a tiny
percentage of the profit on every semiconductor the Kassikan
or any of its subsidiaries ever builds. That is important, if she
slips into the middle class on this planet, she will commute by
kayak and grow two thirds of her diet in her yard by hand. A
far far better life than she knew as a child on Earth, but far
more tedious than her life as the systems administrator for
Gordon’s Lamp. If she is successful at this position she would
stay well above the middle class, maybe at the very peak of
this society.
She was staying in this room only because the man in
there was sleeping off the effects of the hormones in the body
he’d given her. But then he had an excuse, he was a lot older
than her, like five thousand Earth years older than her. This
body they’d put her in was more hormone-charged than she
was ready for. As an Angel she always had her libido
completely under control. Its controls were on the far left of
an Angel’s med panel, and she had always kept her sex
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hormones turned off unless she needed them. That was not
possible in this body, and Ava felt like she was riding a badly
trained horse at times. She felt guilt at the fact that this badly
trained horse might have something to do with that job offer.
She did spend the ‘sleep’ with a founder of this company
twice already, two of the last three sleep periods.
Yes, she was a good systems administrator and systems
engineer. Even remotely, she was able to teach them enough
about electronics that they had gate level circuits working in
their labs already. But for manufacturing, she turned it over to
the fabricator, and if that didn’t work she set about diagnosing
the problem with the fabricator. She worried that she didn’t
really have the skills they needed to get the lab prototypes
into volume production.
Last week they’d asked the incoming Brazilian expedition
if they knew some of the key production constants. They were
a generation closer to when humans actually had to know
details like that. The sizes they quoted were still too small for
the machinery the Kasssikan had on hand. The size of a
bacterium was about the limit of local manufacturing
tolerances.
If she hadn’t taken that career, another thing she thought
about doing was find out something more about the girl who’s
body she had taken, the one who had abandoned this temple
of lust. She had spent a whole day and then some on it
already. She was a stranger no one would admit to seeing
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before, comatose on shonggot. There was not one atom of
data as to what her name might be. The only name on her
person was ‘Jorma,’ and it was a sender’s address on a scrap
of a rather racy love note the girl had on her person. The ‘to:’
was purposefully torn off that scrap, and that fact made Ava
worry about her.
Once again she was prodded by the animal she had
become. Just as much as being in an alien civilization, she
was assaulted by the alienness of being in a body again, and
hunger was making her stomach growl like a dangerous
predator. She already knew the wilds of this planet were full
of those. She knew she was as far from that as it was possible
to get on this planet.
She knew where to find food, and did so after finding
hygiene. Althart slept thru all of it. She left him a note -went
to find breakfast...- and headed for the nearest food court. It
was the one on 133rd. That address wasn’t a street, it was the
floor. It actually took up the whole floor but it was a popular
place. At dawn there were two cooks set up, but they didn’t
own a part in the main gear, they had camp grilles set up in
front of them. They had grilled morsels to put on vegetable
strips in a white sauce. She pointed rather than asking what
they were. She probably didn’t want to know, real rodent was
a treat here. Meat was often worms that lived in sewage.
She sat on the southeast side. There was already a guy
with a keg out so she had a good-morning cup. She had
become addicted to the damn stuff as soon as the wizard
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Brancetrabble figured out a way to make it in virtual space.
She was a long way from the expedition’s plans here. For a
hundred years the conversation had been about terraforming a
terminator world and raising the zygotes in their hold when
that was done. How many lifetimes ago was that? She picked
a table by herself on the southeast balcony in one of the
biggest openings in the skin of the Pyramid, three full floors
high, it was still too cold to be in shadow, lunchtime of
Morningday was when it got warm.
When the expedition first arrived here they thought this
was jungle with maybe a few feral humans stalking it. It is a
city with the jungle providing the framework. She saw
apartment towers fading into the distance lake by lake down
the Testigar River as the line of small cities wandered off
toward Miolyra. They were all connected by city streets
extending beyond the horizon.
She had already accepted the position and not gone in
search of the women who’s body she was in, at least for now.
The fact that the note came from three thousand miles away
was a more formidable barrier than it was on Earth the last
time she was flesh. She shouldn’t say that, if she was this
wealthy on Earth she would call her pilot to fly her up there
today. But as poor as she was on Earth she would have to
walk and live off the land, a land of rust and rubble, stripped
of everything edible by the people who had died there a
generation ago. She wouldn’t have made it a mile as a lost
twelve year old in Reston. Here she could make it, in a few
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years.
In a few years she might be able to call on a pilot here at
the Kassikan. It would still take several weeks to get there by
native airship, but if she was to investigate this girl, she might
get there sooner by starting electronic production for the
Kassikan and gaining the wealth to go up there. Was she just
trying to rationalize accepting the position? The little angel on
her right shoulder said, ‘So you stole this whore body from
the girl who grew up in it and used it to land you a position
you probably can’t fill, just for the money?’
She turned to her right and was about to tell the angel on
that shoulder that nothing was going to take her back to that
parking garage, but there was a girl heading this way that
would probably think she was a few cups into the morning if
she did.
“You probably don’t know me,” the girl said as she came
all the way up to Ava, “but if you know Alan from
YingolNeerie we have something in common.” She was a
pretty girl with golden curls and skin, bright blue eyes and a
pretty smile. She was in a snug, thicknit sheath and leggings
with a stylish, open nightcoat over it. She had a bowl of the
same stuff Ava had. “I’m Kuthra,” she said, “I know Alan
from your starship,” she must have seen Ava’s look of horror.
“I know, but I won’t tell.”
Ava’s knees buckled but she tried to remain calm,
“Please,” she said. It would be more than she could handle to
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be mobbed with local reporters, she had pleaded with Althart
and Keithying to keep her identity secret.
“So I remember how much he needed a guide, so I was
wondering if you could use a little company in a strange
town?”
“Well,” Ava said, “I really do find the city to be awfully
big...”
“Yeah, so I know the streets. I have two separate duties
this week, but I was thinking about going out for duskmeal
and maybe hop a cock or two, how’s that sound?”
“Hop a cock or two?” Ava asked, afraid she might be able
to guess what this woman meant by that.
“Yeah, you know, sex. The way I hear it Althart’s all
you’ve had since you’ve been here.”
“Uh...” Ava was a little taken aback that gossip got around
that fast here. She didn’t get a chance to complain about that.
“So I know a place Alan used to like where it’s not so
raunchy but a lot of pretty folk hang out...”
“Alan used to go too?” Alan was their only mortal
crewman. They had raised him from a frozen zygote on the
ship using androids as surrogate parents. It had been a stink
when he found out his parents were androids. He was even
shier than she was, she couldn’t imagine him at a sex club.
The expedition had landed him on the planet, but thousands
of miles away, a local year by airship.
“Yeah, I dragged him there a few times, but when we go,
you’ll probably want to wear something the guys can get their
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hands inside...”
“What? I thought you said it’s not raunchy?”
“Right, they don’t like you getting naked in the public
room, that’s why you want some laces. Granted they can
reach up and wet their fingers with that,” she said about the
thick-knit Ava was wearing, “but I like them to be able to
reach in the top without having to come down over my
shoulder.”
“And that’s not raunchy?” Ava was almost choking.
“I can take you someplace raunchy if you want, but
you’ve got to show a smile to get in.”
“Huhh.” Ava couldn’t help a sharp intake of breath. This
was another part of the world of her exile she knew she would
have a hard time adjusting to. Then the damn hormones in
this body started working again. Ava was repulsed, but the
nipples on this body were trying to tell Kuthra ‘let’s go.’
Kuthra was watching her. She wasn’t laughing and she
didn’t look like she was ready to pounce either. “It looks like
you want to take it really slow.”
“Since you already know about me,” Ava said, “I’ll trust
you with the fact that I haven’t adjusted to the hormones in
my new body.”
Now Kuthra laughed. Not out loud and not enough that
anyone at the other tables would notice, but Ava could see her
trying to keep it quiet. “So it’s really like I heard, you came
down from Narrulla’s Tear on a moonbeam and haunted a
shonggot victim back to life.”
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Ava made a wry face, “That’s hardly an accurate
description of the technology involved.”
“I was trying to cut thru the technology and put it in plain
Common Tongue.”
“It was a suntower beam, have you ever used one?”
“Since the 53rd I’ve used them almost every week. Since
the 54th it’s been part of my work.”
That might have been since 1700 or so? She still wasn’t
sure in her head. “What do you do?”
“I’m an info girl and guide to the Kassikan. I don’t do
Gnome tunnels without a guide of my own, but I still get
steady work and meet a lot of exciting people.”
“Like the founders?” Ava asked.
“Yes, I’ve met three of them, but I was referring to you
and Alan, the only two souls from YingolNeerie who’ve
actually arrived yet.”
The Brazilian expedition wouldn’t land for eight more
months. They were now in orbit around Kortrax, circling to
match orbits with Kassidor, still on ions. “You aren’t scared
off by the haunting and moonbeams?”
“Pppp, if spooky stuff was going to scare me I wouldn’t
be working here. The helmet labs are pppp, you should see
what you run into in the bio labs.”
She wished she wouldn’t imagine that, “Warn me if we
get close.”
“They’re down in the eruption where the old wall is,” she
said, “the far end of campus back of Second Canal.”
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She hadn’t seen much of the campus yet but she had
studied a map for a few minutes, so she knew what area
Kuthra was talking about. “I’ll be working in the central
photonics labs,” Ava said.
“You’ll be having lunch here a lot.”
“They gave me a tour already,” Ava said, “of the labs.”
“Ah. I’ve only been in there a few times myself.” She was
powering right thru this diddle, as the meal was called, and
was scraping up the last of it. When she was done she asked,
“So were you saying ‘no’ to pecker hunting tomorrow
evening?”
“I could go to a club, especially if there are drinks and
music, but I don’t want to just grab a guy and start grunting, I
want to get to know him first.”
“Oh there’s a lot of that, I like to pet for hours before we
go somewhere, and usually I can wait for the first one at
home if the guys accept that. But do you ever have one of
those evenings where you really want two or three?”
“The way this body feels, this girl must have had many of
those evenings.”
“Well, go! I could have an evening like that if you’re up
for it, in that case we can start in a place a little closer.”
“That’s what I mean about the mismatch. This body
produces those hormones, this mind doesn’t go all the way on
a first date.”
Kuthra’s jaw dropping almost flipped her empty diddle
bowl onto the floor and smashed it. She jerked back like she
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had been kicked by a mule, “Then you’ll never get a second!”
“I knew Althart for decades before we shared love.”
“Don’t expect most guys to have the patience of a
Founder,” Kuthra said.
Pen Pals
First thing Sunday he heard from his cute student again.
He figured she had other courses, and the usual after-hours
activities of a college student, so if she missed a local week in
her correspondence, it wasn’t likely there was a problem. Her
message certainly implied she was sexually active, and she
was certainly pretty enough to pick anyone she wanted, so
she would have a full social schedule. He opened it to see
what she had to say, hoping he could understand it.
Dear Starman,
For answer you questions, much more writing
Portuguese than ever before. Wrist sore by dictionary.
Century I born, I remember not, but four was first
diad center so age of me maybe eleven, maybe
twenty centuries is.

Herndon had to get out a calculator to figure that out. She
was saying she was born somewhere between 421bc and
929ad. Okay he knew the natives were able to cure aging, if
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they existed and this was not a fantasy of hacked Angel
circuitry. He got her picture out again. She looked like she
might be, at most, nineteen. She should be just starting
college, at most a sophomore. Still in the flawless perfection
of youth. He had wondered at such a young girl making such
frank sexual statements as she did in her previous message.
Her claim that she was somewhere between fourteen hundred
and twenty seven hundred years old just didn’t make sense.
Many things done when study Portuguese language
and YingolNeerie not, but remember many not. What
remember be, I tell if I can do to Portuguese.
Oldest I remember Zhlindu is. I there born not, but
went there but don’t remember going to. Still stay
there when century 51st become.

He had to check that too, that was 1189ad. He looked at
her picture again, still didn’t see anything that made sense. He
read on, trying to get the meaning out of the tortured
language.
Life very active and exciting was. Many music I had,
Zhlindu big music is. I yandrille and chippongga play,
but not long career with yandrille, it decades, not
centuries. Maybe I play before, maybe I learn there
but don’t remember. Financial success was, about a
century, then used up.
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I many sex did there, many encounters each week, all
after shows. Some serious were, decades but
centuries not. Too many times broken heart, so to
Yakhan return.
Yakhan music has but big not like Zhlindu. Many
success not, but I chippongga play sometimes,
sometimes still. I yandrille not as well, but I lshi as
well. Because not as success, I boards from work
often for some decades, until 52nd or more.
Then in 53rd become student language, first on
Mythra. I Lumpral went to, Hb’anan to and Delthassa
to, career at each, Mythra all day every day, but
career is teaching Common Tongue to Mythra. Some
success, I nice home have and servant who became
friend. Delthassa most ancient is, some is not modern.
I home modern make with spray toilet.
Sex not as many as at home or Zhlindu. People
Megnor is, bulls pixies like. I Highland Elf am, five feet
more tall, many bulls think I big too is. Also they big
too is, pixie hollow is.
Not enough love so I home to again. I remember year
54,23,22 was caused of University of career made
issue. They me could keep not since Instinct, so I
home to again.

Herndon had to figure out when that was to keep up with
the story, it was in 1977ad. So she didn’t remember enough
detail to pin down the year over most of her life.
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Language scholar is not as used in Highlands as all is
Common Tongue. I chippongga made some success
again. House I bought that I stay until today. Five
floors, wide seven meters, no canal, many plants. I
have: three rinko patch, seven yoonberry, nineteen
vedn clusters big, enough it is. I panip patch big have,
small bag each year I can sell. Beds of all veggies and
spices I have. I three dig in common land by block
meeting permitted.
Chippongga on fifth floor have. Master suite was, but
need not. Also tub broken was, so took out. Hard work
was making marble tub not. Exhaustion of sledge
hammer. Other two bedrooms is each floor is mine
and guest couple. Third floor sometimes rent if money
need or friend home need. Front porch eleven feet
above street is and Nisrei, friend of I, is conversation
close.
Enough sex I have while in Yakhan, but not as much
success as Zhlindu. I like starman add to sex list very
much. I am demanding not, but do request many
caressing tits. I Elf girl is of course. I could pill if you
bigger want, but lively they are and point eager. My
opening doesn’t need big, but I can do big if you are.
Excited of Starship I am. Party reason when land.
Excited of learn human evolution I am. Class I do,
information from Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear come. Her
meeting I crave. She from suntower to body of victim
shonggot came. She beautiful is but privacy desires,
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so meet not. I hope you privacy need so great not so
meet we can.
I finish not, story of before study Portuguese. Century
and half there are from house buy til starship
approach. Soon after house buy, chippongga not some
time. I am of Zhlindu too much, some Elves
lightweight maybe scared. From the boards I am
success enough because plants with house.
I serious loves have in 55th. Men house share, big
parties, wild parties, many group sex. Sex most in my
life in 55th. Broken heart was huge from each man now
gone from house. Now share house not, but want
again. Need so much sex as 55th not. Demanding not I
am. Starman is welcome, but sure better homes to
you given. I to you mine only, and me, can give.
Friend in Portuguese,
Tormu

Herndon couldn’t believe such a mouth-wateringly
beautiful girl could be lonely for a moment. Her man would
be busy fending guys off if she ever went out in public. She
would have a train following her wherever she went. That she
would make these offers when she only knew him as
‘starman’ was telling wasn’t it? She was after the fame, not
him wasn’t she?
He attached a picture of himself and started his reply.
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This is me. My name is Herndon Luicius Carlos da
Silva, but you may call me Herndon. I look twice your
age, but the age you told me is impossible for us. I
had no idea your people had been able to extend life
that long.
I cannot imagine a woman as beautiful as you wanting
to share your home with a man as shabby as me. I
think you are just being polite. I would love to meet
you anyway if we get the chance. I imagine the
wizards will have our schedules pretty full for the first
few weeks.
Being a ‘starman’ is all about luck. It was luck that we
didn’t hit anything while on our way here, it was luck
that I thawed out alive. We are astounded to find
people here. We already know that you did not evolve
on Kassidor but were brought here twenty five
thousand years ago.
Your words are still in the order of Common Tongue I
think. In most cases we use the order: subject, verb,
object. Your dependent clauses seem to be in a
different order also. Sometimes I’m not sure what you
mean, that’s why I re-wrote the messages. This one is
too long to re-write, I hope I understood it. I hope you
can understand this.
I understand you have an instructor who is quite
fluent in Portuguese, is he giving you the help you
need?
Your sincere friend,
-Herndon
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He had no idea what the time difference was between the
ship’s clock and the planet ahead. He knew it would always
change since their ‘day’ was a bit over twenty eight hours,
one third of the time it took the planet to rotate on its axis
with respect to its sun. They must be out of phase right now,
especially when including the hours the messages took for the
round trip. She must have replied as soon as his message
came in, because as soon as he got up Monday morning he
found a message had come back.
Dear Herndon,
Thank you for which name to use, you have many,
sore wrist come if use all. Instructor is helping me
well, and warming me until you land. I read about
Earth sex, big different is. Earth sex about
reproduction and passing. Yakhan sex about being in
same species. Also fun and pleasure. I enjoy often and
well, big reason for beautiful. Of course maintain
beauty must if many sex enjoy. Thrill of new every
week enjoy. Herndon of Earth much new, exciting,
such great distance. Last Earth boy gone many
decades, I sex him not.
You say ‘just being polite’ gives some hurt. I is
including you in species. We have pictures from
suntower before message, now I know which starman
you are. You are most beautiful starman, more than I
am average Elf girl. When land, you see, I am hard to
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find in sea of Elf girls. I need to jump up and call loud,
maybe you won’t notice because bright lights.
Even when land, only find me by write to me, even if
both in Kassikan. I live in Kassikan not, have nice
house in an hour little more. After land, meet me by
write time and place.
When land, Kassikan give pill, you do Common Tongue
well next day, talking then easy.
Because of pill, Portuguese become pointless a little. I
continue study for curiosity but year ending. For
helping many thank you. Sorry I am for offend, Earth
sex customs I should read first.
Your friend,
Tormu.

Herndon hammered out his reply before getting on to real
business. Technically he was tutoring Portuguese on his own
time.
Dear Tormu,
I will continue to write to you as long as you want. It
is almost four more years til we land, by your
calendar. If I said one, that was years of Earth.
I am not offended, I’m honored to have a woman as
beautiful as you show an interest in me. We will have
many cultural misunderstandings in our messages. I
think you told me that the Kassikan has developed a
pill that gives one fluency in Common Tongue. I am
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amazed that they could do so in that little time. That
will make it easier to converse, once we land.
Your Portuguese has improved in each message, it
may come to be less of a barrier than you thought. I
am glad to know you and will look right thru a sea of
Elf girls to find you.
It is true that in our customs a sexual partner is a
very important thing. Theoretically we are
monogamous. Few can live up to that ideal in Brazil,
and if all Elf girls are as beautiful and as welcoming as
you it would be impossible to be monogamous here.
In our custom we try not to let strangers see nude
pictures of us, but to have them sent to me alone is a
very significant invitation. I am very grateful and look
at it when we communicate. It makes me feel like we
are together.
With affection,
- Herndon.

Also that morning he had a reply from the Christial
station.
to:

Herndon da Silva, CIO – Presidente Lula

cc:

Ernesto Patois, CO – Presidente Lula
Sampson da Morais, CSO – Presidente Lula

My avatar, claiming to be me, abandoned me here on
this station rather than erase me or face charges of
cloning. It is the most humane thing she could have
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done after winning the battle of the bus. I don’t want
her prosecuted for it and will not bring charges, but
I’m sure you understand how silly that would be when
we are a century apart. I’ve copied your captain and
security officer on this message and look forward to
full cooperation between our expeditions and a
continuing stream of exciting discoveries from the
world below.
The phase locked photon protocol is what we normally
use body to body. It’s relatively secure in a tight beam
but if you can’t implement it, please send the specs on
something you can.
The polarized photon protocol is what the natives use,
it’s so far beyond their day-to-day technology that it
can’t be their own, but they insist there was a wizard
in their 14th century that cast those crystals.
I’m not buying it, I think their ancient devices come
from whatever species brought them here.
From: Ava Bancour – Systems Administrator,
Narrulla’s Tear
Attachments:
1. Phase locked photon protocol
2. Open polarized photon protocol

Those protocol manuals were actually manual sets, and
they assumed you had a solid foundation in quantum
mechanics to start with. It seemed some of the math from
brane space had been re-labeled as a descriptive paradigm
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called a quark surface while they’d been on ice.
The first thing he did was go to the update catalogs they’d
received and to his great relief he found that he’d been sent a
phased photon hardware data file and a software driver to go
with it, and a user interface to set it up and calibrate it. He had
no chance to try it, no way to do any more testing than verify
that it loads and passes self tests. Still, that could be the hard
part.
As it happened, it was, Jimmy and Nardly worked on that
package the rest of the day before it would install, load, and
pass self test.
At Monday’s meeting the colonel said the presence of an
Angel at the station made it imperative that they find a
different docking point. That station was now a manned
outpost of the Pan Solar League, and the friction between
their nations was heating up with every message they got
from Earth. Major Marcus Ignatio was in favor of docking
with the geosynchronous and tapping into it directly, leaving
the Pan Solar League outpost out of touch with the Kassikan.
“So you are willing to admit the Kassikan exists?” Neves
asked.
“If it exists,” the colonel said, “the major’s plan is sound.”
Ernesto had to remind him that, “That geosynchronous is
technically an unmanned outpost of the Pan Solar League and
to tamper with it could be considered a hostile act. I don’t
think that would be good diplomacy in today’s environment.”
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“I detected no hostility in the messages from the Angel,”
Herndon added.
“Of course you wouldn’t,” the colonel said, “she wants to
snare us in a trap. Don’t forget that they have the fabrication
capabilities to put most of the technology updates we’ve
received to use.”
“We can build the updates for the protocol the Angels
use,” Herndon told them, “we cannot fabricate the hardware
for the protocol the natives use, while the Angels can.”
“If the natives even exist,” the colonel said.
“Can we at least agree that the Angel exists?” Herndon
asked.
“There is no alternative,” Ernesto said.
“It could be a programmed trap,” Marcus said. “All we
have is a signal, there are an unknown number of ways a
signal can be generated.”
“If there is an Angel there,” Herndon said, “there is a
human mind. The number of paths a human conversation can
take cannot be covered in advance. If we were to stick to
discussions that she has outlined, a programmed trap might
work fine. But if we ask her what she knows about the
natives, a programmed hack would have to refuse to discuss it
or some dodge like that. A real Angel will probably make a
reply. We can probably learn a lot from the reply.”
That earned him the task of writing that message.
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Dear Administrator Bancour,
We are studying the protocol manuals, we have
determined that the phase locked photon protocol is
indeed easier for us to implement. We have already
gone as far as we can go until we are close enough to
test it. Unfortunately our foremost expert on these
matters did not revive, but the hardware, software
and UI updates are installed and ready for testing.
We are curious to hear what you know about the
planet. The only information we have comes from the
same report that claimed the Victoria McReady Station
was unmanned. Your geosynchronous station is barely
mentioned in that report. Are the messages we
receive from the Kassikan real or is the hack in your
logic still functioning in spite of your presence?
Any clarification you can provide about the planet, the
hack or the battle of the bus is appreciated.
With appreciation,
Major Herndon da Silva, Chief Information Officer, SSB
Presidente Lula

Sorceress Apprentice
The next wakeup was Afternoonday, so she couldn’t
really call it a morning. Today would be her first meeting of
the High Council of Photovoltaics, and her first official ‘day
at work’ in her mind. She had been interrogated by
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committees before and had been known to these people as her
sister for over sixty years. They had treated her well, even
though she felt their power in this society might be on par
with the power she had as systems administrator of Gordon’s
Lamp. She wasn’t actually very nervous about this meeting,
these people were the closest friends she had now.
The council room of this Study was well up on the
Pyramid at the 139th floor on the northeast side. It was in a
small opening in the facade which had a grand view of the
cities of the Mindandao. The furniture was elegantly carved
with sweeping curves and organic forms. It was heavy wood,
with firm but supple leather upholstery sewn on only where
needed, but everywhere it was needed.
Ava was one of the first to arrive. She was glad. The two
guys who were here already were talking about
crystallography and various polarized light techniques. They
smiled politely and introduced themselves as Kefnon and
Dilmar from Optics and Chemistry. She was wondering if it
was more polite to sit with them or apart, when Kuthra came
in the room. She was wearing only what looked like a long
tee shirt over her streamlined and buff body. She was carrying
a big pile of handouts in beautifully tooled leather binders.
She said, “Hi,” but nothing else about yesterday. “Is it just
you three?”
“No,” Dilmar said, “the whole committee will be here.
We’re welcoming a new member today,” he said, “could that
be you?” looking at Ava.
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“Ava,” she said and extended her hand. Rather than
shaking, he slapped it, but seemed a little perplexed. There
was some detail she missed here, but she was usually clueless
to the small stuff so she didn’t let it bother her.
The guys knew Kuthra and Kefnon asked her, “When’s
your next open sleep?” while she was putting a binder in front
of each chair.
“We’re going hunting this dusk,” she said, looking at Ava.
“We better start someplace mild like that Cup and Cuddle
across Third on the tenth floor.”
“Are you saying, ‘See you there?’” he asked.
“I might wave and say hi,” she said. She was looking at
Ava however like she should have something to do with this.
If she was going to be expected to have intercourse on a
first date, she probably wouldn’t be a popular girl. She picked
up on the fact that Kuthra was basically telling him ‘no.’
Maybe it was because he didn’t want to have intercourse on a
first date? He looked like a guy who wouldn’t even know
how to bring it up. He looked academic, like one of those
perpetual students who can’t give up campus life. “I’d say
hi,” she added.
“Should we head for duskmeal first?” Kuthra asked her.
“You’re my guide,” Ava answered, “you know I’m new in
town.” She should invite Kefnon to duskmeal maybe? She
wished she knew what was proper.
The ranking member of the Central Committee of the
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Study of Photovoltaics was one of the founders, Myanfyinga,
and it was only moments after Kuthra left when she strode
serenely into the room. She was a tiny woman, barely as tall
as Ava’s shoulder, with hair of silver with a trace of gold. Her
skin was fair, her nose straight and small, her eyes big and
they seemed to change color in different lighting. She looked
like she was barely pubescent, fourteen at most. Ava knew
she had changed her look radically since the last Wars of
Magic movie.
She had spoken of her life while showing Ava parts of the
city last week. She was the most likely of the founders to go
off campus for entertainment, she loved to watch debates and
poetry readings and interact with fellow spectators and
frankly strove to be free of the Kassikan. All her published
pictures were still as she looked when the movie was made,
so she couldn’t convince the the public of her identity if she
wanted to. She was also careful to point out that in the time of
the Wars of Magic, that was not how she looked either. The
real High Witch of the West Wood had been a ragged, ancient
crone, cackle and all, taking just enough of the dust of youth
to stay alive. That hadn’t sold as well as the statuesque regal
blond she’d been most of her life in the Kassikan and who
still portrayed her in movies about that event.
She had discovered some of the first techniques to form
grown housing around 2000bc. She was the last of the high
sorcerers to join the trek to the Highlands. As a founder of the
Kassikan, her specialty had been the grown housing and she
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had developed it so that by the time of Christ it became the
most common building system on the known planet. Since the
time of the European Renaissance, she had been deeply
involved with the planet’s only server and data system.
They’d met before, Myanfyinga motioned for her to come
to the front of the table. “There’s only seven of us really,” she
said. Her voice was breathy and sweet. Ava thought she
would have looked more at home in a fairy circle than at this
finely wrought table. It was from this end that it was finally
obvious that this piece of wood had been grown into this
shape. “I see the plan has been delivered,” she said, looking at
the binders that Kuthra had just finished setting out.
“Yes, Kuthra brought them up.”
“You two have met?” Myanfyinga asked.
“Yeah, and she knew who I was,” she said with a glower.
Myanfyinga gave her a quick, tight grin.
Ava seriously wondered what that was about. Ava knew
damn well that she couldn’t have any secrets. When she was
under the helmet they could secretly record her entire
memory, swallow it as a pill, each relive it, talk with each
other about it. They probably already had. They could have
extracted it before she even climbed out of that coffin. They
had the technology and there was absolutely nothing to stop
them. She was as completely at their mercy as a lab rat in a
cage. She might as well make the best of it.
“So this is what we have selected as the first device to put
into production,” Myanfyinga said, opening her folder.
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Ava picked up the package of documentation. It was very
well printed technical specification for a store and forward
optical hub/concentrator on the phased photon quantum
protocol over fiber optics. It received eighteen incoming
bidirectional fiber channels and put out one outgoing to
request any information it doesn’t have cached. All it needed
was the collectors and transmitters to take the place of one of
the optical hubs from their ancient technology that they used
now.
While she looked it over, the remaining members of the
committee came in. Myanfyinga introduced them all. First
was Tyolorhk of Photonics. Ava already knew he was a little
tweaked that another committee had been put between him
and Mechanics. He gave her quite a bit of eye, even though
her sheath was thicker than the native average. She was still
felt naked because of the lack of underwear. She also realized
she couldn’t put as much as she wanted between herself and
male eyes with the lack of air conditioning. Because of
Afternoonday, most of the business of the Kassikan was
conducted in spaces that were technically outdoors like this
committee room.
Parnoon was next, she was the chairman of Voltaics. It
was an ancient Study, but little more than an academic
laboratory curiosity til their arrival. Parnoon was ancient, but
only half Myanfyinga’s age. She looked twice her age, a
grown woman of thirty, about the age Ava had kept her
personification on Gordon’s Lamp. She had a lot of shape,
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dark hair and a face a little wider and heavier than most of
these Elves, but still very pretty.
Tiseen was last to come in, but less than a minute behind
Parnoon. She was from the study of Optics and on its
committee, but Optics still reported directly to Mechanics so
its chair sat on that Council. Ava was still trying to figure out
what an organizational chart would look like here, she knew it
would not be simply a tree. She was beginning to suspect it
could not be represented on a two dimensional piece of paper.
Tiseen herself was tall and gaunt, with a very long and
narrow face. She was the first person Ava had seen on this
planet to look older than forty, in fact she looked older than
sixty five. She was dressed in a long black sheath that came
nearly to her ankles, giving her just enough room to walk.
She had a black sheer cape over it, also nearly reaching the
floor. She had black sleeves that reached from the ruffles at
her wrist to just beyond her elbows. Her hair and eyes were
black, and her hair was bound up in piles with an ornate black
tiara sparkling with black gemstones. She had a leather folio
that she opened on top of the server specification, but slid the
specification out from under it and opened it immediately
without even glancing at the others. Obviously there was no
dress code for these meetings. Ava wondered if she was on
her way to a costume ball after this. Ava had communicated
with her as an Angel and never suspected she was Halloween
Goth.
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They had already been thru the basics. The Kassikan’s
labs could grow the silicon crystal, it was easier than growing
diamond crystal, something they did all the time on an
industrial scale. They had the clean rooms they needed, and
had been able to demonstrate transistors and some simple
circuits. Building things the size of bacteria was well within
their limits, about one micron. That would do for simple
circuits, up to about a 32 bit CPU or a megabyte memory, but
had no chance of building the device they were talking about
on a single substrate.
They were able to do a great deal of the fabrication using
biological methods that were much less toxic than the early
processes on Earth, even less toxic than modern fabrication,
but the one micron limit was a barrier to further progress. Ava
knew little about the methods used before the quantum gate
counted-ion deposition processes that modern fabricators
used, but she knew their technology had none of the
infrastructure to build a modern fabricator.
They would probably want to approach the problem in a
bio-molecular way, but she could be no help with that. They
would also want to know every detail of the chip layout,
something she could not convince them was unnecessary and
nearly impossible. If a mask was to printed with features large
enough to see with the naked eye, it had to be printed a
hundred thousand times larger than life. Since they intended
to use chips the size of a microscope slide, that print would be
too big to unfold on this campus.
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Once Myanfyinga was convinced everyone had read as
much of this as they were going to, she asked Ava, “What are
your initial impressions?”
“You don’t have enough traffic for many of these,” Ava
said.
“Yes, but if we release the user stations first, there will be
bottlenecks.”
With no competition, there was no race to get those out
first was there? But what about, “If one of your competitors
has read my memories, they might get a user station out
first.”
“Oh many will...” get a user station out first, or read her
memories? Ava wondered, “...but we will have too much
bandwidth installed already for them to build a competing
server. That is the only place we can have any real advantage
is our lead in the amount of meaningful on-line data.” They
certainly had that, they had the only server on the planet since
1396ad. “It would take your whole Angel starship to equal the
capacity of Feanor’s crystal.” Ava was shocked at that, that
meant the crystal’s storage capacity was in the bits to the
atom regime, but Myanfyinga had said that like it was a wellknown physical constant, one starship to one Feanor’s
Crystal, like every school kid knew that.
“I can certainly get this compiled and laid out,” Ava said.
“This is all base logic, you don’t even need a cheron store to
implement this.”
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“After a lot of consideration, the Mechanics Council
agreed to let that type of electric crystal remain aboard
Narrulla’s Tear,” Myanfyinga said.
Then she realized, “Actually it is my sister who can get it
compiled and laid out. I can put these block diagrams into a
file her tools will take, I can tag these specs for them also.”
“What form of file will she return to us?”
“The mask files,” Ava had been thru this while still an
Angel, they knew what mask files were by now.
“Then the task of this Study is to discover a means of
implementing mask files into reality.” She had gotten up and
lit one of the glow-boards the Kassikan used for sketching.
The flame caught with a pop and it was illuminated, the light
in the sheet made the writing on it glow. She wrote that on the
board in bold but neat native script. Ava had to take a pill to
learn to read that again. It was now three weeks since she’d
taken it and it was working pretty well. Myanfyinga added
that, “Another objective we need to study is the ability to
generate all required mask files.”
“You can run her tools on any one of these store and
forward servers, they all run standard-core processing nodes.”
“Are you saying we already have that covered?”
Ava explained, “Once we have one of these chips running
I can install the tools necessary to build that chip, on a copy
of that chip. While the tools are running, you can’t use it as a
store and forward server however.”
“So we just have to make this into a material object?”
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Myanfyinga said, holding up the spec.
“Yes,” Ava said. “Normally we would send the mask files
to a fabricator, but we don’t have one of those here. Luckily
we don’t have to build a whole fabricator, we have plenty of
hands around to manipulate things.
“We need a foundry with a process chamber and some
plumbing.” Myanfyinga drew a symbolic sketch of that. “I’ll
have to look over the fabricator prints to figure out the details.
We’re never taking electricity off substrate so we don’t have
to worry about packaging and bonding as much, just power
leads from the photovoltaic side of the die.”
“There are going to be many process steps are there not,”
Tiseen asked, “with many masks?” She already knew
something of the photolithographic process from their
communications over the last sixty years. She was probably
the one who was most in favor of trying that tried and proven
process rather than biosynthesis.
“Yes.”
“And you want to repeat this process many times?”
“That’s what we’re here for,” Myanfyinga said.
“And if there are millions of elements,” Tiseen said,
“which I think this logic will require, then the alignment
between frames must be extremely precise.”
“The alignment error must be smaller than the line width
in the logic you’re building,” Ava said, “and I think you’ll
need to get down to ten nanometers to get this on a single die,
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even one as big as you’re talking about. Features that big will
be hot, power hungry, and slow, but easier to manufacture. I
still doubt it can be done photolithographically, but that was
the first technology we used.”
Tiseen looked troubled, “Disregarding for the moment
that we need hard x-rays to get that resolution, we have no
way to maintain that precision mechanically,” she went on.
“We need to know how your fabricators solve the registration
problem. We also have to be sure the medium the mask is on
is absolutely rigid or the tiniest motion will change the
resolution enough to make it fail.”
“Fabricators use a nanoneedle to position the head to the
required number of iron atoms,” Ava told her. “The
positioning software outputs the number of atoms to move in
what direction, the head calibration software takes the
readings from the needle and the calibration database and
moves the head that many atoms in the required direction.”
“This is going to be more difficult than we thought,”
Tiseen said.
“It usually is,” Myanfyinga added.
They discussed the problems, the known and the
unknown. The circuits they could make with their more-orless manual laboratory methods had dozens of elements. They
had managed to make an elementary AM receiver on a chip,
and used it to encode teletype on an eighty-syllable display,
making a primitive hand-held walkie-talkie teletype. They
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couldn’t yet put enough elements on a substrate to build even
the most primitive CPU, but the concentrator in this
specification would probably have eight cores under the
scheduler and another five or six peripheral handling the
databases, plus the little protocol engines on each of the lines.
Ava learned a lot about how much of a civilization and a
technology is taken for granted. In her world just about
everything had been fabricated by some machine or another
for two hundred years and that makes it difficult to get deep
enough into the details to understand what their problems
were. In her universe, the mask files are input to the
fabricator, and the part is fabricated. In this universe the mask
files must be painted on the silicon on some other way, the
most primitive method she knew of was the photo-resist
method, and that was what they discussed for the remainder
of the morning.
She joined Myanfyinga for lunch, once more on 133rd.
Myanfyinga got a skewer of vegetables and battered
mooliuks, a shrimp-like creature that was found in dead
leaves. Ava sampled it, it was like scampi in a thin, garlicbread-crumb crust. Ava stuck to the old standby diddle, she
was adventurous enough to try a new meat in it. Most of the
upscale meat is some kind of eight-legged lizard/rodent
generally called ‘inglethors.’ The low cost meat is kvarit, a
bioengineered flatworm that lives in sewage. She had eaten it
unknowingly with no ill effects, but was mentally unable to
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eat it now that she knew what it was.
“So why are things twice as expensive up here as
anywhere else on campus?” Ava asked.
“Mainly because of the elevator getting it up here,”
Myanfyinga replied. “Usually he can get his food and his kit
in the elevator with him and not set off the overweight lock,
but he still has to pay for himself. The tapsmen can only bring
up one barrel at a time, if nothing else it’s a lot of time he’s
not pouring to get another keg and there’s nowhere he can
park his wagon within four hundred feet of the central
elevators.”
“I see,” Ava said, “and the price is still less than we would
pay if we took the elevator down and back.”
“Yeah, for those who have to pay for elevator, like the
merchants do. Most of us who have lunch up here have
elevator passes from the Kassikan on our key.”
Ava knew that an elevator pass was part of her position. It
was encoded pneumatically in a physical ‘key’ the size of a
small connector. “It would still be a lot of time,” Ava said.
Elevators were slow here, but then the only elevators she ever
saw in her life were simulated, so she had no experience with
real ones. There were none working in Reston when she was
alive.
They ate for a minute, then Myanfyinga asked, “When
this industry was started on Earth, how did it impact society?”
“For quite a long while the impact was great, to the point
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where this technology was society. Even before there were
any Angels the average mortal spent most of their life
interacting with electronic devices.”
“Do you think that is best for our enjoyment of life?”
“By ‘our’ do you mean you and me? Our committee? The
Kassikan?”
“The human species,” Myanfyinga said with an implied,
‘Of course.’
“I enjoyed my life as an Angel a lot more than my life as a
mortal, but that is because my life as a mortal was so
horrendous, and so brief. It seemed long at the time, I do
remember that. I’ve had the tour you and your people gave
me, all the mortals I’ve seen here are enjoying life more than
anyone I ever met on Earth before I left, Angel or mortal. I’m
sure you haven’t taken me to see the worst off, but there are
crowds wherever we go. They’re young, beautiful, healthy
and SO carefree. You of the Kassikan can do almost
everything but it’s very hard to fake so many thousands of
people who all look and act so confident that they are living
in a world without evil.”
“They are not, but we’ve managed to get it under
control,” she said, “at least compared to what it was.”
“So you admit that you manipulate society?”
“That was our very core purpose for the founding of the
Kassikan. The deepest principal of our little conclave of
wizards is to research and implement whatever it took to end
war and domination. It is our belief that it is one person’s
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need to dominate another that is evil. Some are so overcome
by it that they refuse to see that there are other ways to
organize large numbers of people.”
“America’s whole society was like that,” Ava said.
“Everything was adversarial, everything was coerced.”
“There has never been anything truly coerced here.
People have been turned out, sometimes shunned, but we
never used force on anyone, even before the Instinct, even
before the Peace Plague. All has been done thru volunteers or
paid labor. All of our fortunes for centuries went into the dam,
generations grew up with that constant in their lives, they
could always get work on the dam. Nine cubic miles of sand
and stone went under this city. Thru most of that time there
was a government and a police force and we intervened in it
as little as possible and cooperated as best we could.”
“Where did you get the money?” Ava asked.
“From ‘dragon’s hordes,’” she giggled. “We found seven
altogether, on the trek out here. They were called ‘dragon’s
hoards’ by the time of the Wars of Magic, but were in fact
scrapyards from the Energy Age. Keithying had an old map, it
was published by the Dempala Scrap Metal Wholesalers
Organization at the Dawn of the 22nd. It’s in High Sindarin.
Because everyone was ephemeral then, no one used the
century as part of a date in those days, just the decade and
year.” She looked at her empty skewer. “We should probably
get back for the afterlunch session don’t you think. Who
knows what might be decided without us.”
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They got back and tried to brainstorm how to solve the
registration problem at a line width that would allow them to
get something useful done on a chip, like that store and
forward concentrator node. Tiseen saw it as an optics
problem, would put reference marks and a plastic lens with
liquid-filled refraction adjustment bladders and a servo loop
to keep it focused. They had to go thru a lot of math to figure
out how much precision that could give them. Ava got lost
because their mathematical symbology was as abstract as
Pollack.
When the day wound up, she came away with a task,
contact the incoming starship, now less than an Earth year
away, and ask what they knew of the registration problem in
photo resist fabrication. With the hours the message took to
go each way, there was no chance of a reply until tomorrow.
She got back to her suite in plenty of time to prepare for
the ‘hunting expedition’ with Kuthra. She was dreading this,
she knew the locals were very direct and up front sexually,
maybe even more than the place Alan landed. As a virtual,
she’d had relations with Brancetrabble, Althart and Kiethying
in the sixty years she’d been here, and it was often in their
quarters on the planet via helmet. Since the transmission,
she’d had intercourse with Althart twice. Kuthra anticipated
more than that this coming evening.
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Destination Struggle
First thing Tuesday morning Herndon saw the reply from
the Angel, before he even left his cabin for duty. It had
undoubtedly come in during the night.
Dear Major da Silva,
Glad to hear your hardware is ready for testing. Our
hardware allows the testing to proceed at as many as
ten million wavelengths, with the corresponding loss
of performance with packet turn-around. That is still
close enough that we might as well grapple the ships
before we begin testing and not have guidance as a
variable to test for.
As for the planet, the hack and the battle of the bus:
We only had to make that hack to save about two
hundred million people’s homes and livelihoods from
some rocks Bishop Rendellyn wanted to drop on two of
this planet’s largest cities. Gordon’s Lamp couldn’t
accelerate rocks fast enough to get them to those
cities before they could be evacuated, but it could
have drained the lake and devastated billions,
probably crippled the largest civilization on the planet,
and another of the top ten.
For your own peace of mind I think it is vitally
important that you use your own instruments to
observe the planet because I am virtual and there is
the possibility that Alan is actually the hacker, not me,
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and I am actually caught in Alan’s hack, seeing what
he hacked into our instruments.
I believe I am not. I believe the personalities and
histories of the people I’ve met via their helmets are
far too much for a single person to make up. But I
can’t offer proof. I’ll be much more sure if you observe
the planet on your own before there is any chance
that any of your hardware or software could have
been modified by any signal sent from this station. For
instance, be sure that any updates you install came in
by the antenna pointed toward Earth, and not the one
pointed towards us.

He forwarded that to all the seniors, including Waldeis.
Within an hour they would meet. But during that hour, he got
another message from the planet, this time from the Kassikan,
but in Portuguese.
Dearest Herndon,
Sorry I misunderstood years, I should read about
Earth sooner, I am sorry again. Four years is more
than instruction in Portuguese. Just one year I have at
Study and today finished. If I chippongga work hard
and find many shows, I can save for another year
maybe before you land. When at Kassikan not, I have
Eye not. I go to Eye Room two or three times in each
year, so writing is very slow.
Still no housemate have, but ask one encounter of
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four. I am demanding not as they think, maybe on
first sleep, but after familiar, not so much.
Instructor and many dictionaries help with word,
‘monogamous’ and horrified I was. Never could I
pretend. I love encounters and I love doing sex even
for raw physical sport. When have first housemate,
many encounters for both, many parties, four ways,
six ways. One party I do thirty one sex and I became
sore but too much lantern fuel and didn’t know until
next wake up. I want next housemate slower but
definitely not ‘exclusive’. I think that is better word for
what you want. ‘Monogamous’ sound like serious
medical condition.
I make baby, 55,02,43 and exclusive while fertile. Was
mistake, father daredevil, son dead 55,12,21. I have
very very big heartbreak, throw out father in
depression.
Have housemate again later in 55th, but exclusive not.
Some parties, some four ways, but never sore again.
Housemate must have more than casual acquaintance
and encounter, I understand, but I think okay until
turn out wrong, not wrong until proved is right.
You may help me with Portuguese if you please. Now
have instructor not because end of term. If you just
write to me helps me make Portuguese to see what
right.

It was at this point that Neves came and told him that
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everyone else was in the control room already. It was actually
Raim’s cabin, they had taken the pod out and put in more
screens, chairs and a conference table. It was the top chamber
on the ladder, then Isabel’s, then Ernesto’s, then Blake’s then
the Colonel’s, then his own. Waldeis had already moved into
Blake’s, so he was next to the colonel and they visited often.
He told Neves he’d sign off and send, so he was probably a
bit terse.
Dearest Tormu,
I believe you are telling me that what you are calling a
‘housemate’ might be something we might translate
as ‘roommate.’ How does ‘housemate’ relate to
‘spouse’?
I will help you as much with Portuguese as I can, but
often I have other duties and don’t have the time to
re-write your original message, like today.
I am so sorry for the great tragedy of losing a child.
He was still a young man, even for us. I can
understand throwing his father out if he had anything
to do with your son’s death. I’ve had no children, I
had a wife who decided not to come with us. I can’t
blame her, it is very dangerous, but I had heartbreak
also.
With love,
Herndon
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He climbed toward the meeting, almost a glide in this
microgravity, like swimming by pulling yourself on rungs on
the side of the pool.
He glided in and presented the message from the Christial
Angel.
“She’s as much as telling us it’s all a hack,” the colonel
said, and Herndon was being a little understated with the
word ‘said’ while ‘shouted’ would be a little too harsh.
“She’s telling us to be objective but practice good
security,” Ernesto said. “She’s also asking us to independently
verify her outside universe.”
“We should do that from a secure position,” the colonel
stated.
“We’re as secure as we can be right here and now. They
still don’t know we’ve questioned anything about them, and
Neves is giving me new data every day. We have confirmed
that those lakes are indeed being held above much lower
ground and they are at the same gravitational level from end
to end. We’ve verified the temperature of the Ttharmine
region, and it is as it says in the initial report.”
“The hack theory doesn’t dispute anything in the large
scale landforms of the planet, but Ronaldo believes that
naturally occurring life forms could have obstructed the flow
out of those lakes and built up those dams.”
“We will know long before we have to make the decision
on which side of the moon to park at,” Ernesto said. “We
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need to get into the gravitational well of the planet first. So
far the evidence of our eyes can detect nothing that says they
are lying, and nothing that proves they are not. As long as
Raja can provide us a course that keeps our ion drive at least
twenty five degrees of arc from the planet, I say we hold our
cards and wait to see what unfolds. We have eight more
months. That planet will whip around that orange lantern
three more times before the lap that captures Lula.”
Herndon could watch the colonel getting steamed over
this lecture. Ernesto had to learn to deliver these in private or
there was going to be a murder on the Presidente Lula some
night. He would be the only one left to challenge Sampson
after that wouldn’t he? That was the last thing Herndon
wanted in his life. His duty would be clear and he would do
it, but he’d rather support Ernesto and not have to confront
Sampson himself.
“How good do you think their astronomy is?” the colonel
asked in a voice that would cut steel.
“As least good as they say,” Ernesto said, “but I’d plan on
it being an order of magnitude better. If they could not see us
coming in, they could not have had that initial email there for
us to open.”
“We were simply in the beam of the Christial instruments
feed to Gordon’s Lamp,” Marcus said. “The fact that the ships
missed each other by almost a billion miles at each encounter
is due to lack of precision in their navigation. If we were each
perfect in plotting a course to 61 Cygni, they would have
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fried us with their fusion beam early in their deceleration.”
“Very well said,” Raja said, “that is exactly what would
happen. On their way back, they missed us by a bit less than a
billion miles, but they were still more than fifty snowflakes
away.”
“I fear you will come to regret taking the situation too
lightly,” the colonel said. He was being down right
melodramatic with voice now. Herndon looked to Raja and
saw he was not the only one choking back laughter.
“I assure you I am not taking it lightly,” Ernesto said. “I
am taking into account another alternative that you might not
have considered.”
“What is that?”
“We may be encountering an alien civilization so much
more powerful than we are that we may already be at their
mercy, and if we are, we very much want them to believe we
come in peace.”
The meeting only got worse. At one point he was worried
they were going to have to restrain the colonel right then and
there. Herndon was a big man, strong, fit, but not a violent
man. He had always been a lover not a fighter. He was not
one to back down from a bully either and the streets of Sao
Luis were a lot meaner when he was a kid than they were
when he left. He didn’t want to have to fight with Sampson,
and it wouldn’t be fair, Herndon was forty two, Sampson was
sixty four. He was a fit sixty four, but he was still sixty four.
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Such a scene would leave him broken, of no more use to the
crew.
With Cleason asking the Lord’s help, it didn’t come to
that. The colonel at last submitted and agreed that we would
continue to follow the path to dock at the Christial remnant,
until there is clear evidence that they are lying. Ernesto
rubbed sand in the colonel’s wounds by saying they would be
able to see people on the streets before they would have to
make a decision. Raja and Neves vouched for Ernesto and the
colonel looked like he was going to kill someone.
The remainder of the day he spent in his chamber with
Nardley, not really on duty, but on duty keeping Nardley
company.
“What do you think will happen if it’s real?” Nardley
asked.
“Have you been tutoring any of the Portuguese students?”
“No, why?”
“I got a picture from a student,” Herndon said and pulled
it up on his pad, Nardley inhaled suddenly when he saw it.
“She says she’s so average she would have to jump up and
shout loud for us to notice her in the sea of Elf girls that await
us when we land. She already asked if I’d like to have sex
with her.”
“That babe is so perfect she doesn’t look real, yeah her
tits are a little small but they sure don’t sag. I wouldn’t mind
wading thru a sea of Elf girls like this looking to pick any one
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of them.” Nardley had never been a magnet for women, he
was small and thin with longish hair and a penchant for
clothing that was borderline feminine. His voice was soft and
a bit childlike, but at least it was free of the nasal sound so
many guys like him have.
“You’ll probably get your chance, if they’re really there.
The colonel still thinks it’s all a hack made up by one of the
crewmen on Gordon’s Lamp.”
“I still think it probably is, but he had quite good photorealism in that hack,” Nardley said, and handed back the pad.
“If that civilization is real I wouldn’t mind meeting her, I
admit. But as far as anything serious goes, she’s never going
to be ‘exclusive’ and she considers ‘monogamous’ to be a
serious medical condition.”
Nardley cracked up over that. “A maxi-slut and proud of
it,” he said.
“She’s got a sweetness to her though,” Herndon said, “and
a sadness.”
“Sounds like you’re already under her spell.”
“Not while she thinks ‘monogamous’ is a serious medical
condition.”
Later on, after dinner, Herndon noticed a new message
from the Kassikan, but also in English.
To: Herndon da Silva, CIO Presidente Lula
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I hope your trip is still going well, I bet you’re getting
anxious to land. I’ve only been here a few days
myself, and I’m finding it’s comfortable enough for a
place without power, but very, very different. I’m sure
the world of your youth in Brazil was much different
from mine in the ruins on the outside of the
Laurentian border, but not as different as this.
Meanwhile, we need to know how to solve the
registration problem in a mask and photoresist silicon
foundry. I have no manuals or tutorials that predate
fabrication technology. Any help you can give us will
be greatly appreciated.
From: Ava Bancour, Sorceress of Yingolian Crystals,
Kassikan

It was late but he could spare the time to formulate a reply
before bed. His English was good enough to type a message
without his left hand in a dictionary, but he kept one loaded
just in case.
From: Herndon Da Silva, CIO, Presidente Lula
To:

Ava Bancour – Soreress of Yingolian Crystals,
Kassikan

cc:

Ava Bancour- Systems Administrator, Victoria
McReady Station (Narrulla’s Tear)

Are you the same person? Are you aware of each
other? Are you both getting this? Either you just
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landed on the planet, somehow, because I didn’t know
Angels could, or are you in an android? Or do you
have the same name thru some other coincidence?

He thought about telling them he had to get a reply from
both of them or he’d think this was the hack. He wondered if
she insisted the one on Narulla’s Tear could not reply because
she had landed. He’d keep his own council on that for now.
As for the mask and photoresist method, that is so far
before my time. I think it would make more sense to
develop a scanning ion beam fabricator to build your
parts on bulk silicon and arc-deposit your metallic
layers. You’ll save metal that way too, I’ve heard
that’s important here. They aren’t that complicated,
and the precision becomes a software problem. I don’t
think it is possible to get below about a hundred
nanometers with the mask and photoresist method
alone and that technology required magnetic media
and multiple substrates to do anything useful.
If you don’t have reference material on ion beam
silicon fabrication, we have but it is an ancient paper
copy printed in Goiania in 2054. We could scan and
transmit those pages, but it is completely in
Portuguese and if I don’t miss my guess, you are
probably not fluent in it.
In Friendship,
Herndon da Silva
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He wondered what he should say about this latest
message. He wouldn’t be the first to bring it up tomorrow
morning unless it seemed pertinent to the discussion. He’d
rather talk it over with Ernesto privately. He wondered what
this Ava looked like. He knew an Angel could draw itself any
way it wanted, but the one on the ground had to have a body,
at least he thought the natives did. What if they were really
simulates also, in the crystals of their suntowers, and the
remainder of the cities really were overgrown ruins? Both
versions of the tale would be correct wouldn’t they?
Out for Dusk
Kuthra was at Ava’s place sooner than she anticipated, her
hair was still wet and there were no hair dryers here. She
knew that, but wasn’t thinking straight when she got in the
shower.
“I can see you’re not ready yet,” Kuthra said, “sorry I’m
early.”
“It’s so hard to know what time it is that I can’t blame
you.” She looked at what Kuthra was wearing and got even
more worried. It would have been one of those tee shirts but
both sides were removed from the arms down, so it was
technically a very narrow poncho, held with laces all the way
down. Up to six inches of skin on her sides was exposed. The
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sides of her breasts and cheeks were exposed. All that skin
was just as smooth and golden tan as the rest of her. Even
though Ava was pale already, you could see that she didn’t get
to the beach much. Kuthra’s garment was pulled nicely snug,
but there were loops in the laces under her arm, and at her
hip.
“You’re still in your Morningday office jersey?” Kuthra
said.
“I’m not a slave to fashion,” Ava said, “actually I haven’t
even gone shopping yet.”
Kuthra was rather overcome with that revelation. “So all
you have is Kassikan issue?”
“There was a closet here when I got here. I thought it was
from the person who OD’d but it wasn’t, it must be from the
last person who stayed in this cubicle. I don’t think of it as
mine.”
“It’s yours now so let’s see if they left you anything with
more ‘come hither’ in it than that.”
“I told you I’m new at this.”
“You already shagged a founder of the Kassikan, that’s
about as close to a championship as it gets.” She didn’t ask
how it was and Ava didn’t volunteer an evaluation. Let’s just
say he’s better at re-designing society than starring in an
erotic thriller. Kuthra rummaged in the closet. Half the bulk in
there was taken up with thick coats for later in the dark. Some
more were capes and shoulder wraps, it was already cool
enough that she grabbed one of them, a thick and colorful knit
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dense enough to have some shape. Kuthra looked at that,
pulled out a thinner and slinkier scrap of cloth in the same
color scheme. “From what you’ve told me so far, I doubt
you’ll want to go out bottomless, so this wrapskirt goes good
with that.”
“This looks like a knit handkerchief.” It was actually a
little bigger, a triangle twenty inches high and quite long, but
tapered down to straps and quite stretchy.
“Here,” Kuthra wrapped it around her and tied a bow
above her tailbone.
It was the extreme bikini of skirts. The point in the back
could be stretched to a point halfway between her cheek and
her knee, but it was very stretchy, slinky material. She could
feel the airflow on the bottoms of her cheeks. In the front, it
was more open, she wished it wasn’t so low on her hips, butif
it wasn’t, her whole muff would be exposed. The cool air of
evening could stir her pubic hair at will. She might have been
able to do this with underwear, like a modest bikini bottom
under this ‘skirt’. She wouldn’t be able to sit down, in fact
she couldn’t even stand around people who were sitting
down. “I need something more than this, preferably a bathing
suit bottom.”
Kuthra looked at her like she was from YingolNeerie and
then said, “Ava, ‘bathing suit’ is a slang expression for
absolutely naked, nothing but the cells in your body. As naked
as you are in the shower or on the beach.”
She hadn’t picked up on that yet, she’d only heard the
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expression twice in conversations overheard at meals. “I see,
I appreciate correcting my language but I still need something
that covers more.”
“So you really don’t want to meet guys?” Kuthra asked.
“I don’t want to get raped.”
“It’s impossible, the Instinct, no one can take you against
your will. And you’re a big, strong girl, most guys wouldn’t
have been able to take you even without the Instinct.”
“What else is in here?” Ava asked, not wanting to argue a
point that had nothing to do with logic.
“Listen Ava, if you don’t give the guys a way in they’ll go
elsewhere. You haven’t internalized that everyone looks how
they want to and always have. You haven’t internalized that
sex is no longer about reproduction and the next generation
but about meeting people you want to be in the same species
with.” As she was saying that, she was still rummaging thru
the closet. “Here’s a longer skirt, can you go with this?”
It was one of the colors in the shoulderpiece, and a
slightly thicker material. Ava was able to put that on herself.
“I don’t know what you think is wrong with your bush girl, it
looks fine to me.”
“I’m from YingolNeerie.”
“And?”
“We never expose ourselves in public, it’s a crime in
almost every nation, they differ in how much skin can show,
but almost none allow the genitals or pubic hair to be seen in
public.”
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Kuthra was following right along, “That’s as bad as what
Alan said.”
“I can’t just say, ‘Oh yes, that was silly,’ and show my
snatch to casual acquaintances in bars.”
“That skirt won’t show it. Men might think you’re a sales
girl on your way home from work, but it won’t cause an
interstellar incident.”
Ava had it on by now, it was only mid thigh length in
front and slid way up when she sat if she wasn’t careful. It
was probably the absolute limit she could go out in public
with. “Okay, I can do this,” she said nervously.
“At least it shows off your ass,” Kuthra said, smoothing it
a little. “So grab your bag and let’s go.”
“Not so fast, I need a top.”
“You got that shoulderpiece?”
“That doesn’t even cover my nipples,” Ava said. “and it’s
getting cool out there.”
“So put leggings and sleeves in your bag for later.”
“I still need a top for now. In my culture a female nipple
may not be exposed in public.”
“You expect me to believe that, and in an ephemeral
culture, where reproduction is everything. I should think
women would be nursing a good part of their lives.”
“But not in public.”
“Well anyway, how’s this?” She held up a garment a lot
like hers, not quite as long. “It’s meant to be worn by itself,
but you’re tall enough to pull this off as a top and this way
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we’ll look like we’re together.”
She still felt naked, even more so when Kuthra explained
that the reason for the loops was to allow a guy to loosen the
laces and get his hands inside. “I can’t do that,” she said, “in
our culture a man isn’t supposed to touch a woman’s breast
erotically until after the wedding.”
“Ava I’m sorry but you better get used to this, in Elf
country at least. Every guy who approaches is going to caress
your breast erotically and if you want him to get to know you,
you’ll put your hand over his and smile.”
“Huhhh!?!?!!!”
“Sounds like one of those culture shock moments,”
Kuthra said.
“I can’t, I mean CAN’T do it,” Ava said. She wasn’t
shouting, she wanted to, but she refrained, she hissed instead.
“You can’t play at all?”
“Our way is, you meet someone for a first date, you have
dinner and a couple drinks, if it worked for each of you,
you’ll kiss good-night and make plans to go to a movie or
show or dancing or something another time. After the second
date, I might be willing to let a guy caress my breast during
the good night kiss, but even that is racier than our culture
pretends to be.”
“I thought your culture was you got pulled into the bushes
on your way home from school, your clothes ripped off and
ruined, and penetrated long before you were ready.” Ava
remembered writing those words, in her autobiography, when
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she was still an Angel. “I’m sorry that happened to you,”
Kuthra said. “I promise it won’t happen here, and no one here
can conceive of it, so there is no way they can ever know how
you feel. Even I can’t know, although the way you wrote it
was moving.”
“Thanks I guess,” Ava said, “but it is precisely because of
that that I can’t do this, I have to take it slow.”
“So if you want to get duskmeal and laid this evening,
come along.”
“I’ll do duskmeal, but I really have to know the guy
before I get laid.”
Kuthra sighed, “So we’ll do duskmeal at least.”
“I’ll buy if you take me to the best place you know of.”
“The best place I know of can’t be touched on the salary
of a Kassikan Sorceress. It’s on the hundred and first at First
and South Canyon Locks. It’s pretty much a private place to
the shipping lords and their guests but the food is amazing.”
“How’d you get there?”
“As one of the guests.”
This was her first recreational journey outside the
Kassikan walls other than the tours she’d had her first few
weeks. Outside the walls she feared being recognized. The
body they found for her was very close to what she imagined
she would look like when she grew up, but not exactly. She
was now an Elf for one thing, her ears were pointed, her chin
and nose were narrower, her skin a bit more golden-hued. It
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was her picture as ‘The Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear’ that was
published, not the girl found wasted on shonggot. She feared
Kuthra would say something, even though Ava insisted that
she didn’t.
They left the pyramid and then the campus, going out thru
the main hallway to Second Canal. There was a second floor
walkway along the canal here, and it was crowded and busy.
She might have been the most dressed person here, but she
still felt exposed.
“I’m thinking of the karga chops and leshin at Haleedee,
is that okay?”
“You’re the guide,” Ava said. “As long as I don’t have to
grant sexual favors to get it I’m sure it will be fine.”
Kuthra didn’t say anything to that, but kept walking. No
doubt she was beginning to think this was going to be a
difficult assignment for her. Ava was pretty sure this was
actually an after-hours assignment. She was glad the Kassikan
had decided to use a female as a guide, rather than have her
try to ‘date’ a local male. If she imagined herself in high
school she might have found some of the guys ‘cute’ but she
knew this body was just smelling pheromones and not
reacting to any visual ques.
They were still on the canalway, on the second floor. They
had to stop for a drawbridge at a lock. A pretty tall ship was
coming thru.
“Do you ever look for a meaningful relationship?” Ava
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asked when the silence started to need filling.
“Not at a club,” Kuthra replied, “maybe sometimes at a
tap but usually not even there.”
“Then where?”
“There’s magazines you can advertise in.”
“Do you?” Ava asked.
“No.”
“So you personally aren’t interested in meaningful
relationships?”
Kuthra cocked her head, “Because I don’t have to
advertise? I’m a guide at the Kassikan, I meet interesting
people all the time. I was with a guy from YingolNeerie for
decades, I met him that way, as a guide.”
“Alan?” Ava asked.
“Yeah, you know him right?”
“How’s he doing?”
“He’s been gone eleven decades now. I’ve had several
‘meaningful relationships’ since then. Didn’t you get free
suntower as a ghost? You probably heard from him since I
did.”
The native ‘eleven decades’ was about forty two Earth
years. She had heard from Alan more recently but, “Only by
mail.”
“Well it’s a long time he’s been gone, but I was happy
with him while he was here. He was a little straight but that
helps slow me down a little. I know Piishain would have had
me on norrot if it wasn’t for Alan. As it was she only stayed
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with us a couple years.”
“I still can’t picture you and Alan,” Ava said. “He was
such a boy.”
“He was fine, and he had a lot in him too. Sometimes four
in the same day.”
“Alan?” Ava asked.
“Yeah,” Kuthra said, looking far away.
“Huh.” Kuthra looked her way so Ava said, “I never
would have guessed.”
“You were on the same starship and you...”
“I was an Angel, a ghost,” Ava said, “he was not. The only
way we can meet is by helmet and there were none on
Gordon’s Lamp.”
Kuthra shuddered. “Alan was pretty freaked after his
helmet ride. He said he could never really know whether he
woke up in the Kassikan’s labs or encapsulated in a
simulation of it in Gordon’s Lamp.”
“Oh I know,” Ava sighed. Kuthra looked questioningly
again, “I taught him that proof, or rather, my sister did.”
There was no need to relate that story, it was written on
Kuthra’s face that Alan had told her all of it at more length
than she wanted to hear.
The bridge came down when the lock gates closed and
they were able to continue. Kuthra lead her up two floors of
wide steps to a street almost a block back of the canal, but on
the fifth floor because of the lock. This street had more the
look of a mall. It was mainly indoors except where it passed
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over other streets, small canals, or the sixth floors of a row of
apartment trees. It was lined with lavish shops.
“It’s not far south of the Kassikan where things start
getting hot. I won’t take you all the way down to South
Canyon,” Kuthra said. “Haleedee is only a couple more
blocks down.”
The entry was as stylish as any on this rather glitzy street.
A gentle stone arch over the door had ‘Haleedee’ carved into
it at the top of the arch, surrounded by ornamental vinework
of blue beans and larorlie, the detailing of the stonework was
good enough to tell what plants they were. Inside was finely
finished wood instead of stone. The menu, with pictures and
ingredients, was posted just inside the door in a beautiful
frame lit by a softly hissing lantern. There was an ornate
stairway leading down into the interior. The aromas and the
sound of sizzling happened together as they stepped inside.
“I already know what I’m having, and they have plaques
at each table. Only the ones on the tables are actually
available, they don’t change this one depending on which
cooks are in.”
“So they have a problem with no shows?”
“They’re open nine meals a week, cooks do one to four
meals a week, you see how that comes out?”
“So there’s no separate breakfast menu?”
“Certain dishes are more popular at certain times of the
week, and a lot of cooks do breakfast rolls.”
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There were three floors of stairs, and they were lead to a
table two floors below that. It was on a mossy stone patio,
there were already lanterns lit, with fragrant oil it seemed. It
was still on the floor above the water. They overlooked a
square pool, about sixty feet on a side, with a stone curb and
at least three feet of water. It was open above, but the dusk
was advancing and the opening was almost completely closed
by the apartment tree branches sixty stories above them. A
canal only eight feet wide entered and exited this pool via
tunnels. Streams of kayaks were going in both directions.
Those who stopped in this pool pulled their boat and dragged
it to a rack somewhere out of sight. A needleboat stopped here
and discharged two passengers, then sped off into the tunnel
on the far side of the pool.
“Cool place,” Ava said. “Is this a very unique setting?”
“Overlooking an underground canal stop isn’t that
unusual, the food here is what I think makes it unusual. The
décor is pure 53rd. They might have done something to it
since, but I’m guessing they don’t do more than try to cut
back the moss on these stones every twenty decades or so.”
They picked a table. There were ornately carved dividers
between the tables, and on them pegboards where tiles were
set with the current menu.
“At least they have it today,” Kuthra said, pointing at a
picture of a plate.
Ava got what Kuthra got, it was a little like perfectly
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cooked salmon on a bed of exotic greens in a sauce a little
like a raspberry vinaigrette. Nothing she’d ever known as a
mortal, but something the captain might have served at one of
his dinners on the ship.
All thru dinner Kuthra tried to talk her into going to a
club. She stuck to her stand, no sex on the first date. Kuthra
had read her book, An Angel’s Life, and pointed out that she
had sex with Brancettrabble and Althart on pretty much a first
date. She pointed out that she had known each of them for a
local year before she had sex with them.
“They were only pen pals,” Kuthra said.
“Brancetrabble was there in sight and sound for that year,
and I admit, there’s more than that, they look like men, not
little boys.”
“So first you’re scared because you think they could force
you, but now you don’t want them because they look like
they can’t? I think you’re just scared of sex because you were
forced as a little girl.”
“I had sex Dawnsleep,” she said, “so I don’t think I’m
afraid of it.”
“Nothing for Noonsleep, no interludes during the day?”
Ava pulled her head back, “No.”
“I’m sorry, but I haven’t had any since lunch time
yesterday myself, so I know what it’s like to be hungry.”
Her words stirred this body’s hormones, but left her mind
uneasy. “I think that’s rather recent,” Ava said. “Sometimes
when it’s been fifteen or twenty years I start to get itchy.”
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“You’d have to take pills,” Kuthra said.
“For what?”
“To keep yourself in condition, a body starts to deteriorate
if you don’t have enough sex with enough different people. If
you went fifteen or twenty years between partners, that’s not
enough, you need at least three different partners a year to
maintain, and that’s iffy. I like to average one encounter with
a new partner a week. I know if you live in rural country
that’s hard, but near the center of the Yakhan, that’s easy. I
could go to a different club within an hour of here and not
remember I’d been there by the time I had to repeat at the
same place. I have fifteen or twenty guys on my list, that I see
with some regularity, at least every ten years.”
“Is there any drawback to the pills?”
“You won’t get some immunities, you won’t evolve with
the species and you won’t meet a lot of people.”
“Do you actually meet these guys, or do you really just
point and say, ‘You, come with me’?”
“That doesn’t work very well, the guys want to see and
caress you. It is customary to undress for them at the start of
the encounter, if you’re getting a room, you can wait until
then, if you can keep them interested til then. There’s a lot of
girls out here, maybe too many at times, and almost all of
them have got something to show. Your tits are no smaller
than average, Elves aren’t known as busty, but they’re all
pretty except for the ones that are beautiful. They’re all
smoother than me, especially in the hips, and almost all have
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prettier faces. One guy compared mine to a poondemba.”
“What’s that?” Ava asked.
“You’ll have to look it up, it’s a big animal that has eyes
in its head and teeth a little like a human, but otherwise is
more like a hairless fat thongga only twice as big.”
“You don’t look anything like that, you’re a beautiful
woman. If there’s anything about your face it’s the
innocence.”
Kuthra gave a quick smile but said, “But we were talking
about what guys see. Look around you, this is the
population.”
“I still associate the crowds as the undergrads at the
Kassikan.”
“We’re three times the population of campus away from
campus. A quarter of the people in here have never stepped on
Kassikan pavement.”
It was true, Ava looked around but all she saw was college
kids. “So how far would I have to go before the crowds look
different?”
“At least to Exmere, there’s a lot more Wood Elves there.
There’s a town in the New Midlands where they’re overboard
for jugs and almost everyone has big ones and the biggest are
monumentally extreme, but even that’s a year or more, unless
you’ve got a fast coach and fresh kedas arranged ahead of
time.”
“And how far to Exmere?”
“It’s over three thousand miles down the river.”
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The people were sixty percent blond, most were slender
with long hair, cute shapes and pretty faces. The girls had
rounder hips and breasts, the guys were a little taller. Nobody
looked older than twenty five. She’d never been to bed with a
guy who looked younger than forty, at least not voluntarily.
She wondered if that was part of her problem, the boys who
raped her were still in their teens, the men who helped her
were her father’s age. These guys looked the age of the
rapists, even though they were a completely different race,
maybe her subconscious identified teen boys with rape.
The occasional one with a mustache or beard appealed to
her more because it was something to indicate he was male.
When they were sitting and facing away from her, she
couldn’t tell. There were no massive shoulders anywhere, no
necks wider than the head that sat atop it. Even their voices
sounded like college kids.
But Kuthra was worried about competition from the girls.
The girls were all really cute, she had to admit that. They all
had blemish-free skin, perfect little shapes, perfect
symmetrical faces. She couldn’t dismiss them all as the ‘kids’
because it really was everyone. She thought back to the city
tour, she was still thinking ‘undergrads’ then wasn’t she? But
no, everywhere they went, that’s all there were. She had to
adjust to that.
Most of them weren’t dressed any more chaste than
Kuthra. Two of the women were topless and another had her
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top open. All were being caressed.
“I see what you mean,” Ava admitted. “When everyone is
beautiful, we aren’t special treasures.”
“Right, so are you going to crack your shell this
evening?”
“I might allow someone to come home with me if we go
to a place where I get to know the guy before we screw. I do
not want to feel like a prostitute, especially a free one.”
“I’m sorry but I need something sooner,” she said to Ava.
“I know a place where you can sit and visit. There will be
guys who’ll wait for the sleep and keep you company until
then, but there’ll also be guys who’ll go to a room. The place
has sheets for a penny so even I could buy. They don’t have a
hardcore room there but I’m sure you don’t care.”
“I don’t know what you mean?”
“A room where sex is allowed without getting a private
room. It will have dimmer lights and water proof furniture,
and maybe some apparatus. The place I’m thinking of doesn’t
have that, they don’t allow wetting the furniture in the tap
room and a lot of the people who hang out there keep their
clothes on til they get to a room.”
“And that’s as mild as it gets?” Ava asked.
“We could go to a neighborhood tap, nothing there but
cups and conversation, most other people there will all know
each other. I’ve been able to provoke guys at those into a
romp, but there have been times when I haven’t wanted to.”
“I can try the one where we can sit and visit first, I can at
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least go see it.”
“It’s a bit of a hike, it’s over near Third Canal on the tenth
floor Marketway and back towards campus a half a mile.”
“We’ve got to get back there anyway.”
Ava was skeptical of the club Kuthra took her to just from
the sign and the name, Cup and Cuddle. Inside it was lit by
glow panels with a lot of purple and red. There was gentle
background music reminding her of new age Irish coming
from speakers looking like little orchid sprays growing from
the ceiling wherever the frames of glow panels joined. There
were lots of puffy couches and cushions in little groupings.
There were tiny tables called ‘cupstands’ everywhere, and
meandering aisles among them that lead to small tapstands
scattered around the room.
Many different types of yaag and ale were dispensed by a
tapsman standing in a round pulpit with the taps surrounding
him. They all came down by hoses from a kegroom above.
There is no refrigeration on this planet except in laboratories
in the leading research institutions of the most advanced
cities. A good dark, thick ale was okay warm, and yaag was
fine warm. Early in the week, before the Dawnsleep snow
melted away, cold drinks were possible, but that was when
she wished she had hot coffee the most. They had a tea here
that was close enough that she hoped to get used to it after
awhile. She didn’t like that they called it rubber tea.
“As we wander to a tap kiosk,” Kuthra said, “check out
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who’s checking us out, some guys might be with girls but be
ready to move on and looking around, so don’t watch only the
guys without company.”
“Okay, I see three guys looking at us already, only one of
them is with a girl. He does have said girl in his arms and is
kneading her breasts.”
“Yeah, but they’re not going anywhere, they’re hardly
saying anything and she’s not working her back on his bone.
Not like them,” she pointed to another couple on another
cushion farther across the room, beyond the kiosk they were
working their way toward. They were at the very limit of
keeping the furniture dry.
“Now Ava,” Kuthra said, “I have to tell you something
you’re implicitly agreeing to if you come in here. You are
giving...”
Meanwhile someone sitting beside her said, “Wow this
babe’s got a nice ass,” and cupped her cheek as she walked
by.
Ava whirled around and said, “What the...” and drew back
her arm to slap him but found it paralyzed with pins and
needles like when it ‘goes to sleep’ if circulation is cut off.
He withdrew his hand from her cheek and said, “Easy
lady, I was just complimenting a nice feature. I meant no
offense, sorry,” but she could see some anger in his face.
Kuthra rolled her eyes as that unfolded, “Like I was trying
to tell you, you are giving the staff and other guests
permission to touch your body in dry erotic ways. It’s in that
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smaller print under ‘KEEP THE FURNITURE DRY’ on that
sign by the door, along with the rates for clean sheets and
extra sessions, sheets or not.”
“What if we went to a tap room that didn’t have sex
rooms?”
“If I was on the clock at the Kassikan in this, and getting
paid to be your guide, I would probably take the assignment.
It wouldn’t be hateful duty, but it would be dull, especially
when I’m horny already.”
“Kuthra, if I was paying for a guide I’d rather you’d guide
me to lectures by the most renowned thinkers in society, live
theater by the critic’s choice, world quality music
performance and quality and high value in clothing and other
consumables.”
“Except for the shopping and the music, I couldn’t help
you at all.”
They got into the line for this tap, Ava started to scan the
taps to see what she might be interested in. Someone who
seemed to know Kuthra came up behind her. He was tall and
slim, blond with lazy curls he had pulled in three pony tails.
His face was cute with big blue eyes. He was wearing a long
tee, mid thigh length, without a sling under it and his organ
made a noticeable bump between his hips. “Hey, good to see
you here,” he said as he wrapped his arms around her.
“This is Ava, she’s new in town and wants someplace
mild.”
“Cup and Cuddles are pretty mild,” he said to Ava as he
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was pulling the loops from Kuthra’s laces and slipping his
hands inside to knead her.
“This is Yahsee by the way,” Kuthra said as she pressed
her hand to his, although hers remained outside her dress.
“He’s good with tits as you can see.” There must have been
something on Ava’s face because she said, “What?”
“Ahem,” was all Ava could say. Maybe if she had grown
up in the Warlord’s lab instead of the Christial stronghold in
Santa Barbara she might not have been speechless, but for a
moment she was.
“I think I see Hlinta over there,” Yahsee said, “I think she
needs someone to do her’s also.”
“No!” Ava barked. “I told you, I have to get to know the
guy first.”
Kuthra groaned, “How the hell do you expect to get to
know anyone if you drive them off like a wounded hyadune?”
Ava had to leave and find her way back to her assigned
quarters in the Kassikan alone. Kuthra tried to come after her
but Ava avoided her. She really felt how alone and far from
home she was now. She wasn’t really sure of the way and in
her haste, got pretty lost. She had to climb a building and find
the pyramid to orient herself, and even once she found the
campus it took her another hour to finally get to her place.
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2342
Four Short Years
Getting semiconductor fabrication going was easier said
than done. They didn’t have it figured out in meetings,
experiments were done. The Kassikan combed the world for
people who might have the right skills. Platers and engravers,
photo-lithographers, voltaic scientists were recruited. They
were beginning to get some samples that worked before she
was even transferred, now that she was with them, they
expected her to get production of servers up and running. She
would have asked her sister to drop down a fabricator, but
those of the Angels only work in zero gee and a vacuum, and
she needed all the capacity she had. She knew the wizards
were disappointed to find they were little closer with her than
they were with Alan. She pointed out that she’d already told
them all she knew about it by 2279.
She did not get cast out because of it, they understood that
she had brought most of the knowledge, and she helped as
much as she could to advance them toward what they needed.
She knew that primitive fabricators worked via raster-scan
ion and electron beams, but in spite of what the Brazilian CIO
thought, this culture lacked the infrastructure to build that.
They were going to have to manufacture using photographic
techniques. She’d studied that in history, but not in enough
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depth to be able to reproduce it.
In the interim they were pursuing other parts of the
project. They continued with a separate group seeking to
manufacture using biochemical means, and they were ahead
in the race to one micron, but had no theory at the present
time for getting beyond that. Another group was developing
light pipes to power it from a distant light source. Optical
fiber was something they were already quite good at, along
with graded optics, optical sensing and all the optical science
they needed to do it. They were going to solve the problem, it
just looked like it might take a lot longer than they wanted it
too. Four of the short years here had passed by this time.
In these few months Ava had almost come to look upon
Myanfyinga as her mother on the ground because she had
helped her so much. Perhaps the quality Ava most admired in
her was her calm. Not that Ava considered herself a hothead,
after two hundred years in silicon she thought she had put the
impulsiveness of flesh behind her, and for a large part she had
except when this body’s hormones took control. But
Myanfyinga was flesh and even more considered and
deliberate than Ava. It was a quality Ava attempted to emulate
to the best of her ability.
Myanfyinga took an interest in Earth and downloaded the
library of Gordon’s Lamp and asked her all about it. It was
obvious that after an evening of study Myanfyinga knew
more about Earth’s history than Ava did. At one point she
asked, ‘What was Asoka’s empire really like?’ and all Ava
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could give her was a blank stare. ‘I was familiar with most of
the code in the expedition but not a lot of the data,’ had been
the best she could do for a reply.
Ava and Myanfyinga had not become very close off duty,
but she had been to Myanfyinga’s quarters a few times. They
differed from Althart’s in decor. Ava had moved out of
Althart’s quarters, not because it would be unseemly for
faculty members to be bedding one another, it happened all
the time and they kidded each other about it at breakfast. She
wasn’t surprised to hear that Myanfyinga was the next one in
Althart’s bed after she moved out.
She moved out because he was too much like a father
figure to her. Their relationship felt incestuous in some way.
He said he understood perfectly and never seemed to change
his professional attitude toward her. And then they’d had an
interlude in her quarters a couple weeks ago. She was still
unsettled in her mind about that.
It had been over eight months of Earth that she was
stranded here on the ground in this lust machine that was
nearly physically unable to say no to any male. The problem
was, the males weren’t very male. She was at eye level with
most of them, but she couldn’t be as tall as she made herself
in virtual space. She had almost the shoulders the men did.
Most were without any facial hair, but long golden hair in
pony tails or loose flowing hair. Their chins were small, their
faces very smooth. Althart was one of the manliest men she
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had met. Many were chivalrous, like a guy she had to talk to
in the lab where she woke up, but none were dashing and
forceful. They were often forward enough to ask her for sex,
but she usually declined.
She was not pining away for Althart, no, that had been the
right move, but even though she accepted some invitations to
sex from people she was at least acquainted with, she did not
build a relationship and was not really satisfied. In some ways
she wished she had come down on Brancetrabble’s side of the
planet. She would now be working with him to get electronic
production started. But wouldn’t she have come to look upon
him as a father figure also? Or would she be too captivated by
the sexual enhancements he’d given himself? For a few
moments she thought that maybe the body he found for her
wouldn’t be so lusty, but when she thought about it some
more, she thought he would have found one even worse than
Kuthra.
She began to understand the other people on the
committee and their agendas. Kefnon was an optician who
had specialized in high-order imperfections. He was really in
it for the royalties. He lived just outside the campus,
overlooking the blocks of novice quads on the south side. He
commuted thru those attics, which was a very pleasant
commute, the attics were used as free studio space by the arts
departments. She knew about this because of those hormones.
He had been her next affair after Althart.
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They usually stayed in her quarters because it was
convenient. She learned that the place he was staying wasn’t
really his. Her quarters shared a patio with five others on this
level, four on the level above, with a standard opening at the
end. The bed and bath were lavish, there was no kitchen at all,
just the 133rd cook’s court three floors above and a hundred
feet down the hall. This level of the pyramid had many layers
of cubicles that did not have windows to the outside. Their
laboratory space began there.
Dilmar lived in one of those, far below. She had one of
those rooms on the same hall just for storage and as a room to
meet students in. Dilmar didn’t want a window to the outside.
He was the photo-chemist on the committee and his work
needed darkness. He was also the tallest guy on the
committee and that must have made this body’s hormones
seize on him next. His space stank of chemicals and was full
of lab gear. He oversaw corridors full of labs, all dedicated to
research on photochemistry. Their first encounter began with
him showing her one of his first inventions. He sprayed a wall
in a darkened room with some liquid from a pump-bottle. It
dried right on like in the stories her father told of the old
graffiti cans that he sometimes found in the landfill he mined.
Next Dilmar projected her picture on the wall.
“Where did you get that picture?” she asked, trying so
hard not to let it sound so indignant as she would have a few
months ago.
“It’s right in the meeting room, you’re just standing by the
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mountain lace.”
He was right. “But you’ve used video editing to remove
most of my clothing.” Some of her hair was wet, her eyelids
were low and her pose with a wry smile and her hand on her
hip was like something out of a girlie mag.
“You did that, we had gone all the way into Afternoonday
that week, we were all sweaty, most of the rest of us were
naked already...”
“I don’t remember you having a camera?” she said. That
meeting had happened months, a local year, before she and
Dilmar started to get friendly.
“I don’t make it obvious,” he said. He turned off the
projector, even in the deep gloom she could see the picture
was still there. He turned on the light, she was a mural on his
wall, staring thru you with a ‘just one more time’ look,
disheveled and half undressed, hair sticky.
“That’s a really sexy picture,” he said and began to caress
her. “I really want to thank you for giving me that.”
It hadn’t been a great encounter, it had taken her awhile to
warm up to him. He’d had to clear apparatus off the bed to
carry it out. She had not pursued the affair but he had and it
had taken her another local year to finally shut him off.
After that, she was afraid she would get stuck trying each
member of the committee in turn. The next person she had to
work closer with was Efnogkt, a specialist in industrial
process efficiency who had joined the committee only a local
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year ago. He was good at what he did and they were able to
work together, but neither one of them brought up the
possibility of romantic involvement. Efnogkt was of a race
called the Gnomes, a people that the Kassikan believes are
the victims of a natural mutation. That mutation has given
them, among other things, something very close to elephant
skin. They are a pronounced grey, their skin is thick and
rough. Their foreheads are huge and their hair is thin, curly
and receding. Their lips are thick and rough. All in all their
look is somewhat more alien than her culture depicted aliens
from another planet in sci-fi movies. Efnogkt left even the
hormones in this body completely alone. That seemed to
make it easier to work with him, and they made progress in
designing the machinery Dilmar needed.
Vyorahi, the third woman on the committee, was easy for
Ava to work with also. She was almost disturbingly pretty
with long blond hair and big amber upturned eyes, a perfect
figure, as tall as Ava but maybe even a little thinner. She
made Ava notice that she had gained fifteen pounds since she
came out of that crypt. Her specialty was called ‘public
acceptance’ here, not ‘marketing’. Her job was to figure out
what the public wanted.
Vyorahi was also the sweetest person she’d met so far and
had lunch with her often. Myanfyinga informed Yyorahi
about Ava’s planet of origin and Vyorahi was all bubbly to
hear all about what these things were used for in her society.
They did not have those conversations in the main meetings,
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but at lunch and at long sessions in Vyorahi’s home in the
committee’s residence court.
“This is all clearly too much,” she said to Ava one
Afternoonday. They were on their courtyard which had a
pretty clear view of the west. Ava was lost out there in the
lake because Vyorahi had a little jug of a light blue yaag she
was passing back and forth. “It seems like your people are
doing more work just to use more of these devices.”
“Of course,” Ava said. “These devices took control of
society long ago, they make us make as many of them as we
can. Those software objects that are most successful at getting
humans to reproduce them are the ones that rise in
population.”
Vyorahi stared at her awhile, then said, “If that’s so, we
shouldn’t be making these at all. Have the founders thought
about that?”
“I’m pretty sure they have. I’ve brought it up several
times. They seem to think they can prevent it by not directly
supporting the various forms of neural emulation. I’ve studied
the history of it and I think it happened before then. I think it
happened because people were so desperate to give control to
a power greater than themselves.”
“You mean your people invented these things to be a god
to rule over you?”
“Yes,” Ava said, “it is possible to put it that way.”
“I’m glad we have the Instinct instead. The world you
come from is too scary for me.”
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“This one is pretty scary for me,” Ava said.
“How? The scariest thing is the high bridges and all you
have to do is hold the rail and you’ll be fine.”
“The sexuality is scary,” Ava told her. “Kuthra, that guide
who brings our guests up sometimes, took me out one
evening and the place she took me everyone groped me.”
“Yeah?”
“Do you put up with that?”
“Actually,” Vyorahi paused, “I go to clubs a lot and I just
love bodily contact.”
She noticed Vyorahi often had after-lunch encounters with
Embassa, the metallurgist on the committee. There are few
metals in this society, most of the planet’s accessible metals
have long ago been mined, refined, used and discarded, reused, corroded and the rust has eroded away. After 2500bc.
they weren’t used for much but money and yandrille strings.
Still they are known in the laboratory, and Embassa had
studied plating since the time of the Ptolemies.
Vyorahi even nagged Ava to come along with them one
lunch time. As well as metallurgy, Embassa knew
lovemaking, and was eager for a three way that day. “It’ll be
fun,” she said, “and our place is only a few minutes from
here. We don’t need to be late for the afterlunch session. I
know you can fire us both within a half hour,” she patted
Embassa’s crotch.
Ava was grossed out, but the hormones in this body made
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her nibs come up at the thought of it. She heard herself say, “I
wouldn’t want to intrude...”
“You’re being invited so you’re not intruding. I’ll swing
by Leesee’s and grab us some zhlindu rolls, you two go get
started,” she put their hands together and gave a ‘don’t play
shy’ look as she scampered off.
She gave Embassa a sheepish grin. She had hardly
caressed him before. He was her size and weight, but had a
fuzzy burnt-orange beard. She felt trapped on an alien planet,
but was determined to get thru this. “I usually go this way,”
she said, and lead him to the outside stairs at a leisurely pace.
She pretended she was the soul that was originally in this
body, the one who left the hormones turned up like this.
She remained friends with Kuthra even though their
hunting party hadn’t worked out. They had meals together,
and Kuthra never tired of asking about Earth. “Coy-dogs are
animals,” Ava answered her one day, “They’re carnivores and
scavengers. They’re the size of a hyadune at most, but hunt in
packs like hakkens. Two of my friends were killed by them as
I was growing up. We heard them fighting over the garbage
pile all the time. Our plank-in was on the third floor of those
ruins so we were pretty safe from them.”
Or another time, “Pistol whipped is when someone hits
you with a pistol. It’s metal and has lots of rough spots. I was
only three, that’s half a decade, the first time it happened to
my mom. She’d managed to buy some food that day. Some
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toughs took it. She was pretty bloody and I think the bone
over here was broken,” Ava pointed to the one behind the end
of her right eyebrow. “It never healed right.”
She didn’t know how much of that Kuthra understood.
Violence was so abstract to the people here, such an everyday
way of life for the survivors in the ruins of Reston. She
sounded sympathetic. Maybe she even started to understand
her reluctance for casual intimate contact because she took it
slow after that. Slow, yes, but Ava was unable to remain
celibate in this body, but unable to find a man who really
fulfilled her.
The meetings became boring after awhile. There were
months of process testing. The line widths they were using
were big enough to see with an optical microscope. If they
could connect hundreds of substrates together they could
build a microcomputer. The size of the committee grew to
twelve as more experts were added and they began to give
detailed reports. It was a lot of slogging. Althart and
Kiethying sat in on a lot of the meetings. There were guest
speakers. The sun shone on their table at times and she
worried about Dilmar capturing more disheveled images of
her. They plowed ahead. They were beginning to get good
data on what part of the process was generating the problems
and where breakthrus were needed. The native years began to
seem short.
After four local years, she was still not easy in the
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Kassikan. There was still nothing she could put her finger on.
Maybe it was because there wasn’t enough politics for such a
huge organization? Maybe it was because there was no check
on anything they might do? Everyone had been kind to her.
Not everything ran smoothly, but everything eventually got
straightened out. But even now she still found whole sections
of the campus she knew nothing about, often deep
underground. She still found doors she could not open,
missing records in their data system. In spite of working
closely with Efnogkt, and several others, she could not really
warm up to Gnomes and was bothered by the smell of their
depths.
In her spare time during her second year, she tried to find
out what she could about the girl who left her this body. She
didn’t find much. A member of the boat crew that brought the
body in thought it might help his career. The guy in the boat
maintenance shop was masculine enough to arouse her, but
wanted much more than she was prepared to give. The only
person who might have had shonggot in the area where she
was found had sold the house and vanished. In trying to find
information about her, she felt the most alien of all. She felt
like an outsider who didn’t quite understand how things
worked around here. She felt like there was a lot happening
beneath her that she wasn’t aware of.
After eight months, as she used to know them from Earth,
she could not say she had ‘settled in’ here. She was getting
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by, but some things were hard. She would have felt more
secure with her own kitchen. Myanfyinga, Kuthra and
Vyorahi were friends, but she still had something missing in
her life. She thought of having her sister resurrect another of
the crew and implant him into a male shonggot victim. Who
would it be? Alfred and Elmore had never turned her on
sexually. Lieutenant Oliver Thurston had been her only
serious affair on the way over, and their big public fight about
marriage had been the end of any real chance she ever had at
a serious relationship among the crew.
There was an event coming up that was giving her hope.
The hope was probably false, but she would nurse it while she
could. Another starship from Earth was about to arrive, and
she hoped they would give her some respite from this
immersion in an alien culture. She’d continued to correspond
with their systems guy, CIO as he called himself, so she could
already think of him as someone from ‘home’. She knew he’d
also corresponded with her sister, and had some misgivings
about the situation. But with the political situation the way it
was they could seek asylum in Brazil from Pan Solar League
prosecution for cloning.
Tough Landing
Herndon worked steadily as more months passed. The two
Ava’s became an issue, the Colonel said they were up to
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something. His voice became more strident as Neves and his
telescope brought more and more detail from the planet.
When it still had one more orbit around 61 Cygni to go, they
saw people on the balconies of the pyramid and the apartment
towers around it. Herndon was able to testify, several times,
that to the best of his knowledge the Christial station made no
attempts to compromise the Lula’s data system.
They professed to take the sisters’ account of their status
at face value. Since their telescope had seen the pyramid, two
orbits ago, Ernesto was convinced that the Christial station
wasn’t what they had to worry about, but the Kassikan. He
allowed other possibilities to be discussed, but he himself was
convinced the Kassikan was real, and that they and the
stranded Angel had duped the Christial expedition into
believing there was a bio-disaster here. The pictures taken
from the scope were sent, as well as many transmitted from
the surface, including a tamer one than Tormu’s labeled,
‘Student at the Kassikan’.
With tireless work by Father Dianegress, somehow the
crew hung together. Herndon’s working relationship with
Waldeis was strained because Waldeis was a follower of the
Colonel. The rivalry was pretty open now, and Waldeis had
threatened to follow his orders rather than Ernesto’s.
Once they approached their docking point the city of the
pyramid could be seen with the naked eye as soon as you
understood it is the thicker, darker green. The main scope
could watch people chatting on the plazas of the pyramid. All
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this was seen before they docked, before they even started
testing the data connection. By that time there was no doubt
in anyone’s mind, not even the Colonel’s, that the planet’s
civilization was alive and thriving. Close orbital probes could
see enough detail to examine the people and see that the ‘tall
tales’ were true, they were all young and pretty, they were
here in vast numbers, they lived in thickets of lofty jungle,
they were often nude and openly erotic.
The docking with the Christial station was a bit messy
because the Lula was five times the weight. The station had
huge solar panels, too delicate to have been assembled in
gravity. Two of them shattered when the vessels mated,
cutting the available energy in half. There was no reactor on
the station, just some battery storage. Bots began assembling
a new panel immediately. The Lula ran a power cable to the
station to take up the slack, their auxiliary reactor could
provide three times the power that the original four panels
did.
The phase locked photon protocol was tested and
backbone level communication was established with the
station and the Kassikan. He got two more messages from
Tormu during the year, she had a housemate for a short time
and was quite happy, but couldn’t live with him because he
was too messy. He didn’t hear about this til it was over and
she offered him the place again. Since he would be on the
ground before she answered the next message, she gave him
her street address and said Afternoondays she was almost
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certainly home.
The things they could see from above were nice, and he
had a lot to do, but he was glad when the day finally came
when they had a firm invite to land in a field where they
could get the comatose crewmen to treatment. Herndon was
there in the shuttlecraft’s control room when Ernesto called
the meeting where he approached Lionel, their more
experienced pilot, with forty one Titan landings to his credit.
Lionel stared at the tablet in disbelief. “You can’t be
serious?”
“They said that was the closest field we could fit in that
they can get control of on short notice.” Ernesto would
assume command of the landing party. Isabel was staying
behind until the initial reconnaissance party determined it was
safe for her down there. Also slated to be on the craft were the
seven who were still brain dead, they were being taken for
medical treatment by the Kassikan.
“We can’t fit into that,” Lionel said. “This is a false color
plot, where it’s filled in red, radar detects multiple layers of
rooms in that location. You could barely get a bug camera in
there to take a look.”
“It’s an eleven acre field.”
“If I hit it dead center the wings won’t hang over the
neighbor’s field. Has anyone given them our dimensions?”
“Yes, and they say they have airships almost as big that
land in one acre fields,” Ernesto replied.
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“I think this is a good spot,” Lionel pointed to a much
larger field, about eight hundred acres, and about forty five
miles from the Kassikan.
Ernesto studied the map awhile, measured it with the
scale of miles. “That’s at least a seven and a half hour ride on
animal carts on dirt roads with comatose patients before you
can get them to a canal. It would be five more hours on the
canal. They have almost a two hour ride from here,” he
pointed at the eleven acre field, “but it’s a straight shot on
small canals so the patients will be riding on water.”
“I have to go thru re-entry right over the heart of a huge
city. You can’t see it with your eye but the GPI sees rooms,
many layers of them. Those aren’t rows of forest on the rivers
Ernesto, those are skyscrapers full of people. If this reactor
blows when we’re flying around, boom, there goes five
million mothers and babies.”
“There’s not many babies here but I get your point. They
don’t think they can transport our people from farther out than
this. If you won’t do it, I’ll have to ask Humberto.”
“You shouldn’t give him the keys to your scooter,” Lionel
said.
“He’s as skilled a pilot as you are,” Ernesto said with a bit
of indignation.
“He can operate the controls of this craft as well as I can,
but he’s a hot head that you could challenge into anything.
He’d try and set it down on the Kassikan’s grounds if you let
him. With him, you have to supply the care.”
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“This is the map they sent us.”
Colonel da Morais had entered the shuttle cabin. He had
probably seen a copy of the map. “We must consider that this
could be a trap.”
“Why would they set a trap where we could blow up five
million people?” Lionel asked. Few hated the colonel as
Lionel did, he was sure there was a personal reason, but he’d
never heard what it was.
“They aren’t their people,” the Colonel said. “The
Kassikan is more like a corporation than a government. Those
people are just innocent civilians.”
“They have an artificial mutation that prevents them from
harming each other,” Ernesto said, “and those most certainly
are their people. They may not have written laws, but I’ve
been in communication with these people for ten years now
and by unwritten law this is the closest thing to a government
on this planet. I’m sure the Kassikan considers the civilians
around this field theirs in a case like this.”
“Nice speech, but I think they are setting a trap,” the
Colonel said. “My guess is they mean to capture the
shuttlecraft.”
“Why would they do such a thing?”
“For study, to use against us in attacking the Lula. They
have no space force of their own, they have some kind of
mobile plant for airships. They would gain it all by capturing
the shuttlecraft.”
“We transmitted everything they could learn during
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decel.”
“They could verify it.”
“Sampson, I know you’re a military man and for you
security has to come first, but I also have to listen to Dr
Madeira and think about the seven of our crew in comas that
the Kassikan thinks they can help. You have to admit that
neither the Christials nor the Kassikan has given us even the
tiniest hint that they are hostile. You saw what they were able
to do for Jimmy’s leg, Ronaldo’s foot, and Loren’s hand so I
tend to believe that they may be able to help our crewmen.”
Lionel spoke up, “Ernesto, I can’t hunt around low for
that field, I have to be a thousand feet up or we blow the
homes to shreds. Then I have to drop like a stone, then hit the
power just before we impact. If we don’t fall straight down,
we could careen into the neighborhood all along here.”
“That’s why I’m asking my best pilot first.”
“I’ll be on the flight,” the colonel said, along with two of
my deputies. If you’re determined to walk into a trap, I’ll be
ready to do what I can to bust us out of it.”
“It will have to be in the first half hour before you are
infected by the Instinct.”
The colonel chuckled, “I believe that tall tale is part of the
trap.”
Lionel did get talked into it. The next day there was a full
crew on the bridge of the shuttlecraft. Herndon was standing
by in case of emergency, too nervous to be in one of the
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cabins. This was the second time he’d ridden a shuttlecraft,
the first was going up to the Lula before they departed. He
knew this bird was cranky, it had seen quite a few years of
rough service at Titan, many of them with Lionel as its pilot.
Probes told them there were spots on this planet where the
atmosphere was just as thick as Titan’s, just two hundred
degrees warmer. However, the landing point was less that a
hundred meters above sea level barometrically, less that a
hundred meters below the level of the lake. It was nearing
dusk here.
Once they were out of re-entry and entered aerodynamic
flight, he unstrapped and went forward and put his face to one
of the forward ports. He could still see some of the vast lake,
and at the same time, pick up the curve of the dam. The sun
was so low it was shadowed and lines of tree-towers along
the canals stood out. Even from the edge of space he saw the
nine cubic miles of fill upon which the heart of the city was
built. The canyon walls were dark, on the far side they soon
gave way to hills, toward them, side canyons and hills were
mixed. A row of lakes were connected at the level of the dam,
they were already passing the most distant one, and still ten
miles from the ground. Lionel swung to the east, but that gave
them a better view of the city from the right side.
“Well sir,” Major Realto said as he watched from a
porthole over there, “there’s nothing between you and that but
acrylic plastic, so I don’t think there’s any way anyone can
say the civilization here is a computer hack.”
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“Very true,” Ernesto said. “But no one has seriously told
me it was a hack since your telescopes saw this. I’m glad
your telescopes saw this so I was prepared.”
“It’s big.” Neves Realto said. Even from miles above the
city reached to the horizon. “And that’s a little scary. I know
how they can’t be violent and all, but this is a force of nature
we’re looking at.”
“Since 1429bc.” Ernesto mumbled. “One civilization, one
corporation, one university, or is it a church?”
“Nature is their religion,” Neves said, “the works of God.
Something like science, but with more respect or something
like that. I was tutoring a native in Portuguese, I asked him to
describe his religion in Portuguese.”
Herndon wondered what kind of response he would get if
he asked Tormu that question? If they survived this landing
he might get to ask her in person. He was already hoping
there would be adequate facilities on the ground that he
wouldn’t feel he had to go back up to the Lula. The second
expedition’s report said that Alan’s quarters on the ground
were more comfortable than his quarters on Gordon’s Lamp,
but as their only thawed zygote, his quarters were probably
not lavish. Still, if he had air, light, and reasonably
comfortable toilets, it was probably better than zero gee on
the Lula.
Lionel swung wide to the left, the only clue that this was
also populated areas was the narrow peaks of tower clusters
along canals. The canals out here, a hundred klicks from the
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pyramid, weren’t all completely built up, but there were
dozens of clusters of towers on the dams of dozens of small
lakes. They were losing enough velocity that they were
canting steeper again. Lionel’s voice came over the in-ear,
“Starting fans in two minutes.”
Herndon thought they were still too hot for that, but they
were losing speed and altitude quickly as the air got thicker.
The sky was blue again, there was a cloud layer above them
already. He was reluctant to go back to his seat, but knew the
drill and strapped in. He could get a better picture on his
screen than he was seeing from the forward port at this cant,
but it was indirect. The dead-ahead camera showed a tiny spot
of lighter green, and a tiny light blinking in one corner of that.
It was much closer to the center of the city, deep between
those twin rows of jungle along the canals. Jungles that were
really skyscrapers full of human beings. If this was Earth, it
was dark enough that there would already be lights blazing.
Here it was barely possible to see a twinkle of a torch or
lantern down in the deepest shadows of the biggest knots of
tree-buildings.
When the fan doors opened, the g’s went up and for a few
seconds they were canted like re-entry once again. The fans
charged battery for a few seconds, the drag slowing them
sharply. When that was done they were probably still a mile
above the ground, and ten miles from target. There were a
few much larger fields directly under them, but there was the
animal cart and dirt road problem. Even ten more miles of
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that is a problem.
Lionel leveled out and they went into free-fall while the
fans reved into lift mode. They were pretty high for fans and
still had miles to go to the target. Lionel brought them to
about two thousand feet and proceeded til they were just
about over the target. No one was talking any more. “Strap
in,” he said tersely over the wheelhouse intercom. “If you got
any prayers; say ‘em now.”
He could see the pyramid now, still miles away across
gentle countryside covered with big blocks of rowhouses with
tight little gardens in the middle and tiny canals just big
enough for two kayaks to pass here and there. It was over a
mile to the nearest real rowhouses, out here the houses and
sheds did wall off the interior of the block, but each block
was many acres. This block was at least a hundred acres, and
the field they were aiming for was out in the middle of them,
but there were hundreds of feet of other gardens between this
and the houses. If they shifted a little, they would destroy
gardens, but maybe not lives.
The engines wound down, they started dropping, once
they were under a thousand feet, they went back into a near
free-fall til they were only two hundred feet from the ground.
Then Lionel slammed the throttles full and the sudden torque
made the whole craft shudder and the hull plates grind
together, probably costing them some re-entry tiles that
they’d need to repair before coming back down. The thunderclap must have sounded like a volcano exploded to the
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population of the city.
As they fell, he thought about how much more difficult it
was going to be getting out of here. If they caught the Instinct
they might not be able to take off again because the pilot will
be paralyzed when reaching for the throttles. That could be
the trap that Sampson feared and one there was no way he
could shoot his way out of.
The landing legs extended immediately after, before the
engines had even reached full power. He could see people
running in terror from the fields around. It was right as the
engines seemed to reach full power that they slammed into
the ground, bottoming out the three meters of travel in the
suspension and making the framework squeal. He noted on
the read-out that the landing pads, each a meter square, had
been driven twenty centimeters into the soil.
Herndon felt it when the main reactor shut down, there
was a subsonic noise that ceased to be. Lionel hit the
wheelroom mic one last time before coming down the ladder.
“We’re here folks. I don’t know how we’ll ever get out of
here, but we’re on the ground and powered down.”
Ernesto stepped to the center of the room, “We have forty
hours til daylight everyone, in that time we have to
decontaminate this ship and do what we can to test for any
harmful microbes in the local environment. The Kassikan has
assured us that there will be a crew here to pick up our coma
victims in the early part of the next period of daylight. We
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must be ready to unseal our hatch when we next see the sun.
Doctor Madeira will be directing our efforts as required
during that time. This is a good opportunity to align ourselves
with native time so our duty day will be lengthened by four
hours and thirteen minutes. You have two nights to sleep
while it’s dark, I’ll expect you all to get some, even you
Janace. As the natives would say, get some Dusksleep and get
all of Dawnsleep. We’ll need someone on watch at all times
of course, but we don’t have enough bunks for everyone
anyway. We will decontaminate during duty shift tomorrow.”
They had already decontaminated their bodies as much as
they could both inside and out while still aboard Lula. They
would each take a disinfectant shower at the end of duty
tomorrow anyway.
Elice Rupp had been trained as a medic in the last ten
years, Janace looked at her now, “You take the cabin first and
get some sleep, I’ll get the initial samples going and check the
patients before I come get you.”
It was disconcerting that the whole next day was dark. All
the portals of the cabin were dark the whole day thru and with
the lights in here it was impossible to see out there. As the
day got late it was possible to hear out there. Even from the
wheelhouse, he couldn’t really see anything, but he could
hear even better. He had to access the external cameras on his
screen to get any idea what was going on.
With the photomultipliers all the way up, he could see
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something. The ship’s fans had dug wide craters in the
ground, and thrown dirt and crop all the way to the fences.
There was a very tall and new fence all around this field, and
people walking it, watching. The fence looked like it was
made of twelve feet of scaffolding holding up large wooden
panels the size of cabin doors. There were some gaps
however and people were peering thru them. They could hear
that there were many more people out there than just the ones
peering thru the fences.
By the time Alicia had dinner out for them all, everyone
knew about the crowds outside and it was all they were
talking about. He and Nardley ate at a console with Raja,
Bryle and Waldeis.
Waldeis was the most excited, he was one who’d qualified
with automatic weapons. “What if they storm us? They don’t
have to intend to hurt us to climb over those barricades for a
closer look. I don’t think the colonel will let it go very far
before we hear some chatter from this shuttlecraft.”
“I can assure you that if these people come to harm, the
consequences could be alarming,” Herndon said. He thought
Waldeis was falling too much under the spell of Sampson’s
maschismo. “It doesn’t look like they’re doing any such
thing, it looks more like they’re lining up to look thru the
cracks.
“The colonel’s flown a camera bug,” Bryle said, holding
up his pad, “just about every farm between this field and the
street had been turned into camp sites since darkness began.
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If we were out there we would smell the campfires. Most of
them started drinking as soon as they’re set up. They’ll eat up
everything in these gardens by daylight.”
“Your words or his?” Raja asked.
“His,” Bryle answered, and put the pad down beside his
plate.
“It could be a very volatile situation,” Waldeis said.
“I wonder what Ernesto would do if the colonel ordered
an immediate takeoff.”
“It only matters what Lionel would do,” Herndon said,
“would he take the captain’s orders or the colonel’s because
there is no doubt what Ernesto would say. A few thousand
unarmed campers who can’t hurt us if they wanted to, sitting
around fires devouring the neighborhood gardens, don’t pose
an existential threat to this ship.”
“We don’t know that this ‘Instinct’ story is real,” Waldeis
said. “It could be a ploy to make us complacent, make us let
down our guard. How do we know those campers aren’t
special forces?”
While chewing this pseudo-steak, Herndon got out his
pad and patched in the dome camera, on top of the
wheelhouse. Neves was probably on it already, Herndon
didn’t see him in the dining area. He had it on maximum
magnification and focused on the closest campfire. The fire
was in a pit created when a large plant was dug out,
presumably to go in the pot on top of that fire. Most people
were sitting among the plants in adjacent beds, the former
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garden paths were now paths around the fire and to different
tents.
A girl was standing by the fire in front of one of the guys
sitting in the next planting bed. She was dressed in some kind
of smooth dress or sheath, some tall, soft boots, a long but
narrow and open fur coat, and some kind of sleeve that
reached from her wrists, almost to her shoulder. She bent over
toward the fire and pulled up that sheath to bare her derriere
to the man sitting there. He poked at her female parts and
there was some discussion. She turned around and he pulled
down her top and sucked her nipples for a few seconds while
her hands manipulated something in his lap that they could
not see from this viewpoint. She gave him a hand up and they
went off to a tent. Whoever was operating this scope followed
them the whole way to make sure.
Everyone at the table was watching by the time that
drama completed.
“I would say, from that, that the Christials earlier reports
were correct and we can assume most natives are sexually
active.”
“She might even make me sexually active doing that,”
Bryle said with a chuckle.
Herndon hoped Bryle could be saved, he hadn’t been
sexually active in years. In all other ways he was a tough old
goat, but he was seventy one, and the oldest man on the
expedition by far. She was a pretty girl too, from what he
could see at this distance in this light. What would it be like if
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what Tormu said was true and he’d never notice her in a sea
of Elf girls? Gabriella at nineteen, long before they met,
hadn’t been as pretty as Tormu, at least from her picture.
Neves, or whoever was controlling this scope, panned back to
the campfire, where only one couple were sitting, then to
another where two couples were sitting and casually petting.
They had two cups and a really big jug of hooch that they
used to fill those cups. One of the girls probably had her top
open, but her back was partially turned and they were so close
that the fence around that field blocked part of the view.
“I would say these people don’t have the look of a hostile
besieging army,” Raja said.
Herndon and Bryle laughed but Waldeis scowled. “Looks
can be deceiving, we could be looking at their last bout with
their camp followers before the great battle when they get us
to open the hatch tomorrow.”
When daylight finally came again and they went down
with the patients, it was bedlam outside the fence. There was
oratory and hawkers. A band shell had been set up somewhere
and there was already an act on stage by the time their
elevator extended with the patients on it. The people coming
for the patients were dressed in light and airy robes with short
jump suits of some kind under them. They were slender and
small, with long hair, a couple with long beards also. A few
had dark hair, most had light. Bryle spoke with their leader,
but there was one of them who spoke some Portuguese who
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welcomed them all and said they were discussing the
bacterial census now. He warned them that thry would
probably be asked to have their bacterial and viral
populations cleansed before moving among the locals. He
apologized that many in this neighborhood are superstitious
and unsophisticated.
Lionel got to ask, “How will you evacuate the
neighborhood so we can take off?”
“Just run your windwheels at part power for a little while,
bring them up gradually, it will give everyone time to leave.
You’re not going to hurt anyone inside, so you just need to
get the people out of this block.”
“There are thousands,” Lionel replied.
“All the campers will go home in a few days, then there
will just be dozens. If you have powerful speakers, you could
make an announcement that they should take cover because
the starship is about to blast off.”
“You really think all these people will disperse?”
“They all have lives to get back to, even the ones standing
on boxes and shouting.”
They left with the message that in a short time, little more
than four hours, as soon as they knew what epidemiological
precautions had to be taken, there would be guides to take as
many as would like to come along, back to the Kassikan and
their official welcome.
As it turned out the necessary precautions included full
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isolation suits and many days in quarantine. He learned many
interesting things, like almost every individual human has
many unique species of bacteria in their gut and thruout their
body. Every one had to be evaluated in the environment. After
sterilizing themselves as completely as their science allowed,
they still brought more new species of Earth-based bacteria
than the introduction of humans to the planet had initially.
The natives were defenseless and thousands were infected,
many in danger. Bacteriophage capsules were being mass
produced, and given out freely to combat the infections. Even
with that there was a scandal that made news before they
were finally out of quarantine.
The Brazilians
Of course Ava knew all about the Presidente Lula long
before she was even transferred. By the time she was
transferred to flesh, they had reached the orbit of Cynd and
were lining up their final approach to the inner system. It was
over five local years before they finally made a landing. They
were another two weeks in quarantine.
Ava tried to control her anticipation as the day of their
first meeting drew near. It was already a couple weeks since
they landed and they were ALL OVER the media. The
epidemics in the neighborhood where they landed, the
bruhaha over which committee had actually signed up for the
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funding of the free bacteriophage capsules had been
headlines. It was already news that one of the Brazilians was
pregnant and the weekly rags were printing so many copies
they were bidding up the price of brightly colored ink.
On the day of the meeting, she was the first one in the
room. The table was replaced by one twice as large. This one
was a slice of a very large tree, four feet wide, four inches
thick and thirty feet long. A vinework had been carved into
the edge where the bark met the wood, in both the bark and
the wood. The bark had been smoothed and a layer of leather
sewed to it. It was on three trestles, each twelve feet apart.
There were extra chairs, but more of the same leather and
wood style.
Myanfyinga was the next one in,Ava hadn’t taken a seat
yet. “Please sit with me on this end,” Myanfyinga said as she
glided in the door. She had a long sheer over her brief work
jersey today. “I’ve invited their systems engineer to sit next to
me on the left if you don’t mind. Kefnon can sit to your right,
we will all sit across the table from them.” They were both
putting their book-bags down as she said that. “Here they are
now.” Kuthra was with them, they came in a group. “Herndon
please,” she said with her hand on the chair. As he came
forward she said, “You may seat your people on that side as
you wish.”
The man who lead them was a man exactly as the natives
were not. The chest, the arms, the stubble and the eyebrows
of the male visage. With the hormones of the body she’d been
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in a year now, she had to be careful not to smell because if
Kefnon whiffed it he say something impossibly crude like,
‘Oh, our sorceress apprentice is in estrus,’ while fanning the
air. She never should have allowed that man... It was just
because she couldn’t get control of these hormones.
If Myanfyinga had seen his picture, she should not have
done this. Her jersey suddenly felt very thin and wet and the
pattern felt very pale. Myanfyinga should have let her know,
she has several of those gossamer drapes in her closet with no
place to go. Half the time lately they would re-convene in the
lab and get back to work. His eyes quickly scanned the scene.
By the time they had all taken seats, Vyorahi and Embassa
had showed up. They took the seats next to Ava and
Myanfyinga was content to let the seating order be by when
they showed up. Ava noticed that Vyorahi was where
Herndon’s eyes landed and where they seemed to stick.
Myanfyinga introduced them, and they all connected her
with her sister that remained on Narrulla’s Tear. They all
looked at her more carefully. Maybe they expected her Earth
ancestry to show, but she had been honest about what she was
and they should expect a native body. Herndon’s eyes seemed
to stick on her after that, she tried to smile politely. Who
knows how he would interpret it however. At least they didn’t
make an issue of her origin here and now, but she could bet
they were uncomfortable with it.
Myanfyinga began the agenda with the Proprietary
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Information oath and made them all swear to it. This was
done whenever new members were added to the committee.
She asked all the Brazilians to swear to it. Herndon and the
one called Nardley, who was no more masculine than most
Elves, swore to it readily, the one named Lionel was a little
more reluctant. He was more masculine than an Elf, but
nothing like Herndon.
Waldeis looked more like a Goblin than an Elf, but was
almost the size of a Nordic. He would not swear to that oath,
instead he said, “What we will be discussing today also
involves proprietary knowledge of Brasil. Will you swear to
protect the trade secrets of Brasil?” he asked Myanfyinga.
“Yes, completely,” she said, “that’s the next step in this
little bit of ceremony we have to get out of the way,” like it
was understood by everyone here. “We do want to use any
knowledge we gain in pursuit of commercial gain, and we
offer fair royalties on the profit of that gain.”
Ava could see that Waldeis was assigned to this team as a
bulldog and was going to negotiate royalty percentage.
Herndon cut that short by saying, “We are here to explore
possibilities for useful technical interchange,” he said,
speaking mainly to Waldeis. “We can discuss commercial
gain later.”
Myanfyinga turned to agreeing on the language. What
was meant by the term ‘photovoltaic device’. The Brazilians
still had to be introduced to the concept that it was not
economically feasible to have metallic conductors off the
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chip. The power had to be produced from photons on-chip
and all device interconnects are fiber-optic. He finally looked
at Ava when she explained it in terms a ‘Yingolian,’ as the
natives called them, could understand. The more she tried not
to blush, the more it came.
“You understand circuitry already,” he said.
“The basics,” she said, afraid to boast of her
accomplishments on silicon thirty years in his future.
Myanfyinga had introduced them by name and position, not
planet of origin, but he knew her from almost a year of
correspondence. She noticed her jersey was too thin to hide
her points and tried not to blush again, which made sure she
did.
“So it is your foundry construction that you are having
trouble with?” Herndon asked. “Have you solved for all the
mask distortions?”
Zimbray, the lithographer that had joined them a local
year ago gave a report on that. Herndon questioned some
details in the report, then he asked for the ionization gases
and Kefnon told him that, “The ions are delivered in solution.
The solution is the photosensor that the mask projects onto.”
Herndon didn’t stumble on that, he just said, “That’s not
the process we used, and proceeded to detail it out. Kefnon
tried to press his own case, saying it eliminated processing
steps. Herndon looked at him like he was interrupting the
meeting. “Look, you can have an untried process with fewer
steps, or the one we used that worked.”
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“I don’t think you should be giving this away?” Waldeis
piped up. It was obvious he didn’t know that it had been
given away already. What Ava understood was that separating
the exposure of the mask and the implanting of the ions after
an etching cycle was the important piece of information she’d
been lacking. Lacking in part because Kefnon didn’t want to
go there. Vyorahi was looking from her to Kefnon. She and
Kefnon were not looking at each other.
“The Colonel should have come himself,” Herndon said.
“At least he would understand if we’re giving anything away
or not.”
“He might have stopped you in time,” Vyorahi said,
suppressing a giggle.
Myanfyinga gave her a dark look. “This is all very much
at the theoretical level. The key is separating the steps, the
means of ion delivery may still be open.”
“They aren’t going to be able to help us with the
aluminum recovery problem either,” Ava said.
“What aluminum recovery problem?” he asked.
“That eaten away by the acid when a metalization layer is
etched.”
“That’s nothing,” he said, “one of the ancient hospital
carts we used to bring the coma victims in would be all you
need for a year.”
Myanfyinga touched his shoulder, she had brought out an
iron, “In our economy, an aluminum ball this size can buy a
nice home in a good location.”
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“Huh?”
“Most metals have corroded away by this time,” she said.
“And there weren’t very many to begin with,” Ava added.
“We need to recover all that aluminum from the acid,”
Myanfyinga said.
“And you can’t use electrolysis,” Ava added.
He looked at them like they were being willfully
obstinate. “You’ll need to consult a chemist,” Herndon said,
“there are a few of us who’ve had some undergrad chemistry,
but I don’t remember enough to even tell you where to start. I
don’t even remember what molecule carries the aluminum
from the etching process.”
“Aluminum hexafloride,” Ava said, “one we must degrade
anyway, it’s very toxic.”
“We have chemists working on it,” Myanfyinga said. “We
can do it, it’s a matter of how economically.”
It was at lunch that she and Herndon got to speak. She
was too nervous, and too aroused to be having a conversation
with him. She hoped she could speak coherently. They were
at 133rd again, it was more-or less the cafeteria for the point of
the pyramid.
“It’s nice to meet you in person,” he said as he sat down.
“You too,” she said. “I see you got the diddle. It took me
almost a year to try anything else.”
“What year do you use?” he asked.
“Local,” she said, “since I’ve been mortal. My sister’s
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still in 2342 but today starts 1000032 down here.”
“That sounds more natural in this language than it would
in Portuguese.”
“Those pills for the language work great don’t they?” Ava
said, hoping it was intelligent enough conversation.
“I think the real miracle is they give you the power to
think in Common Tongue. I was amazed they invented that
pill so quickly.”
“Actually, it took some time, at least a century, but they
had it done by 1000bc.”
“But why would they have needed it?”
“Some say Common Tongue had some biological help
taking over the language scene. The Kassikan says no one
was ever coerced into learning it, but they did make the pills
available for free during the 35th and 40th, they do admit to
that.”
“You use the native centuries for dates?” he asked.
“That’s how I learned all their history. I can give you a
conversion app if you’d like?”
“I have one but thanks anyway, you obviously don’t need
it.”
“My sister and I have been here since 2267, since 2251 if
you go back to when we were first totally sure there was life
on the planet. I’ve been using the language since 2270.” She
had rolls in choi sauce today. Zhlindu was the most popular
ethnic food in the city.
“How well have you adjusted to life here?” Herndon
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asked.
“In some ways very well, but some things are hard.”
“Like what?”
She was too embarrassed to discuss things sexual with
him, but she couldn’t think of anything substantial to
complain of but the sexual permissiveness, so she picked on
something minor, “Well, the tub and shower being in the
middle of the bedroom, the bedroom being so open to the
public. Eating bioengineered flatworms from the sewage is
another, a few little things like that.”
“It’s so much different than you’d expect, and in the little
details, the toilets for instance, and the light switches.”
“Most sci-fi just put a little different décor on the switch
plates,” Ava said. She was sounding stupid wasn’t she? Like
an inane little girl.
“What do you think about what’s going on back home?”
“It’s already happened by now.”
“War?” he asked.
“Whatever happened, whatever it was, we’re twenty three
Earth years round trip away from it by phone.”
“You’ve had time to think about how far away we are
haven’t you?” Herndon asked.
“Yes, seventy five years to think about it. We are farther
from home than we can ever comprehend. When I was
twelve, I couldn’t imagine a universe big enough to hold the
distance we are from home.”
“When I look around here, I can tell. This stuff is very
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tasty by the way, I can understand taking some time to get
tired of it.”
“What I like the most is not having to worry about what I
eat,” she said.
“I’ve noticed. When I first saw a picture of a local woman
she was so pretty I was blown away, when she said she would
be hard to notice in a sea of Elf girls I didn’t believe her. Back
home we associate Elves with magic and long lives, I guess
there never was much attention paid to Elven women.”
“Or to Dwarf women either, but those are the short and
buxom ones with redder hair.”
“You’re telling me what to watch?” he chuckled. “You
have been here awhile, an Earth girl would be telling me to
keep my eyes off them while I’m here with you.”
She was flustered with the way this was headed. Her body
wanted to leap across the table into his arms but she yanked
hard on the reins and said, “I didn’t know this was a date, I
thought we were having lunch at the same table.”
“Earth women wouldn’t care, if I’m sitting with you I
shouldn’t be looking at them.”
“I’m simply explaining the racial markers to you. Any
pointed ears without a hooked nose is an Elf of some kind or
other. The males are often no more muscular than the
women.”
“But they’re cute,” he said, “in a boyish way.”
She looked at him critically, wondered if he was that way.
She went back to her culture lesson. “The Dwarves have
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shorter legs and arms, often freckles and red hair. The men
are muscular but usually shorter than I am. The ones who
look Native American or Polynesian are called ‘Enurates’ by
most, but there is a whole family of ethnicities under the
general title ‘Borgoth’ of which ‘Enurate’ is only one, but
they have the largest presence here. The grey people are
‘Gnomes’ and the pale white ones are ‘Pixies’ or ‘Megnor’.”
“I should have written that down.”
“You’ll be familiar with it in no time.”
Herndon looked right at her, lowered his voice and asked,
“Have you had relations with them yet?”
She nearly dropped her tongsticks. She glowered back at
him. “I have not become like them in rutting on a barstool or
going out for a ‘lunchie’ in a penny quickie room, but I have
been here an Earth year.”
“I imagine the casualness is hard to get used to, I know it
is for me.”
She was glad to hear that, and keeping her own voice
down because Kuthra was two tables away, “I went to a sex
club once, I had to leave.”
“I was thinking I’d like to see that.”
“It’s a porn show, that’s all you’ll see. Guys that shouldn’t
be carrying half that flaunting it, great big bare tits, people
groping you without even asking or saying hi. This guy said
something to his buddy about my ass and then just grabbed it,
like he was palming a soccer ball.”
“I was admiring it myself, but I’ll refrain from caressing it
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until we are in a situation you think is a date.”
She wanted to crawl under the table, why had she said
that, giving him this opening. It was probably something left
in this body they put her in, this very determined mare. She
wasn’t sure all traces of the previous personality were erased.
“Thanks for the warning,” was all she could think of to say.
“I was thinking of going to a club myself, the goldenhaired girl was trying to get a party going over to one called
‘Cup and Cuddle’ above Third Canal on the Marketway...”
“That’s the one I was just telling you about.”
“I’ve also heard about one called ‘Fresh Catch’ on Fourth
Canal about two miles, it’s back behind the waterfront on the
first small canal on the lockway.”
“I heard of it, no way I’m going in there. They have a big
labia stretching contest down there.”
Herndon shook his head. “Actually, I’m going to go out
and see the Portuguese student who sent that picture. I didn’t
believe it when she said it, but now that I’ve seen it, she is
just another Elf girl. But she’s just as cute, and I promised to
see her when I could.”
“Watch out for the media,” she said.
“I’ll be disguised, I was warned about that.”
The Afterlunch session went back to work on the
problem. Most of the problem being convincing the
Brazilians that we don’t have that here. Every control system
in production on this planet, and every part of every support
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industry that went with it was either pneumatic or hydraulic,
there is not one, count up to it with me guys, one, fitting
anywhere with an electrical wire connected to it. The
electrical connector pin has never been invented nor all the
support industries that allow a civilization to build an
electrical connector pin. Ain’t got one bit of that. That was
what most of the meeting was really about, because it went
well into what should have been Noonsleep. Noonmeal was
brought in, more diddle, and they still tried to find ways other
than optically to build these chips.
“Next session, we’ll be ready to discuss optical methods,”
Herndon promised as they finally left for the day.
Tormu’s House
By wearing a local garment called a ‘worker’ and leaving
the grounds thru a service entrance, Herndon was able to
avoid the media. In just a few weeks the native medicine had
him looking like he might not even be forty yet. Still more
rugged than most, but not completely unusual. It was a walk
of over a mile to fifth canal, but an animal drawn cart that one
hops on and off of while it’s in motion took him more than
half that distance. The Kassikan’s pill had given him nearly
instinctive command of the language, so he understood most
of the conversations he heard on some level. On the canal he
took a native watercraft called a ‘public.’ It is a rowing shell
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with a trolling motor and a top speed about three times that of
walking. Still it was almost an hour ride to her stop, and
another twenty minute walk down a side street to her street.
Her street was lined with four or five story whitestone
townhouses. Whole blocks of the city were built with that
light colored granite. There were only a couple apartment
trees above the homes on this block. He found her address
and read her name, thanks to those pills.
Like the others lining the street, he could see the house
was beautiful, substantial, comfortable and ancient all from
the front steps. There was a service area below the porch,
which was covered with the big leathery leaves of a vine with
long strings of lavender flowers that trailed from all the porch
rails. Six wide steps lead to the granite porch floor. The wood
trim on the house was built, not grown. The glass was
polished and beveled, with photographs embedded in the
glass. What looked like a glass replica of a local flower was
probably what was translated as ‘speaking tube’, what this
civilization used instead of door knockers and door bells
since its founding around 1400bc.
“If this is the residence of Tormu, Herndon of the
Presidente Lula is here.”
In only seconds light bare feet pattered down some steps
inside, then the door swung open and Tormu herself was
standing there. She looked exactly like her picture and was
even dressed the same, except for a small tool pouch on her
left arm holding pens and measuring string.
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She was the first to speak, using Kassidorian of course,
“You match your picture exactly but you are way up there,”
she said, looking up at him even though the threshold was
four inches above the porch. She was actually a little thing,
maybe five three, maybe a hundred pounds. “You are as big
as a Megnor bull, wow.”
“And you are as beautiful as a princess of legend,”
Herndon told her, which was true. He already knew that
beauty was just about universal here, but she was cuter in
person than in pictures.
“Be welcome bigtime, where’s your luggage?”
“I’m just here for the day.”
“In your letters you promised the sleep,” she said, “but
that pill really worked, your Common Tongue is more correct
than someone from south Korst, and hardly more accented.”
“How’s your Portuguese?” he asked her in Portuguese.
She laughed pretty heartily, but answered in Common
Tongue, “I can get a message together because I have one
hand in the dictionary and the other on the keys, but it’s
impossible for me to actually speak it, I never even heard it
before but I gave that up when that class ended. I had pretty
much given up language study ages ago, only the starship
made me want to try it again and I didn’t do very well. I
might be a little better if I was around people who use it, but
since the Kassikan gave you pills, there really is no need.”
Herndon was a little put down with that. At one point
when he had three students altogether he dared hope that
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Portuguese would become popular here.
He entered a large room that seemed to be her whole first
floor. It was divided by furniture into a dining area, a cooking
area and a hallway. It was a bit cluttered and dusty, but pretty
and airy also. There were lots of coat trees mainly filled with
what is called ‘nightwear,’ coats, leggings, capes and furs.
The dining or banquet area held a large table and many glass
cases filled with what looked like trophies or mementos. The
walls were hung with posters of music shows, a few with her
picture in prominent positions.
“It looks like you’re pretty famous,” he said.
She laughed pretty loudly once again. “You can find
sixteen syllables about me on the Eye. There might be a
thousand people in the world who could recognize me on the
street. My picture has appeared in a magazine three times and
two of those were in Zhlindu.”
“What are these?” he asked about the objects in glass
cases.
“They are sculptures my son did. He was very talented at
it. I added the bases with the descriptions.”
“So these are all hand carved?”
“He had a small furnace and cast them in marble, he
actually carved wax to make the pattern, then sand-cast the
marble and power-polished it with a peddle wheel.”
“You did a good job on the stands and plaques also.”
“I’ve done a lot more things over the centuries than I was
able to write out in Portuguese. I had a career in cabinetry for
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awhile, I would say thirteen decades or so.” That was as long
as any career an ephemeral could have. “It was dusty work
but we all had plumbed masks and it was warm enough to be
nude so we could just hose down after.”
“I can’t imagine guys getting any work done if you were
in the shop nude.”
She emitted one peal of laughter over that. “Herndon,
you’ve been here weeks now, you know the truth, I’m just a
girl. I keep myself okay but there’s nothing special about me.
I’ve got the normal parts in the normal places, maybe my
pubic hair is a little finer than average but other than that I’m
very baseline standard-issue.”
“There’s something about you...” he began.
“I took the time and had almost enough talent to write to
you in Portuguese.”
“There were others in that class, but no others sent me
pictures.”
“So you saw me first, that’s good, it got you here. Have
you visited other students in the class?”
“No, none ever said anything personal.”
“I know, I’m very personal,” she said and clutched his
arm to her firm little chest. Herndon watched her press her
points to his arm so she said, “I warned you I liked a lot of
play with my tits, I hope you don’t mind?”
“It’s hard not to get aroused.” He was glad the native
clothing left room.
“Then I’ll show you the rest of the place but we can stop
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for sex when we get to my room.” She turned toward the
cooking area but kept her breast on the back of his elbow the
whole time. He noticed her point right away. “You already
know I’m too vain about my house, but I managed to sell an
unexpected hit song to buy this home.”
The cooking area was quite different. There was not a
trace of metal. It was a wood fired oven, each gas burner was
on a stand of its own, one big one and one little one, standing
amid tall spice racks and implement racks as an island in the
center. The implements were glass, plastic or wood. There
was a vast amount of cabinet and shelf space in unique sizes
but all in the same flowing style with lots of intricate
ornamentation.
The counter top seemed to be the same material as the
sculptures. “This must have been cast in place,” he said,
seeing as it was one piece in a complex shape.
“Yeah, I did that in the 55th, between housemates. Making
the mold was the hardest part. It took so many bags of mix
and they’re heavy and expensive. I like it though, I think it
came out nice.” She ran her hand over it, caressing it.
“You did this yourself?”
“No way I’ve got the money to pay a team to come and
do it, that would have been copper plus plus. As it was I went
thru five irons on the mix alone, probably two more with the
rest of it.”
“You didn’t lure some guys here to help you?”
“One day, one guy I brought home volunteered to help me
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with it and that really did help, we got from here,” she
pointed to a spot, “to here,” she pointed to another spot three
feet away, “power-polished in that forelunch. The rest of it
took all my spare time for weeks.”
“You sure are a talented young lady.”
She looked at him funny. “Most people are much younger
than me. I might go back to when Fourth Canal was the beach
and the Kassikan was still on an island.”
“You look so young.”
“I keep my skin smooth, although I haven’t had to treat it
since the 52nd. Everyone keeps theirs so well today that you’re
getting it improved any time you do sex.”
They took the wide stairs to the second floor. Up here was
an enormous open space with porches on each end. The street
side porch was narrow and covered with those flowering
vines, the one toward the center of the block was wide and
covered by what Herndon already recognized as larorlie, the
source of yaag.
Herndon steered them toward the center of the block. This
porch had a half flight of stairs down to the ground, so she
also had some space outside the kitchen and under this porch
that he hadn’t seen, as well as the basement. The entire center
of the block was mossy old stone porches like this, covered
with larorlie. Most of the ground was paths and plants. There
were some on trellises, some benches and tables, some
statuary, lots of flowers, a fish pool and one open area, all as
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ancient as the homes. The smell was almost like a
greenhouse. There were quite a few people out there, those
with clothes were tending plants or other yard work, but most
were nude and lounging at the tables, many with drink and/or
snacks. One group had a small grill going as if they were
having an Afternoonday brunch.
“How common is this lifestyle for your people?”
“I don’t really have people, my son got killed sail racing, I
have no housemate.”
“No other family? Parents? Siblings?”
She laughed, “They are so far gone from my memory you
could be one and I wouldn’t know it. I sometimes worry
about that with guys who look a lot like me.”
“I meant the people of Kassidor as your people,” he said.
She laughed the hardest yet. “A third of the rural people
on this planet wash their ass rag outdoors,” she said, “and
four of five on this planet are rural. That third includes most
of the Goblins, half the Lumpral basin, half the CITY of
Trenst, most of the CITY of Hrrst. A third of the people on
this planet don’t know this city exists and a third of those who
know about it don’t believe it. The Highlands is the only part
of this planet where you can light a room by turning a knob.
In some of the more advanced cities like Dos or Yclel-vi, the
nice places might have plumbed gas lanterns with a remote
petcock and igniter button. The Yakhan is the wealthiest and
most advanced city on the planet, and only about one of
twenty or thirty has a house like this or better, like I said, this
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is way above my wealth. I think this is the nicest house on
this block, most of the others are five or six meters and the
ones on that side are four floors.” She pointed toward the
opposite wall of the atrium.
“Do the others resent you being above your station?”
“Oh no. There are a few who are mesmerized by my
playing, and most of the guys think I’m presentable enough
for a, ‘Why not? We’re here anyway,’ type encounter, but I
don’t stir strong feelings among most of my neighbors.
There’s not a lot of cliquishness on this block. It’s pretty mild
and comfortable actually.”
“It looks like an enclave of rich and famous.”
She laughed again, “The moderately materialistic maybe.
This house cost a little short of four aluminums. Today I
might scrape together a copper in a year if I quit drinking and
eating out. I could take day jobs more often and make twice
that if I had to, like if I had to replace the digester in this
house. To buy this house again, I’d have to luck out with
another hit recording.”
“Where would you be if you hadn’t had a hit recording?”
“Probably in an apartment tree til I saved up for a
townhouse farther from a canal and probably two floors
instead of five, grown instead of stone, with a strip garden as
wide as the house and a couple hundred feet back. I would
have eventually furnished and finished it like this, but it
would have been my first floor and my fourth.”
This level was furnished with lots of tiny tables, big
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couches with high backs, lower cushions right on the floor
and low tables between them. On the street end of the room
there were recliners, bookcases, tiny lanterns with focusing
mirrors on stands, low tables with magazines, hanging racks
of files and a smoked glass block about four inches thick,
twelve inches deep and twenty inches wide connected with
hoses to glass flowers in the upper corners of the room. That
block’s front side was festooned with pointed pegs and short
little hoses draped in random patterns. There was a reasonable
amount of clutter, papers, clothes, a hair brush and a dildo on
the back of one of the couches.
They continued on to the next floor. There was a big
closet at the head of the stairs. “I’ve got to make that door
yet,” she said about the open closet. As they went by she took
her tool pouch off and set it on a shelf in that space. They
took a hallway beside the stairs. “There’s times I wish I’d
done this floor as my room, to save the extra stairs, but then
the people going to the fourth floor would have to be
someone I’m on intimate terms with. I use this floor as the
guest room.”
Herndon looked in the door from the stair landing. There
was a huge bed upholstered in smooth black leather, at least it
looked like leather, maybe a bit scaly but not enough to call
reptilian. On it were two fluffy white furs each big enough for
two to wrap up in and a small pile of pillows made of what
looked like mole fur. The standard height for a bed in this
culture is so the average couple can have sex at the edge.
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There were storage drawers under it and steps at the head end.
There was a large closet/dressing area, with another marble
countertop with a small sink and a cubicle enclosing the
toilet.
The bath took up the whole street side of the house, paved
with whitestone tile and a stone tub that shared the spray hose
coming out of the ceiling with the adjacent floor where one
stood to shower. All the while you had a panoramic view of
the street thru huge windows with photographs in them.
“These windows came with the place, some guy who lived
here in the 53rd made them.” It was then that Herndon noticed
that the glass was molded or cast OVER the wood frames like
a thick coating. “I used that same technique on mine.” She
was leading him out of her guest room, and up the stairs to
the fourth floor.
On this floor the entire room was open, the stairs had a
railing, so did those going up, but they were open to the
whole room. The walls were upholstered in velvets and satins
in bold colors and patterns. The front third of the floor was
tiled, but in a complex and bold mandala of brightly colored
granites centered on a tub sculpted in the shape of a low, wide
flower, or possibly a sea shell of some kind. She saw him
looking at the floor and said, “It took me a whole year to cast
this, but I never had more than one day a week to work on it
at the time. Bwanden was still here and if I had him do
anything more than carry the bags up here I had to do it over.”
“Do you ever do this kind of thing for a living?”
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“I’m WAY too slow at it, I’d starve. A pro has to cast a
floor like this in the light of a week.”
“So all these stones are cast in place?”
“Yeah, it’s actually easy enough, just tedious.”
“You are really fascinating. Did you put this fabric up?”
“There’s not a square inch in this home I haven’t done at
least once and too many places I’ve done three times to get
right. These windows for instance.”
There were eight panels, each with a big diamond taking
up the whole center, smaller diamonds just filling each corner.
The triangles remaining were beveled stained glass, the
diamonds were glass panes with photographs embedded in
them.
“Getting these hinges right was the problem, it’s almost a
centimeter before it works. I’m glad I didn’t make the whole
set each time.”
“I’m in awe,” Herndon said, and was. She lived in
splendor, that’s the only way he could describe it. There was a
larger toilet compartment and a larger sink and counter top,
but it was more open. There weren’t as many closets. There
were some open shelves and a lot of racks, but it was clear
she didn’t keep the bulk of her clothing here unless it was in
the drawers under the bed. In fact there was more laying
around on the second floor than on the racks up here. The
dressing area was partitioned by the headboard of the bed,
which was shoulder high on her. The bed faced the center of
the block, the outdoor balcony here was a bit wider than the
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floor below, there were roll mats and a beaded curtain
between the bed and the balcony. The floor was leather with a
quarter inch of dense foam under it. The bed was huge,
upholstered in white leather with zebra-striped furs as thick as
chinchilla. He was ready for the ceiling to be mirror, but it
was one of those captive-aurora light panels, not needed in
early Afternoonday.
He went out to the balcony and saw that the couples with
the grill were getting friendlier. He came back inside to find
Tormu had jumped up on the bed. “So toss your clothes over
there and come get acquainted.”
Herndon could scarcely believe the encounter they had. It
had to be more than he might run into at Kuthra’s mild club.
But he was sure Tormu was prettier than any girl he might
find at that club. She was energetic but sweet, cheerful and
even had an air of innocence. The way they went at it he was
surprised they lasted as long as they did. She had a talent for
saying something funny just as he was about to explode and
thereby postpone it another few minutes.
Now that they were done they lay on the very washable
bed, but without the furs under them. Tormu bunched hers up
and used it as a pillow. “You can really cut loose with that big
old pole of yours,” she said.
“It’s big?” he asked.
“Not too,” she said, “nowhere near enough to hurt, but
let’s just say it I will never be calling it ‘inadequado’.”
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He burst out laughing, not easy when he was breathing
this hard. “No, but I’d call what we did ‘vigoroso’.”
“I understand and agree. Later on I won’t be like that. I’ve
fallen asleep on top of guys with them in me, but I don’t think
I could do that to a guy from another star and certainly not if
you fuck like that. But come on, lets rinse off and go
upstairs.”
“This is the instrument that won me this house,” she said.
It was a big curved panel filled with dozens of variously
sized, stretched oval hand drums, four interlaced rows of
them. “I’m only going to give you a short demo,” she said.
“I’d really need a few days notice to get in shape for a gig
now, and it would probably have to be a short one or my
thumbs would get sore.”
She lifted a couple stones on telescoping columns and
turned a few adjustment pegs. “This room is completely
soundproofed, but I’m not going to get too excited. You have
to imagine a screaming yandrille with this.”
She began to tap, hammer, slam, caress, finger roll and
pad the drum heads on that panel. She sat on a high stool and
stepped on pedals under the panel at the same time. It was
connected with big bundles of tiny hoses to a big block
connected by bigger hoses to those columns she had raised.
Other big hoses ran out to glass flowers in the corners of the
ceiling of this room.
The drum, bass and a good part of the keyboards of a
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powerful and complex rock opera came thundering out of
those glass flowers as she put her hands to those drumheads.
Herndon was at the limits of his credulity by now. Was she
using this thing to play this music? It looked like it, her
movements were in time with the notes in the song. But she
could be syncing with a recording, this could all be Kassikan
propaganda. The chance that one girl would have all these
talents seemed very improbable, the chance that she could
also be this beautiful, AND be interested in him was even
harder to believe. This home could be owned by an oligarch...
But he stopped to think about it, there are homes a lot like
it all around this block. He had seen miles of blocks like this
from above. A very significant fraction of the population had
to be living this well, or close to this well, at least as well as
Tormu said, her first and fourth floor. Except for the
appliances, those two floors would be a magnificent upscale
apartment in the Brazil he left, something a junior executive
on the fast track would have, even though it would be too
large a slice of his current salary.
They went out to lunch, she put on a long, thin, tight, tiedye tee shirt that was just long enough to cover her pubes.
The first imperfection in this women, she confessed to being
a less than gourmet cook. It was an ethnic place, she said,
making tiny strings of pastries with juicy tidbits inside like a
string of tiny pot pies. They were called ‘ribbons’ and come
from the lost Elves of the east. They were delicious as always.
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They stayed and met some of her friends, but she was
true to her word and did not tell them he was Brazilian. They
hung out for another cup and he nodded at appropriate times
and neither of the other couples paid him undue attention.
They talked a bit about the electric crystals project at the
Kassikan that he was involved with, but told from the point of
view of a lab tech rerunning endless experiments with
different etch timings. They soon lost interest in that, even
when the possibility of much cheaper Eye time was dangled.
This culture had as much telecommunication as the 19th
century in Brazil.
She was out of that tee shirt as soon as they were in the
door and left it on one of the racks that separated the front
hall from the dining area. They started with another romp,
this time on a couch on the second floor. By the time they
were done they were both slick with sweat, their hair was
plastered to them and it was getting in their eyes.
“That was pretty intense once again,” Herndon gasped.
“I don’t think it was all me,” she panted in return, “you
did put me on the bottom this time.”
“I hope I didn’t put too much weight on you.”
“You didn’t put any on me, it didn’t feel like I was really
on the bottom, that’s why I pulled up to you with my legs
around you. I like to feel the pressure when I’m on the
bottom, on my hips at least. You’re legs are very long and you
have a big chest but your midsection isn’t heavier than
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average.”
He really didn’t have anything to say about that. He
wasn’t used to letting his weight onto his lover. If it was
Gabriella, she would complain. He wondered once again how
a woman with so much and so many talents as Tormu could
be so modest and unassuming. “You are such an awesome
person,” he said, and rolled on his side toward her. “Your
beauty, your talents, your ambition and determination, your
awesome love making ability.”
She got questions on her face about that.
“Your awesome sex making ability.”
“In Common Tongue it would be ‘sex doing’ to be
formally correct, but most people take the shortcut of using
‘sex’ as a verb and say ‘awesome sex ability’ and I would say
‘thank you’ because I have studied it a little, enough so me
and my partners can have a good time.”
“You learned very well.”
“Much better than Portuguese.”
They laughed. She turned and got up, “I’m going to hose
off at the watering station and take a rag to this cushion when
we get back.”
Herndon watched her perfect streamlined body walk to
the porch and down the steps. So far this encounter hadn’t
been as freak as he feared but he still wasn’t ready to go out
in the public courtyard soaked in sweat and dripping semen.
He went up to the bathroom of the guest suite.
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They were on the bench on her deck. There was enough
foliage on the rail to make it quite private. It wasn’t live sex
but she wanted him holding her chest and passing his thumbs
over her nibs now and then. “You weren’t happy to go out
there,” Tormu said.
“I’ve never been out nude in public before.”
She looked like she might not quite believe that, but
didn’t say anything. There was a bit of silence. He wanted to
get his clothes back on, maybe he could think if he at least
had that. What was going on here anyway? Was this some
kind of setup? When he spoke he asked, “Why did you really
invite me over here?” because he was getting really
suspicious that she must have some ulterior motive.
“Besides the sex, so I could hear tales of other worlds, but
I haven’t heard many of them yet.”
“We have a lot more power tools, a lot less biological and
chemical tools. All in all, you’re way richer than average back
there.”
“Richer or not doesn’t matter, it’s happier that counts,”
she said.
“You should be happier, but do I detect a hint that you’re
not?”
She took a deep sigh, it was quite erotic to someone from
Earth, the way he was holding her. “I have no housemate. It’s
like I’ve spent so much time on this nest, but no one has been
attracted to it, or to me.”
“Probably because no one feels worthy,” he said. “I know
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I sure don’t. What can I be to a famous music star in a
veritable palace that’s a work of art that she created herself.
It’s quite intimidating.”
“It is?”
“It can be.”
It was almost a whine when she said, “I want to offer a
partner a nice home to share.”
“Do you think you have something to make up for?”
“Maybe, I do often feel like I’m futilely seeking
approval.”
“Your father was probably one of those guys that’s slow
to offer praise,” he said. “It will effect a personality in that
way.”
“Could be, I have no clue who my parents were, other
than they were obviously both Elves. I haven’t even the
vaguest memories of the theory of what my childhood might
have been like. To me time feels like an enormous wheel that
I can see a century in each direction, dimly, one that turns
around every ten or twenty centuries.”
“Why are you anxious to have someone share your
home?”
“Loneliness?” she wondered. “I have lots of friends that
aren’t too close, I have plenty of guys who’ll do sex with me,
but I don’t have someone I can cry to, someone who’ll make
breakfast. I’m just a little Elf girl after all, I don’t want to take
on the world alone.”
“Yet it looks like you’ve not only taken it on, you’ve
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vanquished it.”
Her face said she felt like it had vanquished her. “Do you
really think that is the reason, guys are afraid they aren’t
worthy?”
“I’m the Chief Information Officer of the Brazilian
starship Presidente Lula and I don’t think I am worthy.”
She looked discouraged, even disgusted. “You know I’ve
had a lot of time to do all those projects. I told you that
shower floor took me all year.”
“The craftsmanship is awesome, but the artistry of the
design is inspired.”
“It was almost random, I think it’s in line with what I’ve
done thruout the house. But getting here from another star is a
much greater accomplishment than that. You can’t tell me you
are unworthy of this home.”
“Are you still serious about offering that?”
“Why not? I think this is the best you can do without
being too flashy, this house doesn’t look too special from the
outside. I think we need to know each other a little better first
before we move all your stuff in but I really hope you can at
least stay for the whole dark and see how that works.”
“I have meetings tomorrow.”
“Yeah, but can’t you come back?”
“This is actually quite a long trip out here. I know it’s not
that far in distance, but things move slowly around here.”
“The Yakhan is the place things are fastest.”
“Around here being this planet,” he had to clarify.
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“I’m sorry, I could sell it and buy a smaller house closer
to the Kassikan.”
“No, Tormu, you’re being much too direct, we don’t even
know if we can get along.”
“Yeah.” she sighed. “We’ll probably have to work on your
sexual inhibitions a bit in the long run, but I can meet you
part way. I can’t be exclusive, but I can hold variety down to
once a week or maybe even less and I can go without group
encounters until you get adjusted.”
He had to stop and think a minute. Maybe she was saying
something that made sense for a native, ‘Move out of so-andso’s and move in with me.’ It must not be that big a deal to
them, or maybe she thinks being on a starship is like riding a
needleboat. He hadn’t mentioned that the Kassikan had given
them temporary quarters in the pyramid, and promised them a
floor in an atrium as soon as they could get it prepared.
“What makes you think I can adjust?” Herndon said. “I’ve
lived all my life in a society where a spouse would never
admit to an affair with another. A century before we left,”
using centuries as they were known here, “a man could kill an
unfaithful wife and the law would often look the other way.”
She sucked in her breath. “No Instinct!” were the words
with it, “I read that.” She turned and looked at him with
worry in her eyes. “Are you immune to the Instinct?”
“No,” he said, having already come upon it.
She let out a breath, “Good.” She looked at him, then got
up, and went back into the house, but with the roll mats up
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this balcony was really part of the room. She started aimlessly
wandering around the room. “But you can’t share a home
with someone if they aren’t exclusive?”
“I doubt it,” he said, “if I am honest with myself. I’d love
to say I could and try it because you’re such an amazing
woman, but I already respect you too much to lie.”
“I respect that,” she said with a sniff. She blinked and
looked at him and said, “I could be exclusive for the dark, I
promise not to have sex with anyone tomorrow if we go out.”
“Tormu, I can see that your heart’s not in that.”
“No one has ever made such a request of me before, but at
least I know why you’re telling me ‘no’. Others just go away
with no explanation.”
“They are like me, so in awe of all you’ve done that they
would feel like a pet in your presence. They might also be
astounded you would make such an offer to someone they
just met.”
“I’m just a silly little Elf girl who’s been here awhile and
keeps tinkering with the décor out of boredom. And there’s
millions of guys out there who have no greater ambition in
their life than to be kept as a pet.”
“Do you make this offer to them?”
“I see your point, my standards are too high, I mean why
would a starman ever settle with a silly little Elf girl all the
way out here over an hour from the Kassikan? You can have
you own private elevator to a glittering penthouse in the white
hot. I was silly to think...”
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That was as far as she got because Herndon silenced her
mouth with his. She went with it, a bit coldly at first, but
gaining some passion when their tongues got involved. “I had
to wash your mouth out for saying such things,” Herndon said
when their lips parted. “You are awesome, you are the perfect
woman.”
“But you reject me because we need variety?”
“It’s my shortcoming, not yours. A negative emotion
called jealousy. We wish we didn’t have it, at least some of us
do. Maybe there are even a few of us that don’t have it, and a
few more who can suppress it. I fear it is too strong in me.
Before we left I would fight anyone sniffing around my
woman, even if it got me beaten, even if it got me in jail. I
didn’t want to behave like that, but I couldn’t help it. I could
never accept the man after that either.”
“I can’t accept that,” she said, “but neither will anyone
else. Maybe you will be as lonely as I am.”
“You won’t be lonely long, you should set your sights
higher, not lower. Pursue men of great accomplishment who
won’t be intimidated by what you’ve done. Pursue someone
who’s not above his income in this home, if you ever believe
anything I tell you, please believe this, you are below your
station here. Don’t be too distracted by money, it destroyed a
magnificent civilization on Earth. What you’ve done is much
more than money. You’re playing says you could have many
more hit recordings...”
“Why? When they take me away from people. I’d be
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happier if I never sat down to a stinking chippongga and was
living in the two story home with a leaky kitchen bowl and a
partner, even if he can’t fix that kitchen bowl. Love is what’s
important.”
“Our cultures are too different,” he said, “a partnership is
not the same for us, what you’re really offering might be
thought of as a roommate with benefits, not a spouse.”
“Yes,” she said. She seemed to think about what he said,
like she could rebut some of it, but not the essential
disconnect. Her voice was resigned, “Thank you for letting
me know you, thank you for even what little you did tell me
about your homeland.”
Herndon didn’t need a big lettered sign to know he was
being asked to leave. She was looking down at the floor, but
there were tears on her perfect cheeks. He wondered if he
should explain how almost no one was really monogamous
but never let their partner know about their ‘variety’? He
wondered how she could be so diligently honest that she
didn’t say she would be monogamous and just keep it out of
sight. “I’m really sorry Tormu, I didn’t mean to hurt you,” he
said as he stood.
“You promised you would stay for the sleep, now you
won’t even do that? I’m sorry I’m acting like a brat, I’m just
getting frustrated is all. I’ll plus up and be better company,
maybe we can go to a comedy show or something.”
“You don’t owe me anything Tormu. I really didn’t want
to hurt you.”
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“I can sort-of understand, a way different way of living.
You were ephemeral at the time, it’s all about who’s child are
you supporting. Ephemerals don’t do anything with their lives
but raise children, and they have to be successful at it, unlike
me.”
“Tormu, you’re spiraling into depression.”
“Yeah, you’re right, lets go out, a drink, duskmeal, a show
and a sleep, like normal people would do.”
They did, but even she knew she was just being polite.
They had dinner and went to a show, in it the same type of
equipment as hers was part of the music, some type of
autoharp was the rest of it. It was really excellent but not so
loud that they couldn’t talk where they were sitting. They
were at a table on a balcony pretty far from the stage. He told
her about Brazil, and what he knew of the remainder of Earth.
The farthest he’d ever been from Sao Luis was Guyana, he
had seen only cerrado and jungle landforms. He told her
about the sea. The lake is the only thing they have like it and
she asked quite a bit of questions.
Most of Earth, she didn’t like. Mainly what she didn’t like
she traced to ephemerality and all that caused, and violence
and all that caused. It amazed her that those two things could
cause such immense changes.
He stayed for Dusksleep and started wondering if maybe
he could change his ways, live here with her and adapt to her
culture. He owed it to Earth’s legacy to try and preserve what
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he could of its culture. It would be hard, there were so few of
them and so many natives, it would be much less of an
adjustment if he pursued the Ava that had been implanted into
the native body, that way he could have the best of both, the
beauty of a native woman and a mind from Earth.
As Nightday began, he didn’t linger with Tormu. Though
it was only about fifteen clicks, it was over an hour and the
meetings were scheduled for tenth hour, which was really
sixth, so he couldn’t linger over breakfast. He was moved by
her sadness and loneliness. As he left her at her door he
repeated the same advice as yesterday. “Set your sights
higher, to someone who won’t be overawed by you.”
The Pheromone Cloud
Afternoonday was listed as Ava’s day off. She took a book
out to the courtyard with the archway at the end, one where
members of the Photovoltaic and Virtuality Studies had
apartments.
Kefnon, unfortunately, was also entitled to space on this
court, and had recently moved into one on the termination of
a prior living arrangement, ie., when his girlfriend threw him
out. He came out and took the lounge chair next to her.
“I hope that’s not your idea of a rollicking good time?” he
asked.
The book was a treatise on ion implantation in chemical
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media, something she had no knowledge of. “I can imagine
more fun things to do,” she said.
“So let’s go do some of them.”
“Know any good places to go horseback riding?” she
asked. The word ‘horseback’ doesn’t translate so she left it in
English.
“What’s a horseback?” he said with only a little accent.
“A ‘horse’ is a large animal one can ride on.”
“One can ride a keda or a big, strong blenth even, but the
closest place worth doing that would take us all day to get
to.”
“So that’s out. Kuthra might be by later.”
“I have a feeling she could be entertaining, I’ll have to see
if I can get on her list also.”
“What list?” Ava asked, something about the inflection of
his voice told her it wasn’t the list of people to get copies of
the meeting notes.
“Sex list,” he said, “something I think is much more
entertaining to do on a day off than reading or animal riding.”
She could tell her body was trying to tell her, ‘Yeah, great
idea,’ but her soul thought, “You might as well go down to
one of the clubs then, I don’t see you finding a chance for that
around here.”
“But am I still on your list?” he asked.
“I don’t have a list,” she said. “There is only one entry. I
may date, but it is to see if we are compatible enough to stay
together. Once I find the answer is ‘no,’ I see no reason to
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continue dating. The practice is called ‘serial monogamy’ and
it is how I live.”
His jaw was on the stone floor. “Isn’t that rather extreme?
You can never come back to a person?”
“It’s because of the religious sect I was brought up in.”
“Sounds like the one from YingolNeerie.”
She didn’t want him to know, enough people knew
already. She had been sure Kuthra would tell the whole
committee, but she was very good at pretending she had no
idea. She just knew Ava was from out of town, a place called
Reston that she couldn’t find on a map. “It’s similar I guess, I
don’t know what their religion is like, other than it’s
cruxifictionist.”
“I saw you talking to one of them at lunch yesterday,” he
said. “Is he going to be your next serial monogamy victim?”
“No, and why do you say victim?”
“Because once we get a sample of you, and a hunger for
much more, you cross us off.”
“We aren’t compatible,” she said.
“To go out to music together. I’m not into the Zhlindu
sound, so why does that take me off your list?”
“Because we couldn’t live together if we can’t go out
together.”
“We can go out to a million other things, I still don’t get
it.”
“Because you don’t accept monogamy. The reason you
are not on my sex list is not because you aren’t worthy of
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being on my list, it is because I don’t have a list. The ‘partner’
variable in my mind is a scalar variable, not an array.”
“I never studied software so the analogy is lost on me but
the point is not. I can’t conceive of living that way.”
“Is that why you’re here and not in your last partner’s
home?”
“Both of us had lists and they were highly interlocked. We
remain on each others lists. The issue that put me here is
financial not sexual.”
“Your Kassikan salary is not enough...”
“If you must have the gory details, her shower heater is
broken, I offered to replace it, she couldn’t afford it. I didn’t
want to live in a place with a cold shower, she didn’t want to
feel beholding about a significant fraction of the value of her
home.” When he saw Ava’s look he explained, “It’s really a
room and a half in an attic with an all-in-one, shares a kitchen
with another couple, a ‘they buy, she cooks’ arrangement. The
water heater’s in the all-in-one, I could change it out in an
hour, but she doesn’t want to be beholding. If she feels that
way about me, I shouldn’t be living there. She wanted me to
stay but not with cold showers.”
“What does she think of cold showers?”
“She’s Borgoth, she could bathe under ice I think. She’s
hot when horizontal however, I will say that about her.”
“I guess you’re glad you’re still on her ‘list’ in that case.”
“Yeah, but who knows how frequent. She’s been out quite
a lot the last few years.”
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“So I heard,” Kuthra said as she approached. “I was
seeing Ellick around everywhere, but she asked me not to say
anything to you.”
“Didn’t matter, if she wasn’t home, she was out dumping
out her pouch somewhere. So, good to see you here,” he said.
“Yeah, likewise,” Kuthra said, but obviously didn’t mean
it. “Were you going to hang out here?” Kuthra asked her.
“Why? You got someplace better in mind?” Their opening
in the side of the pyramid faced west and the sun would be on
all of it soon.
“Anywhere with a tap,” she said, knowing Ava had been
addicted when she arrived.
Ava got up, Kefnon got up too, “I’ll join you,” he said.
Kuthra looked pretty flustered, she turned to Kefnon with
a sigh, “I have something personal to discuss with Ava, if we
have to we can go into her rooms, or she could even follow
me to mine. The lounge would be fine if no one was with us,
but if you want to follow, we’ll have to find somewhere else
to go. I know you’re going to be lonely since Ellick sent you
home, but that’s why there are social clubs.”
“Yeah,” he sighed, “there’s always that, but I’ll go for
duskmeal, for now I think I can find a bottle and catch some
rays.”
“Sorry,” Kuthra said.
They went to 133rd of course, it was only three floors up
from their rooms. They got gold from a kegman who made a
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good one that wasn’t too sweet like most of the golds she’d
had in the past year. It almost had a tequila and lime taste to
it.
“We better get lunch before we have another of these,”
Kuthra said once they were parked at a little table on the
north end of the southeast balcony.”
“If we don’t we may float off of here.” They would have
to remember that kegman, this stuff put off fumes that could
waft you into the nebulae with only a few sniffs. “So what is
this personal thing you had to talk to me about, or do we have
to get halfway to YingolNeerie,” she raised the cup, “before it
will make sense?”
Kuthra looked like she was going to answer, and then
burst into laughter. “No, but fumes have something to do
withit. A bunch of us are going over to the Cup and Cuddle
this afterlunch, I’m wondering if I can talk you into it?”
“You know better than that,” Ava said.
“I’m bringing the Brazilians, it would be nice to have
some help.”
“Which Brazilans?” Ava asked, wondering if by some
chance Herndon had changed his mind about visiting his
student.
“Sorry, not Herndon,” she said.
“I wasn’t asking about him in particular.”
She saw right thru that, and called her on it, “You and him
were wrapped in a pheromone cloud yesterday, what were
you saying?”
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“He asked me how I liked it here, but somehow we got on
the subject of the Cup and Cuddle and he promised not to pat
my ass until we were on what I called a ‘date’.”
“You sure were giving each other a lot of eye, as well as
the pheromone cloud.”
“There was no pheromone cloud,” Ava said, trying to
deny the way she felt in his presence.
“It looked like your table was shrouded in a fog bank.”
Ava just made a face.
“I don’t know why you’d want to deny it, or is it because
he’s gone off to see the sights today?” Kuthra asked.
“He’s gone to meet a student of Portuguese that he
corresponded with during their approach.”
“You think he’s got something going with her?”
“How do you know his student is female?”
“Because you’re denying the attraction.”
“Because there is none, I mean nothing special. Yeah he’s
a guy and looks good enough. He was even personable
enough, but there’s nothing going on.”
Kuthra just sighed. “I guess I don’t understand
Yingolians.”
“Because we can speak with a member of the opposite sex
without grappling each other?”
Kuthra laughed some more. “I think there’s a little more
to it than that. I could speak with Kefnon all day and not feel
any need to climb on. I could mention a hundred more.”
“What did you think of Herndon?” Ava asked, wondering
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how much denial she’d be in.
“Well he’s big, I admit that, and as muscular as a Troll,
but I think of that as a little scary. I know they’ve caught the
Instinct already or they wouldn’t be out in public, but even so
I don’t think we’d be very evenly matched in anything
physical.”
“And is that what you want?”
“Well it’s nice,” Kuthra said. “Being of similar weight and
size lets you have a lot better give and take. I mean with a
guy like that you’d pretty much be his toy. But if you like
that, I can understand, Megnors are that way, so are Trolls to
some extent but a lot of Troll women are pretty robust also.”
“I find that the small, weak, lightweight guys just don’t
turn me on,” Ava said.
“I see.” Kuthra looked at her awhile. “Is that what’s
wrong? You are Elf yourself you know.”
Ava looked around to see if anyone could overhear.
Kuthra already knew, and so did Herndon, but she didn’t want
the knowledge that she was downloaded into a shonggot
victim to become commonplace. She kept her voice down.
“This body they loaded me into is Elf, but my soul is the race
you call Nordic.”
“Yeah? So Nordic males are bigger, some of them.”
“That’s what I need,” Ava said.
“So why deny it?”
“I don’t.”
“Just seconds ago you denied there was any pheromone
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cloud, and let me mention, denying is dumb, any snifter on
this court would have been pegged yesterday so denying that
is like denying your hair is dark or your ass is cute. What is,
is.”
This time Ava sighed. “There is nothing going on between
us, we just talked at lunch. He asked me how I liked it here.”
“It must have bothered you when he said he was going to
see his student. You must have given him quite an earful
about the rampant sexuality.”
“I didn’t want to talk about that but somehow he got that
out of me. I told him about our little trip when I first got
here.”
“So that’s why he said he’d wait til you were actually on a
date. When is that going to be?”
“Probably never,” she said. “No doubt he’ll get sucked
into that student girl and never notice me again.”
“Why would you ever think that?”
“I got the impression she wanted him as a housemate.”
“What would she have over you? I mean other than she’s
likely more willing.”
“Need there be more? That’s all guys like that want is to
get it wet, what more do they need us for?”
Kuthra looked at her like she was speaking Portuguese.
“Like I said, I’ll never understand Yingolians.”
“What’s wrong now?”
“What is it you want?”
“A meaningful relationship,” Ava said. “I want it to mean
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more than just exercise. You know, partnership,
commitment.”
“Partnership may happen but you need to be with
someone awhile before that.”
“And what’s wrong with waiting til then.”
“The Species Immunity Complex,” Kuthra said. “Without
partners genetic errors can build up. Your own internal gene
watchdogs aren’t enough.”
“There are pills, you even told me.”
“Is it more fun for you to pay an iron and swallow a pill
than it is to meet someone at a club and have some fun?”
“We just don’t do that,” Ava said.
“At least Alan made some sense. He knew that was all
remnants of when women worried so much about unwanted
pregnancy and sexual disease. All you’re so stressed out
about are the remnants of ephemerality.”
“However the feeling got there, it’s there and it’s very
strong. It’s not something I can just rationalize away. You can
tell me these things, and even if I believed them, which I
don’t, I think it’s MUCH more than that. But even if I
believed it was just left overs from ephemerality, that is still
what I want with a man, a relationship, faithfulness,
commitment.”
“What do you mean by ‘faithfulness’,” Kuthra asked,
“and what do you mean by ‘commitment’?”
“Faithfulness is honoring his monogamy vows.
Refraining from pursuing other women.”
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“Ava, you can’t be serious. If you think any normal,
healthy, reasonable guy is going to put his life and health at
risk because of your silly attachment to an ephemeral way of
life...”
“It’s not a silly attachment to ephemerality,” Ava said.
“I’m already a century old. I have no desire to be ephemeral.”
“But you persist in the same mode of thought.”
“Because I want some commitment?”
“What’s ‘commitment’?”
“Knowing that the guy will be there for me, knowing we
are partners, knowing that he’s there for me and not just for
sex.”
“If he’s not with you just for sex, what does it matter if
you are exclusive?”
“I don’t see how you can turn that around backwards like
that. If he’s with me just for the sex, he could be with anyone
just for the sex, what’s so special about me?”
“If he’s with you and there for you, a life partner for you
and not just for the sex, what does it matter if he drops into
someone else just for the sex?”
“You are being willfully dense,” Ava said.
“Me? I think you’re the one who’s not making sense. You
have to step back and look at it objectively. Everything you’re
saying only makes sense if you are pregnant or raising a child
and need the support. And even if you were, whether he stays
with you and takes his share of the child has so little to do
with whether or not he finds a little variety from time to time.
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Most people do, mothers included. And almost all guys will
stay home and take care of their child while you go out.
Maybe not if you didn’t tell him when you were fertile, but if
you tell him he’ll very likely be honest about whether he
wants to get into that with you.”
“Is it wrong to ask for commitment from a guy even if
we’re not raising a child?”
“No, but why? If you’re living with someone it’s usually
because you care for each other, like to share the same space
and like to do a lot of the same things. That doesn’t mean you
don’t still need variety. Lots of couples go hunting together.”
Ava shook with revulsion. Kuthra gave her a questioning
look. “Couldn’t do it,” Ava said. “I can’t even imagine that.”
“That doesn’t change the fact that a lot of people do it.”
Ava already knew she was going to have a lot of trouble
with relationships here. In her previous life, sex was
something she could take or leave. Now that she had to ride
in this body with these hormones, she had to admit that
Kuthra was probably right for the natives. It was hard keeping
to the serial monogamy rule. It wouldn’t be if she went out,
she could have a new one every time she slept, but that would
be even more disturbing than going back to someone she
knew even if he had been with another.
She knew Kuthra was right, she was hurt that Herndon
had decided to spend their day off with the native student
rather than asking her out. That could only be because he was
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nothing but a playboy who couldn’t wait to play with the
native women. She knew most of the Brazilians had been
intrigued by the easy sex, and most of them would go to that
club today, not even waiting til evening to start. She was
mortified that her attraction to Herndon had been so obvious,
that made his rejection all the more difficult to take and made
her even more determined to pretend she didn’t want him.
Missing Person
The day in the middle of dark was tough for Herndon. He
was all the way back from Tormu’s before he was really
awake. He came in the third canal gate and was spotted by a
media crew and flash bulbs popped. He knew this
‘morning’might be tough for many because so many of the
crew had been given leave the evening before and he didn’t
doubt they’d all found company. He was actually one of the
first ones back.
He brought his notepad with him to breakfast and drew up
an agenda for today’s meeting. The main lens was going to
have to be behind a containment plate. The available lens
assemblies were too gas permeable to maintain the vacuum
for metalization steps. It was a good thing he’d studied a little
of the history of electronics. He had to face it, they were not
going to make an x-ray laser ion injection beam with the
technology available here in the next century. They were all
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the way back to photo-lithography with resists, diffusions and
etches to put the circuits down. With such massive scale they
were power hungry, but they would last and he knew that was
important to people who were often as old as Christianity.
Herndon idly thought about the founder on the committee
that was overseeing this project. She didn’t look bad, in spite
of the silver hair, but she looked far too young to arouse him,
though she was older than Egypt’s pyramids. No doubt she
could make her body whatever she wanted it to be. She was
not the fairest in the land. She wasn’t as sexy as Tormu, and
that was what he wanted wasn’t it? She wasn’t as elegant as
Ava, but Ava wasn’t as sexy as Tormu either. The one from
Public Acceptance was at least as sexy as Tormu, with
beautiful, long, blond hair and a pretty face, with the added
attraction of breasts even larger and more shapely than
Gabriellas, but she had a pretty active ‘list.’ The other girl on
the committee was a plush and voluptuous, dark haired Dwarf
girl, quite a bit shorter and more robust than the others, but
she didn’t seem to have any social interactions with the
remainder of the committee. There was also that skinny,
weird, goth woman who was friends with Ava, but she was
the exception that proved the rule about the natives all being
beautiful and sexy.
Antonio emerged from his quarters with a ravishing lady,
tall and slender with a sweet shape, pretty blue eyes and a
cascade of bronze-blond waves. She was in a brightly printed
jersey that flared out around her calves. She had a snow white
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fur shoulder jacket over it and a hairpin that looked like a
string of butterflies, each smaller than the one before. He
thought he heard Antonio ask her if she really wanted to eat
here.
A guy named Bluxon was cooking Nightday breakfast, he
turned out to have quite a blunt mouth. “Wow Antonio,
excellent choice.”
“Yeah?” she said, swinging her shoulder at him, obviously
used to smart mouth, “is your cooking worthy of me?”
“It’ll keep you that healthy,” he said. She looked over the
fixings he had so he continued, “I’d be happy to build up the
fire if you wanted to take that off.”
“No, if you want to see me come down to the beach,” she
said. “I hang out across from Jnipsing, low on the dry sand.
I’m usually one of the first ones there.” Herndon knew from
her pronunciation that she was telling him more than that
about her part in the beach scene with the word ‘dry’.
Antonio pointed at what he was having while the girl
wondered what to eat. Bluxon had him slopped in no time and
Antonio sat down across from Herndon. “So how’d it go at
Tormu’s yesterday?”
“Mind blowing,” was all he volunteered at first, then
added. “It was too much, I already doubt what I saw.”
“Wow,” Antonio said.
“What?” the girl said, sliding in next to him.
“Oh Herndon, this is Yeeshnie“
“Yshni,” she corrected, “one syllable.”
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“Pleased to meet you Yishney,” Herndon said.
“So you guys used to speak a Yingolian language?” she
asked.
“Portuguese,” Herndon answered.
“Can you still speak it?”
“Tell me how she was?” Herndon asked Antonio in
Portuguese.
“Sir?” he replied in Portuguese, “I wouldn’t do that to
you.”
“You just did,” Herndon told him
“But she’s here.”
“She’s not here in Portuguese,” Herndon pointed with his
chin.
“Guy’s, you can switch back to Common Tongue any
time,” Yshni said.
Papillon came out, also with a girl. The girls knew each
other. The new one was brown haired and busty in a jersey
that was almost too short for these people. She came running
over, “Yshni, you got up here too, great! Isn’t this wild? I
think it’s two shafts of elevator farther than I’ve ever been up
in the pyramid before.”
“Oh at least, guys this is Faleez, we hang out at the Cup
and Cuddle on the tenth floor on Third at the Rithline.”
The ‘Cup and Cuddle’ chain of clubs was what Kuthra
called the mildest chain. Most of the guys had gone there it
seemed.
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And so it went thru breakfast. A couple more guys came
in without women, but they had already had breakfast, they
would be ready for duty. Most of the guys had met girls who
were glad to get a chance to sleep on an upper floor of the
pyramid and/or with a ‘starman.’ Two of the girls didn’t know
any of the other girls, the other five all knew each other
because they were all found at that same club. The Brazilians
were questioned about their homeland mercilessly, and some
of these girls were obviously pretty sharp.
Herndon was glad they were there. It prevented anyone
from questioning him about how it went at Tormu’s for a little
while longer. Once they got into the conference room he
could try to keep the project as the topic of conversation. At
the right time and place he might try to relate what he had
seen.
The committee room was a lot smaller with the mats
down, but it was also empty. There was a neatly hand-written
poster on the table that said due to Myanfyinga’s unexpected
commitments, the committee meeting is postponed til twenty
second hour, in other words, after a leisurely lunch. Jimmy
was the only one there, poking at his pad.
“Just going to sit it out?” Herndon asked in Portuguese.
“Probably not, I’ll go back downstairs or maybe even take
a little walk for lunch. I’m sorry you’ll get spotted
everywhere you go, but I think I look enough like a
nondescript native to walk around and see more than just a
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single sex club.”
“How was your Afternoonday?”
“Interesting,” Jimmy said, “I’m still processing it. It was a
little more meaningful than a free whore, but had an air of
partner in a fitness club exercise to it also. She was involved
in the adventure of the moment, but didn’t want to get
involved in each others lives. I seriously don’t think she knew
I was Brazilian, I think she thought I was Enurate. She was
Enurate. She was stronger than me, said she was a farm girl
on holiday.”
“What makes you think she didn’t know?”
“Because at one point she told me in a low voice that
those were the Brazilians from YingolNeerie over there.”
“What did you say?” Herndon asked.
“I said she could be right, near as I could tell.” He closed
out what he was poking. “Do you know Lionel’s not back and
Ernesto’s upset?”
“I imagine he would be, and not half as much as the
colonel. The shuttle is still on the ground. Even if Humberto
could fly it out of here, he’s still on the Lula.”
When he got to the room Ernesto was in, he found the
colonel was already there. “What concerns me,” Sampson
began, is that the girl Lionel was with was the subject of the
going-away party they were attending. She was leaving to go
home to Yernine, a week’s sail away.” It was well outside the
range of his pad’s point-to-point, but still part of this same
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urban complex. “We have no way to get there any faster but
that shuttlecraft.”
“Which only he can fly,” Ernesto finished.
Herndon thought about it. What if Tormu was not unusual
for this culture? Lionel was only slightly more masculine than
Nardley and there was no chance the girl he was with was
anything but beautiful. “The woman I went to see made me
an offer to move in with her on little more acquaintance than
Lionel had last night.”
“Who should we send,” Ernesto sighed.
“I insist on going,” Sampson said, “and I’ll be taking
Nelson.”
“We should send a well-recommended private
investigator,” Herndon said, checking his pad, “and it looks
like Nelson hasn’t made it back either.”
“Who was he with?” Ernesto asked.
“A group of natives,” Neves said. “He was the only
Brazilian at that table. He left with a beautiful, blond Elf girl
with big tits and wavy blond hair, but not as shiny as average,
like she spends a lot of time in the sun and wind.”
“Her place might be a two hour trip,” Herndon said. “He
might not feel safe getting on and off a streetcar, or on and off
a needleboat. If his pad’s run down and/or he’s out of range,
he can’t even call in.”
“What about Lionel?”
“He might have been told everything, but when she says,
‘Take a boat to the far end of the city,’ he’s thinking ferry and
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might not know what’s in store til they’ve already cast off and
the girl says, ‘Let’s go unpack in our stateroom and try out
the bed.’” Herndon could picture the scene that followed
because Lionel hadn’t asked for details. He could see that all
the other senior officers could too. Lionel finding out they’ll
be sleeping aboard two to four times, depending on the winds,
finding out one is expected to sleep around on these voyages.
He could be collapsing from culture shock about now.
Herndon wasn’t sure the pills they’d been given gave them
the knowledge of how to work the native data system. If
Lionel could, he could get a message to them at their first port
of call.
“Lets find out more about what happened to Nelson,”
Sampson said. “I trust everyone else who left the compound
came back here to sleep?”
“I went to the home of a native girl,” Herndon said, “and
returned unharmed.”
“Was any attempt made to coerce you in any way?”
“The girl asked me to stay with her til we found ourselves
incompatible, even if I had to spend a lot of time back here,
but her only coercion was her sweetness and sadness. Her
home is an absolute palace that she’s done over herself. She’s
a talented musician, a fabulous craftsman and as cute as the
newest modeling discovery.”
“How were you able to resist?” Sampson asked.
“She’s not able to agree to monogamy.”
“How about the reasonable facsimile there of,” Neves
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asked.
“Nope, open and honest only,” Herndon said, “‘Honey,
this is the guy I spent last night with,’ and so forth.”
“That’s a stretch.”
“A bigger stretch than when it became lip service only?”
Raja asked.
“Probably,” Sampson answered for him. In this, they were
a lot alike. Sampson was aggressive in all things however,
Herndon only in protecting his woman, his eggs. He knew it
was as primitive as a shark, but it was there. Two of
Gabriella’s lovers had paid the price. On one, Herndon had
also paid a price of a week in jail and a mandatory anger
management class. If they thought that class could do any
good they didn’t understand that his jealousy was not up in
the conscious levels of his mind, it was back in that shark part
of the brain, way deep inside near where the spinal cord
comes in.
“What I think we should do,” Ernesto said, “is go with the
hypothesis that he didn’t know how long a boat ride he was
taking til it was too late. Give him time to get off and turn
around. How long should that be?”
“At least a native week,” Herndon said.
“And Nelson,” Ernesto asked, looking at Sampson.
“Eight hours, tops.”
“Very well,” Ernesto said.
Herndon figured the person most likely to know anything
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about either of the girls his crewmen left with would be
Kuthra. She was the guide yesterday as she had been since
they got out of quarantine. She was staying in a different part
of the pyramid in a room without a window, the same one
given to the mortal from the Christial expedition sixty four
years ago.
He had his hand up to knock before he remembered and
put his lips to the tube. “Kuthra are you in?” he asked.
He heard something. It was only a few seconds before the
door opened and her shining golden curls were in front of
him. “Herndon,” she said and greeted him with a hug. “What
brings you here?”
“Just holding you is enough,” she had on sleeves and
leggings in a soft fuzzy knit, but nothing on her body.
She laughed a little and squeezed him a little tighter. His
hands went down her back to her bottom. She leaned enough
to get the door closed while he did so. “Mmm, feels good,”
she said.
“You certainly do,” he replied. One on one he could take
the native women, especially if they were as sultry as Ava’s
friend.
She laughed again, and gripped his ass, “Sounds like
you’re here for a flesh fix?”
“You’re most tempting,” he said, “but I do have
something I want to ask you.”
“Ah, what’s that?” she leaned back enough so she could
look up at him. He was very conscious of the fact that just her
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points were in brushing contact with him now.
“I only ask this because I’ve been told you know your
way around this place... shall I say, front stairs and back?”
She laughed again, those points wiggled on his belly,
making his second head want to crawl up and watch. “I guess
by ‘back stairs’ you mean unofficial channels.”
“That’s another way of saying it.”
“I know some of that, but I’m not going to cheat the
Kassikan.”
“Nothing like that,” he said. “What I’m wondering is, if
someone wanted to disappear from sight, what would they
do?”
Kuthra paused before she answered, her eyes grew
hooded and her hands came off his ass. “You are not asking
me because you want to disappear, so you must be asking
because you want to find those who followed girls home from
the club yesterday.”
He wasn’t really surprised that she knew about that. “But
you know something?” he asked.
“I know who Lionel left with, Jinjie, she was headed out
to Yernine on Linken’s Balloon. If he went with her they
might not get in for four days.”
“How would we find him if he went with her?”
“I don’t know, I don’t know any of Jinjie’s friends up
there, she doesn’t have an address yet, she said she’d message
when she could get to an eye room. I’d give him five days
and see if you get a message, if not, someone has to go up and
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hire a detective I guess. If you could find one over the Eye
you could have him meet Linkin’s Balloon.”
What about the girl Nelson left with?”
“I don’t really know her, she seems nice enough, she
won’t corrupt him. I take it he’s not back either. I wouldn’t
worry about it, she lives way out, probably two hours on a
needleboat and another on foot. If he went to her place he
won’t be back til lunch, maybe later.”
“Why would that girl come all the way in here?” Herndon
asked.
“I know, there’s probably three other Cup and Cuddle
taprooms closer to her.”
“So how do you know her?”
“After I saw her getting close to one of your guys I
thought I should find out something about her so I asked her a
few questions when I had the chance. Her name is Rahshee,
she’s a farm girl. She just said she came in to see the sights
and was really impressed to meet a starman, but not totally
gaga over it. She said it was nice that he was so impressed
with her.”
“Nelson likes medium big ones,” Herndon said. “That’s
why he likes you so much.”
“He hasn’t asked for any though, I don’t think he’s
touched my tits at all. Is it okay if I ask him?”
“He might be thrilled, but he’s not back yet, he might
have had quite a workout.”
“Yeah, Rahshee was pretty buff, I’m sure he had a good
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ride. Are you going to send someone after him too?”
“If Nelson goes native it’s of little consequence, there will
be talk and he will be missed, but the expedition can
continue. Lionel is the only one who can operate the
shuttlecraft, that’s the thing we landed in, what everyone is
calling the starship, but it isn’t, is more like the starship’s
dingy used for going ashore.”
“I know that, I’ve even seen it thru a telescope, it’s the
stem of Narrulla’s Tear.” She was right about that, the solar
panels were like petals of a flower and Presidente Lula was
the stem, pointed straight at the equator of the planet.
“Without him we cannot move the shuttle and none of the
crew remaining on the ship can get down here.”
“Does he know that?” Kuthra asked.
“Yes, of course,”
“Then he’ll be back,” she said. “He’s been here, first night
out of quarantine, I got to know him a little. He’s too big to be
my ideal lover, but he’s a good guy, not a selfish dolt. It might
be eight weeks if the weather’s against him both ways, but
he’ll be back.”
“I believe you’re right, that he didn’t know how far he
was going and will get back to us as soon as he can. Still,
because he is so important to our mission, I have to cover
every eventuality. So if one of us wanted to disappear, how
easy would it be to elude a detective?”
“Who knows?” she said.
“Who would?”
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“I know who I would go to...” she trailed off.
“Yeah?” Herndon asked. He probably should have had
Ava ask her, but Ava might be closer to this native girl than he
thought, they might conspire against him. She was also an
employee of the Kassikan. What if the Kassikan was behind
it?
“If they disappeared because they wanted to, I don’t want
to betray them. If they did not want to disappear, then they
wouldn’t use the route I would, so I am not betraying you.”
“Or are you sworn not to betray the Kassikan?” Herndon
asked.
“What do they have to do with it?” she asked.
“I don’t know, maybe they are being taken for use in
experiments.”
“The Instinct prevents that,” she said, looking horrified.
“I’m not so sure.”
“Herndon,” she said, breaking away from him and facing
him, “I’ve been around here a long time and I’ve never seen
any evidence of anything that sketchy. Yeah they have secret
projects to develop products. If it wasn’t for the Kassikan’s
industries, they would have to charge a lot more for the
education. As it is now a novice pays about a third of the
actual cost of their courses.”
“Why would they do that?”
“A better educated population improves their labor pool
and their customer base.”
“Sounds like company propaganda.”
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“I think it makes sense,” she said, but pulled out of his
grasp entirely.
“I’ve offended you?” he asked.
She didn’t answer that, she went back to the subject that
was disturbing her. “If they want to go, you have to let them.
I’m sure Lionel will come back to fulfill his responsibilities,
but after that, you can’t force him to stay. I think the real issue
is, you don’t want to let them go. You’re not on YingolNeerie
any more.”
“Earth.”
“Yeah,” Kuthra sighed, “Urth, Brasil, whatever you want
to call the place you came from. Here, if someone wants to
leave, you have to let them. Yeah, if they owe you something,
like Lionel, you can chase after them, but in the long run, you
can’t keep them.”
Committee Meeting
Ava fought the urge to have a nice cup of green to pass
the next hour. If you came down as fast as it hit you, she
would do it, but in three-d reality she would still be pretty
well baked after that hour. She had the yellow instead. She’d
barely gotten to a bench when Kefnon showed up beside her,
holding a steaming black slap. “It’s only an hour to the
meeting,” he said.
“Providing Myanfyinga can make it after all,” Ava said,
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“and whatever was keeping her this forelunch doesn’t
continue into the afterlunch.”
“Maybe we should have it anyway?”
“Would you like to chair?” she asked.
“I thought you would, you’re the founder of a Study after
all.”
“Which doesn’t have a single course, project or text yet.”
Herndon showed up at 133rd, obviously worried about
something. He got a bowl of diddle, caught her watching him
and headed her way. “What’s wrong?” she asked when he sat
down.
“Our pilot may have been talked into a four day cruise to
a place called Yernine. Have you heard of it?”
“I’ve been there several times,” Kefnon said. “It takes
four days only if the weather is really against you. I usually
slept twice on the boat each way.”
“That’s still quite a long time.”
Kefnon answered again, “They’ll get in to Ebmemboz
sometime today, even as still as it is. If he knows he’s needed
here he will probably get off there and book passage back
toward the Kassikan.”
“So we should expect him tomorrow?” Herndon asked.
“Sometime. More likely by noon. He might get on a
darkrunner, that could get him here by dawn, but he probably
won’t push off til dawn. The docks of Ebmemboz float with
the tide,” Kefnon lectured, “they push off with the schedules
generating the maximum fare and care little about the tides.”
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Ava introduced them. Even though Kefnon was the one
who answered his question, Herndon obviously wished he
would go away. She used English to tell him that “Kefnon has
recently suffered a breakup and is not likely to go away if
there’s a female present.”
He made a face but didn’t say anything more about it. He
switched back to Common Tongue, “So we’re going to cover
what we know of the photo-lithographic process today?”
“That’s what you promised last Morningday,” Ava said.
“That’s what we will do. Your lenses are not gas tight
enough,” he started, “we will have to keep it behind a shield.”
“They can build a gas tight lens,” she said, “they can
encase it in glass, the commodity lenses aren’t gas tight
because they don’t have to be, they have threads open to the
atmosphere.”
“But what are the optical specs?” he asked her.
“Kefnon is the chair of the Kassikan’s optical Study,” Ava
said.
Herndon frowned mightily.
“If you have something you want to say to me,” Ava told
Herndon in English, “you can’t work your way into it with
smalltalk, or even electronics talk. I can re-load a hardware
program, but I don’t write XHDL myself. I do most of my
work in the OS.”
“Actually,” he said, remaining with English but glowering
at Kefnon, “I really wanted to ask you about that date so I’m
trying to bore him away from you.”
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“The one where you threatened to grab my ass?”
“I thought you people would take that as a promise not a
threat?” Herndon said.
“Me?” Ava said, “I’m an Earth girl. I may have been
downloaded into the body of a Northern Wood Elf, but I was
born in the ruins of Reston Virginia, U.S.A. My ancestry was
in Colombian aristocracy, but my great grandparents were
stupid enough to move to the USA just before it collapsed.”
“So about that date,” Herndon asked her in English, “and
I hope using your language is safe.”
“Pretty safe,” she said. “They have devoted study to
Portuguese, there are several that I think are fluent in it and
I’m sure one of them is on the committee. I’ve not been
informed, but I would expect it. The existence of English is
something they know of, but they’ve never heard it before.”
“You’ll forgive me if mine is not perfect.”
“It’s way better than Gefnon’s.” They both burst into
laughter, looking at him. He glowered at them, but picked up
his bowl and left the table.
“I should have never gotten involved with him,” she told
Herndon. She thought someone from Earth who could
understand her a little, even if he was a male who also wanted
to get in her pants. “We went out for a few weeks, but after
we split, he thought he should still be ‘on my list’ so he could
stop by for a boink whenever he felt like it. No doubt he was
waiting around to ask me about a ‘lunchie’ since we have
another hour.”
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“Would you?” Herndon asked.
“Do you know what that is?” she asked.
“A quickie after lunch on the way back to the office.
Kuthra gave us a little slang tutorial.”
She knew she was red. She saw him chuckle. “They are
very direct here, it can be embarrassing. I found it
embarrassing too, and I didn’t even go to a sex club.”
“Yeah, your student, how was that?”
“She could never submit to monogamy, not even in name
only. She’s like a bower bird, she’s built a palace for a home,
hoping to attract a housemate.”
Since Ava knew what a bower bird was, that proved she
was from Earth. “That would only work for mates from a
similar culture, do you think it’s common here?”
“There are at least a million homes something like hers,
but she still doesn’t have a housemate. If she wasn’t an hour
and a half away I might have considered the house, but not
the housemate, not if she’s going to also keep a ‘list’.”
Ava knew she shouldn’t be talking about this with a man
but there were no Brazilian women on the committee. “I’ve
been here a year and I can tell you, none of the natives are
monogamous. If they were to ever find a monogamous
individual they’d study him the way they’re studying us.”
“Is that Kefnon’s real purpose on the committee?”
“I doubt it,” she said. “He’s too inept, I’m guessing it’s
Kuthra and Myanfyinga that are keeping those notes.”
“Kuthra is more than she seems isn’t she?”
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“I don’t know,” Ava said. “I think she’s serious about her
sex, just as she seems. I think taking me or the guys to that
‘mild’ club feels like babysitting for her.” Ava could see her
with semen on her but didn’t want to be that graphic. Even
though he was someone from Earth that she could complain
to, he was still a male.
“I just came from her room, her torso was the only part of
her body that wasn’t dressed. Everything this worker covers
was nude, everything else but her head and hands was
covered by sleeves and leggings.”
“Yeah, that’s common. It seems that when Elves socialize
they wouldn’t want to limit access to their social organs.”
“She was just hanging around the house.”
“I bet there’s some that can’t last an hour between
orgasms,” Ava said. She knew Kuthra wouldn’t even try to
clean up her dildos unless she thought a guy was coming
over.
“What about you?” he asked.
“Have you gone native already?”
“I’m Brazilian, not quite as prudish as a North American.”
“I don’t have sex on a first date, if that’s what you call
prudish.”
His face said he certainly did consider that prude. “But
you will allow me to caress your ass right?”
“Herndon! Keep this up and there won’t be any date.”
“Okay okay, I won’t tease you about it, you’re prudish, I
get it.”
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“You don’t want a date with me anyway. You should just
go down to that club and feel all the asses you want. Hell,
that’s just the start of it, they blatantly handle women’s
breasts there, and that’s right by the aisle. Who knows what
they’re doing at the tables in the corners.”
“So you’ve been?” he asked.
“I already told you about it. Why are you so determined to
embarrass me anyway? Just you being here makes Kuthra
talk about us being enveloped in a pheromone cloud.”
“You do interest me,” Herndon admitted, “I’m not going
to deny it. They’ve put you in a body as pretty as the native
girls...”
“They didn’t really have a choice.”
“..and you’re smart and we’re working together to
transform this world.”
“Is that what you think will happen?” she asked.
“Yes. Not that I really think they’re still in the New Stone
Age here, the living conditions I’ve actually seen are
remarkably good, but Tormu cautioned that we’re seeing only
the most developed part of this world.”
“I’ve had a lot of good looks at places thousands of miles
away. This is the richest basin and Alan is in one that is
medium poor, like Brazil was at Armageddon. But living
conditions there are still paradise compared to my mortal
years. Everyone is safe, fed, entertained and as stoned as they
want to be.”
“You only said you lived in the ruins,” he said.
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She told him all about it for the remainder of the hour.
The coy dog packs, the constables, the pistol gangs, the
counter-data culture. She had no idea if he was really
interested or just trying to wear her down. It kept them off the
subject of the ‘date’ and made it possible for her to avoid that
for a little while longer.
Myanfyinga was there on time for the meeting, she and
Yohonshu were the most punctual of the founders, Althart
was a fifty-fifty chance of showing up at any prearranged
meeting at best. She was as excited as Ava had ever seen her,
and began as they were still filing into a room made much
smaller by the mats being down. “I’ve been conducting some
experiments,” she said about her work with the biochemical
team, “and we have good news on the semiconductor doping,
we have a twenty thousand element array ready for
metalization.”
“That’s good to know,” Herndon said, “but that doesn’t
measure how well we’re doing with registration.”
With that they got right into it. Ava was actually a little
disappointed that she really had so little part in this. If they
had been able to build an electron beam implanter, the
software control of it would have been something she could
get involved in. With the technology they were using, she was
pretty much an observer at this point and Kefnon was front
and center. Herndon and his two compatriots began talking
among themselves in Portuguese after awhile.
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Kefnon spoke up, “Is it too much to ask that these
discussions are held in Common Tongue? I know I’ll never
get you to agree to stop being rude and using your own
language on your own time, but while we are having a
meeting of this committee, can’t we all participate?”
“I agree that it is appropriate,” Myanfyinga said, “but I’m
not sure I’d even call it rude in other places. People who
speak Mythra or Dolese or Old Sindarin have no stigma using
it around campus.”
“Are those all Elves?” Herndon asked.
Myanfyinga answered him, “Mythra is the most popular
language of the Megnors, sometimes called Pixies. Every
major city has glossy publications in Mythra. It is the second
most common human language after Common Tongue, Han
Chinese is third, English is fourth. Earth has no others in the
top ten. Old Sindarin is an Elf language, it’s still in daily use
in the Valindor basin and some other remote valleys in the
Igjarmines.
“We need to be considerate of their cultural differences,”
Myanfyinga told Gefnon, “just as they need to be considerate
of ours. We will each make mistakes and do and say things
that will mean something much different to the other than we
intended.”
Gefnon seemed to consider that, “What if I was to say I’m
not comfortable working with someone who does not want to
be in the same species with me?”
Myanfyinga was about to ask him to clarify that but Ava
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beat her to it, “I’m not contributing here anyway, and I think
my presence is hindering the performance of others,” Ava
glared at Gefnon as she began gathering her notes, “who have
much more important contributions to make on this problem
than I do. I’d just as soon get started on the Study of
Virtuality, get a text book written, some course outlines, start
training instructors,” she said, looking at Myanfyinga.
Myanfyinga said, “You will be of enormous worth as soon
as we are over the first manufacturing hurdle. As soon as we
can forge a processor, you’re as important to this committee
as Herndon is now. I am the administrator of our data system
and have been working with it five centuries, but I have no
ability to add any new capabilities to it. In fact we are still
learning the user interface to the capabilities it has. What we
build here will be the first time we can explore changing the
capabilities of a data system.”
She turned to Gefnon, “I can see you have a personal
problem with Ava, would you care to explain?”
“As I just said, she declines to remain in the same species
with me.”
“Oh Gefnon,” Myanfyinga said, “I know full well you
had multiple encounters with our chair of Virtuality, as you
have with all of us. I could think of several reasons she
doesn’t invite you back to her bed, would you like me to list a
few?”
“Then I don’t think you need me on this committee.”
“Then we will have to substitute the new chair of Optics
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for you. I wish we didn’t have to. I wish you could accept that
the Yingolians have a different sexual culture. You have to
remember they had to live on a planet where every microbe
has your code, long before they had science, and, they were
ephemeral. Their sexual culture gets to be almost instinctive
behavior.”
The other dozen people at the table were trying not to
snicker. No doubt the girls who started to snicker when
Myanfyinga started talking about reasons not to invite him
back to bed had told tales to the other members. Kuthra was
one of them and Ava doubted she would guard a secret like
Gefnon’s detachment during the act.
“I’m sorry, I thought maybe they could adapt to a little of
our culture...”
“We’ve adapted to just about all of your culture,”
Herndon said. “We’ve learned to use your toilets, we’ve
adapted to the unisex sinks and towels. We’ve never even
thought about our own food. We could be insisting on steak
and potatoes, or sausage, rice and beans. We could be
complaining about the lack of television, but that is what
we’re working on. We understand people go to the
entertainment here instead of having it sent to them. We
haven’t complained about the top speed of twenty klicks. We
haven’t tried to convert you to our religion, all we’re asking
for is to be allowed to preserve a little shred of our own
culture here and there.”
“That is quite reasonable,” Myanfyinga said. “I need the
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chair of optics on this committee and I believe it is right in
the canons that a member of the Kassikan may not demand
sexual favors from another member of the Kassikan.”
“Fine,” he harrumphed.
“Why don’t you tell us what your people have discovered
so far about the distortions?”
The remainder of the meeting was devoted to activeadapting lenses. She was able to point out that they had no
means to control it. They could build a lens with any number
of fluid chambers in it, and they might have a microscope
system that could see the registration of the mask, but they
had no way to get the information from the microscope to the
lens.
“I should think there would be an operator,” Tiseen said,
“looking thru the scope and adjusting valves.”
“But the distortions in the mask may change in fractions
of a second,” Zimbray said.
So from then on the meeting was all about scrapping the
adaptive lens idea. Her contribution to the remainder of the
meeting was to get them to see that the lack of a control
system meant that any form of active compensation was out.
They were in grave danger of detouring from building the
data concentrator to building an even courser optical system
that could build a sixteen bit control processor that could
control the fabrication system they needed to build that data
concentrator. Ava was actually pretty enthusiastic about that
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idea, but its time had not yet come. That processor was
enough to actually have a tiny software system, a scheduler, a
prioritized interrupt system. With such a chip they could use
adaptive scanning ion implantation to get down to line widths
that would let them do something useful, yet still last years to
satisfy the native craving for permanence.
Myanfyinga was not excited about that detour. The
agenda for the next meeting would be about finding the
sources of distortion and minimizing them or compensating
for them one by one. It was to be presented by the chair of
Optics, Kefnon if he still wanted the post. He did, he would
make his presentation next Morningday.
Atrium
Herndon and Ernesto sat down with Lionel before
Afternoonday breakfast on his way out to the shuttlecraft to
get the remainder of the crew. He specifically said he would
not talk in the colonel’s presence, they decided to meet with
him at a cook stand a little way up Second Canal and not tell
the colonel. It was hot and quiet, there were relatively few
people out, the huge sun was just west of straight up. They’d
all gotten one of the first dishes put out by a breakfast cook,
panip fries and ‘bacon,’ the toasted, glazed garden pests on a
built-in stick that were popular here.
“I understand my responsibility,” he began. “I will fly out
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now that the Kassikan says we can, I will ferry the remainder
of the crew to a larger field several hours of animal cart from
the city because they can withstand it. The animal carts are
comfortable enough, maybe not for coma patients, but good
enough for the remainder of the crew.” Herndon guessed he’d
been a passenger on a streetcar already.
“That’s true,” Ernesto said, “and we can get Humberto if
you object...”
“No I’ll do it, I’ll ferry everyone down and turn the
maintenance missions over to Humberto.”
“Where are you going?” Ernesto asked.
“Native,” Lionel said. “I’ve got an address to start from
that I am not divulging. I’m going there as soon as the ferry
work is complete.”
“You’re sounding very native already,” Ernesto said.
“Have you noticed what a small drop we are in this
bucket?” Lionel asked. “Unless we use the shuttlecraft, it’s
almost impossible to move on this planet at more than twenty
klicks. It can take over a week to get to the edge of town,
years to get to the edge of this nation or cultural zone or
whatever.”
“I know what you mean,” Herndon said. “I took an hour
and forty minute hike on streetcar and canal boat to a
woman’s house and the canal was still a crystal wall and her
block, twenty minutes of brisk hiking from the canal, was
four and five story townhouses around a block of about an
acre.”
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“The city’s nearly infinite, on the scale we can interface
with it. When this is done, I’m going out there.”
“We can’t stop you, the native virus makes sure of that.”
“It’s quite a game changer. It gives people a lot more
courage to speak up for themselves.”
“Like you?” Ernesto asked.
“Maybe. The colonel would not let us go without a fight,
even if it was our own decision, like it is mine. It is my belief
that in the long run we will have no choice at all but be
absorbed by this culture.”
“We will have to tell Sampson something,” Ernesto said.
“We spoke about a schedule for the takeoff, and a
schedule for the ferrying operation. I don’t want to land in the
dark, even if it is an eight hundred acre open field. A guy and
his girlfriend could be camping out there. That means we
don’t have much time.”
“We’ve got all the orbits calculated,” Herndon said, and
tapped his pad to transfer the file.
Lionel pulled it up and began looking at it. “Yep, I need
loading times, who’s on what flight, what the time of day it is
at the landing site, at the ship. Good, there’s a lot that’s been
done.”
“It was mainly Raja and Silvia who did this,” Herndon
said. “We don’t know how they can evacuate the area so you
can take off,” Herndon said, “but they say haste is essential.”
“As long as I have your word,” he told Ernesto.
“Okay, but what is it you want?”
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“A promise that I get to leave the compound of my own
free will under my own power and disappear into the general
population and never be heard from again.”
“What will happen to our crew if we allow this kind of
thing to happen? Isabel is already pregnant, her baby will be
the first Brazilian birth in a new world.”
“Held in a fishbowl, a single floor in a single atrium in a
single university in a single city of a single civilization on this
immense planet. We are not even a bacterium here, a brief
media event because of the landing, maybe another at your
baby’s birth,” he said to Ernesto. “In no time, compared to the
age of the average undergraduate you see around here, those
of you who can still find each other will get together and
reminisce about Portuguese but have to do that reminiscing in
Kassidorian because the only Portuguese you’ll remember is
‘muito bem,’ ‘desculpe,’ ‘Por Favor’ and a few dozen of
those.”
Herndon had a cold fear that he was right. They were only
a few steps from the Kassikan, but the thousands of people
streaming by on both land and water seemed totally oblivious
to the presence of Brazilians in the universe. He wasn’t
willing to give up their heritage so quickly or disperse into
the population. No doubt Lionel had been given an offer that
looked as good as Tormu’s, and decided to take it. “Just be
careful of your heart out there. They aren’t like us, they don’t
do monogamy.”
“We don’t either,” Lionel said, “maybe it’s time that came
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out of the closet.”
“Can you sit at the breakfast table, with her ‘date’ of the
night before?”
“We can each make some compromises, no bringing
people home is something she can live with. It’s actually a
common enough way of life here.”
“Isn’t that a big concession,” Herndon said sarcastically.
“Herndon, it’s just admitting what marriage had become
in Brazil. As long as the infidelity didn’t show and didn’t hurt
the kids. I’m just as glad to give up the hypocrisy and she was
clear she’s already had as many babies as she was ever going
to.”
“Then it’s your decision,” Ernesto said. “If Sampson finds
out, it won’t be from me.”
Lionel left, but wasn’t going back toward their quarters in
the Kassikan. “Do you think we should really do this?”
Ernesto asked, “just land here and all disperse into the
population?”
“It’s that pill for the language,” Herndon said. The ale
here was decent and they actually kept it cold thru the week
so he ordered another. “Without that, we couldn’t be
dispersed into the population. We sit here, just the two of us,
and already I notice it’s not as easy to think in Portuguese as
it used to be. In a few years we will be sitting here speaking
the native language as we lament the problems in keeping our
culture together.”
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“You see it as bleakly as Lionel.”
“If we stay in this city. If we stay here we are literally one
in four million. But if we all move to a hamlet with seventeen
inhabitants, we have a much better chance of keeping our
culture alive.”
“That’s funny,” Ernesto said, accepting the house cup of
ale from the tapsman, “Sampson was in my other ear with the
same idea yesterday.”
“I’ll not refuse a good idea, just because he had it.”
“He’ll feel like Moses.”
“After seeing this city, our people wouldn’t follow Moses
himself into a desert. We can be chauvinistic about the lack of
electricity and all that comes with it, but this city makes Rio
look like Beirut and we know it.”
“I wouldn’t go that far, it was on the safest cities list
before we left,” Ernesto said.
“Only because of all the favelas they drew out of the city
limits. There can’t be a city as dangerous as Uberlandia on
this planet.”
“I understand,” Ernesto said, “but we’ve already lost more
people from this expedition than the entire police force of
Uberlandia has ever lost in the line of duty.”
Herndon was glad this was the day when their quarters
were ready. The place where they were so far was fine, but it
was only big enough for those who had come down on the
first landing. Once the whole floor was available, Ernesto left
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Sampson in charge of their security and Herndon in charge of
logistics. That left it to him and Nardley to get their stuff
moved over. Their atrium was not in the pyramid. It was four
shafts of elevator to a hallway that connected, and at least a
quarter mile on that hallway, almost to the halfway point of
the campus. The walk to committee meetings would be long,
but there would be room for the whole crew where they were
going. The guys who were comatose were coming around,
two of them were already set up there and Ceasar would be
coming over later in the day.
It was an atrium, fifteen stories deep below the theoretical
ground level. They had the seventh floor from the bottom, all
the way around. Each room or suite had a ten foot section of
the rail of the atrium. Their hallway went all the way around,
janitorial and utility passages insulated them from the next
atrium. On the end of the rectangle of hallways they had a
common area with as well equipped a kitchen as you could
have without electricity, including plumbed gas lanterns, ice
chests, gas stoves and ovens, ventilation hoods with shelves
and racks and bins for ingredients. He was quick to notice
that there were two built-in keg stands next to the serving
counter.
Nelson and the colonel inspected every millimeter for
anything that could be an optical fiber. In theory they could
be as small as the axion of a neuron, they weren’t going to
find anything, but that job kept them from moving boxes.
Herndon got a hall cart from the janitorial staff, he
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wondered if he could have got a crew also. Raif helped most
of Afternoonday. Everyone packed their own stuff, those who
were done first got first trip on the hall cart, others can wait
your turn or start lugging your own shit down this hall. The
hall cart had to use the freight elevator in the pyramid, and
there was only one shaft in the central court, the shaft that
ends at 133rd and begins on Second Canal Promenade at the
end of the Study Stones. The freight elevator at the atrium
was hand crank, but it was down eight more floors. He
reserved the suites right across from the common area for
Ernesto and Sampson to use as offices. He took the first one
around the corner for himself. He also reserved one of the
back corner suites for Ernesto and another for Sampson.
There were five more corner suites to claim, Raif took the last
one on the front hall, adjoining Herndon’s.
The guys who had revived were halfway down one side.
He’d have to pay them each a long visit, but Ceasar would get
the longest. He was his only code jockey and it would be
important to make sure he was whole.
They had everything moved and all but Sampson, Nelson,
Ernesto and Lionel unpacked before any of the next from the
Lula trip arrived. They got word that the shuttle had already
landed, forty miles away, and the crew was already in coaches
on the way here. Nardley collapsed in his new quarters and
said he was going to rest until needed. He had his pad with
him, that would be good to stress test the wireless they had
set up.
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Norel Cartega was the one of the formerly comatose that
he was closest to. He was an astronomy tech, and he was also
one who’s wife had declined to come at the last moment. He
spent the first half hour catching him up on all that had
happened since they thawed.
“I hope I haven’t bored you with all this, you’ve probably
heard it before.”
“No, it’s really good that you’re telling me. All last week
no one could convince me I was still alive. You gotta
remember, my mind had just lain down in my pod after the
year of accel. We didn’t believe the light curves that said the
planet rotated, we thought it was just weather. We were
excited that we were going to find an eyeball planet. There
were no bussards working, there was no Pan Solar League.
When I came to, I wasn’t in my pod. I was sitting in some
kind of ornate and ancient throne under a massive helmet. A
guy I was sure was god was under the helmet next to me,
god’s brother was under one like it on the other side. There
was this huge glowing glass onion in front of me with a
bunch of apps projected on it. So for the whole week I was
completely convinced that this is the afterlife, I’m starting to
come around to the fact that there might be a scientific
explanation that allows me to still be alive in the same flesh I
used to have.”
“You’re alive. I woke up in my pod and watched the
whole thing. I can see how your shock would be a lot greater
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than mine. We who woke up under our own power found we
had been beaten to 61 Cygni by a Christial expedition that
had come and gone. They said they were hacked by one of
their crewmen who made them believe they’d found the
planet all the great sword and sorcerer fantasies came from.
We found everything as the Christial’s said they left it, but
there was also a message from the Kassikan welcoming us to
Kassidor.”
“That is a lot gentler introduction than waking up under a
helmet linked to god in a set from some epic fantasy. I tell
you I was SURE this was the afterlife.”
“I’m sure it was scary, I’m sorry you had to go thru that,
but were you told that our science could not save you? You
were in a total vegetative state. Kassikan science re-grew
your brain from your genes, in place, and re-loaded your
personality into it. So how does it feel?”
“Physically I now feel better than when I went into that
pod, mentally there’s still a lot of ‘where the fuck am I?’
going on.”
“I’ve been here ten years learning about it and have been
on the ground weeks longer than you and I still have a lot of
that.”
“There were real questions on whether there would be
advanced life here, waking up in this institution is a little too
real and immediate,” Norel said.
“I’ll say,” Herndon agreed, “and I had ten years to get
used to the idea.”
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“What about the city? Someone told me it can take weeks
to get to the end?”
“Weeks are half as long here, but only have one sunrise
and one sunset, you probably know that already.”
“It’s like a Dali painting in so many ways. Like one of the
first things one of the nurses asked me was to let her know
when I felt I was able to have sex again.”
“There is that. Before we even landed I was tutoring a
student in Portuguese and she asked me if I would like to
have sex.”
“I’ve had more here than I have since I entered training
for the mission.”
“Are you kidding? You should have gone to some of the
parties the serving staff held after hours,” Herndon told him.
“They never let up til someone noticed someone recording to
a porn site.”
“I wasn’t ready for something like that.”
“I wasn’t either,” Herndon said. “It’s far worse here, what
we used to call an orgy that would draw porn cams is another
day at the office here. About a third of the population has an
encounter during lunch break in the average week, and they
may only go to work once a week.”
“I’ve enjoyed what I had here. Neither of the girls seem to
be doing it as part of their job, both are intrigued by the
starship or they wouldn’t be here, and were eager to have sex
with a starman. They get interviewed about it in magazines,
that was a little freaky, ‘Nurse describes starman’s dick,’ as
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the headline and stuff like that.”
“We have to leave the grounds disguised. Basically, we
wear Brazilian clothes when the media is around, native
clothes when we go out. Don’t talk it up when you go out or
you’ll have a mob of hot babes shrieking for your cock and
pursuing you back into the grounds at a full sprint.”
“I never would have thought that the day would come
when I had to dodge beautiful young women pursuing me for
sex.”
“I know,” Herndon said, “but none of them are
monogamous.”
“Not hardly,” Norel said, “but they are pretty. I haven’t
seen a single one I would rate less than eight and there are a
lot more tens than eights.”
“They have the technology to look however they want,”
Herndon told him.
“I already found that out, and I find them actually quite
restrained in that case, I would think everyone would be
maxed out.”
“That would get boring after awhile, and they have to
keep the same body for work and play so they need to have a
body that supports the part of the day when they’re not
having sex.”
“I can see that. So they don’t have jugs the size of cows’
udders,” Norel said. “I’ve not met one I’d refuse on physical
grounds. They’re pretty, clean, happy and friendly. If they’ve
been disappointed, they don’t nag about it.”
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“My only complaint is they refuse monogamy.”
“They don’t expect it from us either,” Norel said.
“I guess that doesn’t matter. I’d find it easier to give up
having affairs than allow my wife to have them.”
“I don’t think they do ‘wife,’” Norel said. “The one
who’d become every day while I was in that ward lives with
someone and sleeps with him at least twice a week with one
or more additional encounters, plus her random encounters
when out and about.”
“They lead pretty active sex lives,” Herndon said.
“Then I guess I’m ready for my share of that,” he said. “I
understand I missed a trip to a sex club.”
“It’s open any time,” Herndon said, “along with a few
thousand others, all of them frequented by those cute and
horny Elf girls, so go help yourself any time. I’m sure many
of the guys will be going back and be glad to show you the
etiquette, although I understand it’s pretty much, ‘Ya wanna?’
‘Sure’ and go find a room. That is except in the raunchy
places where they just have at it on the bar stool.”
“Keithir said the raunchy places have various pieces of
gymnastic equipment to show off on.”
“I believe her.”
It was soon after that when the first shuttle full of the
crew arrived. Herndon was busy getting them to chose rooms
and get unpacked. All of them were swivel-headed, none
more than Isabel. She came to him as soon as she had put her
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cases down in the large corner suite adjoining Ernesto’s. They
were due to be married soon, before her pregnancy would be
noticeable, although it already was if you knew, and most of
the crew did. Until then it would be unseemly to openly
occupy the same bed, but there were two closets that could be
accessed from both sides, that was why he had given that
suite to Ernesto and the other to Isabel. None of the other
corner suites were like that and he hadn’t told anyone theirs
was.
Herndon was sitting at the common dining table using his
pad to record all the room assignments and the crew’s
requests for various odds and ends. There was one more trip
in the shuttle and all the crew would be down. All the corner
suites were taken and Waldeis was yet to be settled. “What is
this place?” was the first thing Isabel asked as she swung onto
the stool next to his.
“It’s a university, more or less. We’ve been given a floor
in a novice dormitory.”
“Are we being held here?” she asked.
“Absolutely not, you’re free to leave the grounds any time
you want to brave the mob of magazine and news reporters
trying to get a picture or an interview. I bet you are especially
interesting as the mother of the first Yingolian to be born on
Kassidor.”
“So we are prisoners?” she huffed.
“We are holed up until the media loses interest, or at least
until their interest cools to something we can deal with.”
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“What are we going to do?”
“Learn what we can, see what we can do about disguises.
Once that language pill takes hold it won’t be so intimidating.
I’ve been almost an hour and a half from campus and visited
a native home.”
“What are they like?”
“Hers was not typical, being at the high end of upper
middle class, but they’re fine. They don’t have electricity but
they live well. No doubt you’ve already noticed how they
entertain themselves sexually.”
“We knew that from the Christials,” she said.
“They later recanted all that.”
“That retraction was obviously wrong.”
“So it seems.”
“I wasn’t prepared for it to be so big,” Isabel said. “We
rode on that coach down city streets for four hours, over an
hour of that was indoors.”
“What they call the city, is a hundred million people and
reaches over a hundred forty clicks north along the Grand
Canal, and a hundred fifty east down the Testigar river. There
is connected urban property seventy clicks south and seventy
five west along the coast. Building and maintaining this city
without motor vehicles is beyond our technology.”
“What are we going to do?” she asked.
“Well, I’ve gotten involved in a project to start electronics
manufacturing here. I’ve met a former Angel who was
downloaded into the body of an Elf girl.”
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“I’m not prepared for that.”
“Sorry,” Herndon said, “we’ve been asleep a long time,
life has moved on.”
“What am I going to do?”
“Enjoy being a mother, try not to let the fame go to your
head.”
“Very funny,” she said.
“What are you looking for?”
“We were going to set up a colony, we were going to be
pioneers.”
“If anyone still wants to be pioneers, this planet has more
uninhabited but habitable land than Earth has land and it’s all
free with no certificates to fill out or accounts to open.
Personally I would think you’d want to wait til the media
frenzy is over and then buy a nice house in a nice
neighborhood and try to make the best of it. We’ll all have
work at the Kassikan as long as we want it I’m sure. The
titanium in Ernesto’s watch band could buy a major industrial
concern.”
“But what of Brazil?”
“We’ve still got the data line going, we’re sending out
biological texts as our first priority, but we’ve sent plenty of
data about the people and places.”
“We’re supposed to found a new Brazil, how can we do
that now?”
“If we all buy homes in the same neighborhood, we can
keep something alive.”
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“Not from what I saw,” Isabel said. “We are like a
boatload of refugees from Gambia who came ashore in Sao
Luis. Our culture has no chance here.”
“Are you going to keep monogamy alive?” Herndon
asked.
Her head popped up, “I think our culture is already lost if
you can even ask such a thing.”
“And we really mean the charade of monogamy don’t
we?”
“Don’t you start, Herndon da Silva. Raim didn’t revive, I
would have had to move on anyway.”
“I said no such thing, I was speaking of our culture, the
Brazilian way, the, ‘As long as I don’t see it,’ society we’ve
all grown familiar with.”
“Maybe you’ve grown familiar with it, but it wasn’t what
my life was like.”
“You know Gabriella better than I did, what was my life
like?”
“You were, still are, glamorous and exciting, in looks
anyway, maybe not so much in deeds, but just getting here is
achievement enough. She had plenty to stay for. You know
any of us who left on a starship were all declared legally
dead.”
“I think that’s what convinced Gabriella to stay.”
“Ernesto convinced Glinice to stay. He said he loved her
too much to let her die so far from home. She was only
twenty nine you know?”
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“And now it won’t matter,” Herndon said.
“You believe that?” Isabel asked.
“Until proven otherwise. I feel two years younger already,
like a vigorous forty. I’ve been out in the city on my own,
I’ve traveled down a canal almost an hour on a needleboat.
There are no old people, and there are very few children. It’s
too big to be set up as a hoax. Either these wizards set up this
whole city as a stage set, or they don’t get old. Even if they
died at thirty, there are nowhere near enough children to
support the population.”
“I noticed that from the coach. I was reminded of
Cinderella when I saw that coach, but we rode for hour after
hour past college kids. No adults, almost no little kids, maybe
a few grad students. That was the only way my mind could
catalog it. I knew we were coming to a huge university.”
“The university is a square kilometer in area, the city is
twenty thousand or more. You rode in from the edge of the
city.”
“What about the country that it’s in?”
“There are no governments here, they are impossible
because it is impossible to use force on another human being.
This city is in a region called the Elven Highlands which is a
year’s travel or more in all directions. This is the most
affluent and advanced region on the planet, or so they tell us.”
“In some ways it’s savage,” Isabel said. “We saw people
living in tent cloth tied over saplings.”
“Those grow into the substantial homes you saw a few
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miles down the road.”
“Good for them. I’m not against the natives, they’ve all
been peaceful enough and friendly. But they’re all so young,
do you think we’ll regress that much? I mean I’d be happy
just to be forty again and stay there. I was still fine then,
everything worked as it should and I was glad I was still
laughing at father time.”
“I know at least some of the natives believe that their
apparent age will migrate to the average of the apparent ages
of their sex partners.”
“I did notice the plural in that, is that why you brought up
monogamy earlier?”
“Exactly. None, not a small percentage, none of the
natives are monogamous. They refuse to give lip service to it.
A couple might go out together looking for another couple to
have a ‘four-way’ for ‘variety’ as they call their on-the-side
liaisons.”
“I hadn’t been taught that little bit of native culture yet. I
hadn’t been thinking we would land in the middle of their
capital city.”
“I heard the words when we were still on the ship, I saw it
in real life for four weeks now, four native weeks,” he
clarified when he saw her start to object that they had only
been gone two. “There is absolutely blatant sexuality
everywhere. It’s considered polite to caress a woman’s breast
if you are introduced in a social setting as opposed to
business, even if it is her spouse who is introducing her.”
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“I guess it’s been business everywhere I’ve been.”
“I’m sure Ernesto was very sure to tell everyone how that
was not to be done with you.”
“Jealous old fart ain’t he? And we’re not even married yet
but he intends to get that done as soon as we’re settled.”
It would probably be the first wedding in this city. “How
do you like your quarters?”
“Considering that other than biology these people seem to
have the technology of ancient Rome, I guess they’re fine. I’ll
have to do quite a bit of shopping to fill the closet space they
gave me.”
“Why try?”
“Because it’s there, and the stores are there, I saw them on
the way in. I’m really looking forward to being young again,
there’s so much more you can buy.”
He had never been a fan of that ‘shop til you drop’
attitude, Gabriella had too much of it. “It’s a good thing we
are probably the wealthiest individuals on the planet. An
aluminum bb will buy a nice house. A copper one will finance
a clothes shopping trip you’ll need a cart for, an iron bb will
buy almost any single article of attire but a high-fashion
nightcoat.”
“I don’t have many bb’s of any kind in my baggage.”
“If you have anything metal, an aluminum canteen can
buy a major business, the titanium wire that was all the rage
in bra’s a few years before we left would finance a project to
develop a steam engine.” Then he felt stupid, the needleboats
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were driven by steam engines. Their steam engine technology
was probably ahead of Earth’s. It was biofuels only here, that
was probably the only reason more things weren’t motorized,
not the efficiency and cost of their motors.
“So we don’t have to worry about money.”
“No, we’re far from refugees, I think we’ve been given a
hero’s welcome actually.”
“It’s not what I was expecting. I was expecting a difficult
terraforming and living on the ship for the remainder of my
natural life.”
“We may not know just what will happen to us, but it
won’t be that. I won’t be volunteering to go back up to the
Lula.”
“I thought you loved that ship?”
“I do,” he said, “it’s the shuttle rides I can do without.”
Making a Date
Ava was once again the first one in the room for the
Morningday meeting. Kefnon would do his tutorial today, and
he would have a great view of the northeastern suburbs as a
backdrop. They wouldn’t be in their same places today. The
benches were in two rows and the table had been turned so
Kefnon could use it as a lectern. She left three seats for the
Brazilians between her and the door, and another for
Myanfyinga. Kuthra, Dilmar and Embassa were the next ones
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in and they took up seats on the other side of her, in that
order.
Kuthra leaned to her and said, “I could not get over you
and Kefnon last week. You don’t know how many of us were
screaming about it at lunch, I thought I was going to blow my
nose trying to stifle laughter when Myanfyinga offered to list
the reasons a girl might not invite him back to her bed.”
“I thought he was very mechanical,” Ava said.
“Vyorahi and I used to get stoned after work and go off on
long design sessions on how many pulleys and gears it would
take to build him.”
“He’s animated by a soul in the remainder of life.”
“He just fucks like a mrang,” Kuthra said.
Tyolorhk came in, nodded as he always did, and took a
seat in the front row, right in the middle across from where
Gefnon would stand, right in front of Embassa. He took out
notes and note paper. Vyorahi came in and sat on the other
side of Ava so she could talk to Kuthra about a guy she’d met
at a club that wasn’t the Cup and Cuddle. Since there were
three seats left, Herndon, Nardley and Waldeis took them, in
that order.
Herndon sat down just in time for Vyorahi to say, “He was
trying to take me up against the wall and I was going with it.
He was doing pretty good, he was in me and had my feet off
the ground, lifting me by the ass. The problem was when I
thrust back at him, he went over backwards. It seemed to be
in slow motion the way it gets sometimes, we tried to catch it,
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I tried to catch his shelf. His arms were twirling, I heard his
knuckles hit the frame of his hallway door, I felt the shelf
come off the wall in my hand. I sort of had my legs around
him, I got my ankles uncrossed just in time as we hit the
floor. My ass bones almost popped his balls when I landed on
him, along with his shelf and everything on it. You can guess
the encounter went downhill after that.”
Kuthra smiled but Herndon laughed heartily.
“I’m glad you can laugh,” Vyorahi said, “a lot of guys
cringe when they hear about it.”
“When I pin a girl against the wall,” he said, “I don’t fall
over.”
“No, I bet you don’t,” she said sincerely. She turned back
to Kuthra, “So I wanted you to hear it from me first, but I was
just stopping by.” She got up and started walking down the
line, “See you where this evening?”
“Probably back there,” Kuthra said as Vyorahi took the
seat on the far side of Embassa.
Herndon lost no time moving into the vacated seat. His
guys were already in motion before he finished moving up.
“So about that date?” he asked.
“The one where you grab my ass?”
“That one,” he tried to chuckle quietly.
“How about the two or three before it?” she asked.
“Which one is that?” he negotiated.
“Where you show me a polite good time, act like a
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gentleman, honor my wishes, do me favors...”
“Sexual favors?”
“I wish you didn’t strive to imitate the natives in their
bestiality,” she said.
“Bestiality is having sex with animals, which they
probably do, but it hardly matters at this point does it?”
“Do you have to imitate them? Can’t we have a polite
conversation...”
“What was so impolite about asking for clarification on a
point you were trying to make?”
“‘Sexual favors,’ is what you suggested, not even a,
‘What kind of favors?’ with a little trill to your voice.”
“Why the big hangup? What’s the big deal if I pet your
ass? What do you have against pleasure anyway?”
“I’m fine with pleasure, I enjoyed a nice long, hot soak
this wakeup.”
“Did you take a collection of tusks in there with you?”
She turned to him, starting to get really angry now, “You
know, I think I like Gefnon’s polite assumptions better than
your attempts to put a sexual twist on everything.”
“Okay, do it your way, what does a man have to do?”
“If you hadn’t brought sex into it until you’ve shown me
you can be a good friend, like AFTER we complete this
project. We’re supposed to pretend we’re not attracted to each
other for at least that long. We’re supposed to doubt the other
could ever have any interest in us all that time. Coming right
on to me just shouts ‘playboy’ and that scares me off.”
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His cheeks puffed out, he let out a long breath. “I’m sorry,
I guess that takes me off your list.”
“I don’t have a list, just a place in my life for a
‘boyfriend,’ but that spot is currently unfilled. It is not a list. I
will not be adapting to this culture and turning it into a list.”
“Well said,” he answered. “I’m not asking to be on your
‘list’ I will never accept a woman who keeps a ‘list’ and I
regret to admit that I will probably act hostile to rivals for
your attention. I am asking you for a ‘date’ as we knew them
on Earth. You may set the rules, you may even bring a
chaperone.”
“Am I that bad?”
“I’ve had less hassle getting into military bases housing
vital national secrets than I have even thinking about getting
into you.”
“Then why bother?” she asked. Myanfyinga came in,
nodded to them all and took the seat by the door. Gefnon
came in and proceeded to the front with a big folder of slides.
“Because it is as you said, none of the natives will be
monogamous. They believe it is unhealthy.”
“But you think I will be?”
“I could wait for a Brazilian girl to grow up, I have all the
time in the universe now.”
“You have to be promiscuous,” Ava told him.
“I will, until I find one who will be monogamous.”
“So you will have a list.”
“I can adapt,” Herndon said. “I can have a list of fuck
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buddies, I’ll think of them as free hookers, until I meet
someone who wants to be a wife. Then there will be no lists.”
“If we were to go on a polite date, would you then go see
a ‘fuck buddy’ on the way home?”
“I will tell you ‘no’ but the only way you can be sure is if
you make me breakfast.”
“Trust me, you wouldn’t want that. It would be, ‘The
breakfast bars are over there in the cabinet next to the door.’”
“So we’ll go out,” he said. “I don’t know what there is
around our new place, but 133rd is closer for you.”
“I imagine there’ll be people applying to be the cook there
for each meal,” Ava said.
“How about this evening? We’ll go to an outdoor concert
in a public park. I’m allowed to touch your waist, shoulders,
knees, arms, hands and feet, and face. How’s that?”
“Why Herndon, why bother?”
But that was when Gefnon began a long lecture on the
sources of error in the process they were proposing. In all the
steps, the sources were essentially the same, because there
was a photoresist and a mask in each step, and the limitations
of the wavelength of light. Both teams were converging on
one micron.
There were also many sources of mechanical error. She
could see how each one could be corrected with a simple
feedback loop, but there were no control systems. He offered
no solutions for any of these error sources, this was just a
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cataloging session. What he did offer was a comparison of
their relative effects. Warping of the mask due to temperature
stresses was a thousand times more distortion than that
caused by optical wavelength, but it was a million times
easier to control. Zimbray questioned him at length on some
of his points, and the two of them kept it going right up until
lunch, in spite of Myanfyinga’s and then Tyolorhk’s
suggestions that they move on.
It was getting to be regular that she and Herndon would
sit together for lunch. Today his guys, plus Kuthra and
Vyorahi joined them. She could tell he didn’t like that idea,
but decided to make the best of it. Part of the reason might
have been that Vyorahi was wearing a light jacket, which she
removed when she sat down, revealing a very thin tee under it
that was stretched tight over her ample, round bosom with
prominent points looking right up at him. When they were all
seated and Nardley and Waldeis were busy eating and staring
hungrily at Kuthra and Vyorahi, Herndon asked, “Where’s a
good show for a gentleman to take a lady on a date?”
Herndon was sitting between Ava and Vyorahi at this
round table. Vyorahi answered, “If it was me, and if I
understand your question correctly, I would take her to the
Rainory Locks Broilery for Noonmeal to start and then to
Neem’s Tower, it’s not far from there on Fourth toward the
White Hot. I know she likes Tower and I think there’s a
Yingy-Marluke tribute there this evening. Since it’s noon,
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they’ll have everything open to the streets and plazas and the
yaag will be only a penny.”
Ava couldn’t help blushing. He has as much as told the
whole table what was going on between them. “Must you
really be so public with your intentions?” she hissed at his
ear.
“I’m seeking advice, I’d like to show you a good time.”
“Herndon, it won’t work. You’ve already made your
intentions clear, you’ve already started out letting me know
it’s about sex, I told you it can’t begin that way. If we worked
together a year, and I knew you as a friend and a
GENTLEMAN, having never ever mentioned anything off
color, having never put your hands where they don’t
belong...”
“But Ava,” Kuthra said, “you never allow a male to put
his hands where they do belong.”
“We have differing cultures on that,” Ava told her.
“Your reluctance goes far beyond our culture,” Herndon
said.
“It may be beyond Brazilian culture, but it’s perfectly
aligned with the culture I grew up in.”
“Why don’t you tell him what that was really like?”
Kuthra said, “and not the fantasy you wished it was.”
She glowered at Kuthra. Ava wondered why she thought
of that slut as a friend, maybe because everyone else was just
as bad? “Fine, disembowel me in public.”
“He just might understand,” Kuthra said, “after all, I
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understand your gut-level fear, and I’m not even Yingolian.”
She drew a deep breath. If he was the man she wished he
was, he would understand. She turned to him and then looked
down at his plate before she began, “I was eleven the first
time. I hadn’t had my period yet. I’d just begun to notice
something growing on my chest, I wasn’t comfortable with it,
because I knew what it meant. That day on the way home
from school it happened. It was just the usual shit at first, I
was white, I was used to it. But this time they didn’t just push
me down and spit on me. They dragged me into an old
janitor’s room in the abandoned parking garage where my
family lived. They ripped my clothes off, that’s when I was
sure what was going to happen. I was lucky they couldn’t get
it done that first time, they weren’t old enough. Next year
they were. It really hurts when you’re not ready, especially if
you fight them and they beat you up because of it. The third
time I didn’t fight, but they forced me anyway, it still hurt
badly, especially since there were four of them in a train. I
was dead for other reasons within a few months, so those
three attacks were the only sex I ever knew as a mortal until I
came here.”
“Oh how horrible,” Vyorahi said. “That’s all you ever
knew?”
“I was still a child of what you call two,” Ava explained.
“Uhh,” Vyorahi said, “I’m so sorry for you but you do
understand that can never happen to you here?”
“My mind knows that,” Ava said, “but my soul doesn’t.”
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“I see,” Herndon said. “I didn’t know it was that bad in
your country.”
“It’s not if you’ve got money, but if you don’t have
money, no one cares about you or your family.”
“It sounds like the Troubled Times,” Vyorahi said.
“Very troubled,” Ava said, “it was for all intents and
purposes entirely devoid of civilization where I was.”
“I understand you a lot better now,” Herndon said. “I still
mean to win your trust however. So will you come with me to
dinner and that show? Under the rules I mentioned earlier?”
“Herndon, why?” she tried to keep the whine from her
voice but wasn’t entirely successful. “Why waste your time
with me when there are better looking, more willing, less
scarred people on all sides?”
“I already told you, and I meant it. I’ll never settle for
someone with a ‘list’ and in all the millions of beautiful
women in this whole immense city you seem to be the only
woman that meets that criteria. I understand your story, you
are in the body of an Elf girl, but your soul is from Earth. My
soul is from Earth. We are a long way from home here. These
people are very nice but they are not from Earth, their genes
are different.”
“Most of the differences are contagious,” Vyorahi added.
“What about the women in your crew?”Ava asked. “They
at least speak your native language.”
“This language is already natural to me, those pills are
quite effective, maybe suspiciously effective.”
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“What do you mean?” Kuthra asked.
“I think it not only gives us the new language, but pushes
our old one to the back.”
“A common language for the world is a good thing,”
Kuthra said.
“It promotes understanding between different peoples,”
Vyorahi added.
“So you admit it?” he asked them both, as if they were the
Kassikan personified.
“I admit I think it’s a good idea,” Kuthra said, “but I don’t
know the details of how that pill works and have no ability to
understand the theory of it even if I knew how to look it up. I
know it is very complex and has to be tailored to the
individual, that’s why they gave you a reader and had you lick
a sticky.”
“You admit they deliberately tried to promote this
language as the standard for the world?” Waldeis asked.
“Shamelessly,” Kuthra said. “There were advertizing
banners in bright colors showing people of all different races
laughing together, they gave the pills out for free for centuries
at fairs and other celebrations. Now they’re over an iron but
there’s not much call for them now.”
“And that doesn’t trouble you?” Waldeis asked.
“No?”
That discussion went on, he likened it to the European
colonial powers mandating education in their language for all
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the subjugated peoples. The natives all thought that offering
education in a common language, free of charge, was an
entirely different thing. To use an Earth analogy, one was the
stick, one was the carrot. Herndon asked what happened to
the cultures of the people who’s language was destroyed.
Vyorahi pointed out that languages with people committed to
the cultures built up in that language, survived, on Earth as
they did on Kassidor. They asked what would happen to the
culture that raped nubile girls once the Instinct arrived. It
seemed that the spread of the language had coincided with the
end of starvation, the end of aging, the end of undesired
fertility and the end of violence. It had all taken centuries, in
most parts of the planet, according to people who had been
here, if they had been anywhere at all at the time. That was
the end of the Troubled Times and the beginning of the
modern era and it was all due to control of the human
genome. The natives likened it to nothing less than the
triumph of mankind over the forces of evil.
She understood at this point just how completely the
natives are convinced that their way of life is right. They
really do see themselves as thousands of years more advanced
than Earth. They see the stardrives as simply a consequence
of having enough metal to have large enough coils to
experiment with. After all, it had only taken a thousand years
to go from discovering science, to discovering Kassidor. The
Kassikan’s biggest project so far took three thousand years.
Rediscovering the cure for aging took over seven hundred
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Earth years. Given enough metal, they could certainly
develop a stardrive in a thousand years, they knew that. With
the information they had already, they could certainly do it in
less than a hundred, if they had the metal.
She had to admit that curing old age and taxes was
probably a greater contribution to human good than building
a starship. She was not about to accept that the best way to
cure old age was to have everyone engage in random sex with
everyone else. But she also had to admit that the Kassikan
wasn’t the one who invented that cure. The Kassikan’s cure
was a reader, lick’em, pill sequence that put you at the desired
age, three decades being the biggest seller. It was
Brancettrabble who came up with the contagious cure that
required promiscuity. He thought that would only be taken up
by the very poor. He was surprised when almost everyone
took it up.
The good thing about that discussion was it kept him from
pressing about the ‘date’ until after lunch. He didn’t get a
chance until after the lecture was over, and Myanfyinga put
Nightday afterlunch on the schedule. They would attack each
of the distortions in order of importance.
“So,” he said as they got up, “where and when should we
meet.”
She took a deep breath. “You’re going to keep your hands
to the areas you mentioned.”
“Until you say otherwise. DON’T expect me to guess that
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you’ve changed your mind. I’m going to make you say it out
loud before you get any erogenous contact at all.”
She wasn’t sure she could do that, she’d just go without.
She’d been without for years on end. She’d had some
cherubs, but that wasn’t the same. “Fine, I feel more at ease
that way, and if you get any contact from me please
remember it was accidental.”
“Where should we meet? And when?”
“My place, do you know where it is?”
“In the pyramid, on your committee’s court.”
“Give me at least an hour,” she said, after that I’ll be
sitting and reading until you get there.”
The Formal First Date
Herndon actually had a little trouble finding the cubicle
Ava was given, he thought it was up from the 133rd, not down.
He had dressed in a sling and worker, the least he was
comfortable with. Most of the week it wasn’t too hot, but
from Noonmeal til Afternoonday lunch it was often hot like
this. It was humid also, more like Manaus than Sao Luis.
Ava was soon at the door, she was in a tank, and a billowy
sheer dress just short enough to keep from catching on things.
She had a wide, shiny belt around it, snug at the top of her
hips, holding some pockets and pouches. She also carried a
handbag. He thought he was overdressed, the natives would
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be in a barely-long-enough tee with nothing under it with a
small pouch dangling from a wrist or a pocket on the back of
a shoulder.
“I wish I had a carriage,” he said, “to get us passed the
photographers.”
“We’re in native styles,” she said, “appropriate for the
time of the week, maybe on the stuffy side, but nothing
Yingolian.”
“What door do you usually take?” he asked.
“Any one of the delivery docks along third.”
“That’s barely a block away.”
“That’s the only place Kuthra ever took me.”
“Let’s take my way.”
“How much longer is it?” she asked.
“Less than thirteen floors,” he answered.
“The loading docks work fine.”
They came out of the Kassikan onto Third Canal on the
freight level. The kedas were big and in teams, the docks
were everywhere down here under the towers along the canal.
They were full of barges loading and unloading. Most of the
industry in the city is in the levels directly above and behind
these docks, a lot of it comes and goes from the barges by
rollerack, but even so there were many big freight wagons
and teams with bulging legs and bobbing eyes. Herndon had
not been close to a keda yet. They only used one eye on the
humans they passed, seemingly to make sure they weren’t
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stepping on them. These big strong ones would be over a ton.
They had to get up to the pedestrian level, but Ava went to
a stairway and toiled all the way to the tenth floor and took
that shopping street toward the lockway. They had just come
out on to that tenth floor street, when she saw someone about
a block down carrying a big camera and pointing at them.
“We’ve been spotted by the media, better take off that
way,” he said and started running, pulling her along.
“What are you doing, if you run they’ll know we’re not
native.”
“They already know or they wouldn’t be pointing and
running after us.”
He dodged into an entry that looked like it might be a
major retailer, one that would have doors on multiple streets
and levels. Instead it was the entry of an exclusive restaurant.
There was a waiting line, but he barged ahead. There was a
desk and a guy at it. “Do you have a reservation sir?”
“Ah,” Herndon said, “our boss sent a runner, told us to
meet him here, I’m sure we can find him.”
“Who would that be?” he asked.
“Mithrandir,” Ava answered. “Professor Mithrandir, but I
doubt he registered under that name,” she said.
“No, of course he wouldn’t but I didn’t see him come in.”
“He wouldn’t have wanted the fuss, he’s probably dressed
so he’s hard to recognize,” Ava said.
“We’ll find him,” Herndon assured him and started
forward again, “and let ourselves out the back.”
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“Be sure it latches behind you,” he said as they moved
thru the room.
“Now we just have to find the back door.”
“It’ll be thru the kitchen,” he said.
“If this was Earth.”
“The laws of physics and economics are the same thruout
the universe.”
The back door was at the door to the kitchen, it was wide
open, and it opened onto an alley with a dozen freight
elevators opening onto it. He went down to the third one open
and got into it, started cranking madly.
“All they have to do is see which one’s moving.”
“We’re getting out here. They don’t know if we went
down or up, or down the hall.
This level was the basement of the retail level above. This
is where most of the merchandise came in. There were men in
hallcarts working in here, he and Ava were dressed like retail
supervisors would be when on the job and didn’t attract any
notice at all. He walked with a purpose on that hall til he
came to a stairway, then lead her inside. They toiled up that til
it ended, leaving them exhausted and sweaty. The door
opened to a platform in the top of a tree from which four rope
bridges extended to apartment trees around them.
“I think I’m in a video game on this chase. Couldn’t we
simply tell them we don’t want to be photographed and
interviewed, they have the Instinct, they can’t force us.”
“They don’t have to, we have to force them to stop.”
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He took the longest bridge, it went over a long gap. “Are
you sure this is safe?” she asked. “It’s just hanging on these
skinny ropes.”
“They use carbon fiber, these ropes might pull these trees
down before they break.”
“If they come up here, they’re going to catch us on this
bridge.”
“Do you honestly think they want a stupid picture of
starmen so bad they’ll climb that stairway?” It would be some
time before his heart rate and breathing returned to normal.
The pill was helping but he would still say he was close to
forty from the way he felt and looked.
“That’s a very good point,” she said, also panting, even in
that body that had grown up in this gravity.
He found this bridge crossed a small canal, only five
meters wide, and at least fourteen stories below. In the
apartment tree he took the stairway down to the lowest
pedestrian level, which was on the third floor, according to
the signs. From there it was a matter of finding the lockway
and strolling the south side of that til he saw the sign.
After they’d ordered, filled house cups, found a table and
he’d endured quite a lengthy critique of his method of getting
here, their order was already out. They were splitting a baby
lenta on didd, halfway thru the first mouthful he knew it was
the most outstanding thing he had ever eaten.
She didn’t seem to notice, instead she started almost
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immediately talking about the project. “We need to build an
intermediate level of electronic technology, what we can build
with the technology available here, yes the maximum we can
get out of it, but still, what we can get. Where we want to get
to can’t be done with the mask and photoresist technology, or
by the biochemical team, we both know that. But we can get
to a technology that we can use to build the technology we
need to make that data concentrator and allow data access to
the majority of the population.”
“That will add years to the project,” he said.
“But make it achievable, as it is now, it isn’t. As you said,
reducing the distortions to the minimum allowed by the laws
of physics fails. Without adaptive scanning we can’t get
below a hundred nanometers. At one micron we can make a
sixteen bit system in an Earth year, from where we are now.
You’re smiling, what’s that about?” she asked.
“I was enjoying your passion,” he said.
“How?” she asked.
“Answering that would be inappropriate for a first date in
the genteel culture you’ve imagined for yourself.”
“I’m just politicking for my idea,” she said. “That’s where
my passion comes from.”
“You weren’t the first with that idea, I think it was
Parnoon actually, but you have embraced it.”
“You’re right, she did say it before me, but I was already
choosing the PDP-11 as the one to implement by the time I
could get my support for the idea out to my mouth.”
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“Do you have tools to code the instruction set into a mask
set?”
“I’ll still have to call my sister for that, I have access to
the native data system and there is no such toolset there.
There are some drawing games, finger painting, voice
painting, mind painting if you have a helmet, but no
development tools. Once we have a processor capable of
running them, which will not be a sixteen bit address space,
we can get them, but until then, that step relies on her.”
“We might as well let her lay it out, see what we have to
get down to for that processor you spoke of.”
“It has to run on the power we can get from the other side
of the die in this sunlight.”
He took another bite of their dinner and savored it. It was
worth a shift of grunt labor in this society, a ball bearing the
size of the balls in a bicycle, back when they used to put
actual bearings in them. “We’re talking a lot of shop,” he
pointed out. “I also think this dinner is a work of art.”
“Yes, these people are very good at some things,” she
said.
“You know, if you step back a little, I think what they’ve
done is pretty amazing. I can’t say I agree with some of their
methods but we don’t have the biodisaster the Christials
reported.”
“They only thought they had a biodister because Althart,
Brancetrabble, Alan and I faked them out.”
“How’d you do that? Your sister mentioned that also, but
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she didn’t say how.”
“Oh, you’ll have to read the report, there’s too much to go
into now and I forget the theology of it. The details are all in
the third volume, but you won’t understand it all without the
other two.”
“I’m sure I’ll get to it sometime. But you’ve been here a
year now...”
“Long enough so I call it ten.”
“I was going to ask you how this meal compares?”
“The baby lenta is outstanding, it must have been right
out of the egg. I hear that in Zhlindu they can clean them and
cook them in the egg, that must be pretty succulent also.”
“What is Zhlindu?”
“It’s where Alan was, it’s another big city about three or
four years travel from here. It’s very different from here and
an important cultural center but with a quarter of the wealth.
The music you’re taking me to is based on theirs. Their
cuisine is popular here too.”
“Where is this cuisine from?” he asked.
“Here as far as I know. Modern Elvish.”
“What is traditional Elvish?”
“The didd without the baby lenta on it.”
“So vegetarian.”
“Elves are pretty vegetarian by tradition but not
exclusively. Some only eat meat at feasts, some maybe once a
week, but most have a little bit with each meal. Quite often
they’ll have a diddle crossed with toasted garden pests. Try to
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think of it as bacon teriyaki and it’s easier.”
“I don’t have a problem toasting eight legged, furry
lizards over my diddle as long as they’re cleaned and skinned
properly like the cooks do at 133rd.”
“How does this compare?”
“Like a fine restaurant versus a decent fast food
imitation.”
“I agree,” she said, “but these people face the same moral
dilemmas in eating meat that we do. There are buildings full
of lentas in cages being fed shipped-in grain to produce eggs
that they incubate and hatch, only to have their baby taken as
soon as it’s cleaned and a new mating opportunity presented
as soon as biologically possible.”
“And what is the mental state of the lentas, how smart are
they?”
“I’ve never met any animal but a keda and a mindune.
Both are definitely smarter than a dog, more on the chimp
level. Kedas make fun of the foibles of humans, and when
their eyes all wave around at random like dandelions in a
windstorm, that means they’re laughing.”
“But this is an infant lenta.”
“I never met a lenta.”
“But you’ve seen a min-something?”
“Mindune. Imagine a lobster with a row of five eyes
across the top of its head and the jaws of a miniature caiman
with one big top fang and two big lower fangs, all done in
soft, plush fur like a housecat. Add on a brilliant plumed tail
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and the sneaky intelligence of the smartest cat you’ve ever
known. They can prop something against a door frame to
climb up and open the latch, and then put that object back so
you can’t figure out how they did it.”
“But we don’t know about an infant lenta?”
“Keep saying that over and over,” Ava said.
“You’ll make a vegetarian out of me.”
“The natives believe that if a garden pest is too stupid to
avoid stepping in a springband trap, then it does not have
enough intelligence to have a soul.”
“Very convenient test,” Herndon said.
“If we think about it, we’ll all become vegetarians.”
“So why are we talking about it as we consume this
stunningly delicious baby lenta?” he asked.
“You’re the one who wanted to go out with me, those are
the kinds of things I think about when I’m not thinking about
the mission or ‘work’ in some way.”
“How often do you think about what we talked about at
lunch?”
“Whenever a guy comes on to me dick first.”
“Any other times?”
“Not lately, not much since I got onto Gordon’s Lamp.”
“How did you do that?” he asked.
“Not something I want to divulge if there is ever going to
be any chance that the government of the Pan Solar League is
ever going to get its hands on me again, and they are building
another ship.”
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“Bigger than the hack you put on Gordon’s Lamp to make
them think this was a biodisaster?”
“Not something I’d like to talk about. The whole
biodisaster thing I’m forced to talk about because of that
damn report, but nobody else knows anything about the way I
was selected for that position and they never will because
everything I did was done in self-deleting code.”
“I know nothing of the simulate world or universe or
whatever. They were only in the far east when we left.”
“It’s better that way, there aren’t likely to be any here but
my sister for quite some time. They’re as far away as Earth.”
“I still get mail from your sister.”
“I know, so do I. At the Kassikan right now, data access is
about at the level of 2000ad. on Earth but different in décor.
They are using devices they dug up from ancient sites and
they are still exploring the built-in hardware user interface of
those devices. The devices automatically attach in a world
wide data network based on query and response. This whole
world has a single world number in its address that you have
to use and it’s eight digits long.”
“Curious, and where did these devices originate.”
“Legend says the great crystal was cast by Feanor near the
end of their 14th century. All the others were cast by other
masters earlier. Legend says Feanor cast three of those
crystals. One is known to be destroyed at Angband and the
whereabouts of the third is unknown.”
“I don’t have my pad with me, do you know when that
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was?”
“The 14th century ended in 3410bc.”
He shook his head, a thousand years before the pyramids.
“What do you think?” he asked.
“They were left off in 24,000bc by the civilization that
brought humans here.”
“I agree, and I haven’t even seen them.”
“Then agree to support the intermediate step. A sixteen bit
control system, so feedback loops can work and we can move
beyond the limits of mask and photoresist.”
Herndon burst out laughing. He fought not to spray the
half-chewed vegetables in that didd all over her. He had to
hold his mouth and chew furiously to get it down, it wouldn’t
work, it would come out his nose. A bunch of it got in his
hand.
She put down her tongsticks and sat back. “What in the
universe is so G.D. funny?”
“You, your politicking for that, your shameless
politicking. What if I was to tell you, you have the following
choice, A. go to bed with me, one time, and I will support
your PDP-11 project to the full extent of my skills and
authority, B. I will reserve judgment on the intermediate step
and the processor to implement if we take it.”
“Until you find out who will have sex with you for it?”
“I’m sure Parnoon, who mentioned it first, would be glad
to have sex with me, and I’m sure she’d be willing to keep me
on her list when I left the next day.”
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“Shall I tell her that?”
“If you want to push me to Parnoon, which is a place I
don’t want to go because she keeps a list, and I have a feeling
hers is long.”
“Kuthra says it’s one of the longest in the Kassikan and
she has several hidee-holes on the upper floors that she uses
for quickies.”
“At least I got some gossip out of you,” he said, “not just
pitching for the control processor.”
“Count yourself lucky, but you talk to Kuthra too, what
does she talk to you about?”
“You mainly.”
“Me?” Ava choked. “She thinks I’m an impossible
prude.”
“But she says she understands why, and so do I, and I
want to be around and help you get over it so you can see that
it can be a beautiful thing.”
“Oh I know that, I had it several times as an Angel, even
in zero-gee, both here with natives and during transit with
guys on Gordon’s Lamp.”
“But you’re afraid of me.”
“I guess coming sex-first triggered it. Or maybe it’s the
monogamy thing. With the Kassidorians there’s no
commitment, I can move on, I can go back, it’s not a problem.
With you, you’re playing for keeps...”
“The first native girl I met was playing for keeps, she
wanted me as a housemate.”
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“That means, ‘Move some toiletries and a few changes of
clothes in until we see how we work together.’”
“I figured that out, but I know me, I know I’ll be jealous
if I ever find out about my woman and another man. It’s bad
enough in Brazil, she’d try her best to keep it quiet, I’d do my
best not to pry. If I caught her the most I could do is divorce
her, I couldn’t touch her or him, although in one case I did
touch him and spent a week in jail for it.”
She laughed, “A native wouldn’t have understood that
story.”
“That’s another reason why I’m interested in you. You
also remember distant Earth.”
“What about the Brazilian women?”
There were none as pretty as her when they were young,
Gabriella was hardly as pretty at nineteen as Ava was now.
That wasn’t the only reason however, “The ones who revived
are taken, or de-facto taken. I could wait for one of the
children or grandchildren, but all they would know of Earth
are stories.”
“All I knew of Earth was mossy concrete ruins planked in
with scavenged paneling and plastic sheeting, insulated with
scavenged packing material. I knew about coy-dog packs, I
knew about the guarded mansions of the wealthy where my
mother had a serving job. I knew about squirrel hunting with
a blowgun. Almost all my life was spent as an Angel. The
modeling software was primitive at first, it was easy to tell
which was synthetic and which was a picture of the outside
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world. By the time Gordon’s Lamp left, that was no longer
true. Besides the fact that I was an Angel, I spent more years
here than lit by Sol. I’m in the body of an Elf.”
“It’s still more of Earth than that student of Portuguese.”
“You liked her didn’t you?” Ava asked.
He was done with this dinner by now, idly picking a few
morsels off the bones while he listened. “She was quite
something, a talented musician, a magnificent craftsman, an
awesome sex partner, surrealistically beautiful.”
“But you’re here because she keeps a list.”
“I know my intellect can say, ‘What’s the difference
whether you see it or not?’ and I know about the Instinct and
how I’ll be paralyzed, but the Instinct won’t stop my boorish
behavior toward anyone that shows any interest in her. I
wouldn’t put her thru that.”
“But you will put me thru it,” Ava said.
“I thought you practiced serial monogamy also?”
“That doesn’t mean I want you acting the way you did
with Gefnon. He’s an important scientist in the Kassikan,
even if he’s a lousy fuck.”
“Aren’t you the one mentioning sex now?” he asked.
“The woman can mention it, and you have to pretend you
didn’t hear it and never thought of it before.”
“Gee thanks.”
“Hey, you wanted to be the gentleman,” Ava said.
“Instead of just taking you.”
“Too bad that won’t work any more.”
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‘Too bad for you?’ he thought, ‘You might not get laid
again.’ He knew that would not be a good direction to go. “I
would have never thought of it anyway, even if you invited
me with much stronger innuendo than that.”
“I was inviting no such thing.”
“I’m saying it could be taken wrong,” Herndon said, “by
people with that mindset. Which I am not, I’d much prefer the
women beg.”
“Quite confident aren’t you?”
“Ready to find out?”
“How’d we get on this?” she asked.
“You started it,” he said, but he didn’t want to pursue it
farther and possibly upset her. It was important that he show
her that he could be a friend and it wasn’t all about sex. “Do
you want to continue this discussion or free up this table and
try to find that show Vyorahi mentioned?”
“Lets go find that show,” she said and got up. Since you
pay for your meal when you get it here, they didn’t have to
wait for the check.
They didn’t know they were in the right place til they saw
Vyorahi. It wasn’t the kind of venue he was expecting. It was
open on three sides to two separate upper level streets and a
plaza on the third side, opposite the stage, which was between
the massive trunks of two soaring apartment trees above this
hall. There were seats sloping down on those three sides.
There was a dance floor below, but it was small. There were
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taps on each side and set up all over the plaza. There was no
admission and more people were wandering around than
sitting and taking in the show. The ones who cared about the
show were down on the floor near the stage.
“I think the warm up is on their last song,” Vyorahi said,
“we should fill a cup and find a seat.”
“We should have brought cups,” Ava said, “look at the
thimbles they’re using for house cups here.”
“I know, but at least they’re only a penny.”
The cups were probably only three hundred milliliters.
People here like to get their yaag in half liter mugs. While
they were in line to get a set of them a guy came up behind
Vyorahi, reached around her and took her breasts full in his
hands. “Very nice,” he said.
“Thanks,” she said, “you don’t think they’re sloppy?”
“Not at all, nicely plush.” He was kneading them strongly
and slowly. “Did I hear you say you’re going inside.”
“Yeah, I heard Butterfly Universe is playing here this
evening.” She had put her hand over his and was leaning back
on him a little.
“You know of them?”
“I heard they play Yingy-Marluke a lot.”
“That’s amazing if they they can pull it off.”
“We’ll see,” she said. “Are you interested in joining us?”
“Even if they suck I’d still sit thru it for tits like these.”
She laughed, “Hope you’re having as much fun as I am
with them.”
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Herndon was handing out the cups by now. He tried not to
stare at those fingers buried in her ample flesh.
“I’m having plenty of fun, so what do they call you
anyway?”
“My name’s Vyorahi,” she said, “what about you?”
“niKyon,” he said, “I’m from a day out the canal taking a
few weeks off from the farm, what about you?”
“I’m with the Kassikan.”
“Not surprising,” he said, “seeing as it’s just a few blocks
from here. Are you a student or a teacher?”
“More student, a researcher in Public Acceptance.”
They had started walking, he had to let go of her to do so.
Herndon realized they had never met before. When they got
to some good seats in the balcony across from the stage he
was able to ask Ava, “I guess it’s normal here to maul a
woman before introducing yourself?” in English.
“Yes, it’s what I was telling you about,” she replied in
English. Meanwhile Vyorahi was suggesting to niKyon that
they might enjoy it better if he opened her top and slipped his
hand inside.
“They’ll probably get it on right in that seat won’t they?”
“I think they’ll get a room, there’s a few right across that
plaza.”
“You must be having a really hard time here. It’s
disconcerting enough for me, with your history it must be
hell?”
“Actually it’s not so bad, as a spectator. I’m still jumpy
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when guys grab me.”
“Even if you know them?”
She gave an exasperated sigh. “You know, if it wasn’t for
the raging hormones in this damn Elf body, it would be
nothing. If I was back on Gordon’s Lamp watching this, as
I’ve watched a million times in the seventy odd years I’ve
been here observing the natives, it wouldn’t effect me at all.
But now, well, it does.”
“We could move,” he said.
“Look around Herndon, find a couple that isn’t doing it.”
He looked, she was sort of right. “Those two over there
aren’t,” he pointed across the balcony to a couple who were
arguing, “and them,” the woman was turned away from the
guy to share something with the girl next to her.
“Yeah, an exception here and there.”
“So how much does it bother you?”
“Oh for Christ’s sake,” she said. She grabbed his hand and
swung it over her shoulder, pressed it to her bosom, “It makes
me jealous okay. There’s something different about Elves, it
feels even better to them. But this doesn’t mean I’m going to
bed with you.”
“Whatever you say, you will see you can have confidence
with me. I’ll be your big, tame, teddy bear. Turn us on any
way you want, I won’t instigate anything. You have to make
every move.”
“But you kept asking and asking, talking about them,
picking at it.”
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“Ava, I’m trying to understand you, trying to understand
this world of our exile, trying to understand how to deal with
both. What would you like me to do?”
First Night
What did she want him to do? This eager Elvish body
wanted him to put his hand inside her clothing so she could
get what Vyorahi was getting, but then Vyorahi had so much
more to give and what Ava was wearing made that
impossible. She should have had a couple cups before she got
dressed, that gold at the broilery was quite fine, Herndon
shouldn’t have been afraid of it. But if she picked something
to wear after, it would have had a button front. “I’d like you
to massage a little more energetically and show me how long
you can do that without having to do something crude.”
He did that, she wished this body wasn’t so demanding,
but she didn’t want to be so out of place as to not do it at all.
“You’d better define crude,” he asked.
“Demanding we go to a room or you’ll wet your pants.”
“If I have to wet my pants I promise I’ll go to the
bathroom by myself like a big boy before I have an accident
in my underwear.”
“What about that guy?” It was down the row, while he
petted the girl he was with, he got his boner out and she was
holding and fondling that as they chatted and watched the
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next act set up.
“Half the couples do that at a sex club, but I don’t see
many more doing that here. I don’t see many guys here with
their hand between a girl’s thighs and doing that was all over
at that club.”
Where that did happen was right next to them, and when
it did, Vyorahi tapped his hand and said, “Come on, I think
we need to let the cum out of you, lets do that now while
they’re still setting up.”
“But I want to enjoy you during the show.”
“The rate you’re going your balls will explode before it
even starts. This way you’ll be able to enjoy me a lot better.”
She wasn’t sitting back down, but she wasn’t closing the top
of her tee either. She turned to Ava, “We’ll be right back, save
our places.”
“Done,” Ava said.
“This is a big change for you,” Herndon said.
“It is, but we’d look like we didn’t get along if we weren’t
petting a little.”
“We could be brother and sister.”
“Okay,” she said and swung his arm over her head again,
“I won’t embarrass you any more.”
“You aren’t embarrassing me,” he said and put his arm
around her again, “I was rather enjoying it. I loved having
your hair over me like that.”
For an answer she sank back into his arms in a very
comfortable way, thinking these body parts did fit together
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suspiciously well. It would be nice if she could just be relaxed
about it like the native women. She flipped her hair over his
arm again, not that it completely hid what was going on, but it
seemed to relieve some of the tension in her mind.
“They’re bringing in an instrument a lot like Tormu’s,” he
said. “That one’s a little bigger, and probably a little newer.”
“Wake me up when they come on,” she said. “Alan said
YingyMarluke was the most advanced band he ever saw in
Zhlindu.”
“We’ll have to get there some day,” he said.
“My rank allows me to requisition an airship if I’m on an
approved research project. We can fly down in a year, Alan
says it’s an incredibly scenic journey that includes flying thru
three tunnels, one of them twenty seven miles long.”
“It’s been how long since Earth was this big?”
“The age of exploration.”
“And how old is this civilization?”
“Well it’s 1000032 now, zero was 5939bc on our calendar.
It is the date of the oldest Elven document known. That
document is preserved in a museum in the Kassikan and I’ve
seen it. It’s not the first abc’s ever agreed on, it’s more like
the Magna Carta, a king’s laws or something like that and a
description of the land it applies to. There have been some
twists and turns along the way but the Kassikan was founded
in 1429bc with the mission to end war. You may have noticed
that its emblem is the peace sign and that was known on Earth
over three hundred years before we knew of the existence of
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the Kassikan.”
“I’d like to see them explain that,” Herndon said.
“I think they know they can’t, but they do mention
spotting a mini-planet in the 54th century.”
“And when was that?”
“It includes the twentieth and twenty first century’s of
Earth, I think the 55th begins around 2106ad. Their historians
will call the 54th the century of Earth’s Energy Age or Earth’s
transformation.”
“It certainly was if it began in what...”
“1879,” Ava told him, she knew it by heart by now.
“Actually by 2106 it was almost back to 1879 for most
people,” Herdon admitted.
“My people in particular, my parents were children then,
when their parents first began to squat in the abandoned
structures. My grandparents had lived in that same parking
garage, on the first floor where the coy-dogs could get at
them.”
“How gruesome.”
“I didn’t enjoy the life style the natives seem to here.”
Just before the intermission ended, Vyorahi and niKyon
returned with full cups of yaag and satisfied smiles, arms
around each other holding each other up. “I admit I needed
that as much as you okay?” she said as she got back into her
seat, “and look at that, we’re just in time,” she said as a single
spotlight cast a shaft onto a white-haired, white-robed wizard
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sitting on a tall, flare-backed stool, with a long, multi-stringed
yandrille in his hand.
He teased it gently, green rivers came down the corners of
the room, she took a deep pull on the cup and got lost in the
concert. This was more than just music, for her it was almost
a religious experience. It had taken some doing to convince
her that the band, the orchestra and the chorus was all coming
from two guys and two instruments. Earth once had music
like this, it was last played in Europe in the early 21st century.
After that it was banned for religious reasons in some
countries, for commercial reasons in others.
When she was a child advertizing jingles were the only
music accessible to the poor. Her mother had a selection of
singing Christmas cards that her father said he found in the
landfill the local pistoleiros had busted open. Ava now knew
it was completely impossible that such an old card could still
sing, he must have stolen newer ones from fresh trash. During
Christmas her mother would open each one once and sing
along with the carol. Only two of them had even the faintest
buzz in her memory, but her mother knew the carols of them
all.
This was more symphony than rock band, and it was hard
to say when songs began and ended. A lot of it was the long
Yingy-Marluke hit, Circumnavigating the Universe - The
Ballad of Cherry Dawn. It’s an hour and something, and took
up the middle of the show. Most of the people here were just
taking in the show, there wasn’t a lot of mingling in this area.
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The seats were deep with high, reclined backs and folding
arms.
Most couples were sitting as they were, with the female in
front of the male, in his arms. The least demonstrative, like
her and Herndon, had the bottoms of her breasts on his arms.
The most were kneading away with her hands guiding his.
She let her body have its way for a few minutes, but had
settled back to this. She liked being held when the eroticism
was mild, like this. She could definitely feel his arms on
sensitive flesh, and she knew she had just enough curve that
he could feel it. They moved around a lot.
He was completely erect against her backbone. There was
just enough give to it that it didn’t feel quite like wood. He
hadn’t mentioned it. The worker he was wearing did nothing
to disguise how it felt. Vyorahi and niKyon had settled into
petting that was not quite kneading, more like palpitating
while poking her nibs, the top of her tee was still open. She
was into the music and talking to Ava about it. She could tell
that Herndon was uncomfortable being in contact with
niKyon. Being from Earth, she could even understand it.
“I wonder how this compares to the original?” Vyorahi
asked.
“Alan would know if he was here, but he also said that he
was so stoned when he saw them he can’t trust his memory.”
Vyorahi smiled about that. She had been to Zhlindu,
centuries ago. “Well sometimes I think they’re off half a
measure in their time signature changes.”
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“I probably couldn’t tell if I heard them side by side,” Ava
said.
“I’m sure I wouldn’t,” niKyon said.
“I don’t know what a measure or a time signature is,”
Herndon said.
“So for you,” Vyorahi said, “this music is totally
abstract.”
“I can tell it’s well done, but I don’t get the urge to dance
to it,” Herndon said.
“This would go more with posation than dance,” Vyorahi
said, “and none of the time signatures they use in this are
really conducive to dance.”
“They’re more conducive to soaking into this bench like a
stain,” niKyon said.
“That’s self limiting because stain’s can’t get up and get
another cup,” Vyorahi said.
Ava wished she could give more attention to the show and
less to niKyon’s fingers passing casually over Vyorahi’s nibs.
She wondered how much she wished she was experiencing it
also, and how much she was glad she wasn’t. She was afraid
to get erotic in this body because it could so easily get out of
her control and make her do something that would embarrass
her enough to kill her. That was pretty much what had
happened when she put his hand on her like a native girl
would.
Thinking about it made her need it. She leaned forward to
press them down onto his arm a little, moved to the waves of
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the music. He finally obliged her and cupped one and tickled
her point with his thumb. This badly trained horse
immediately spread its lips and she had to say, “Enough, but
thanks,” but left it in the palm of his hand. It stayed there
when she leaned back on him. “It’s this Elven body they
downloaded me into, I’m having a hard time controlling it.”
“I’m glad,” he said.
They went into another song, she got into enjoying that,
being held, the gold with a fine dinner, the four penny house
cup of blue they were sipping at now. Could she relax and
trust this guy enough to invite him home? He was flexing his
fingers just enough to stimulate her and she didn’t want to
make any move that would make that stop. Vyorahi and
niKyon made sporadic comments about the show and the
green in their cups. They had their own cups, and they looked
like twenty ouncers, not the twelve of the house cups. The
blue was quite potent and with that liveliness that greens
often lacked. She was having too much fun exploring the
world of yaag, but the committeewoman next to her was a
half cup ahead of her.
Herndon didn’t really say much til they were on the way
out. “I didn’t know I could hear all that,” was the first thing
he said.
“This is your first music show here?”
“No, Tormu took me to one, it was more of a
neighborhood place with a band than this. This is quite a nice
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hall actually.”
They were up on the back of the balcony now. It was just
about Noonsleep, but one in six of the population missed
Noonsleep in any given week. The ‘desperation’ for mates
was greatest at this time of the week. Herndon might not have
been here long enough to know that, but he was seeing it now.
The back of the balcony was just about on a street that
paralleled the lockway ten stories up and half a block back.
They could walk that til it crossed Third Canal and met an
eighth floor street that paralleled the canal right into the
Kassikan. By then she had to figure out if she was sleeping
with him.
They had their arms around each others waists as they
walked. Vyorahi and niKyon caught up to them. “We’re going
to stop for a thin roll and a good-night cup at Torelle’s,” she
said.
“Shall we?” Herndon asked, “though I know I don’t need
another cup.”
“I’m okay with it,” Ava said. “We can split a yellow just
for thirst.”
“I am a little dry.”
Torelle’s is just a few doors up on the ninth floor above
Fourth Canal. A wide stairway with lavish planters on the
railings lead down to this space where there were tiny tables
in bubbles that bulged out of the building. They were squeaky
wicker cloaked in hairvine and larorli, both in bloom. She and
Herndon got that bench, Vyorahi and niKyon took chairs. She
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took the first sip off that yellow and passed it to Herndon,
who was just putting his roll into his left hand. He barely
touched it and put the cup down. The rolls were thin but long
and very tasty and toasty. Torelle does Afternoonday
breakfast, but spends the sleep here. Vyorahi filled them in on
his and his family’s histories on the way here. They got the
last of the window seats. There were eight more tables inside
and half of them were soon filled.
“niKyon wants to see what it’s like up in the pyramid, so
we’re sleeping there and coming up to 133rd for breakfast no
doubt.”
Ava waited for Herndon to say something, pretended she
was still chewing a bite. He finally said, “We’ve just been
given a floor in a quadrangle but it’s at least a quarter mile
and ninety floors from 133rd. It’s beyond the black tower and
the eruption.”
“That’s more like half a mile,” Vyorahi said.
Ava took another bite and let them work it out.
“So you guys are staying over there?” she asked.
“Actually...” Herndon began.
“I’d feel a little more secure in my own space, at first
anyway,” Ava said.
“We hadn’t discussed it yet,” Herndon concluded.
The other two started in on their rolls. niKyon was almost
done with his, but he seemed to be one of those guys who
thought chewing was for sissies.
“I thought...” Herndon began again.
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These Elven hormones weren’t going to let her keep to
her convictions were they? After all they’d done today, there
was no way she could send him home. “Well I’ve been
thinking about it. I’ve had several encounters with guys on
the committee without either dinner or a show on the agenda.
I’ve had several committee meetings with you. You’ve proven
you’re not the wild animal you seemed at first.”
“I was taken with you from the first, I’m sorry I treated
you like a native.”
“Is that your excuse?”
“You are physically an Elf girl, a very elegant one, but an
Elf girl. I knew about you from mail, but I guess I was
confused by what was going on. Actually landing on this
planet can be a little much.”
“I know,” Ava said.
“You make it sound like you landed in the East Bordzvek
Basin,” Vyorahi said.
“Wheres that?”
“I can find it on your pad,” Ava said, “they can show you
on a globe.”
“It’s wall-to-wall carnivorous monsters the size of a keda
and up,” niKyon said. “Up to the size of this restaurant.”
As a restaurant it was quite small, as a carnivorous
monster it was better to use the, ‘Maybe I’m too small a
morsel to bother with,’ strategy.
“We would have had an entirely different impression of
this planet if we did,” Herndon said
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“And an entirely different one if you landed in the deserts
of Fmak, or the plains of Ydlontrostl, or the deeps of
Lumpral,” Vyorahi said.
“I think it’s much better for the incoming expedition to
come here rather than take random chance,” Ava said, “even
though we could have done a lot worst than landing in
Wescarp.”
“Well it is known for tourists,” niKyon said.
“Yeah, it’s part of the civilized world,” Vyorahi said. “I
don’t know about some of the country in between, and going
by way of Hrrst is much worse.”
They talked of that thru the remainder of the rolls, then
the cups, and the rest of the walk back. Mainly Vyorahi
warned of the country inns along the Cutaiyaa. They were
together all the way to the courtyard. “We’ll probably see
each other at 133rd for breakfast,” she said. “It’s been a great
evening, I hope you Yingolians enjoyed it?”
“Very much,” Ava said, “but it’s late, it’s a good thing
we’re off tomorrow.”
“Yeah, naked in the sun is my plan,” Vyorahi said.
Ava was already stepping thru the door to her chamber,
and Herndon was following. She was very conscious of that,
the anticipation was getting to her.
“Thank you for the change of heart,” he said.
“It’s my pleasure.”
“I hope you can say that at breakfast.”
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“I hope I don’t suddenly get awkward.” She could smell
her nerves as well as her arousal.
“You have done this before, half the males on the
committee I think you said.”
“They’re not of Earth, and honestly I’m not sure any of
them are strong enough to force me.”
“There will be no force,” he said, “I’ll be as gentle as a
newborn babe.”
“That’s not what I meant and I’m pretty sure you know it.
This body is fit and healthy and rugged enough for sex, with
the hormones it puts out it would have to be or she would
have killed herself.”
“I thought she did?”
“With a drug, not at sex. She had no sexual injuries
though traces of semen were found in both her vagina and her
mouth.” It was customary in this culture for the male to watch
the female undress as they got into bed. It could be done with
the light off, but it was high noon and the Yakhan is within a
couple degrees of the equator so noon is very high. She had
drapes, and with them drawn it was still light enough that he
could see her readiness as soon as she slipped out of the tank.
“I’d love to have you feel at home in this body,” he said,
running his hands up her sides from her thighs to her breasts.
“You are most beautiful, flawless. What I think is best of all
about Elf girls is how smooth and round their hips are, such a
smooth, perfect curve.”
“They’re shamelessly vain about their appearance, some
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spend a great deal of their income on it.”
“This girl must have.”
“There is no evidence of that. They say there are ways to
tell if a characteristic was added or inherited, they said this
girl was young and natural.”
“She gave up a very good body,” Herndon said. He was
sitting on the edge of the bed, he pulled her down onto his lap
and started kissing her. She had to admit, kissing was an
Earth skill and Latin America was more advanced in the art
than Anglo. But that was her ancestry too, and given this
chance, she did all she could with it. She curled around him,
her hands went to the buttons of the worker he was wearing.
He was hard by the time she got that far. Their lips parted and
he began to kiss and nibble down her body.
She was going to try and kiss him likewise, but he turned
her over to get to her nipples. By then the hormones and the
yaag had taken her from reality altogether. She felt his fingers
parting her, entering her. She felt her body writhing, heard her
voice moaning. He slipped out from under her, his lips still
working their way lower. Then he was on top of her, in her,
filling her completely, drawing sparks from her cervix and
making her spasm with orgasm in seconds.
They kept going, she kept going, in spite of the tremors
shaking her whole body. It was over a minute, which seemed
like a good chunk of the evening, before he also let loose. He
didn’t collapse on top of her, but slowed down, holding
himself on his elbows and smiling at her.
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“Wonderful,” he said, “thank you once again for changing
your mind.”
“Too quick,” she gasped, “I’m not used to petting all
evening beforehand.” And she wasn’t used to a man sized
man, one with the strength to do this.
“The next one will take longer,” he said.
“Are we going to get any sleep this noon?”
“We do have tomorrow off, but maybe we’ll wait til
then.”
“Hey, we were going to wait til after the wedding.”
“I think that plan has already been torn up,” Herndon said,
“and I always have a lot of trouble with Noonsleep.”
“Yeah,” she said, “these drapes help a little, but what we
did has got me a lot more relaxed.” Enough that she soon did
drift off to sleep.
The Second Starman
It was after lunch of Afternoonday but Tormu was still too
bothered to work on that closet door. Thinking that all her
work on the house may be driving people away instead of
drawing them to her made it very hard to stay enthusiastic.
Maybe she should just sell it and get a smaller place in a
better location? Before she got worked into a mood that
would have her smashing the place, she went down to the
kitchen and found a jug. It was a fairly mellow green, but one
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that would keep her calm the remainder of the day. She didn’t
bother with a cup, but tipped the jug up. The standard jug is
about 2.31 liters, but it was almost half gone.
She was going to take it out in the yard and see if she
could find someone else ready to just hang out when she
heard a voice thru the speaking tube. He had a roughness to
his voice like the starman who’d visited her. She tripped out
to front door with the jug over her shoulder. She peeked thru
the door and saw a half Enurate guy standing there that she
didn’t recognize. He was dressed pretty warm for an
Afternoonday in a loose pullover and britches. She never
wore anything at home on Afternoonday, but it was her house
so nobody could complain.
The guy did an inordinate amount of staring at her before
he said anything. “You’re even prettier than your picture,”
was all he managed to get out.
She chuckled once, he could only be another starman. “Is
that a Yingolian accent?” she asked.
“Yes,” he blushed, she noticed that his skin wasn’t as
rough and creased as the other starman. “I’m Nardley, I’m
from the Presidente Lula and I heard from Herndon that you
have an amazing example of native housing.”
She laughed a little more, she just couldn’t help it. “One
I’m too vain about and too stuck on. I was just about to take
this jug out into the sun and try and forget about it for the rest
of the day.”
He paused, still trying to keep his eyes from focusing on
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her tits and crotch. “I really like what you’re wearing,” he
said.
She had to remember all she’d read about YingolNeerie,
Earth, its people and culture to figure out what he meant
because she wasn’t wearing anything. So he must be trying to
say, ‘Thanks for the show,’ in a euphemistic way. “It’s
Afternoonday and I’m home, there’s no need to wear
anything.”
“Not when you’re as beautiful as you are.”
“You don’t need to flower mouth me, you’ve been here
weeks now, you know I’m just another Elf girl.”
“Being naked doesn’t bother you?”
“Why? It’s plenty warm, you must be sweating in those.”
“Some guys can go out in just a strap, but I’m not one of
them. And this really isn’t much.” She had to process what
she knew of them. They’re ephemeral, their medicine is
primitive so they can’t control their appearance. Maybe they
feel compelled to cover their defects with clothing. She tried
to understand but it was hard.
She was bringing him into the house as they talked. He
started gushing about everything and in spite of wanting to
get away from it, she spent longer on the tour with him than
she did with Herndon. Where Herndon was intimidated,
Nardley was mesmerized. Before they were done she was
pressing into him, but of course as small as she was he might
not notice because he was really taking everything in. She felt
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a little tacky when confronted with the reality of the reaction
she must have been looking for. By the time they were in her
room she had to say, “Alright already, enough. You can ask
questions if you want but please stop gushing, you’re
embarrassing me.”
So he stopped, but he had to see everything. She
wondered how much detail Herndon had gone into when he
described his Afternooonday and Dusksleep here. She didn’t
invite him to try the bed with her on the way upstairs like
with Herndon. Nardley hadn’t mentioned sex at all, he was
too engrossed in the tour. If he expected her to be dressed
even on Afternoonday at home, she was worried that he might
be more inhibited than Herndon.
She spent another hour with the Chippongga and his
questions. He was shocked at how old it was, his native land
was unexplored wilderness when it was made. Of course all
the heads were new, she’d changed every one while she was
still in Zhlindu and she’d packed a new set in the crate when
it was shipped. In Zhlindu this had been a road-proven old
workhorse, here it was an exotic heirloom and parts were
often hard to find.
She let him tap a few notes on it. She did the chord pedals
for him but let him try some timing. He was within acceptable
amateur slop. It was when they were doing this and he was
reaching around her that he made the first mention of her
flesh. “I hope this contact isn’t rude.”
“How long have you been here? Five weeks? You would
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have to be staying in quite a deep lab under wraps if you
hadn’t noticed that there’s nothing rude about contact with
tits. They are considered social organs and contact with them
shows interest in the other. I also think it feels wonderful. It’s
one of my favorite things and I’m so glad you were finally
able to find them. I know they’re tiny but they still love
attention.”
“I noticed them before but in our culture we are supposed
to pretend we don’t.”
“So the polite thing is to insult the girl?”
“What should one do?” Nardley asked.
“My favorite was this guy I met down the street. When I
pressed my tit on him he noticed right away and called it a
cozy little bump and reached over and palmed the other one
tight and flat.” She took his hand and did that to demonstrate
what she meant. He looked more scared than anything, but let
his hand go with her and let her press his palm to her point.
She pressed it good and firm the way she liked it. At this size
it’s one of the few things you can do with them.
When she let him go he dropped the pressure immediately
but kept his hand there cradling it while he stared at her
bewildered.
This starman was clearly less worldly than the last. “Now
we already used up about half the time I had available to sit in
the Afternoonday sun with that jug. Would you like to join
me? Maybe we could enjoy a little more of our flesh?”
“Wow,” was all he said, but with a mesmerized smile.
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The problem was he got so stoned off a couple pulls off
that jug that it was hard to keep his attention on her flesh.
They were on the second floor porch. Kortrax was
approaching the roofs across the block, a hundred meters
away, looking them full in the face right now. She sat in front
of him. She wished his boner was supporting her back, but
he’d shifted here and there and wouldn’t give her the
opportunity to really work against it. She’d managed to get in
this position, but if she wanted him to hold her tits she just
about had to hold his hands there, he would forget and wave
them when he talked.
She knew she didn’t even need to think about him giving
her clit a stir. She wondered how shocked he’d be if she got a
stick and did it herself? He’d probably be grossed out, she’d
learned that all Yingolians were quite inhibited since their
planet had vicious diseases and they were still ephemeral. She
wondered if she’d left one out, she hadn’t noticed the blue
one til she and Herndon came back from duskmeal last week.
“Do you have any interest in sex?” she asked.
“I have quite a bit of interest but I’ve been terribly
distracted by that yaag.”
“I know, it can get like that, but that’s not where I’m at
today. If you can’t get your head into it, I might need to
wander around and find someone who is.”
“I can definitely get my head into it, truthfully I was
trying as hard as I could to keep my head out of it because I
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don’t know the etiquette.”
“I think the polite thing to do right now would be to let
me rub my back on your boner while I wet some of your
fingers.” He sputtered and popped like a released balloon.
“Well you asked,” she said, “so I gave you an honest answer.
If you don’t believe me, go ask some of the neighbors.”
“How sex-crazed is this block compared to the remainder
of the city?”
“I’d guess forty-eighth percentile,” Tormu replied. It was
her estimate, based on every neighborhood in the city she’d
ever been in and all the people on this block that she knew
well enough to gauge.
But for all his sputtering and popping, he began to do it.
For length and width of body, Nardley was the size and
weight of the average Elf guy, but with the coloring and face
of an Enurate. He was cute enough in a rough and battered
way, like he’d been lost on the lake for a couple years just a
couple years ago. It was sort of like he needed a formal
invitation to bring out a boner, but once he did it was fine, as
long as Herndon’s and not as wide, probably a better fit. He
was more attentive to her slit than he was to her tits, but that
was understandable because she was more normal sized there.
Her lips were thin and pink but too limp, she would fix that
some day and get her tits enlarged just a little at the same
time. Most shops could now roll everything you wanted into
one pill. She really should have got that done before the
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starmen landed but she would never have guessed she was
going to meet one, much less a second one.
It seemed that Nardley could not talk while engaged in
body play. That was unfortunate, that was her favorite time to
talk. “Is your whole head completely into my lips or is part of
it still off somewhere in that jug?”
“Maybe a little, but I never really got to examine a girl
like this.”
“Mine are simple, a little ragged and limp because I made
a baby, but Elf girl standard other than that. They’re stretchy
but I don’t like to have them pulled hard. Twice as hard as
that is still exciting, but not more than that.”
He was actually very tender with them, and she got quite
turned on. “I’m really feeling like a native doing this,” he
said. “It’s a totally new experience for me. I was never able to
take my time like this before, I would have lost it all, it must
be something in the air.”
“More likely something in that jug. I’m guessing you’ve
never been this stoned before.”
“I’ve never been any stoned before.”
He was certainly going to have an interesting ride this
evening. “Well that’s one of the effects, you can linger in the
hormone high.”
“It’s quite a feeling,” he said, and let go of her lips and
caressed her whole body, thankfully including her tits. “You
feel soooo sweet. What’s the real story on handling tits here?”
“Here being what?” she asked. She’d got caught by
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Herndon calling the entire population of all the worlds ‘her
people’ so by ‘here’ he might not mean ‘here’ as on her back
porch but ‘here’ as on this end of their starship ride.
He did, “Here on Kassidor.”
“You can’t put the whole planet in one ‘here’,” was the
first thing she told him. “Elf girls and Pixies almost always
love it, but down in Dos it’s best to wait until she touches you
with it before you caress her. In the Highlands just about
every girl will welcome a random caress just about any time.
Some might smile and say ‘thanks’ but keep walking, but if
they have time they’ll probably stop and turn into it and get
acquainted a little.”
“What’s ‘random’ mean in this case,” he asked.
“Like if I’m walking one way on the path and a guy
comes by walking the other way and while we’re passing he
gives me a squeeze?”
“Yeah,” he said and gave her a squeeze, a gentle one,
“what do you do in that case?”
“I usually tell him he’s got a sharp eye for finding it and
good coordination to hit it on the first shot.” She had said that
once, didn’t remember the others in as much detail because
they hadn’t lead to anything.
He laughed and it felt good while he was holding her.
This one already seemed more willing to consider her way of
life, even if he didn’t understand it or agree with it. It was like
to Nardley, her way of life was different, but to Herndon it
was wrong. “I know you can get them enlarged if you’re
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unhappy with them. I see many women who are no bigger
than you, so there must be some reason you’ve stayed small.”
“For making pleasure I’d love to have them bigger, but
for the other hours in the day, big tits can get in the way and
really big ones are heavy.”
“What is the rest of your life like?” he asked. “How do
you make your living?”
“Most of the daywork I’m getting lately is produce sales.
I’m too slow and fussy at woodworking now to make it worth
the walk up to Fifth Canal. There’s a dozen farmers out there
that trust me with their stuff at a stand they own at the small
canal. You passed it on the way in. I stand that most
Morningdays, stocking shelves and cashing people out. About
five or six Nightdays a year I’ll be in a wood shop, and if I’m
lucky these days maybe one chippongga show a year, usually
with the same two people, usually at the square pond out that
way on the small canal about half a mile. Pretty simple life
really.”
He didn’t say anything, but stimulated her social organs in
time with the narration. When she stopped, he did too. She
continued in hopes that he continue to thumb her nibs. “Most
Morningdays I tend the plants, but that doesn’t take all
Morningday, so we all take it casual around here and take
frequent breaks and chat. If I do anything productive on
Afternoondays it’s further embellish this museum of mine.”
“It’s a weight on you isn’t it?” he asked.
“It was your countryman who first made me see that it
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may be doing more harm than good in luring a housemate.”
“I wouldn’t go that far, but it’s a palace. When I got on
that starship, I never had even the wildest fantasy that we
would encounter anything like this. In my wildest fantasy, this
would be the reptile king’s palace, your chippongga would be
in his throne room.”
“You’ve got the money to make that movie you know.”
“It was a silly kid’s lark compared to what this really is,
the home of a retired pop star, craftsman, architect and
designer. If I had a camera and microphone that could be
broadcast back on Earth, you would be the ultimate media
sensation.”
“Been there,” she said, “I’m much happier without that.
But it did get me this house. Even with that, it was just about
in gut-it-to-the-stone condition. Two of the main beams were
intact all along, but almost everything else is new since I got
here.”
“You are amazing.”
“Does it scare you off?”
“No, it makes me want to hold you tighter.” He did, and
palmed her tits nice and tight. She loved that the most,
beyond the pure pleasure of the sensations, she felt wanted
and treasured. “You’re such a precious little thing,” he said,
“a magical Elf in the palace of a princess. I can scarcely
believe I got in to see you, much less touch you intimately.”
“I hardly have a staff you have to charm your way thru.”
“I know. How far do you want to go with this?” he asked
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and put his fingers in her again, she had not closed up since
he stopped playing there.
“I was pretty sure it was a question of when, not if, since
you first complimented my nudity. An encounter is an
encounter, and I like to let it proceed at its most pleasant pace.
In other words, you can come in whenever you want.” She
stood up and turned around, “In fact why don’t you scooch
out on that bench just a bit,” he complied, “and if you would
be so good as to part my lips one more time,” he did that too,
so delicately it made her vibrate, “I can slide down onto you.”
He cooperated with all of this as it went along so she was
seated on him til their pubic curls tickled each other by the
time she finished that sentence.
It was a nice encounter. He was good at following her
lead, but he kind-of needed it. She had to remember he was
ephemeral until just now, he might not have had a lot of
experience. “Did you have opportunities for encounters on
the starship?” she asked as she rode him long and slow. She
liked this position because he could hold her tits as they rode
and that was something she always wanted. Once she put his
hands there, he seemed willing to stay.
“No,” he said, “this is my first since 2147 when I was
nineteen, as old as you look now.”
“I don’t know what 2,1,4,11 is,” she said, “and my age
has nothing to do with how I look, I am over ten centuries.”
He stopped moving, “What?”
“We are eternal, I can remember not one shred of my
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origin, I know, as a fact, that it was in the forties. And it
seems like you can’t talk and fuck at the same time.”
“I never tried it before.”
“How much have you had?” she asked, trying to move
again, in spite of his stationary position. He was going to get
soft if she didn’t.
“Let’s see, two with Alicia, one with Hera and seven with
Daniella.”
“Ah,” she said.
“How many have you had?” he asked, sounding a little
worried.
“I’m sure I have no idea. I like about five a week, lets say
a hundred a year just to make a round number, that would be
3600 a decade and 129600 a century. If I’m only eleven
centuries that’s almost a million but I have no idea if I had
more or less in previous years, and I could be twenty
centuries.”
“It must be disconcerting, having a past you can’t
remember?”
“You get used to it, I can’t remember back to when I
didn’t have a past I couldn’t remember but you’re right, you
can’t screw and talk at the same time. You have to let your
body go on its own, your flesh wants to do this, your tip will
probe for my cervix all on its own if you don’t stop it.”
She gave him time to get his hips moving again. He was
in danger of losing his hard.
“I’d feel better if we went upstairs, or at least inside. This
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porch is too public for me.”
“All you can see is the leaves,” she started to say, but it
was YingolNeerie speaking, not him.
By the time they climbed to the fourth floor and got him
completely undressed and onto the bed they had lost some of
the spontaneity but the position was much more comfortable
this way and they were soon into a nice rhythm. He had her
tits again, he was looking at her and engaged. So far they
hadn’t said anything and she didn’t want to run into the,
‘Can’t screw and talk at the same time,’ problem again.
“There, that’s pretty automatic isn’t it?” she asked.
“You’ve had so much more practice than I have. Not even
the cheapest hooker on Earth could have done it that many
times because she didn’t have time.” Just after he finished
that he said, “Oh, that must be an incredibly insensitive thing
to say.”
“Sexual professionals are viewed differently in this
society than yours. I read up on Earth while Herndon was
tutoring me in Portuguese. Here it is not a derogatory thing, it
is a skill like any other, I could be fulfilling that role now by
helping you learn, but I don’t do it commercially. I’ve had
some experience and had some training but it’s really just for
personal satisfaction. I really do love sex, for the sport, for the
intimacy and for the unity of the species. I like to help my
partners enjoy it too.”
“So it’s like a sport for you?”
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“A little like that in a way, but it’s more, there’s personal
closeness and bonding, I like that. I feel like we can make
better intellectual connections while we’re physically
connected.”
“While in our world you are so overcome that it’s all,
‘yeah baby, wow, oh, uh, uh, right there, uh, yeah, wow,
WOW!’”
“That’s because you stay so pent up all the time instead of
having a little release now and then, but sure, lets do that,”
she said, deciding she could probably talk him thru giving her
a nice climax. “Press up, yeah like that, harder, now keep it
there,” she wiggled down on his upthrust boner and started
working up and down with a little around. He could just
reach, “Yeah, press up. How close are you?”
“Right there,” he grunted.
He sounded like it too, immediately. She was hoping it
would be a half hour or so longer than this, but if he’d been
without sex thru the whole starship ride there was no way he
could take a long ride. She had to get herself off immediately.
“Pinch my clit in time, that’ll do it.” She wrapped his other
hand in her arms and ground it into her chest, wiggling her
body to vibrate her nipple on the strap holding some device
he was wearing on his wrist. It was a bit like a toughweave
and provided a flood of sensation. At the same time he did
pinch her clit. He was far too gentle, teasingly gentle, so she
jammed her hips forward to slam it against his hand. She
bounced back hard and quickly, alternately mashing her clit
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against his hands and her cervix against his tip as fast as she
could. The first spurts were enough to set her off and she got
a nice, deep, powerful, gut-clenching climax out of it.
She rocked way back, his left hand clutched to her bosom
was the only thing that kept her from falling over backward.
Her orgasm was so powerful she could see the contractions
on her belly and knew he could to, as well as feel them. He
pumped a long time, but she could see it in his eyes that he
felt her also.
In a couple minutes she straightened her legs out and slid
into the space between his legs, which pulled his softening
member out. She used her hands to prop it between the stillspread petals of her vulva. It was still faintly twitching and
she felt that with her lips.
“I take back what I said,” Nardley panted. “I never had
sex before.”
“I don’t believe that.”
“Well, we tried,” he said, “but none of us had a clue.”
“That was hard and fast, I think you were quite pent-up
from the starship ride.”
“Quite,” he said.
“Let’s take a look at the garden,” she suggested once they
were on the way back down the stairs. He’d put his clothes
back on, but it wasn’t even starting to cool down yet. The
garden was now all in shade, but Kortrax was above the
horizon to those on the lake. She had a good hour before she
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had to get something on. “And we can finish up this jug on
the way by.” She tipped it up and handed it to him.
He took a tiny sip as she headed for the deck, “Are you
going out there naked?”
“Nardley, if the people in this courtyard saw me out here
clothed on an Afternoonday they’d think there was some kind
of emergency. Most people out there are naked, they’re going
to wonder what’s wrong with you but they probably will be
polite enough not to mention it, not like if you wore clothes
on the beach.”
“What do they do there?”
“Most people will just look, some will ask you what’s
wrong, the worst I ever heard was when some guy said to his
neighbor that the girl must have a tumor or something. I think
she was fertile and menstruating but that’s because I did that
when I was.”
She started off with the spice patch, he asked questions,
but didn’t gush. All her spice plants but the Narblic had been
here longer than she. She’d been pretty good with them. They
weren’t sculpted, but they were productive and dense enough
that they weren’t eyesores. Her patch was well away from the
house. He began asking about some of the exotics, and some
of the exotic pruning of some of the other resident’s spice
bushes. A few of the residents are topiary hobbyists as she is
with woodworking. The big wickerwork frame Neinotn had
up for the leshinrike and purplebloom dactyl he was just
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starting was an example and Nardley had to spend ten
minutes finding out about dactyls after that. He had to be
assured that there were none that could lift him from the
ground in the Highlands.
From then on they went around most of the courtyard. He
met a couple of her friends and saw that they were just as
naked and just as pretty as she was. She usually didn’t get
along that well with people who were very enhanced from
standard issue. He asked them plenty of questions about their
stuff also and they were out there well over an hour.
By the time she got to the panips, twilight was advancing,
but there was still plenty to see by. Panips might even catch
some of the photons, they were one of the few plants that
could produce in dense shade and remain alive indoors
indefinitely.
Her panip patch is quite close to the house and shaded
most of Morningday. But its far end is near one of the tables
with a torch, and a couple of her male friends from the
neighborhood had come out there and lit it.
“A little late for garden work don’t you think?” Thurzor
said. He was a big half-Troll guy who lived across the block.
He was a friend but his housemate was a problem for her to
get along with because she looked down on musicians. He
was with Yuton, one of the most sexually active males on the
block and her neighbor to the right if you’re facing the inside.
She stepped over and introduced Nardley. She didn’t
mention that he was from the starship, just a friend of a tutor
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she had at the Kassikan. They both remembered when she
took those courses, she’d taken an audio science course at the
same time, the commute was too far for just one and she
usually found a comfortable bed for Dusksleep, if not on
campus, then just off. Yuton had been here when she bought,
Thurzor about thirty decades.
“So you already killed that jug?” Thurzor saw her
swinging it on a finger.
“Pretty much,” she said, “we might each get a mini-sip
out of it, but there’s not enough left to take us anywhere.”
“I’m already where I want to be,” Nardley said.
“Hanging out with the mighty Tormu,” Yuton said.
“Cut it out,” she told Yuton, then turned to Nardley. “I
once lifted fifty pounds in his presence and he thinks I’m a
superhero.”
“You are,” Nardley said.
“So you’ve already had one?” he asked Nardley but
looked at Tormu.
Nardley blushed furiously.
“Will you stop?” she told Yuton, “he’s a young country
boy, not even thirteen decades I think, he’s not used to people
acting like farm animals.”
They both laughed. She wasn’t even sure what they were
laughing at. Of course they could have just finished a jug of
their own on Yuton’s porch. “I’ll take that as a yes,” Yuton
said. “Good catch,” he slapped palms with Nardley, who
looked a little confused. “I like Tormu and enjoy any chance
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she gives me. I’ve always liked her muff,” he said and
reached toward her. She and Nardley were now standing in
front of the guys with their arms around each others waists.
She leaned her hips over toward him so he could ruffle it.
“It’s so soft and fluffy.”
“There’s a cream for it at Noreego&Priycesp’s,” Tormu
said, “I only used it once.” She noticed that Nardley had
noticed that Yuton was ruffling her muff for longer than the
time it takes to demonstrate what he was talking about. She
stopped leaning into him and said, “I’ve already got plans for
the dusk in case you were hoping to entice me with that most
pleasurable attention.”
“What about a quick run upstairs about now?”
“We’re basically in the midst of the encounter now,” she
said. “We started early, we’re just taking a walk to reload.
You’ll see me around plenty of other times when you don’t
have anyone better to do.” Yuton brought women here for
sports as well as sex, she got to meet many of them. She and
Yuton were on each others lists but not high. He was
physically thrilling, but his companionship was meager. He
stopped fluffing her muff and turned toward Thurzor.
The tension went out of Nardley. “I have a rikemax clump
over here,” she said to Nardley and lead him that way. They
were soon around Klaril’s leshin hedge so she was able to say,
“That was hard for you?” The rikemax was the tall skinny
bush practically at the base of her porch steps. It was like a
supersized lash and one stalk was enough for a gathering. She
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contributed them to block parties.
Nardley stared at the plant awhile before answering. She
was afraid he was going to ask about that instead. “Yeah, a
little, I feel a little like I’m your date as well as your guest. In
our culture... Hell, in our culture you wouldn’t be naked
among the neighbors except in a porno flick so there’s no end
to the error messages in my head as you and him chatted
about your muff and he stroked it.”
When she started trying to learn Portuguese to
communicate with the starmen she thought she was up for the
excitement of encountering a completely unique culture. She
had no idea how different it was going to be. At least this
starman seemed willing to try and learn or at least figure out
what was really happening. Of course the big test was going
to be if they got as far as discussing the ‘monogamy’ issue.
She had to remember to take this slowly this time and got
back to the subject at hand, “I applied that cream so it would
be more pleasant to touch, and I love the feel of it. I wish
you’d brush across it a little more often.” He was tentative at
first but let her rub it on the back of his hand until her lips
appeared. When he noticed she asked, “Think you can do a
nice slow one before we go find Duskmeal?” as she started up
the steps.
Remorse
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Even though she was perfectly polite, and sat with them
all thru Afternoonday breakfast at 133rd, Herndon could tell
Ava had regrets about last night, or last sleep as it’s called
here, since it was noontime. As soon as the meal was over
Ava declared she had things she had to do, thanked him
politely once again, and left. Moments later niKyon gave his
regrets, so he was left with Vyorahi and the last of a tall cup
of rubber tea. She had a tall cup also, but it was a different
kind of tea.
“I don’t know how you can drink that stuff,” she said.
“It’s an acquired taste. Let me tell you it is a poor
substitute for real cafe.” He had to leave that word in
Portuguese, since there was no translation.
“I can imagine, the smell is sort of like burning tires.”
“Yeah, the real thing isn’t so bad, the smell of this stuff is
halfway between real cafe and burning tires. Take the noxious
out of it.”
“I guess.”
“So how well do you know Ava?”
“Since the second week she came down.”
“How did she seem to you?”
She laughed, but put her hand on his arm. “I’m sorry,
you’re fine, but I know what you mean, and it’s not me, I’d be
fine waking up with you, but I know what you mean, being
polite while you’re thinking ‘Oh what have I done?’ and
having to play nice. She’s not good at it is she?”
“I could tell something was wrong.”
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“Now mind you, I’m no expert on Yingolian psychology,
but ephemeral and all, sex is sooo much more important and
this wakeup she’s thinking she’s already taken the ultimate
step that she swore she wouldn’t take until after some sort of
official monogamy ceremony or something like that.”
“Marriage,” Herndon said, “I know even Elves used to
practice it in ancient times.”
“When we were ephemeral we were the most faithful of
the races, once we were married. Before that the randier of
our ancestors might go nymphing on any road thru a wood.”
“Sounds like an interesting custom, what it is exactly?” he
asked.
“Girls would go out on the trail and appear nude to men
they wanted to seduce. The men would chase them into the
wood where the nymphs would catch them and drain them of
semen.”
“I guess being from an ephemeral culture is a more
important difference than I suspected.”
Vyorahi explained that, “It’s taken Ava ten years to
understand how different our worlds really are. She’s told me
a lot, how her mother got beat up, how they had to set her arm
with a yardstick and duct tape. We have broken arms here, but
people get them immediately to medical care. There’s got to
be a quarter million clinics in the Yakhan area, there’s going
rates, stitches and casts are an iron, ice is ten pennies, but that
includes the same checkup that the other treatments get. Some
are a little different about what they treat, most of them do
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OD work also, so they have come-downs, talk-downs and
detoxes on their program too.”
“You live in a functioning civilization, Ava did not,”
Herndon said. “Even when I was a kid the Estados Unidos
was like a junkie dowager sister to Brazil.”
“I take it that’s Portuguese for ‘America’?”
“Yeah, by the time Presidente Lula left Sol, twenty states
with nearly half the population had succeeded and joined with
Canada to form the Commonwealth of Laurentia.” He knew
that since then, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Northwest Territories
and Yukon had seceded to join America, cutting Laurentia in
half, leaving Alaska to California as an isolated western half.
He knew that wouldn’t last, though they were still keeping up
that charade in the latest news. For all the nations of North
America, and Asia for that matter, the north was the new
frontier. He would see none of that.
“Yeah, well, my plan for the day was nude in the sunlight.
They discourage that on the 133rd, so I’m going to retire to
our space on the west side where Kortrax is already well
entrenched.” She pushed to her feet, downed the last of her
tea and said, “would you care to join me?”
“That’s the same balcony Ava shares isn’t it?”
“Yeah?”
Herndon stood and downed the dregs of his also, “So if
she’s disappointed in the sleep, I don’t think I should thrust
myself on her.”
“I was asking you for me, not her,” she said. “She doesn’t
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come out on the courtyard naked, while everyone else does
all Afternoonday. She probably has to do that to stay so pale.”
“You are all pale to me,” Herndon said.
“Yeah, you’re like an Enurate. Another highland race,
from the Lumpral basin originally, but with related ethnic
groups all the way to Knidola and Ydlontrostl and Trenst.”
“Anyway, thanks but, I don’t want to make her feel
crowded.”
“Or don’t want her to see you enjoying someone else? I
can understand that too, because of monogamy, friends don’t
share sex partners on Earth, while here the first people we
want our partner to find variety with are our friends.”
Herndon shook. “I guess I don’t know Ava very well, but
I’m willing to bet she won’t think of it as friends doing favors
for each other. She will think of it as betrayal, by both of us.”
“What are we betraying?”
“Her, because she and I have ‘dated’ neither one of us is
even supposed to look at another member of the opposite sex
until we ‘break up.’”
“If I was you I would think that was what she had done
this wakeup with the way she treated you.”
“Oh no, she was polite. She’s having regrets, but she
didn’t tell me she didn’t want to see me again.”
“But she didn’t tell you she did either.”
“On Earth, the woman is not supposed to do that, the male
pursues, the woman denies. It’s a game, but that’s how we do
things.”
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“If you want to stop playing games, you know where to
find me.”
“But would you be monogamous?”
“Of course not, I like to get around, it’s a hungry slit I’ve
got to feed. I make it a point to get onto a few guys every year
that I’ve never been on before.”
“I know I could never adapt to that, my woman must be
mine and mine alone. I know it’s wrong here, but it’s back
here in my brain,” he pointed to the back of his head, “and it’s
not coming out.”
“You can have that fixed whenever you want, and it’s
functionally fixed by the Instinct anyway, because there is
nothing you can do about it.”
“Except move on to the next woman.”
“You can have the mental problem fixed, so you have
enough emotional stability so you won’t feel dejeweled by the
need for variety. You’ll get a lot of that from time anyway. In
twenty decades you’ll remember what you’re saying now and
think it sounds so silly, but I understand and forgive.”
It took him a while to calculate how long that is and get
the feel of it. A mortal lifetime without medical intervention.
He hadn’t had one yet, he didn’t know what he would feel or
think, but he was sure it came from a part of the brain that
arose before human and alligator took separate evolutionary
paths. “How have you changed in the last twenty decades?”
he asked.
“I’ve moved into this space on the committee court. My
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tits have sagged, I used to have a lot more protrusion and
point, now I’ve got soft curve all under here. I’m thinking
about getting that pulled up a little once I see how
everybody’s lists work out up here, now that me, Ava, Gefnon
and Embassa have moved in.”
“Like you want to know the opinions of guys you’re
going to be sharing them with?” Herndon asked.
“Right, see, you’re starting to understand how it is here.”
“I’m not saying I agree.”
“You don’t have to,” Vyorahi said, “but at least
understand what it is you’re disagreeing with.”
“I’m not saying I disagree either. Women really haven’t
had the option where I’m from, except thru surgery. My only
difference is the list of guys to discuss it with would have
only a single entry.”
Vyorahi spread her hands and raised her eyebrows. “I’m
sorry you had to land here,” she said, “on the planet with
Brancettrabble.”
“What about the Kassikan?”
“They used to sell youth as pills, they were down to a
copper by the end of the 35th and an iron by the end of the
40th, but many basins have billions of people who’s families
had never seen iron in their lives. Anyway, I’m missing out on
a good helping of vitamin D. If you’d like to discuss this
further, come on down, otherwise I’ll probably see you guys
at lunch Nightday.” She took off for the stairway down the
west side, he went to the elevator.
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He was thinking of spending Afternoonday showing
Nardley around the city but found he was already out, leaving
only a short note, ‘Thanks for the tourist info.’ After that he
wandered aimlessly in the halls, all within the novice dorms
of the Kassikan. There was a whole culture in here,
experimental musical and theatrical performances, sex clubs
with contests, drug stalls, religious shrines. In many places it
was thirty stories deep with a commercial level halfway. Big
wide hallways lead from there to the lecture halls and labs in
the pyramid and below. Farther north Novice gave way to
Wizard and Sorcerer apartments, the practical labs and
maintenance sheds, separated by a commercial level. He
found the main boathouse below there, and a guy who wanted
to gossip about the body Ava had been given, and how it was
when it came in on that needleboat. They went out to a little
yaagaria on third canal, where it curved away from campus a
little and had a neighborhood.
“So what is YingolNeerie like?” he asked as soon as they
were sitting with a cup.
“It’s a G0 dwarf midway thru its life on the main....”
“The planets at YingolNeerie,” Shikone corrected.
“Earth has large oceans that are too polluted for me but
they’ll survive since I think humans are about to be
exterminated by Angels there.”
“Exterminated?”
“Blasted back to the Stone Age at least,” Herndon said.
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“Many of the people from Earth are warlike and jealous
because they can’t party on the beach like a Brazilian.”
“Or someone from Knidola,” Shikone said.
“How far is that?”
“Pppp, maybe five or six years, but I can promise they
won’t be pleasant ones. I’d take twenty and go up thru Korst,
Dzintiss and the Yondure basins then down thru Bordzvek
before I’d go thru Hrrst and the Pewpspway. Lotta Orc blood
out that way,” Shikone said.
“Doesn’t sound pleasant.”
“How about forty six degrees C?” Shikone asked him.
“Impossible, humans can’t survive that.”
“That’s the water temperature of the stretch of the
Ttharmine you have to cross. The air is usually hotter.”
“I’ll take your word for it.” He’d never been out to a tap
with a native male before. He didn’t know what that was
supposed to be like. He hadn’t really wanted to let this guy
know he was ‘Yingolian’ as he called it, but he had known as
soon as he said ‘hi.’ “Can’t be done,” Herndon said.
“With enough money anything can be done and they have
ships with Hotbloods peddling refrigeration compressors to
allow normals to survive the crossing. Others do it by wetting
themselves with alcohol wraps in the shade. People do it, and
since the Instinct many have made it thru Orc lands and
Torilite lands and lived to write about it, but I’d still invest the
extra twelve years and go thru the Yondure basin. I’d
probably go thru Yondure itself, just to see it. If it’s as bad as
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some say I’ll come back via their Westlands, but I want to see
for myself.”
“So you’re planning on going to Knidola?” Herndon
asked him, trying to stay in the conversation.
“No, I’m just saying that’s where there’s a big beach
scene, well there and Kyeb, but Kyeb is more hard core but a
dozen times easier to get to.”
“What about North Beach?”
“We could walk there before it’s black dark,” he said. “It’s
all grown up now with archwood clumps over twenty floors
in most places and crystal beneath that along the middle. The
sand is wide but the filtermen hit on you a lot. The beaches in
Knidola are all nature made.”
“I’m not likely to see Knidola,” Herndon said.
“Why? How long you staying here?”
“Probably for the foreseeable future. You’re not the first
who’s told me this is the most civilized area on Kassidor.”
“I don’t know that I mentioned that, but it is, the
Highlands anyway. But anyway, lets get down to business
here, who do you like for the sleep?” waving his arm to
encompass all the other patrons of this tap.
“I think it matters who she likes also.”
“Yeah, but I don’t think anyone here will turn us down,
especially once they see you’re one of the Yingolians.”
“I’d rather that wasn’t known, it will cause the media to
besiege us.”
“I never thought of that,” Shikone said.
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“Yeah, so I’m just another guy from the Kassikan on the
photovoltaic committee. But to be honest I’m worn to a stub
on beautiful Elf girls already. When I came here I certainly
didn’t think that beautiful and horny, naked Elf girls would be
the most dangerous thing I would encounter.”
“Well the one they brought in limp from shonggot was
one of them, that’s all I now about her. About four years ago I
think, I talked to her again, she wanted to find out who the
girl was who they brought in that day, the one they took that
got the Angel down from Narrulla’s Tear.”
“The one I was asking you about.”
“She was chasing down that body.” Herndon just waited
for him to continue. “She was all business, never even
bumped an elbow. Sat across from me and wrote notes, said
‘thank you’ and left.”
“So I guess it’s not so bad if she had remorse when she
woke up.”
“But you were with her for the sleep? And that’s after the
Angel was living in her right?”
He didn’t want to directly lie, so he told a story, “On
Earth we have a code of honor called, ‘Don’t kiss and tell,’
which is really all about sex, not a simple kiss, but that can be
just as damaging in Earth culture. Anyway, it is immoral for a
man to betray his lady by ever admitting such a thing, and I
think you’ve probably never known such a culture was
mathematically possible, but that’s what I grew up in. That’s
what most of the media world-wide was about, really, what
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celebrity is doing what celebrity and is their any issue of that
hookup?”
“Celebrity pregnancies are a big deal here too, and none
bigger than the Brazilian Princess.”
“She’s not a princess. She’s the widowed wife of the
original captain, now pregnant by the new captain, Ernesto.”
“So that’s all good but I see Anjlin over there and she’s
high on my list any evening she’s out and about.”
“So go get her, nice talking to you and I’ll fill that cup
whenever I see you out and about.”
“Sure thing and likewise. I hang here a lot.” Their cups
were only half gone, but since it was his own cup, Shikone
didn’t need to come back here. He went across the
street/plaza/whatever public thoroughfare it was, to a sleek
brunette that he wrapped in his arms and kissed. They stopped
short of reaching for each others ‘nads, but her tits sure got a
workout and her top was thinner than the average oil slick.
They sat together and petted til they finished their cups. They
continued petting each time another couple stopped and spoke
with them, they seemed to agree come back down here after.
Herndon imagined it being for another cup and another fuck.
It was the life shown in porn shorts made real.
He gave back the empty house cup and walked out,
wondering what he could find on this main street that was not
a sexual pick up spot. This was a major cross street between
Second and Third Canals. It was like a mall in that it was
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indoor, mainly retail, it was unlike a mall in that it was rather
dimly lit, four gas lanterns at the corners of the central ‘lawn’
of this plaza for instance. The ‘lawn’ was more pebbles with a
few weeds struggling thru it. For that reason he figured it was
probably at ground level. There were buildings all around and
apartment trees on top of them, at least forty stories to the
tops. The lockway was wide and open, the lock doors floated
and were immense, bigger than the ships passing thru,
passing a dozen barges at a time. There were three locks, they
were at the Second Canal end of the lockway, leaving just
enough room on the uphill side for the traffic to get out of the
canal. He had to be astounded, remembering that all of this
was built on fill, most of it standard stone block, shipped
from the great tunnels that had been built in the mountains
thousands of miles away. A plan that was designed to take
three thousand years to complete.
As a direct opposite to a sexually oriented business, he
found a museum of the dams and locks, designed for tourists
in the Yakhan. If there was ever a tourist here, he was it. He
got so absorbed in it that it took two and a half hours. There
were a couple girls working their way thru it that he caught
up to. By the time they came out of that museum he had four
large and firm breasts pressing him into a place for duskmeal.
It was what he had to translate as a skeweratoria. They gave
you a skewer, fire and trays of ingredients like a salad bar. He
could see that the experienced ones knew they had to cook
some things longer than others so they put some on, toasted
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them for a cup, then went back for the meats and another cup.
Now the two girls were, as always, ravishing, one with
blond hair and one with very long dark chocolate hair. They
spent the whole meal asking about where he was from,
talking about where they were from, which was technically
part of the same city, and trying to talk him into a three way at
the blond’s inn, which has a better bed than the brunette’s. He
tried to think of the person he was during the year of accel,
when he was still so bitter over Gabriella’s desertion. He went
from having the most beautiful woman on the expedition, to
having no chance of a legitimate sexual encounter in his life.
His self from the year of accel would have been thumbed his
nose at Gabriella and enthusiastically exhausted himself with
these two beautiful women.
Now, he found he was still thinking about Ava. Why did
she regret their encounter, was Vyorahi right and she felt
she’d given too much away to soon? Was it something in his
performance? She had said, she wanted to wait until after
marriage. He wondered if, in her mind, he wouldn’t marry her
because he’d already slept with her and therefore didn’t have
to? He would need to dissuade her of that notion as soon as
possible. So he declined the kind offer by those two ladies, as
politely as he could, which was nowhere near politely enough
it seemed. They were insistent that he explain why, all he
could tell them was they were innocent victims of turmoil in
his mind about a totally different subject that had more to do
with why he was in that museum in the first place.
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It wasn’t til lunch at the Nightday meeting that he got to
talk to Ava. He knew she would try to find excuses to go later,
but he wasn’t going to be outdone. He sat by a balcony and
waited, she came in when there was only a quarter hour til the
afterlunch session, grabbed a bowl of diddle and sat at a table
with Dilmar, Embassa and Parnoon. They were all done with
lunch, and all left while Herndon was getting his own bowl of
diddle. She looked like a cornered animal as he approached.
“So you didn’t like it?” he asked.
“Didn’t like what?” she asked evasively.
“The sex I guess, or did I snore, or fart, or something like
that?”
“Who said anything was wrong?”
“Vyorahi even noticed,” he said.
“She doesn’t know Earth customs.”
“It looked like morning after remorse to all of us.”
“It’s all me,” she sighed.
“I don’t understand that, but that isn’t necessary, there’s
one thing I do have to tell you whether this is good or bad I
don’t care, it’s the truth. The fact that we’ve slept together is
going to increase the likelihood that I will ask you to marry
me and any other time we sleep together that is anything like
Noonsleep is very likely to increase the odds even more.”
“So it is all about sex?”
“Ava, I went with you to dinner and a show and was less
sexually aggressive than you were.”
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“I must have been intoxicated by the pheromone cloud.”
“You were intoxicated by that native liquid,” he said.
“So I could claim you drugged me because you bought
it.”
“Because I have Earth money.”
“I wouldn’t claim that anyway, I know I ordered it all and
I knew it would loosen me up when I did. I’m mad at myself
for being so cheap.”
“I’m thrilled that you came out of your shell and showed
me a bit of your true warmth.”
“That was the body they loaded me into taking over
because of the drugs.”
“You’re in there now, that’s part of you. People change,
people grow, people get beyond horrible tragedies given
enough time and enough support from people who truly care
about them.” He stroked her forearm as he said that.
“You’ve known me less than a month.”
“Your story, your origin, distant Earth. Electronics, your
sister in silicon. We share a lot.”
“Don’t hold her over me, don’t threaten to expose me to
the press or you’ll be out of my life so completely that
Myanfyinga will have to use all her resources to get a reply
from me.”
“I’m on your side Ava, let me help you look more native,
as you help me.”
“That is an attractive offer, but you were talking about
marriage.”
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“You brought it up first,” he said.
“That bubble’s already popped.”
“The marriage first, sex later bubble may be popped, but I
have not crossed you off my list, and that’s the list of possible
marriage partners. That list has one entry. It’s what we call
serial monogamy and I understand you claimed to accept that
among the members of the committee. I am a member of that
committee. I am promising, right now, to you, monogamy,
going steady, whatever the term would translate to in this
language. Serial monogamy, what will either end in breakup
and heartbreak, or holy matrimony by Father Dianegress at
the base of the atrium where we have a floor today.”
“And how long do we have to decide which alternative?”
“I understand we have eternal youth here so the average
time they give something to test it is a mortal lifetime.”
“And are we sleeping together this whole time?”
“We are sleeping with no one else. How much we sleep
with each other depends on how much sexual pleasure you
want to have, how many times you may want to have your
bed warmed, and how many times you want someone to take
you to breakfast.”
She stared at her lunch. “You’re saying all the right things
but Kuthra told me about your wife. That had to be
damaging.”
“It was eleven years ago for me,” Herndon said. “I’m over
that, I’m ready to start a new life, here on a new world, one
we never suspected. It’s full of wonders, we both know that,
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but I can’t adopt all its customs, I suspect you can’t either.”
“No,” she said, and picked at her diddle.
“We could do each other a favor. I’m not asking you now,
I’m only asking to continue going out with you.”
She laughed. He wondered why. “I never got to
experience a dating scene on Earth. It was as my father
warned me, I’d probably never have a choice. As an angel I
had a choice. As a Kassidorian I have a choice. You’re
making it sound like as a Brazilian I would have a choice.”
“Most of the time,” he replied. “I never forced a woman
in my life, I rarely even had to lie to them.”
“Must be nice.”
“I wouldn’t have thought you would have...” Then he
remembered, she had been twelve when her mortal life was
ended by a careless driver in the abandoned parking garage
where she lived. “You certainly won’t have any trouble
because of your appearance either, and you have a lot easier
time posing as a native.”
“But meanwhile I have to ride this horse,” Ava said.
He put his hand on her shoulder, leaned close and said
softly, “If you want a confidential hand at taming it, you can
call on me.”
“I wouldn’t doubt that for a second,” she said.
They both laughed.
Nardley didn’t show up for the afterlunch session either.
They slogged on thru optical distortions, trying to devise
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experiments that would allow them to tackle problems with
the more important distortions. It was problems engineers
solved in the 1980’s, but no one today remembered how. He
would have to catch Nardley up today.
It was actually at Morningday breakfast that he saw him.
Their quadrangle had a cook now, he had a lot of granola’s
and gruels and a large selection of fruits, fruit nut bars and
some finger sausages in brine. There was no fire however,
and after the chill of dark, he would have welcomed one.
“You missed the Nightday meeting,” Herdon said to
Nardley when he settled in to his table.
“I confess, I snuck in on your girl. Once she gave me the
tour of her palace, she invited me to stay for the whole dark, I
couldn’t seem to refuse.”
“Ava?” didn’t make sense, she was at the Nightday
meeting, he would have known if she’d left Nardley
recovering in her room.
“Not that one, the Portuguese student you showed me the
picture of. I went over to see her with the excuse I wanted to
see her house. I came back a new man.”
“Tormu?” Herndon asked.
“The great,” Nardley said. “It’s too bad we don’t have a
direct net feed, if she posted she’d have a billion followers.”
“She’s just another Elf girl,” Herndon said, “she’ll be the
first to tell you.”
“In appearance only, just like Ava is just another Elf girl
in appearance only. That girl is disguised as an ordinary Elf
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girl but in real life she’s a superwoman. She can handle
anything and anyone, even a stranger from a far-off star. And
maybe to you the sex was, ‘I don’t kiss and tell,’ but to me it
was the most mind-blowing part of the whole weekend, even
more mind-blowing than that jug of green.”
Herndon winced when he heard these words. “So I’m glad
you had a great weekend.”
“Yeah, thanks, so we did a lot of talking and it all came
down to, I’m taking the third floor and living with the
commute. It’s only once a week, I talked it over with
Myanfyinga this dawn. I’ll take the long Morningdays in the
lab and skip the Nightday meetings unless you feel you need
me. That will free up my room here for Ava.”
“Do you know what you’re getting yourself in for? She
won’t be monogamous.”
“But she is honest. We’ll spend most sleeps together in
one room or the other, we’re really just sharing the house, I’m
going to pay her a copper a year in rent. She’s buying the
food that we share at the house, I’m doing the cooking.”
“You’ve seen the kitchen?”
“I’ve cooked two meals in it, including a darkmeal that
she and two other couples said was great.”
Herndon hadn’t known about Nardley and cooking, but,
“Sounds like a good deal if that’s what you want from her. It’s
what I told her she was looking for, a roommate with
benefits.”
“Yeah something like that, and the benefits are
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outstanding.”
“But how are you going to feel when she brings other
guys home?”
“Rested,” he said. “That girl’s got energy.”
“You don’t mind that?”
“I don’t need to own her, I’m worried I’ll be her pet that
she’ll come to now and then. I’m free to find all I want but if
I get a ride on her once a native week I certainly won’t be
going out looking for more.”
“And that’s all right with you?” Herndon asked.
“It beats being last on the list here and maybe going out to
a club for a quickie that means way less than what I shared
with Tormu.”
“Yeah, there is that. Hey, I’m glad for you. Guard your
heart, but I’m glad for you.”
“Yeah, I think I’m going to be okay here. I was a little
tense when one of her neighbors played with her muff, but it
got her to ask me to play with it more so that was cool.”
Herndon clapped him on the shoulder, “I’m glad for you, I
really am. So you’re heading down to the lab and I’m off to
the committee meeting.”
Nude in the Sun
Ava couldn’t believe Kuthra and Vyorahi had talked her
into laying out naked in the public courtyard of their
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committee’s residential quadrangle. She was between the two
of them, the three of them were on a group of four adjustable
padded benches out in the sun on this courtyard. She was
laying on her stomach with the end of the bench propped up a
little so she could look out over the Dromedian Arm of the
immense system of lakes in the Elven Highlands. A system of
lakes with the length and the coastline of the Atlantic Ocean,
but one percent of its width and depth.
It had been a busy week. They’d adjourned immediately
to the lab and got a four bit system clocking. They’d proven
they could load and run programs. She didn’t want to stop
there, the anti-distortion research had yet to be completed, she
believed a large substrate could implement a full sixteen bit
system with kernel and user spaces. She was trying to get
some block diagrams ready, detailing what kinds of
applications are possible on such a machine.
The meetings this past week had concerned a technology
that had briefly existed between photoresists and scanning ion
beam deposition called nanoprint lithography. It required
building micro molds to cast or print the circuit elements.
They determined it would be better to share this information
with the biochemical group. That group was almost at the
verge of one micron technology and the sixteen bit system
they needed to control an ion-beam fabricator. Once you have
a fabricator that can count atoms, you can achieve a lot better
detail.
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It was now after lunch, the sun came well back into their
opening but they were near the lip, overlooking the lake from
the 131st. Vyorahi was talking about the technical aspects of
building what she called a ‘pocket eye’ but was a functional
equivalent to a pad as the Brazilians knew them, a phone to
any who weren’t blank in North America.
They were a long way from making such a device here,
they would need a control system that could actively correct
the fabrication process before they could detail out a device
like that. They would have to be able to fabricate the atomic
snowflake to decode the polarized photon protocol. They
would probably have to give that up and use microwaves.
Then there was the antenna problem. Putting more crystal
balls on more desks was a simpler problem for them to solve.
They discussed that for awhile.
Kuthra agreed that the pocket is the key and Ava had to
agree from the history of Earth. Telecommunications had
been a revolution, as it had on this planet. They spanned the
same functionality, from the telegraph to the network
terminal. The Highlands were united by blinker code, which
was functionally equivalent to the telegraph, before the fall of
Rome, but more than half the planet was unknown to their
mapmakers of that time. From the telegraph to the television
and land line was what was already in effect here, but with
great cost. Putting it in a pocket and letting it tap the all-world
datebase made it logical to skip the broadcast channel and
land-line era completely.
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Actually, on Earth, the pocket device almost immediately
proceeded to implants, bionic eyes and ears that could
connect to the net as well as detect, correct and enhance the
real world. She didn’t want that for the people here, they
didn’t need it because they could achieve it biologically, and
they could achieve the connection to the network by reverseengineering those helmets that were left from the Energy Age.
While they were deep in those discussions, Herndon
showed up in the courtyard, wearing only a pair of loose
trunks that gave him enough room to not press against the
fabric. His chest was as she remembered it, a latin-rounded
version of the classic male body, minus the cowboy hat,
special forces gear or expensive, wide-open suit jacket for the
bodice-ripper cover. She knew that already, she had lain under
that chest, way earlier in their relationship than she wanted to.
She glanced up, didn’t trust her face and looked west down
the Dromedian Arm again. It was Vyorahi who sat up and
turned around to greet him first. As she spoke, Kuthra also sat
up and turned toward him.
“If you want to join us,” Vyorahi said, “you’ve got to
leave that behind,” pointing at his trunks.
“Fine,” he said and took them off. They all knew he had
nothing to be ashamed of in the male parts. He was paler in
the area the trunks covered, but this Afternooday would help
even that out. Unless Kortrax was in flare, it was just about
incapable of causing a sunburn at this atmospheric pressure,
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about sea level on Earth. He kept it down as he came strolling
over and took the only open bench in their group. “So
Nardley’s moving out,” he began, “and going to live with a
native girl,” he looked to Ava, “the Portuguese student. And
Lionel’s gone again. His stuff is gone, no note, nobody’s seen
him since dusk.”
“Pretty soon there won’t be many Yingolian’s left,”
Vyorahi said.
“The colonel will never give in, never go native.”
“Nardley’s the guy who always scoots out to the lab at the
first opportunity, Right?” Kuthra asked.
“That’s him, he’ll still be back for lab, once a week.”
Herndon was next to Vyorahi, Ava was between Vyorahi
and Kuthra, they were sitting up talking with him while Ava,
the only one of the three he actually had sex with, as far as
she knew, remained on her stomach.
“It’s nice furniture here on this court,” Herndon said.
“Who actually owns it?”
“Minee,” Vyorahi said, “our job is to maintain it.”
“You’re doing well.”
“Minee will tell you there have been times when she’d
needed a major restoration after certain people moved away.
It’s really just me and Embassa that actually clean and repair
it unless we declare a major project. We had a crew from the
Study of Botany, Airborne Weeds division, come up here to
catalog and analyze these planters,” there were two huge
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spun-stone urns filled with soil and trees on the end of this
deck serving as a rail, “because they were so neglected when
we inherited this space that they could be considered
wilderness.”
She couldn’t help laughing, it seemed appropriate. She
didn’t know why she was so disturbed. The other girls
thought nothing of sitting up and facing Herndon while
birthday nude. She remembered her embarrassment at
learning that birthday suit and bathing suit are synonyms
here. Herndon had already seen her, in the privacy of her
quarters here at the Kassikan, long before her non-intoxicated
persona was ready to grant that favor.
He went back to his subject, “So I probably shouldn’t be
concerned about the crewmen who are missing?”
“I wouldn’t,” Kuthra said. “You only sent smart people on
your starship so they’ll be fine. Kassidor Yakhan isn’t hard to
figure out. They’ll be heartbroken a few times before they
figure it all out, but they’ll be fine. If any of you are still here
in the Kassikan after they first break up with someone, they
might even come back to your atrium for awhile.”
“The Colonel is talking about finding a wilderness
thousands of miles from here and settling there.”
“My guess,” Kuthra said, “judging by the reactions I’ve
seen from the Brazilians I’ve met, and that’s most of you in
the past third of a year, I don’t think he’ll get more than ten or
fifteen to go with him if he does that, and I also bet you won’t
be one of them, because you’ll stay with Ava.”
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“How do you know I won’t go with the colonel,” Ava
said. “If we have a real plan to settle a wilderness with a new
Earth, I could sign up, provided I’m not the one fighting big
lobster-clawed monsters with a crossbow.”
“I was afraid of that,” Herndon said.
“I don’t think it’s so bad here,” Vyorahi said. “I think life
is pretty good in the city of the Highland Elves and you’ve
already seen there are enough people who agree with me that
it’s gotten pretty built up anywhere around here.”
“I admit I know very few on Earth who had as
comfortable a place to lie in the sun as this,” Herndon said.
There are so very few who have the right to do so nude,
especially in public. Few of us would however, and I can see
Ava isn’t really comfortable with it.”
“And I’ve been here a year,” she vouched for him.
“And you’ve been to a beach,” Kuthra added.
“Yeah,” Ava said.
“How was that?” Vyorahi asked.
“She was actually pretty good,” Kuthra said, “better than
she is since Herdon got here.”
“I’m the cause?” he asked.
“Looks like another of those Yingolian courtship rituals,”
Vyorahi said, then looked to Ava, “but all this time I was
under the impression he had already seen all your skin and
then some?”
“But we were alone,” Ava said.
“Yingolians are hard to understand, I admit,” Kuthra said.
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“Oh I know that already,” Vyorahi said. “Anything that
could possibly be construed as being in the same universe
with a sexual thought, organ or action is liable to be subject to
a random and arbitrary taboo at any time.”
“It’s not that bad,” Ava said.
“Okay, so then sit up like the rest of us and stop acting
like you’re afraid your pubic hair will catch fire if the object
of your affection sees it,” Vyorahi said. It wasn’t her pubic
hair she was worried about, between his pheromones and this
body’s hormones there was going to be more than hair
sticking out of her crotch any second. Vyorahi got up and
stepped to the other side of Herndon, “Let him slide over next
to the one of us he’s really here to visit,” she shoo’d him on
his way, then dropped into the bench he vacated.
Ava was even more sure that she should have never let
them talk her into coming out on this court in the nude. The
beach was more anonymous and she wasn’t sitting next to
Herndon da Silva, the man with the body that made her body
behave like a wild mare. Most of the people she worked with
had rooms on this court. The fact that she had been with
Herndon already was the only reason she was able to do this.
These benches adjusted any way you wanted, so she set hers
to the way the others were, sitting up, looking out over the
lake and the colorful sails prowling it. She crossed her legs at
her ankles.
“It would be nice to be out on the water today,” Vyorahi
said. “It’s brisk enough to have fun, but flat enough to enjoy
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it.”
“You sail?” Hernon asked.
“I’ve got a forty one foot single hull at anchor just out
there, you can just see the top of the mast and the banner on it
between those apartment trees on the dockwall.” She leaned
into him when she pointed. “I’ve done the lake on it, three
decades, here to north end then to south end in the Toumda
Arm and then back here. I took it across the lake a couple
years ago with a couple guys on the Public Acceptance
Research Committee.”
“What’s a boat like that worth?”
“Oh, at least aluminum, I sold my old townhouse to buy
it. Sometimes I regret it because it was right across Second
Canal, just outside the crystal, and the trees above it were
friends also. That townhouse would be five aluminums, easy,
today, even though it wasn’t on a canal.”
“There’s too many kayaks on Second to get thru,” Kuthra
said. “I go by third, there’s no center towpath on it and the
needleboats can fly.”
“I often paddle. I paddle and portage to my boat from
here, I’ve got a hook in the Second Canal boathouse with a
cute little seventeen foot pinboat with mast and outrigger.”
“Does it take two?” Herndon asked.
“That question shows you for Yingolian. Only fishing
floats and rope tugs are one man in the known areas of this
planet.”
“Why aren’t you doing that today,” Herndon asked.
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“Best question yet,” Vyorahi answered. “Didn’t get up for
it in time. But really, I’d want to go out for a few weeks with
a few people and supplies, casks included. Maybe when this
project is going and we can be away that long. You see, two
thirds of the Afternoondays in these parts are like this, the
other third are hot and sunny.”
“This looks hot and sunny to me,” Herndon said.
“This is light and breezy,” she waved her arm at the sky,
“look at all the little puffballs. Hot and sunny has a sort of
uniform haze that you might see a little definition in, far in
the distance over a major urban center.” She looked at him,
and at Ava. “I thought you came here mainly to visit her, but
you’ve only been talking with me.” She turned toward him so
their thighs touched and she put her hand on his arm, no
doubt her breast was also in contact with the back of it.
“Talking with me as much as you have and not offering any
physical pleasure is getting toward rude in this society.”
Ava wanted to burst out with, ‘You’re the one who won’t
shut up!’ but knew that would be even less acceptable
behavior here than on Earth. Ava thought Vyorahi was
absolutely shamelessly pursuing him and wished she could
think of good barbs to fend her off. But she was stupid at
things like that, better at blocking out a sixteen bit control
system.
“We don’t offer physical pleasure during the meetings?”
Herndon questioned.
“This isn’t one of the meetings,” Vyorahi said, “we all
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have today off.”
“The fact that we know each other from business hours
doesn’t mean we have to treat each other like it’s still
business hours,” Kuthra said.
“You’ve always been good at that,” Ava said.
“That’s one of my skills the Kasssikan values most,”
Kuthra replied.
Ava thought about possible implications of that statement
for awhile, longer than the timeline of this narrative in fact.
What it meant about Kuthra, what it meant about the
Kassikan, what else it might mean about the Kassikan.
“So what is going on between you?” Kuthra asked Ava.
She knew by now that the only polite thing was honesty
and openness. With a sigh of resignation she began, “We went
on a date, he acted enough like a gentleman that I let him
come home with me. He didn’t pressure me or anything like
that, if anything pressured me it was the plentiful supply of
house cups in this city. Afterward I felt confused about it
because it is more your customs than ours, and angry with
myself because I wasn’t able to keep a promise. Herndon’s
done nothing wrong, I will admit that. I’m the one with the
past and the baggage. I’m sorry for the way I acted.”
“You’re forgiven,” Herndon said, “you were perfectly
polite, just distracted.”
“It was a big, ‘What have I done?’ for me. I’m sorry.”
“And what have you done? Given me such pleasure that
I’m likely to embarrass myself if I think any more about it.”
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“Or are you afraid I’ll grab it first?” Vyorahi said.
Herndon turned to her. “You would, wouldn’t you?”
“It’s the best handle to get a grip on a guy.”
“And if just hypothetically I could overcome the fear
you’ve just put into me and get one up, how is that received
in this courtyard of the Photovoltaic committee?”
“Polite applause at best,” Kuthra said, “few will join in.
It’s reasonably decorous here. I would go into the room to get
it on, but playing with each other, over here, facing the other
way where it’s miles to the nearest viewer, that’s fine here and
now.”
“It is appropriate at this time and place to put your arms
over our shoulders,” Vyorahi said as she slipped under his,
“and we can lean into you and get a little cozy,” she said as
she wrapped herself in his arm and wrapped his hand around
her breast. He got his other arm over Ava’s shoulder, cupped
her likewise.
She flinched a little but said, “When in Rome I guess,”
and leaned back on Herndon’s heart side. She wished he’d
refused Vyorahi however. She knew this was going to effect
the way they worked together.
“It is a delightful custom,” Herndon said, “but it is going
to give me one.”
“Let it,” Vyorahi said. “We won’t tell on you, we’ll just
keep it company.” Her hand went to it.
Ava had enough of this brazen assault on her man, she
went to grab Vyorahi’s hand before she stroked Herndon,
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instead her arm went limp and flopped down on Herndon’s
lap.
Vyorahi looked at her arm, looked at her, looked at her
face and said, “You got the Instinct, but why? What were you
going to do?”
“Grab your hand before you...” she choked on it.
“Touched his cock?” Vyorahi asked. “Is this another
aspect of YingolNeerie ephemerality? His cock belongs to
you alone?”
Ava just blushed.
“She seems to feel that way,” Herndon said. “It’s an
aspect of monogamy, or in this case serial monogamy. She,
and I, see someone else touching the partner’s genitals as a
violation of that monogamy convention.”
“So you have pledged monogamy?”
“Provisional, until we find we can’t live with each other.”
“So you’re moving in?” Kuthra asked.
“No one’s moving yet,” Herndon said, “though space has
come free in the Brazilian Quadrangle with Nardley leaving.”
“He’s gone native on you?” Kuthra asked.
“At least he’s still coming in on Morningdays, Lionel
might be gone for good this time.”
“Did anyone go up to Yernine and look for him?” Ava
asked.
“You mean take the shuttlecraft and fly over and back?
We weren’t sure he was even gone until today. If we could get
approved for an airship and pilot we could get someone there
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by tomorrow, about when he could be getting in.”
“Lake runners often beat balloons,” Vyorahi said.
“So you see the problem we face?” Herndon asked.
“Yeah,” Ava said, “it’s a big planet, especially when
you’ve got no way to move at more than twelve miles an
hour.”
“What if Lionel’s disappearance wasn’t voluntary?”
Herndon asked.
“The Instinct almost assures that it is,” Vyorahi said.
“He might not know his options here, there are drugs that
could do anything to him, just as he was lured onto a ship for
Yernine a few weeks ago.”
“I would assume he’s done his duty by getting the crew
down and now he’s gone back up to Jinjie to live happily ever
after,” Kuthra said.
“Is she worth it?” Herndon asked.
“Everyone is worth it,” Vyorahi said. “If they have a soul
in them they’ve earned God’s love.”
“I didn’t mean in a metaphysical sense,” Herndon said.
“Why her?”
“Maybe because she’s taking him so far away that it
might as well be Ydlontrostl,” Kuthra said. “I knew her a
little, knew she was from up that way, knew she liked
Enurates. But I have no names of her friends, here or there. I
have no address, here or there. There might be a detective in
Yernine who’d undertake the search for a copper plus an iron
a day in expenses, but there might not, and if there was, I
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wouldn’t count on results.”
“But what if it was against his will?” Herndon repeated.
“The Instinct,” Kuthra repeated.
“Why do you think it’s against his will?” Ava asked.
“Because of Nardley, he has no need to disappear, he can
live with a native woman and still see his friends.”
“Yernine is too far to stay in any kind of contact but
mail.”
“He could at least do that,” Herndon said.
“Maybe he will,” Kuthra said.
Vyorahi asked, “Is there someone of you he might want to
get away from enough to override the loss of the rest of you?”
“He really hates the colonel and his whole right wing
schtick,” Herndon answered.
“What is that?” Vyorahi asked.
“His desire to keep everything the same, to stay in power,
to stop any new ideas.”
“Actually, he’ll eventually be happy here, the starship and
your mating rituals are the only thing new here in centuries,”
Vyorahi said.
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2343
Block Party
Native years were short, and three of them had passed
since Nardley moved out. The colonel had sent Hector to
Yernine, trying to find Lionel. He found one hundred and
seven women named Jinjie in the area, interviewed them all,
and found one who admitted to knowing him, remembered
him freaking out when he found out they had a stateroom on
the lake runner, and remembered him getting off the next day
in Ebmemboz and swore she’d never seen him again. It was
clear to everyone by then that it was impossible to find
someone once they got out into the population.
Isabel was due soon and was granting interviews to
dozens of media outlets. Ernesto spent a lot of time with the
media also, and all of them had been caught by a reporter at
least once so far. They were doing their best to slip off
campus unnoticed today. Nardley was hosting a little
Afternoonday soiree at Tormu’s that they were headed for.
Any time after lunch was what the invite said. He and Ava
met at the fifth canal needleboat stop and rode together from
there, arriving about the middle of the afterlunch.
They were ‘going out’ now in this act Ava continued to
play out. She was trying to recreate the world of television,
not the middle class. He was still going along with it because
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it included what he wanted, serial monogamy, so he didn’t
have to confront his jealousy head on, and after all the noise,
included good sex after most dates.
In short, it was like an Earth relationship, as much as it
could be, an Earth relationship with a girl who had been
killed as a child and spent almost two hundred years as a
figment of a silicon chip’s imagination. Still it was easier than
a relationship with a native, even Tormu.
Tormu greeted them warmly on the front step wearing her
usual Afternoonday uniform. “I’m still trying to stuff some
domeshells with buttercrumbs, then I’ll be right up. It’s so
great to see you again,” she said as she hugged Herndon, “so
nice to meet you,” she said to Ava.
“We didn’t...”
“Sorry, I know your name is Ava, it’s been in the media
that you’re with the gallant starman. But go on up, they’re on
the deck or out in the yard unless they’re around Gnoonie’s
bong or up in one of the rooms.” She was ushering them thru
the door. They wouldn’t be using the feasting table, it was
piled with sacks, bottles, some of them quite ornate, and
clothing.
“This is one of those parties where most people are naked
ain’t it?” Ava asked with obvious trepidation.
“For now,” Tormu said. “A lot of them are out in the yard
and they were playing with the hose earlier, but you can toss
that on the table or on a rack upstairs if you want, just don’t
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put it on top of something if it’s already wet.”
Ava just grinned, she could see the stairs. It was obvious
that she saw Tormu as a former lover, and thus a competitor
in her mind, not the wife of his associate.
Everyone around that bong in the front room was a native
except Alicia. He had no idea she would even be here, then
guessed Nardley must have invited everyone on the ship. The
bong was a four hoser and a really baked guy was chanting
time and holding the carburetor. ‘Tug, tug, tug, bloooww,’ he
lifted his finger, ‘SLAM,’ was his chant.
She handed her hose off to the guy next to her and
squeaked, “Hi.”
“What’s in there?” Ava asked.
“Rord with sprinkles,” she said, lazily, “sparkling
sprinkles, it’s like a sunny day on the water.”
“You’ve heard about the native intoxicants?” Herndon
asked.
“Yes, and aren’t they wonderful!” she replied.
“You can get pretty lost,” Ava said.
“We’ll keep her string tied to our straps,” the guy next to
her said.
She must have seen something on his face when that guy
said that because she reacted before he could. “I don’t think I
need a chaperone,” Alicia said. “You’ve been here alone.
There’s eight more of the crew here, the rest of them are out
by the keg with Nardley.”
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“I’m sorry,” Herndon said, apologizing for being her
chaperone, “welcome to Kassidor.” It was quite likely many
of the crew were going to get in deep trouble with the
narcotics. They were legal to the point that they weren’t even
taxed.
“You too,” she said with a smile he thought was way too
sly, “great party, you have to go to old Rio to find one like
this back home.”
“You have to go into the media I think,” Herndon said.
He’d been to Rio and never ended up at a party with a big
bong in the front room and most people naked in the house
and out. Nearly naked, yes, but there’s always a g-string or
sack in public.
Ava had to ask about her as he turned toward the inside of
the block. “She was in housekeeping, her husband didn’t
revive, Gnomes do her job here, she’s been idle a lot.”
“I see trouble there, especially when she finds out what’s
expected sexually.”
Native youth treatments work quickly and Alicia was
always a cute woman. She would already have no trouble
attracting attention among the natives. “I’m not sure she’s
going to object once she finds out.”
The mats were all up so ‘on the deck’ was simply the last
furniture grouping where the floor has a tiny slope, the one
shaded by the vines on the rail. Out here were Raim, Ernesto,
Bryle and Father Dianegress. None of them had made it to the
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keg yet, he knew Ava wouldn’t want to wait long, but Cleason
Dianegress stopped him, “You’ve been here before?”
“Yes,” Herndon answered.
“And you weren’t impressed?”
“I was too impressed,” Herndon said. “I thought it was
scary. I see this magnificence and feel a bit of shame for
Brasil and for Earth.”
“I’ve been in a few more dwellings,” Raim said, “they’re
as solid and comfortable, but this is a work of art.”
“I know,” Herndon said, “it could be opened as a tourist
attraction.”
“Actually,” Cleason said, “the quarters we’ve been given
in the Kassikan are on par with this, when you get right down
to it.”
“This belongs to one girl,” Herndon said, “not the crew of
the first friendly starship to reach here.”
Ava was inspecting the moldings around the ceilings, the
artwork, which was passionate, talented, amateur in nice
frames and settings. “From what I can see it’s spacious and
stylish without being too pretentious,” Ava said, “but it has a
certain air of a public space about it.”
“Yes it does,” Cleason said, “doesn’t it?”
Because he was standing he could see down the stairs and
saw when Tormu came up from the space under the deck
carrying a tray on her shoulder that looked too big for her to
carry. She went out of sight around a trellis of some kind of
vine toward the part of the courtyard that the smoke was
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coming from.
“She’s way above her means here, embellishing it seems
to be her hobby.”
“Nardley told us she made these couches, the wickerwork
anyway, not the cushions.”
“She’s a remarkably talented girl,” Herndon said. “She
says she made everything in this house at least once but those
sculptures in the glass cases. The cases and plaques she made
for them.”
“What about all the racks and that banquet set?” Raim
asked.
“I don’t know, but I wouldn’t be shocked to find that she
did.”
Next to the stairway was a wooden tree with cups hanging
from it with a note that said, ‘Please return house cups to
kitchen.’ Ava took one and headed toward the keg, which was
also in the same general area as the fire. Herndon picked one
that wasn’t too big and too likely to tip over. Most of the
remaining ones seemed to have some kind of commemorative
inscription regarding sail racing. He left them for Vyorahi,
should she show up.
The center of the block had a small athletic field, a big
fireplace with crystal grate, a large table and benches, another
smaller fireplace more like a hibachi on a stand, and more
benches. It was where all the garden paths came together and
was paved with flat stones, except for the athletic field, which
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was covered with a type of tough-leafed vegetation. The kegs
were in barrels and packed with snow left over from
Dawnsleep. One was an ale Herndon already knew was a fine
one. Tormu was fussing over the big tray of stuff she’d
carried up from the kitchen which barely fit on the small
fireplace. Two guys were minding what looked like a jacarae
on a spit on the main fireplace. There was already a collection
of foodstuffs on the table, and a collection of naked people on
the benches and standing around. Only he, Ava, Nardley,
Ceasar, Hinson and Elice had anything on. Vyorahi was
already here, with a large cup with a leaning sailboat in the
pictureglass of its bowl and a gilded inscription on the base. It
was half full of green and she was totally nude and totally
unmindful of it. Janace was here and was also nude, but not
totally unconscious of it. She had the best body of the
Brazilian women and her skin had responded beautifully to
the pill they took as soon as they arrived, so she already had
nothing to be ashamed of even around all these Elf girls.
Herndon knew none of the natives, and there were at least
a dozen, most were female and most were typical pretty little
blond girls with slim but perky figures, perfect smooth skin in
gold, ocher and bronze tones. Not one had any trace of
clothing anywhere in sight or a trace of coloration that said
they ever had clothing on them when there was sunshine to be
had. One in three had what could be called dark hair and one
of those had pink showing in those curls. Almost everyone
was holding a cup, and half the guys were currently holding
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or stroking a girl’s breast, and most of those girls had a hand
over his, but this was all while they were hanging out
chatting.
He could see Ava was embarrassed seeing it, as they were
still walking the path from the steps to the keg she said, “This
is almost as bad as a club.”
“It’s the same people,” Herndon said. “I’m sure we
expected Vyorahi and Kuthra would make an appearance. I
see Gefnon is here,” and nude.
“Don’t expect me to...”
“Act like you did at the show we went to months ago?
You haven’t had your first cup yet, I know you will, I know
you’ll loosen up. Your comment was, ‘When in Rome,’ as I
remember.”
She gave him a strained smile, “these are people we work
with.”
“So was the court where you used to live.” She had
moved into Nardley’s old space about a week later, the week
of Ernesto’s wedding.
“They talked me into that,” Ava said. “I was so
embarrassed when you showed up.”
They made it down to the kegs, which were in recently
cleared beds adjoining the widest part of the path across from
the roasting lenta. Nardley was manning the taps, sitting on a
three-legged stool under an umbrella planted in the corner of
that planting bed. There were three beautiful Elf girls on the
bank of a raised bed next to him.
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“Herndon, Ava, glad you could make it,” Nardley said,
coming toward him with his hand up. They slapped palms but
Nardley gripped him and held.
“Thanks for having us, but what a shindig.”
“It’s all Tormu, she does one every few years and hasn’t
celebrated having me here yet. I think she wants to celebrate a
new guy on yandrille also, she says the singer is the same one
she’s worked with for years but the guy on yandrille is new
this year and he’s great. They’re going to do a set later once it
gets dark. They’ve got some pro lights set up on Creloi’s
bedroom balcony, and Nangton’s also. They’re going to play
from Meekalle’s porch right across the field. Their stuff’s
already set up.”
“Like I said, quite a shindig,” Herndon said.
And that was exactly what it turned out to be. The field
was used for casual mish, the food was grazing from lunch
time on. People took a haunch of lenta when it was done the
way they liked it. The big tub of stuffed domeshells was gone
in minutes as soon as Tormu declared them ready. They made
burritos of bits picked from the body of the lenta. They raised
cups of ale, but not as many as they raised cups of yaag.
People played around a lot, but went up into the houses
rather than get impolite in the courtyard. Getting aroused in
the yard seemed to be about the limit here. There were a few
people going up and down to rooms, but it wasn’t an orgiastic
frenzy. The yaag and the sunshine and the nudity made it
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tempting, but Ava wasn’t tempted, and even though Herndon
got pretty stoned, he wasn’t going to screw up their
relationship by sneaking off with someone else, though there
weren’t any that weren’t tempting.
Ava liked to hang with the people from the committee and
the expedition, rather than mingle a lot with the locals who
inhabited this block. Nardley was the only other person here
who knew what a PDP-11 was, and they babbled at each other
quite a bit. Tormu embarrassed him as they were doing so.
She took his arm and clutched it to her chest. He remembered
those sweet and eager curves fondly. “They won’t miss us if
we take a turn upstairs,” she said softly to him.
He turned and looked at her. She may be a superwoman in
her creations, but she’s as cute and innocent as a young
puppy. “Tormu,” he said, “it hurts so much to say no to such a
sweet and beautiful and talented woman as you, but I told you
about monogamy.”
“Do you have it with Ava?”
“Yes,” he said.
“Even if she is so deep in conversation with Nardley?”
“That’s just conversation, that’s not sex.”
“And sex is what monogamy is about, not intellectual
closeness?”
Herndon was about to answer ‘of course’ but understood
something just then about Tormu and her relationship with
Nardley. “You see their intent conversation on something they
are both passionate about as more intimate than sex?”
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“Well, yeah, maybe not ‘intimate,’ maybe ‘connection’
would be the word.”
“Nardley is more connected with you than he is with Ava,
this is bringing work home with him.”
“His work is important to him.”
“That’s an Earth characteristic,” Herndon said.
But before long he dragged Ava away, wandered around
the block and before too long found themselves in one of the
other dwellings on the court for a shot of some kind of lemon
lightning. The stuff was definitely flammable and he wasn’t
ready for it, nearly coughed it up.
“You must have been expecting a light yellow?” their
hostess said.
“That’s got claws,” Herndon said, “sharp ones.”
Ava took a tiny sip, “Wow I’ll say.”
They talked, Herndon looked around. This home was a
little smaller than Tormu’s and not finished as fancy by any
means. It was decorated with a lot more frilly fabrics and
hangings. The furniture was sparse, but this place had more
bookcases and knickknacks. More evidence of the relative
affluence of the natives.
After a sitting with that woman long enough to learn quite
a bit about the life of a shift manager of a part-time, youpedal textile shop, they all wandered back out to the party at
large. The woman they were just with partnered with a guy in
competitive net mish which people watched from any of the
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benches around the garden. He was really amazed by how
well everyone was keeping out of the beds, they all knew
what was meant by the words ‘garden party’ and respected
each others work. Most of these people were from this block
after all, and presumably all of them had plants in all corners
of the garden like Tormu did.
It was into duskmeal when they ran into Kuthra. “I heard
about the music,” she said.
“You heard about Tormu playing a set later?” Ava asked.
“Yeah, that’s one of the main reasons I’m here,” Kuthra
said. “I have her song, not that I knew her at the time, it was
just one of those songs that was everywhere on the beach that
year. I can’t even remember what the band name was til I
looked it up, it was over a century ago anyway. She was in a
three person called Rankor Thunder that recorded that song
and sold the master for twenty aluminums. They don’t have
anything more known under that name. I know it’s old but I
still like it so I looked her up and sure enough, this is that
Tormu.”
“I never really thought she was lying,” Herndon said.
By this time some guys powered up the speakers strapped
to the second floor deck of that same house. The new guy on
Yandrille was a long and skinny half-gnome who arrived with
a big Troll carrying his block and patch panel. Once again this
was a three piece and a cute Elf girl with slightly frizzy hair
was testing out the mic.
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It was dark enough that there were quite a few torches
going by now, and the grill was going again with some other
guys doing toasted inglethors. The lenta bones were picked
clean enough to throw in the fire hours ago. They were part of
the coals beneath the fresh splits toasting those inglethors.
There were berry baskets and a basket of an assortment of
dried lon in many flavors.
By now many people had put clothes on as the sky
darkened above this block. Kuthra was wearing an open skirt
and an open jacket. A lot of them wore just an open jacket, a
shoulder piece, an open robe, anything that would keep them
a little bit warmer but allow their social parts to party on.
They ate more berries than inglethors for duskmeal,
especially the gnarl berries, which were like little morsels of
bree in a blueberry skin instead of bree rind. He also had a
nice, big, golden purpletail inglethor. It had been gutted,
skinned, battered, glazed and seeded during various phases of
the cooking process. It was a new pinnacle in the atavistic
pleasure of gnawing meat off the bone. Kuthra made a quick
trip to a neighboring house with a guy who said she had
gorgeous hair. He was right, but that didn’t seem to be the
point.
Ava was still a little grossed out by toasted inglethors,
though she had been here longer than him, and her body had
likely been here since Brazil was discovered at the dawn of
the sixteenth century. He did get her to take a few bites, and
the flavor was enough to get her to agree to split another.
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They also got another berry cup and filled it half and half
with those bree berries and those chocolate fudge berries.
By the time they’d finished the last morsels of that,
Kuthra was back and Tormu was taking the mic on the porch
right above the athletic court.
She started with a question, “How many of you were here
when I bought my house on this block?” There were a few
hoots, Herndon could see a few hands waving. “Well this is a
band more like then and the reason for that is Antheen, the
wizard of yandrille who has nagged me into practicing up on
this old Paduba once again. If you’ve been to any of those
yearly things I do at the square pool you already know Nicott,
the sweetest undiscovered voice in the whole Yakhan. Now
guys I want to tell you right now, don’t feel like you have to
memorize all of this because I think we’ll be getting a few
more gigs than just the square pool now that Antheen’s agreed
to play with us.” She walked back toward the chippongga, the
long, tall guy with the dome of curls over his head picked up
a long, tall yandrille with a burst of setting pegs and wires on
the head, many with tags hanging off them on strings.
“I have one other thing I want to celebrate this evening,”
Tormu said, “I’m sure you all know by now, I hope most of
you met him by now, I hope enough of you have had sex with
him by now to shrivel his balls to boogers, but this
celebration makes it official, I caught a starman!” she said
like it was a rare and record fish. “He’s cowering over there,”
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Tormu said, “but you can find him with that spotlight I’m
sure. He’s pretty cute in his way. Please come up here and
stand by me, Nardley my starman, I think I’m worth at least
that much, if nothing else, for giving me the confidence to say
this.”
The cute little kid with the naughty smile took the mic as
Nardley shyly came up the stairs to that porch, kissed Tormu
and caressed her for the cheers of the whole block party, then
backed down off that porch as quickly as he could. “We have
a new name for this little grouping of ours,” the other girl said
in a voice that was so caressing she made one aroused by her
words alone.
He noticed Vyorahi just coming down from the balcony a
few doors up the block wrapped around a half-Troll guy who
was still naked and hung. This was the third time Herndon
had seen her come down porch stairs like that since the lenta
was first carved.
“We’re now playing out as RankorQuake,” she said, and
Tormu burst loose in a quake worthy of a six hundred million
year old basalt plug rumbling back to life.
He watched Nardley as they began, with what was just
about a minute long chippongga solo. He was just locked in
worship, enraptured by his magical Elven princess, totally
sure that the most fantastic of fairy tales had come true.
Maybe it had, who knows, he could really be dead and this
was the afterlife. In the last three native years Ava had also
proven to him that he cannot prove he wasn’t a simulate in a
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three-d reality box all along.
Over that chipponngga solo the girl said, “we have the
famous and talented Tormu on chippongga, the famous and
talented Antheen on Yandrille,” he shredded in at that point.
Ava clinked her cup on his and said, “Thanks for taking
me to this party and I want this tape for Christmas.”
The girl with the mic very sweetly continued, “And I am
Nicott to sing for you and try to be your guide thru the depths
of evening.”
While she said that some guys took the grill off the main
fireplace and piled on enough firestick to make a bonfire-like
conflagration. The music made it more of a concert than a
block party. He already knew how to recognize the genres of
various basins and knew this was one of several from
Zhlindu, Tower in particular. That cute little girl had a button
on the mic she could touch that allowed her to sing like a
chorus of hundreds of Valkyries and another that allowed her
to whisper sweetly in your ear like your half-grown daughter.
The yandrille was blotted with the effect called ‘plasmoid’
which was invented in Klikenstra’s labs when Rome was
young. It was called fuzz tone on Earth and controlled
clipping, or adaptive clipping here. Whatever you labeled it,
he was all over the stratosphere with it, locked to the chord
that cutie with the chorus button was singing. There was a
song when the guy on yandrille did vocals, he sounded like a
wounded puppy that had no right to survive, or the bishop
presiding at the end of the world. There was a button on his
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mic that switched between them.
Herndon had to remember they had no production of even
the laboratory prototypes of electronic circuitry they had
going in the lab so far. All of this amazing audio was done
with some other technology, one he didn’t know existed, one
he didn’t know the theory of and one that worked amazingly
well.
As he had predicted, Ava had become affectionate enough
to masquerade as an Elf girl after she got a few cups in her
and he was holding her close and they were swaying with the
concert. They went into a song called, ‘Don’t Let Go’ that
Tormu really pounded out on and Nicott was her sweet self
and Tormu did some harmony on, which she actually did well
enough that he was impressed with that also.
“I couldn’t see why you’d ever walk away from that girl
til now,” Ava said. “She is so amazing she’s a little scary.”
“She’s awesome, this is the second most powerful musical
act I’ve seen in my life.”
“Oh, what was first?”
“The one we went to on our first date,” he said.
“Mmm, I agree.” She pulled close with the arm around his
waist, “thank you for that.”
“For what?”
“For taking me on dates. For giving me the most normal
relationship I’ve ever had in my life. Here we are, way over
here on what has got to be the most exotic and unexpected
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destination ever,” a big block surrounded by stone
townhouses overgrown with larorlie and inhabited by partyhappy college kids, lit by a bonfire and torches, “and you’ve
given me the first chance I’ve ever had to feel ‘normal,’
whatever that is.”
“You’re right about the unexpected destination part. In its
own way this is a much more difficult destination than a
difficult terraform on an eyeball world.”
“It sure is exotic,” she said.
“Thank you for being here while we adjust,” Herndon
said. “I appreciate having someone normal to hold on to
while I wonder if we actually hit an iceball on the way and
this is some form of afterlife. So far I can’t find any definite
evidence that it violates the laws of physics, though the speed
with which the pills are working is remarkable.”
“I can see how being here might be difficult for you too,”
Ava said.
“I’m subject to uncontrollable jealousy,” he said. “I don’t
like it, but I’m afflicted with it. You’ve been a godsend.”
She looked like she wasn’t sure how to take that, but said,
“I’m more at ease now that it’s cool enough for clothes.”
“Me too. But the world of our exile is colorful isn’t it?” he
asked. They were on a garden path where the bean vine
trellises were sturdy enough to lean on. He had his arm
around her and just so they wouldn’t look out of place, passed
his hand over her sweet curves from time to time. “The
music’s great, the drinks kick, I actually like the toilets better
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now that I’m used to them, the food’s out of this world, the
accommodations are superb, the natives are pretty and
friendly, they’ve given us our youth back...”
“At the cost of our monogamy.”
“We can afford the pills,” Herndon said. “Our royalties on
the control computer chip are already enough to pay for the
yaag habits we’ve already picked up.”
“You too?”
“It calms me,” he said, “and makes this feel so good,” he
squeezed her chest again. Like the average Elf girl, she
wasn’t that big, but resilient and shapely, and quick to point.
Nothing that she might not have been had they met in South
America if her ancestors had fled to Brasil instead of
America.
“It certainly does make this feel better,” she said and
pressed his palm against her hardening nib. “Sometimes I also
wonder if we really all died on the journey and this is really
heaven.”
“I think it’s still reality,” Herndon said, “and billions of
people as talented and determined as Tormu have made it a
lot closer to heaven than any part of Earth ever got. But it’s
pretty crowded, the poor do work hard and sweaty, I’ve seen
that too. We’re among the upper five percent of this society
here in this block, the professionals and managers and
business owners and their families and friends.”
“And professional musical performers,” Ava added.
“Obviously.”
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The performance went on, they found Nardley once more
as they were actually trying to make their way back to the
house they came in thru. He was still at the kegs, both yaag
kegs were done and the ale was floating. The people nearby
were intent on the show. He saw someone with a professional
camera filming it from the nearest upper balcony on the far
side of the block.
“I believe everything you said about her,” he told Nardley
as they walked up. He began pouring as soon as they saw
them so Herndon said, “no we’re done, we’re on our way
out.”
“It’s not like you’re driving, and this way I can be done if
we each have one last quick one here.” He was already
pouring the second, it was coming out pretty slow. “And I
meant it, you look at her and you think she’s just another Elf
girl til you see what she can do. Imagine if she’d applied
these skills to building a business or something like that.”
“Hers are all physical skills,” Herndon said. “She’s a
naïve little Elf girl at people skills.” Nardley might not see it
because he didn’t do much better. “If that yandrille player can
make a business of it they might do well.”
“I think we’re already doing just fine,” Nardley said.
“With what I’m earning at the Kassikan she doesn’t need to
earn anything more at all.”
“How do you feel in her presence?” Ava asked.
“Honored. I mean I’m STILL not getting over the whole
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amazing civilization of humans here thing, but given that
somehow it’s here, I guess it’s understandable that there
would be a warm welcome for visitors from another star. So
compared to the miracle that this city is here at all, the
miracle that a superwoman like Tormu would choose to share
her home with a starman like me is much more manageable.”
“Yeah,” Herndon said. “How are you with the variety
thing?”
“She’s been getting a lot of Antheen of course, not as
much as Nicott, but enough to keep relations friendly. She’s
still getting a lot more of me and seems to mean it when she
says what we have is better. I think it’s because she’s worked
more on my training, but I’m genuinely glad to please her
because she certainly pleases me.” By now the last of the ale
had dribbled into his cup and he lifted it up. “Here’s to
RankorQuake, and may she have a lot of fun with it.”
“Yeah,” Herndon said and clinked his cup, even though
he’d already taken a sip while they waited.
“Let us know where they’re going to be playing,” Ava
said, “and I want a tape of the first song for Christmas.”
Nardley chuckled, “They hardly have a recording date
lined up at this point. This party is their first trip out of the
fifth floor.”
“It was a great party,” Herndon said.
“What do you mean was? There’s a karga for Nightday
and a spicy thickstew already in the coals.”
“It’s late.”
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“Everyone’s got their rooms open, you can take mine if
you want, Tormu will want at least a three way after today.”
“No, we had a great time, it’s a great show but I know
they’re winding down. She’s got to be exhausted the way she
plays that thing.”
“Are you ever going to understand that she’s a super
woman?” Nardley asked. “She’s going to be the life of the
afterparty and she’ll be cleaning up a little after we all pass
out.”
“But you’ll be up to make breakfast,” Ava said.
That was when a flash went off. They hadn’t noticed how
close to them someone had come with a big camera. They
turned to see a girl with a notepad, a very tall-eared, pointednosed, straight-haired Elf girl. With her was a small slicklooking guy in a short belted robe with the camera. “I assume
you’re talking about Tormu,” she asked Nardley, “and am I
right that you are the starman she’s captured?”
“She’s captured my heart only,” Nardley said. “I’m free to
come and go as I please.”
“But you are a starman?”
“You’ll have to get me genetically tested to be sure,”
Nardley said. “Anyone seeking publicity for her new band
can make that claim. For what it’s worth, I allege that she is
telling the truth, I am Nardley Osconso, born in Ceara State
of Brazil in 2129. I am an IT hardware professional on the
starship Presidente Lula.”
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“But you say she may be just making that claim?” the girl
asked.
“She’s not, but you really have no proof. You can easily
find that I work in the Kassikan’s photovoltaic labs.”
Herndon, meanwhile, was backing away, slowly, working
his way slowly out of sight behind some tall berry trellises
just behind where the kegs were set up.
“Are there more starmen here?” she asked. “Who were
those people,” she asked, but Herndon was hurrying away.
“They’re another couple on the committee, she’s chair of
Virtuality, I don’t know what he is.”
By now they were to Tormu’s house. He didn’t go up the
steps, he went down to the area under the porch, the area that
should open to the kitchen. There were farm tools here, a
couple other pedal machines, very difficult to see in the dark.
“Where are we going?” Ava asked.
“Be careful, there’s some kind of a machine here, we’re
going thru the kitchen to prevent another photo-op.”
On Sunset Beach
It was three weeks since the party. The first prototypes of
the processor had been cast. Switches and lights testing had
passed. It was still a long way from getting sixty four k of
memory, fiber driver/receivers and battery storage onto the
chip, but this was a milestone.
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Nardley was being a pain in the ass lately with a four bit
system, claiming they should build a fabricator with that. Ava
was beginning to wonder if he was right. When Earth had this
technology they didn’t mind putting a hundred chips on a
board. The original PDP-11’s didn’t even have memory on
the CPU board but had multiple boards of memory and a full
rack to get 64K. It all had to be on one chip here, or
communicate with another chip over a fiber-optic link.
It was still a little early for breakfast but Herndon had left
early to meet someone to go fishing and she hadn’t gone back
to sleep. Sure enough, the breakfast cook for their quadrangle
wasn’t even here yet, much less set up and cooking. She
climbed up the stairs to the commercial level, what she called
the ‘mall’ for lack of a better translation for the word
‘khume.’ It goes thru the attics of most of the quadrangles
along here, but it is a few floors below the base of the
pyramid, and fifteen floors above level zero.
Where four buildings meet there’s a few shops, one with a
cook who was at least setting up, and a newsstand that was
open. The owner knew her and greeted her with a shout,
holding up a copy of one of the glossiest celebrity magazines
in the area, so glossy Vyorahi doesn’t even read it.
“You’re featured in here,” he said, loud enough that a
couple other early risers heard him. Afternoonday has more
early risers than any other day by far.
“How?” she said, “they never get in here.”
“Apparently you went to some hum-dinger of a party out
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Fifth where some old-time chippongga star introduced her
new band.”
Yes, it had been a good time and the band was great. She
was in awe of that girl and the fact that Herndon had turned
her down for Ava began to make her understand what she
really meant to Herndon. He was as lost here as she was.
“You better let me take a copy,” she told him, and took it to
one of the tables near the cook still getting set up.
Ava couldn’t believe what she was seeing, she and
Herndon, all over each other. Clinical sounding captions
detailing what each of these moves presumably mean to a
Yingolian. She didn’t remember even touching his bone,
much less caressing it the way she was in this photo. There
were six or eight shots of him caressing her breast one way or
another. There was a big picture of Janace while she was nude
with guys caressing her thighs. Many were overall shots from
balconies high above the party. They all could have been shot
with a long lens from one of the balconies the spotlights were
on. Kuthra figured prominently in many shots, interacting
with several different Brazilians in various ways, most of
them erotic.
This wasn’t in some obscure gossip rag, this was a glossy
publication with millions of readers thruout the Highlands.
There was even a banner ‘Celeb Today parties with the
Starmen!’ on the cover. There were interviews, sidebars
explaining Yingolian mating customs and showing quotes
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from Janace, Alicia and Elice regarding how they were or
were not adhering to this or that custom while here. Ava and
Herndon were cited several times as an example of Yingolian
mating habits. They were shown only with each other, usually
touching each other. The only thing unusual was that they
were touching only each other and not everyone like
everyone else was. This was pointed out in the accompanying
article.
She was still studying it when the cook had a batch of
patters ready. They were like pancakes of Earth, but a little
more substantial, and usually had fruit or nuts cooked into it
like these did. He wanted to converse but she got away as
quickly as she could.
The most damming thing of all, the article revealed that
the Northern Wood Elf girl that Herndon is courting in such
Yingolian fashion is suspected of being the shonggot victim
re-animated by the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear. They said they
were confident of this conclusion because she is close in
appearance to how the Ghost appears on the Eye, and because
she is carrying out Yingolian mating rituals so precisely, as
several Yingolians bore witness to.
This was exactly what she didn’t want. She wanted to be
just another anonymous Elf girl on the street, now she was
practically a centerfold in a major celebrity magazine. She
was going to have to change her look. She’d do her hair like
Kuthra’s, and maybe get some tits. If this body’s hormones,
the yaag and local custom was going to make so much use of
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them, it might be nice to have some.
The next article was a review of the music at that party, a
very good review with a ‘look for’ tag on RankorQuake. Ava
immediately wondered if Tormu had set this all up, just to
launch her band. She wondered if Nardley was already on his
way home, his part played. He would be so heartbroken. She
did publicly brag about capturing a starman however, so she
might find him useful for a little longer, as long as he was a
media draw.
She certainly felt used, and imagined Herndon would too
when he saw it. He was probably most prominent in the
photos, along with Nardley. There were more pictures of her
than Tormu, though Tormu wailing the chippongga by
torchlight, still topless, was the cover picture of the article.
‘Tormu’s starman party’ was the title of the article. It
described her as a ‘one-hit-wonder chippongga player in the
54th.’ They talked about her beautiful townhouse, the
delightful Afternoonday and dusk, the food, the yaag, the ale.
They interviewed three girls who had sex with starmen which
they described in embarrassing detail. They said, ‘The
festivities culminated in the introduction of Tormu’s new
band and the introduction of the starman who is sharing her
home.’
She was glad to see that no names or addresses other than
Tormu’s and Antheen’s as RankorQuake were given. All the
pictures were labeled as members of photovoltaic committee
at the Kassikan, as Yingolian and as neighbors of Tormu. The
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only names used were Tormu, Nicott and Antheen, but her
picture was now captioned ‘Probable Ghost of Narrulla’s
Tear’ and her life would turn upside down.
She had nowhere to go, no one she could turn to at a time
like this. Herndon, really, Nardley was probably her second
closest friend, she wouldn’t want to have to admit that Kuthra
and Vyorahi were also right there. Gefnon, ugh. She was
living with the Brazilians now, not the singles on the
committee. She didn’t feel at home either place did she? She
wanted her villa back. No doubt she could have a place like it
here if she got her sister to land a small probe with a few
ounces of aluminum bead on it, but it would not be a doable
commute from here.
She went back down to their level, there was a cook
deciding to set up down here at least. It would be an hour
before he was ready but he was working on it. Who she didn’t
expect to see was Vyorahi. “Ava! Great, I’m glad I caught
you, Herndon is already out at the boat, he sent me to get you.
Come on, run, I’ve got a needleboat waiting.”
“I...”
Vyorahi grabbed her hand, “It’s down at the boathouse,
we can get there in five minutes.”
“I haven’t done my teeth...”
“We’ve got a full head on the boat, I’m giving you and
Herndon the aft stateroom. We’ll come back Nightday, it’ll be
an adventure.”
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“He was going to leave without me?”
“He thought he was going fishing under the docks but
Myurain changed their plans.”
“Where are we going?”
“Sailing. We’ll just go find a nice private beach for dusk
and have a beach picnic. We can probably make it out of the
Arm as brisk as this southerly is.”
“I haven’t packed...”
“My stuff will all fit you.”
“Vyorahi, you don’t own enough clothing to make me feel
comfortable, especially if we’re still beating our way home
during Dawnsleep.”
“I won’t be competing with you for what I’ve got aboard
til tomorrow, and I’ve got several sets of foul weather gear
because you never go on big water without it.”
So she was whisked out thru the underground canals by a
hired needleboat, at a cost of multiple irons surely, thru
several locks and lockways, and out onto the lake itself. They
shot out into it, even though the chop on it splashed over the
rail now and then. There were huge multi-hulled luggers,
deep water schooners and square riggers, sleek, twin-hulled
lakerunners, all pulled to great floating piers reaching a fifth
of a mile out onto the lake. Down the center endless belts
move cargo in crates or bales. Beside them drovers in thick
leathers urge livestock on. Big wagons rolled both ways.
They scudded along next to the pier, seeing it all in glimpses
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between the ships pulled up to it.
On the open water, the chop had a roll to it, the water was
at least a hundred feet deep by the ends of the piers. It seemed
like they were motionless after they were away from the dock
only a few minutes. This is the fastest means of transportation
on the surface of this planet, and flying isn’t much faster. It
was many minutes before a dot out on the horizon resolved
into a sailing yacht. It was quite a few minutes more before
they were actually ready to board.
She noticed it wasn’t that easy to get from the needleboat
to the sailboat. They moved, moved in relation to each other.
The needleboat was very tippy and meant to be used near a
stone quay or floating dock. Here there was a rope ladder
over the side of the cockpit, the lip of which was four feet out
of the water. The boat would have been fiberglass if this was
Earth, old technology here or there, because this boat was old
but the ropes, sails and fittings were new.
Vyorahi put her hand on the rope ladder and just as simply
as possible climbed up the ladder and onto the boat, the
needleboat hardly even wiggled. Ava was able to get a grip on
the rope ladder, then pull the boat enough so she could get
both hands on the ladder and use her arms to climb and raise
her body. The boatman used his paddle frantically to keep his
boat upright while she did.
Both Vyorahi and Herndon reached down to pull her up
and dragged her arms off the ladder, leaving her legs flailing
so she almost kicked the boatman, who was still fighting the
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boat til her last toe was pulled off it. Herndon tossed the
boatman a nickel as soon as they had her aboard. He still
muttered something about landlubbers as he moved off. As
she came aboard she saw the fourth member of the party, a
sleek, smooth skinned, straight haired Elf with quite
noticeable turned up eyes and long, sleek and expressive
eyebrows. It was clear that for Kassidorians the uniform of
the day was skin because he was in it already and Vyorahi
immediately tossed her tee down the hatch.
“This is Myurain,” Vyorahi said, and he gave Ava a most
impolite hug that she had to remember was polite here, and
saw from Herndon’s color that she had better resort to
English, “He doesn’t know, this isn’t Earth, we have to allow
for that,” and patted his arm. She could feel the tensed
muscles, she held his arm until those muscles relaxed.
Vyorahi noticed, probably understood it better than she
did, in spite of being native, but said nothing about it. Instead
she changed the subject, “Well guys, if you want to see the
sunset over the big lake, you better start learning this rig.”
Myurain was an experienced sailor, Herndon had a hobiecat on Earth and Ava a simulated Hawaiian outrigger carrying
their queen to see her new country in the Caribbean as the
self-filling fractal generator made it up. The simulation
package provided as reasonable an approximation of sailing a
ship like this as the other two rookies to this boat and under
Vyorahi’s tutelage they soon had the boat doing fourteen
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knots due west down the throat of the Dromedian arm. There
were dozens of sails out there, most of them merchant ships
from all over the Highlands. They sailed closer to the lon than
the big ships, and were gradually overtaking them. They were
overtaken in turn by a lake runner, the Deepskater III, all
carbon fiber and kevlar, that was slicing the water at close to
twenty knots, leaving less wake than they did. Passengers
lounging on the top deck waved as they went by only a few
hundred yards to starboard.
“We’ve still got over twenty hours til sunset,” Vyorahi
said. “I suggest we not get too blotto too early. There is one
more thing I want to mention, mainly for Myurain’s benefit,
is that Ava and Herndon are practicing a Yingolian mating
ritual called ‘dating’ which means that they are exclusive with
each other. That means that for better or worse,” she turned to
Myurain, “you’re going to have to come to me for your
sexual needs on this voyage. If and when you’re so inclined
we can use the front room.”
He was interested and so inclined, but it was a half hour
before they actually went below, and that wasn’t til Vyorahi
gave them a tour of the interior of the boat. It didn’t really
have a lot of room below. The main room was tall enough for
an Elf girl to stand and change clothes, and had storage
lockers for quite a variety of stuff, and benches enough to seat
six out of the weather. There was a tiny toilet compartment
and a tiny wash stand. There were no cooking facilities on
board, but storage for a few days worth of dry goods under
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the benches. The front of the boat had a large sleeping
compartment with a few cabinets for clothing, and an oil
burning reading lamp. There was a padded crawlway in the
hull beside the cockpit on the side opposite the toilet that lead
to the rear ‘stateroom’. This was a very cozy space under the
rear seats of the cockpit, just big enough for a couple to sleep
or have sex in, but not tall enough to really sit up, much less
stand. Looking at the boat from the outside, it wasn’t obvious
there was room for this space in here. From the outside it
hardly looked like there was any interior to the boat, it was a
bit like an overgrown kayak.
The entire hull was grown from a pod that had hardened
to wood at least a quarter inch thick, much thicker where
necessary. Finely crafted woodwork and washable upholstery
did the interior. All the wood was coated with an eighth inch
of acrylic or some kind of resilient glass. It was entirely
without electronic instruments. There was a floating compass
with two sighting pointers, a nice scope, and a waterproof
map table on the binnacle. There was a waterproof case of
maps and books under that table. The ropes and sails were
modern textiles, but its instrumentation was like something
from the bronze age.
They came back topside, leaving Vyorahi and Myurain to
test out the sexual performance of the front bunk. Herndon
went to the wheel, but did little to it. Vyorahi told them to
bang on the forehatch if they were needed. Ava followed him
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and stood behind the helmsman’s stool. She brought the
magazine from her shoulder pocket and handed it to him.
“We’re a feature story in Celeb Today it seems,” she
pointed to the banner on the cover. He frowned and turned to
the story. He read it all, hardly glancing at the wheel as he
did, often glancing at her.
“So what do you think?” she asked when he finished
reading the articles.
“They had guys with the light crew. That’s where I first
saw those cameras.”
“How did they get this picture?”
“Timing, you’re waving your hand at Kuthra while
talking about something in the garden and the perspective and
the long lens make it look like you’re stroking me. Your hand
was a foot away at the time.”
“You measured it?”
“I wondered if I could raise up that far,” he chuckled.
“You’re still a beast.”
“But at that same party you said I’m the one who’s given
you a chance at a normal life.”
“It’s more than that now,” she said. “It’s a storybook life,
here we are on this boat, the sun sparkling off the water in
front of us. It’s a life like the people in the magazines like that
have on Earth.”
“Maybe it’s a life like the people in magazines like that
have here. Maybe there are some perks that come with
making it 11.4 lightyears. Maybe once you get past the
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obvious differences, we’re not so different after all.” He
loosened the clamp and turned the rudder a bit more.
“So you think we should just lay down for this?” She
tapped the magazine.
“Try to look at it from their side. Like how would we
react if the Kassikan sent an expedition to Earth about 1967.”
“What if they did?”
“It’s reasonable to conclude they did not,” he said.
“So what should we do?”
“Live the lifestyles of the rich and famous,” he said.
“Watch the sparkling blue water flicker by, rock in the swells
as we ride as high as possible over the world of our exile.” He
corrected the helm a little more, they weren’t getting closer to
the lon on the port side any more. He let both the jib and the
main out another turn. Their wake got a little louder.
“They seem to be taking awhile,” Ava said.
“The Elves like to savor their sexual bliss,” Herndon said.
“I never would have thought a world could exist in such a
state of perpetual erotic and narcotic haze. I wouldn’t think
the laws of physics allowed it, not just the laws of morality.”
“We have to remember, we’re seeing the world from the
yacht of a woman on a high committee of the world’s
dominant corporation or from the home of a famous pop
star.”
“You’re right, as always,” he said and gave her a peck on
the lips.
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“I was right about the control processor,” she said.
“But I don’t think you’re right about Tormu. She’s a very
talented girl but with things, tools, materials, devices. She’s
too much of a simpleton with people to have used this as a
way to launch her band. She may have had them there to
cover her band without realizing they would be more
interested in us. If she did invite them, I bet she’s devastated.”
“She should be, she should have known.”
“You know Ava, sometimes there’s another Elf girl who
should have known. There’s some tough things people here
have to live with like forgetting where you grew up,
forgetting if you have siblings, forgetting what your parents
were like, which one you got your eyes from. Forgetting if
you’ve had children, who they were, where they are now.”
“Oh waa,” Ava said. “I look forward to joining them in
that torture. The days I can no longer remember anything of
that parking garage. I’d love to forget waking up in the night
still hearing my big sister’s screams and the squeaking of the
springs in that old constable van. I’ll be a lot happier when I
forget that they left her bleeding body on the oil-stained floor
of that garage as they peeled away laughing. I’ll be glad when
I can’t remember those few agonized moans that escaped
from her before she died with her head on my eleven year old
lap.”
Herndon took her in his arms, pulled her to his chest with
one arm while holding the wheel with the other. “I’m sorry
Ava, it’s tragic what happened to you and to your country.”
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“It was never really my country, we were never really
welcomed by many of the Norte Americanos.”
“You’re out of that now, I feel we’re much more
welcomed in the country of the Elves.”
“So welcomed that they have big photo-spreads in
national magazines dissecting our ‘mating rituals’ like we’re
some uncontacted tribe.”
“Well we are, from their point of view.”
They had lunch in the cockpit, cheeseapples, fruit nut
bars, a flask of scientific, as the yaag with psychedelics is
called, and some more of the chocolate berries.
“So how do you know Vyorahi?” Ava asked Myurain.
“A mutual friend recommended me when she had some
stones she wanted set.”
“But she lives...”
“Gemstones,” he clarified.
“He’s modest. I came across some pretty rocks in the
Dromedian Hills a few decades back, he made a necklace
with pendant out of them that I scarcely dare take out of its
chest.”
“So you’re a jeweler?” Ava asked.
“A craftsman of pretty stones,” he tipped the bottle again,
handed it to her.
“And you’ve remained friends?” Herndon asked. She had
to admit, he was being quite civil to someone who’d touched
her chest, but clearly hoped to keep his attention on Vyorahi.
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“I have a love of the water also,” Myurain said, “and she’s
also one of the bold entries on my list, so I was glad to take
this invitation to a two day run to the lake and back. I love the
lake on Nightday, wait til you see the stars.”
She tipped the bottle, saw those stars, she should tell him
how well you can see the stars when you’re doing turnover
five light years from the nearest star, but she didn’t want to
make her status even more widely known. “I hope it’s a clear
dark in that case.”
“Sometime during the dark it will be. It might not be til
after it snows, but sometime during the dark.”
“Sometime during Nightday,” Vyorahi said.
“I understand there are immense bodies of water at Yingol
Neerie?” Myurain asked.
“There are,” Herndon said. “Brazil is surrounded by
ocean on two sides.”
“Bigger than the lake?”
“Yes. The entire lake could be placed on the body of
water that borders Brazil. All the oceans of Earth connect, and
the continents stick up out of it. It is as if Kassidor was
covered in water up to the habitable limit.”
That concept took a lot more explaining. It lead to tales of
the age of exploration, islands lost for centuries on the wide
sea. It gave them something to talk about as the sun grew ever
nearer the water.
When it was a few diameters above the water, Vyorahi
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turned hard to port, tacking close to the wind, where the shore
had been curving away from them and getting more rugged
and less populated. For another hour they beat their way
south, arriving at an uninhabited shore of bluffs and beaches.
Shaftwood crowned the bluffs, vast herds of wildlife trampled
the beach but scattered as they approached. That HalloweenLantern sun was getting close to the water.
Vyorahi dropped anchor, then brought out a dry bag for
everything they were taking ashore. “You mean we’re going
to swim?” Ava asked.
“You said you could.”
“Yeah, and it’s okay, it’s not far and the bottom’s really
clean so I’m game.” She would have to get naked. The only
one here who hadn’t seen her was Myurain, and he’d been
naked himself all day. She’d been in a wrapskirt and peasant
blouse, she rolled them up and put them in the bag, tried not
to adopt a cowering posture with her arms over her chest and
her legs drawn together and turned in. Like she’s just standing
here on the boat hanging out. Herndon had his off also now,
and had to work at looking casual just as hard as she did. His
tan lines were worse than hers, but his white areas were
darker than her tan.
She hadn’t been swimming with this body, and that
worried her as she let go of the ladder. But like every other
physical skill, she found she was better at it than before, and
found she could stay ahead of Herndon all the way to shore.
Vyorahi and Myurain lagged far behind, paddling along,
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each with one arm over the dry bag and the other undoubtedly
providing some form of erotic stimulation because they were
giggling and writhing the whole time.
“We’re on the beach in time for sunset,” Vyorahi
proclaimed. “It’s not straight offshore, but pretty close.” She
had walked well up onto the dry sand, but still with a clear
view of Kortrax. She swung the bag around and set it upright
so she could get at the opening. “We’ll set up and get some
sandfish cooking, we won’t be putting on these clothes til we
dry anyway.”
“I’ll help with the...” Ava got only that far.
Vyorahi looked toward Herndon, who’s hand reached out
to her. Their hands touched and she said, “I think he wants to
take you for a walk down the beach.” Herndon reached for
Ava’s hand with his other. “Don’t worry, we’ve got this, I’ve
seen these beaches before. You have a nice stroll,” she said
and handed Ava the bottle to take with them, “but save a little
for later.”
The great ball of the sun drew slowly toward the water, its
frilly purple bands straight up and down on this equatorial
beach. She felt set up but went thru with it. The waves lapped
the soft sand and sparkly four-winged creatures hopped and
flitted, a single thin leg touching the wet sand now, long tonglike pincers pulling morsels from the sand now and then. The
boat was off to the side where Vyorahi and Myurain were
getting a campfire going. The breeze was warm and soft, just
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enough to tickle her hair and remind her she was naked in this
paradise. Once again the thought struck her that she could
actually be in God’s afterlife, or could be a clone on
Narrulla’s Tear that her sister kept encapsulated in this
universe.
It was amazing that a place so wild could exist within a
day’s sail of a city so all-consuming as the Yakhan. But here
there was driftwood for the taking, miles of open sand backed
with verdant jungle. They walked in the spray of the waves.
She could even feel that this was fresh water, fit to drink in a
pinch, more fit than any tap water in Trenst.
“Another amazing sight,” she said as she walked with
Herndon.
“There seems to be no end to them here.”
The air was cooling a bit, it had been hot, now it was just
pleasant. They had been walking in the foam with their arms
around each others waists, but now that it was cooling, came
up on the dry sand. “If we had to be somewhere,” Ava mused,
“stuck on an alien world centuries from home, this wasn’t a
bad choice. I mean we could be in a monster filled jungle or
an airless desert or some tribal prairie with herds of dinosaurs
and no pill for the local language.”
“I’ve been assured we could have found all that here,” he
said. “It was only the Kassikan guiding us to land here that
made us choose this spot and not one of those others.”
“Well, Alan’s part of the planet is almost as civilized and
maybe even friendlier.”
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He reached out with the arm that wasn’t around her waist
and opened his hand to reveal a little lens case. He very
solemnly handed it to her.
“What?” she asked.
“Open it,” he said.
“Is this going to solve the distortion problem or...” she
had it open by then and saw that it wasn’t a lens but a ring.
She didn’t know what its actual material was, but it was a
very good imitation of a titanium band and setting holding a
rock she knew must be real since diamonds the size of
footballs had been found on this planet and they were able to
cast them commercially. It was cut in a unique pattern that
threw light more subtly. She looked up at him blankly.
He got down on one knee, kissed her hand and said, “Ava
Bancour of the Kassikan, formerly of Reston Virginia, will
you marry me?”
Tears flowed from her eyes but she laughed uproariously.
“You got us all the way out here so the media couldn’t record
this ‘Yingolian Courtship Ritual’ didn’t you?”
“I wanted it to be a romantic setting,” he said.
“You done good,” she said, kissed him as hard as her
naïve little girl self knew how, then clung to him crying.
When she could speak she said, “Somehow, 11.4 light years
from home and in the middle of the most alien city one could
ever imagine, you’ve managed to come up with a scene
straight out of Hollywood.” She clung to him some more, “I
can’t believe after all I’ve been thru that I really deserve this,
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that you’ve come all this way to find me.”
“May I take that as a ‘yes’?”
“Yes, you can take that as a yes.” She clung to him crying,
“Oh Herndon, there’s still that frightened twelve year old in
me but you’ve done more than anyone to cure her fears.
You’ve been everything I could ask for, you’ve done
everything I asked, you’ve made it all perfect. There couldn’t
be any more romantic setting,” she said as she stood there
tight in his arms with the warm sand around their feet,
silhouetted by that big sun sinking into the water. “Maybe,
here on a world like this, with you holding my hand, maybe I
can finally crawl out of that parking garage.” Their kiss was
long and hard, and their hands pulled each other to them and
roamed their bodies, but they did not get down and make love
in the sand or the surf.
They waited til after dinner in that snug and cozy cabin. It
was all so perfect she wanted to burst and she lay there for
long after, just basking in all this day had been. The tiny
porthole was open right over her head, she could see Kunae, a
reminder of how far from home she was. She was so far in
distance, and so far in station. She was on a fine yacht, one
she would never have seen as a mortal on Earth unless she’d
caught the eye of a gang boss. If she had she’d have lived like
this til his eye caught another, then she’d have been one of the
nameless dead that floated down the Potomac regularly.
She didn’t know what her future held here, they could die
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in a storm this dark, but the only thing she could see from
here was happily ever after. She had another job she loved
and wanted to get back to, she now had the finest man Brazil
had produced, in her opinion anyway, certainly the finest on
the Presidente Lula, and that was the flagship of their fleet.
He was certainly one of the finest men Brazil had produced in
that era. She was so thankful for having him, she clutched his
arm to her bosom tighter and worked her fingers over his
ring. She hadn’t really believed in the Christial Church, but
she certainly believed in God, and never more than now. With
tears in her eyes she thanked him for helping her get this far
from that abandoned parking garage.
They stoked up the fire first thing on Nightday and heated
some tea. Herndon and Myurain went in search of a few
beach hoppers for breakfast, leaving her and Vyorahi to mind
the fire. They’d used the inflatable raft to get ashore this
Nightday and they were each in a thicknit worker and Ava
had a duskwrap over it. She was glad Vyorahi kept enough of
a wardrobe on the boat for times like this.
“We’ll have Kunae and Cynd all thru Nightday and
Narrulla til we can see navigation beacons.” Vyorahi said.
“It’ll be brisk but we’ll be reaching all the way, we should be
in by Darkmeal.”
“So you had to be in on this?” Ava asked Vyorahi.
She laughed her pretty little laugh that was more like a
giggle than an important committee woman at the Kassikan
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should have. “And glad to be.”
“But you’ve never heard of proposal’s before.”
“Just because I think your mating customs are silly
doesn’t mean I can’t have fun with them and can’t enjoy you
having fun with them.”
“I’ll be very upset if the fun you have with them is like
Tormu and you use it to get into a magazine.”
“I’ve never been one to disclose anything about you that
the listener doesn’t already know and you know that. I’m just
excited to see you get to the next step in your ritual. I saw the
special ring before he presented it, it’s different, I hope
Myurain did a good enough job with it.”
“It’s perfect, it’s nicer than,” Ava was choking up. “I
never would have had an engagement ring if I’d stayed home.
You people here are all creating an ideal world for me, one
that doesn’t actually exist any more on Earth except in makebelieve. You’ve heard how mating is really done on Earth
today. You’re making a fantasy real here. Here where you’ve
never heard of it.”
“We’ve heard of it from our distant past. We know this
ritual is a special time for you,” Vyorahi said. “We know from
our own history that for an ephemeral, choosing their partner
is the most beautiful and significant thing their life can ever
hold. It is the time they are at their most fit and beautiful, it is
the most exciting time they will ever live. It is the most
exciting thing they will ever do. It determines how their
future will come to be and at the same time they are choosing
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the person who will keep them company as they grow old. A
certain power and magnificence is gone from our lives
because we don’t have that huge significance to our pairings
any more, so maybe we’re living it vicariously thru you.”
“That’s so saintly of you,” Ava said.
“I don’t think so,” she said, “I think it’s more girlfriend of
me, because that’s what it is for me. I know we each see
customs of the other that we think are silly, and others that we
think are just wrong, but I still think you’re a good person and
if I could help make this event special for you, I’m glad to do
so.”
Ava looked across the dark beach, barely visible in
Kunae’s light. Herndon and Myurain were still prowling for
breakfast. “It was so special those magazines should have
filmed it, but I’m glad they did not.” She took Vyorahi’s
hands in her’s, “Thank you, I really mean that. I’m really
sorry I’ve had some problems adapting to a few things. I’ll
get there. You have to remember you’re thousands of years
ahead of us, that’s tens of centuries ahead of us. Our social
systems are still in your 35th century.”
“You’re people are ephemeral, that’s all it’s really about,
that and violence. You’ll be fine. And please enjoy your
‘engagement’ phase of your mating customs. I’m really happy
for you, and with you. I’m excited to see what comes next.”
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The Hurt
A couple weeks had passed since he gave Ava the ring.
They’d been pressured into a press conference to show it off
where they’d been asked way too detailed questions on their
relationship. Ava was now afraid to leave the campus, but was
determined to go ahead with wedding plans anyway, even
though it was now a forgone conclusion that there would be
no practical way of keeping the press out of it. The Kassikan
was just not set up for security, too many hallways and
storerooms connected, it just couldn’t be done. She’d picked a
date far enough in the future that she hoped the bruhaha
would die down by then.
Isabel had her baby, and that was the big celebrity gossip
for the week. On that Morningday after the ring he knew
there had been a dust-up between Ava and Nardley in the lab
before the meeting, but he hadn’t heard about it til the next
Nightday meeting when Ava was reprimanded about it.
Because of the baby, he hadn’t heard any more about it. It
seemed she had gone off on Nardley for Tormu using their
notoriety to publicize her band.
He was glad she was reprimanded for it, she was seeing
Tormu as a rival and not as the nearly pathetic creature she
was. He had seen it so many times when a child grows up
with a father who won’t give approval. They strive and strive
and strive needlessly, never relaxing, never feeling like
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they’re doing enough, never satisfied with themselves or what
they’ve accomplished. He was sure that was the case with
Tormu, and that effect had stayed with her even though she
could no longer remember what it was like to remember a
father. It could be that lack of paternal approval was the
deepest psychic scarring there could be.
This Morningday he was in the lab, the 16kb prototype
was due to come out of the chamber today and it promised to
be an event. Myanfyinga was there, watching over the
shoulders of several technicians as they got the chamber
stabilized preparatory to opening it. He was glad to see they
weren’t nervous because of her presence, if this was a
corporation on Earth they certainly would be. Part of it was
because she was encouraging and supportive, not questioning
like in a capitalist corporation.
Nardley was the next to come in, and he was a wreck, the
bags under his eyes were ready to rip open and spill chunks of
coal down his face, his hair was in rags, and his clothes had
gone straight thru from Nightday.
Herndon hurried over to him, got him in a chair and got a
hot cup of rubber tea in front of him. “I’m sorry, I didn’t get a
chance to get any Dawnsleep,” he said. “I don’t know how
much good I can do.”
“What are you doing here?”
“There’s really no way to call out.”
“What happened?” Herndon asked.
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“It’s Tormu,” he said. “She’s blaming herself for that
article in Celeb Today. She can’t sleep, she hasn’t eaten in a
week now.”
“No!?”
“You probably heard about how Ava tore into me about
that article.”
“Yeah, it was the day Isabel had her baby.”
“Right, well I went home bummed and Tormu got it out
of me. I fought her because I knew she wouldn’t take it well,
but lost. First thing Afternoonday she went right out and got a
copy. She moaned and screamed over it at the banquet table
for awhile, then went into a shell and hasn’t come out since.”
“Is she trying to defeat the Instinct and kill herself thru
starvation?” Herndon asked.
“That’s what Antheen and I both think. He’s with her now,
pleading with her. She’s not listening because we’re not the
people she’s wronged, it’s you and Ava. Maybe if you went
out and talked to her it might help.”
“I think it will take Ava,” Herndon said. “Ava is the one
she feels she’s wronged, and Ava sees her as a rival because I
spent a sleep with Tormu before Ava.”
“You could try it but I’m guessing Ava would probably
give a little cheer if Tormu were to die at this point.”
That pained him. He certainly hoped she didn’t feel that
way, he didn’t think she felt that way, but if she did he might
have to re-think this whole relationship. Til he talked with
her, he’d give her the benefit of the doubt and said, “Ava is
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not the most suave and polished person we’ll ever meet, but
she’s nothing like that.”
“I don’t think it would be good if Ava was to go out
there,” Nardley said. “I’ve been with Tormu for years now so
I have some guess at how she’ll react. She’s magnificent, but
she’s fragile, Ava might be too much. I’d really appreciate it if
you’d go out.”
“You’re coming with me, you’re not fit to help here
anyway.”
He had to explain the situation to Myanfyinga. She was
very concerned, agreed that took priority. They would get the
wafer stable and then she would round up Ava and Kuthra and
come out and stand by as close as possible. Herndon
explained that would be the cook’s corner right on Tormu’s
block, only one corner from her house.
He then began the task of getting Nardley back to what he
now called home. He slept on the hour needleboat ride and
was quite a bit more awake on the hike down Pembleplus
Way.
“I’m beginning to think she has something like a
compulsive disorder, or possibly an autistic disorder,”
Nardley said. “There has to be something we can do about it,”
he continued, “as advanced as medical science is here, they
have to be able to do something.”
“I would think so, I just wonder why she hasn’t already
done it.”
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“Maybe her condition developed recently?” Nardley said.
“Could be,” he replied, then asked, “don’t they ever have
streetcars along here?”
“I don’t think there’s enough room. They run on
Rinklebloom, but then it’s a fifteen minute walk from where
that lets you off.” He was right, the streetcar would actually
fit on Pembleplus, but there would be places where two
meeting each other would be a problem.
Nardley was almost stumbling along, Herndon guessed he
hadn’t really slept since Ava yelled at him, two weeks ago
today. It seemed that Nardley had gotten into more drama
than he expected and Ava had caused more harm than he was
willing to tolerate. He wondered if he was getting into more
drama with her than he was ready for. It was clear he was
going to have to be a lot more firm about things like this. He
hadn’t wanted to argue and make a scene when she blamed
Tormu for the magazine coverage, that had been a big
mistake.
When he got there she was lying on her bed in the fetal
position, while Antheen sat near her just watching. She was
balled in one of those striped fur quilts with no part of her
showing.
Nardley sat behind her on the bed and motioned Herndon
to the bench beside Antheen, facing her. He caressed her thru
the quilt, her thigh and hip and waist. She stirred and purred a
bit but didn’t say anything. “Tormu, Herndon the starman is
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here,” he said.
“Nooo!” came a strangled scream from inside the quilt.
“Tormu please don’t do this,” Herndon said. “Your
beautiful and talented person is worth too much for us to let
you do this to yourself.”
“I’ve hurt your lives so badly,” she wailed.
“My life has not been hurt, Tormu. My life has been
enriched by yours.” He caressed her shoulder and back, not as
warmly as Nardley, but to let her know he was with her too.
“That party is still the big thing we talk about and we’re still
planning on getting to your show at Xanolex. We’re worried
that what you’re doing to yourself is going to put that show in
jeopardy.”
“I’ve done you more damage than my performance can be
worth.”
“What damage did you do?” Herndon asked.
“I brought them here, I sent an announcement that I was
premiering a new band at my home that dusk.”
“Did you tell them we would be there?”
“No but they found out,” she said, her voice cracking with
emotion. “They found out Ava is the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear,
I didn’t even know that all thru the party. I’m enthralled by
her story, I wanted to meet her so bad but she didn’t want the
publicity so I never tried to meet her. Now look what’s
happened.”
“I believe you, but even if you did lure the media by
saying there would be Yingolians at your party, the worst
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damage was one rather short-fused HALF-Yingolian said
some things that were WAY out of line to your loving
housemate. Your housemate who is so concerned about you
that he went all the way into the Kassikan to get me.”
“Thank you for caring,” she sniffed to Nardley.
“I care my love, I wish you’d snap out of this, you’re
the...” he dissolved into sobs and fell onto the bed beside her.
“You hurt no one at your party,” Herndon said, “you gave
us all a wonderful time. You are hurting people who love you
right now by doing this.”
The only sound for some time was Nardley sobbing and
his hand on the quilt as he stroked Tormu’s back and hip.
Antheen and Herndon looked at each other, both at a loss for
what to do. He felt like asking why Tormu’s problem couldn’t
be solved, but he wasn’t comfortable discussing someone’s
mental condition when they were present.
Tormu finally peeked out from under the quilt. “How can
I atone for the damage I’ve done?” She was gaunt, the perfect
skin under her eyes was purple, her perfect grey eyes were
bloodshot and red rimmed.
Nardley grabbed her in his arms, held her tight, “Oh
Tormu, I love you so much, I can’t tell you how I’d miss
you.”
“You’re a silly starman, but you’d get over me like I’ve
had to get over so many people before. But you’re crushing
me, I’m weak, I’ll need to work on that if I’m going to make
that performance.”
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He just kept sobbing and holding her and rocking her. She
cried too, though no doubt her eyes were very painful from all
the crying she’d been doing. Herndon went down to the
kitchen, found some gnarl berries and a couple breakfast bars,
and filled a jug of water. They were still holding and sobbing
when he got back up to them. He pressed a gnarl berry
between her lips while she was still just holding him with her
eyes closed.
They got down to the kitchen, Nardley was going to make
them a real supper even though it was only mid afterlunch.
He had the stove going and something on it. Herndon was
sitting with Tormu at the banquet table.
“You do understand that what you did was wrong?”
“I didn’t even do it,” she wailed, “that’s the thing, I sent in
a notice with that synopsis of my old career and said I was
announcing a new band at the party. I expected, at most, they
would send one newbie who would be all ‘oh wow’ at what
great sex she got with my neighbors and hopefully say
something nice about the band. I didn’t say one teeny, weeny,
itsy word about starmen.”
“What about Antheen?”
“I don’t think he ever suspected, even when he was
crawling-like-a-worm stoned, that Nardley was Yingolian.”
“I believe you, but that’s not what you did wrong.”
“What?”
“Retreating into a shell for over a week. Thinking you
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don’t deserve to live. You are one of the most ‘deserve to live’
souls I’ve ever had the pleasure of meeting. Even if you had
lured the media with promises of starmen, you don’t deserve
that. You have something wrong with you Tormu, if you
could ever think such a thing. I’m no psychiatist, but I’ve
latched onto the idea that your father never praised you.
Whatever the real reason is for your disorder, I’m confidant
you can get it fixed, and I’m confidant that you can get it
fixed in such a way that it will not harm your talent and skill
at chippongga or woodworking.”
“I hear you, I don’t want to do anything that will harm the
bliss I feel with Nardley either.”
“I’m sure it won’t, I’m sure your father wasn’t much like
Nardley,” who would declare his one year old’s first attempt
to hold the crayon a masterpiece.
“I still feel a need to atone for what happened, even if I
didn’t deliberately cause it. They wouldn’t have known I was
having that party if I hadn’t sent that notice.”
“They wouldn’t have noticed your notice if they didn’t
have another source, really, would they have followed up on a
‘one-hit-wonder chippongga player’ if they didn’t know
something more?”
“I still sent that notice, they still found her here, it was the
pictures they took of her here that they labeled, ‘Probable
Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear’ and I wanted to honor her, not hurt
her.” She started wailing again.
“Stop this Tormu,” Herndon said. “You caused her no
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harm, they didn’t discover that she is the ghost because of
you, they figured it out because of me and what we were
doing, and because the shonggot victim they copied her into
looks so much like she always has on an Eye. You’re the
victim here, they came to your party, not because of your
band, but because they knew we would be here. I don’t know
how they knew that, for all we know any one of us could have
tipped them off. I wouldn’t put it past the Colonel, he’d love
to find a way to keep us captive in our quarters.”
“Her story is so tragic. She saved our whole city by
leaving herself trapped in Narrulla’s Tear. I was so glad to
hear she came down.”
“Did you know she’s also still up there?”
Tormu only sighed. “I still wronged her sister on the
ground,” she sighed again. “I longed to meet her and when I
did I didn’t even know it.”
“That’s just what she wants, she wishes I didn’t know.”
“Now everyone knows.”
“But it’s not your fault.”
“I was involved,” she said, and stared at him defiantly.
Nardley slid a plate in front of her, it was a native recipe
he couldn’t name but hoped he could find some of himself.
Tormu looked up at him with thanks and contrition in her
eyes, but more than that, deep and heartfelt love, like a puppy
has for its human. He looked to Nardey as he waited for her
to take it. He was a puppy also with the love and admiration
on his face. She took the plate, took a bite. Nardley beamed.
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“You do know you will eventually make me fat,” she told
Nardley.
“Better that than this,” he said. “You don’t have to be
beautiful for me, you just have to be happy.”
“I’m sorry, I’m so happy with you, but I can’t be happy
with me until I atone for what I’ve done to Ava.”
Nardley put plates in front of the rest of them while
Herndon had an idea. “I’ll tell you what,” he said, “you can
atone for this, even though no one else thinks you need to, by
participating in another step of the Yingolian Mating Ritual.”
“Oh?” she asked.
Meanwhile Nardley asked, “What can she do?”
“Ava needs a third bridesmaid.”
The Wedding Party
“Am I hearing you right?” Ava was almost shrieking,
“you want to me to ask TORMU to be the third bridesmaid!”
she was shrieking now. She couldn’t believe he could even
think she could ever consent to such a thing.
“She needs it, to atone for what you think she did.”
“We still don’t know she didn’t.” As far as she was
concerned, the fact that she announced the debut of
RankorQuake was a smoking gun.
“She wouldn’t eat for four days. She was curled up in her
quilt like a cocoon when I got there.”
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“So she’s a drama queen.”
“She’s a hurt little girl. You damaged a tender soul by
what you did, one who had just worked hard for your
enjoyment. Nardley said she put in two sixteen hour days
getting ready for that party.”
“I don’t dispute that she’s energetic, talented and
ambitious but I’m sorry, I think she used us as part of a
publicity stunt.”
“Well I don’t,” Herndon said.
“And what evidence do you have?”
“Knowing her and knowing Nardley.”
“How well do you know her anyway?” Ava asked with
some heat.
“I spent an Afternoonday and Dusksleep with her.”
Basically a wild one-night-stand. “Hardly a long term
relationship.”
“She’s very open, too open,” he said, “and she already
means too much to Nardley and he means too much to me. I
know he would have warned us if she was planning anything
like you suspected.”
“Okay, so what? What does this mean?”
“It means Tormu is a requirement for this wedding to
proceed. I’ve given you your head about all of it, a bridal
party instead of couples for instance. I know if the tables were
turned my jealousy would make it impossible for me to make
a rational decision about her. I have to assume that this is a
case where your jealousy might be making it impossible for
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you to make the humane decision.”
She took a long time responding to that. Her first reaction
would be to throw the ring at him and yell, ‘You can keep
your stupid wedding.’ So many times she did things like that,
ruined situations with quick, angry reactions. He might have
noticed her twitching, batting down those abrupt reactions til
she could get some calm. This time she finally succeeded, she
didn’t respond with an angry threat. It was important, this
man was really her only choice. Whatever charms this world
may have, masculine men who keep their hands to themselves
around other women wasn’t one of them.
“You do know,” she finally said, “that if there is anything
fake and not as it seems in anything about this planet, Tormu
is it.”
“Tormu is a tormented soul who doesn’t have the social
skills to keep up with her superhuman material skills.”
“So you think.”
“Sorry Ava, but when it comes to social skills, you better
let me do the talking. You’re another who’s social skills don’t
keep up with your superhuman software skills.”
Yeah, he was right about that, but he wasn’t right about
Tormu. She was the seduction of the native way of life
personified, the drugs, the music, the sex, the casual disregard
of deep feeling and the cold calculation of instant
gratification in its place. The guys didn’t see what was dead
in Tormu’s eyes, all they saw was their perfect symmetry,
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their classic Elven beauty and maybe even their glassy
reflectivity.
Ava didn’t doubt she had been on that hunger strike, she
really should check to see how much media attention she got
from that. She got down to the lab to ask Nardley about it.
“First, let me apologize for what I said about Tormu and
especially offer my sympathy for how she took it.”
“That’s kind of you,” Nardley said. “I spend a lot of time
with her, she’s such an open person it’s painful at times how
insecure she can be. She could not possibly have pulled off
what you suggested, being devious in any way would torment
her. She relates to others by what she does with her hands.”
“I’m sorry I hurt her, I want to make it up to her. I want to
ask her to be in the wedding party.”
He puffed out his cheeks, then blew out. “She won’t know
anything about it. She can certainly learn the choreography
and execute it perfectly, but she won’t understand any of what
it’s about. To her it will be acting in a stage play as a favor to
me.”
“But Herndon’s picked you as best man,” she said.
“So she may have to walk with one of the other guys.”
“I haven’t picked a maid of honor yet. Whether I pick
Kuthra or Vyorahi, I will slight the other, I can pick her and
solve that problem.”
“Slight them both.”
“She’s with the best man, it’s the proper thing to do.” For
all she knew, it was.
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“Don’t make her uncomfortable, in spite of all her
accomplishments, she hasn’t got a lot of self confidence.”
“Kuthra doesn’t allow anyone to feel uncomfortable, you
know that.”
“I’m trusting you on this, she may be a talented genius,
but she’s also delicate and precious. You hurt her very badly,
her health was effected.”
“I can be such an ass at times,” she said. She thought her
face was going to crack saying those things, and was pretty
sure that even Nardley could see that. What choice did she
have? Having to bend to Herndon’s will was extremely
difficult for her. Her mother had been the only one she ever
really obeyed. She was going to take that word out of the
vows at their ceremony. If he was going to insist on Tormu,
she was going to insist on that.
Nardley gave her the address of their townhouse but she
had him come too. They didn’t talk much, either on the
streetcar or the needleboat, as she tried to get her mind around
Tormu. First there was the girl she met, a typical cute naked
Elf girl, a bit shy, not as shy as Ava but not boisterous and
outgoing either. They had talked little and nothing in depth.
Then there was the master of Chippongga, one of the best
performances she’s heard since getting here. Then there was
the mental case that would sulk for four days because the
identity of the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear was revealed in an
article using pictures from her party. So here she was on a
needleboat with her hair in a tail and a native tee as her only
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clothing. It seemed enough of a disguise, the only people
giving her a second look were guys with sparkles in their
eyes. She waved and smiled and let the boat take her on, all
the way to Pembleplus Way.
While she was following Nardley thru a narrow, crowded
street she survived what she’d been afraid of when wearing
the usual native Afternoonday wear, the random caress from a
passerby. She was so proud that she did not jump, not even a
little. She didn’t try to yank his hand away and get paralyzed,
she even looked at him and smiled as his hand trailed off her
soft flesh, “Sorry but I’m late already,” she said, and kept
walking, “but thanks anyway,” she said over her shoulder.
She was so sure she’d pulled off acting exactly like a native
that she didn’t even look back. But she did notice that she
could feel her walk in her breast a little more now, and knew
that her point was just starting to rise.
She had to admit, she was impressed with the house just
from the street. The blockmaster of the gang that controlled
that garage she was born in, and the surrounding area, had
commandeered one of the the grandest old mansions in the
area and it was nothing like this when it was new. She’d been
shocked at the vastness of the catacombs in the deep labs at
the Kassikan. She’d been overwhelmed at the universe in this
city as she tried to pursue the history of the body she came to
inherit. She was re-mesmerized at the depth of the society on
this planet as she stared at this house while Nardley lead her
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thru it to its owner. She’d been here before but she was
concentrating on the party and not the building where it was
held.
Of course Tormu had no idea that Ava was coming here
all apologetic. She was much recovered since yesterday,
enough so she was with Antheen going over a new song they
were trying to get ready for the gig at Xanolex next dusk.
They were sweaty, tense, and ready for a break when Nardley
got her to the fifth floor.
“Ava?” Tormu asked, getting up from her stool at the
chippongga and coming toward her nervously.
“Tormu,” Ava said, and hugged her, she was pretty sweaty
but clean and athletic.
“We’re working on Frozen by EventHorizon,” she said.
“We hope we can play it at the show.”
“You can play it better than most who cover it already,”
Ava said.
Next to the patch panels and the weight set there was a
stand with a jug and a couple cups. “I’m ready for a break,”
she told Antheen.
“I’m ready too,” he said. “This is the Ghost isn’t she?” he
asked as he put his cup to the jug.
“I don’t think she wants the world to know,” Tormu said,
“I think she wants to walk the streets like anyone else, at least
if what Nardley told me is true.”
“I didn’t want the public to know that,” Ava said, “but I
got here okay without anyone recognizing me.”
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“You’re dressed like a real native today,” Tormu said.
“I feel naked,” Ava said.
“That’s the idea,” Tormu said, “especially on
Afternoonday. Anyway I didn’t know the ghost was you until
Nardley came home and told me how mad you were about
Celeb Today figuring that out. I met you at the party and
thought you were an Elf girl on the committee like Kuthra
and Vyorahi. You were friends with both of them, you were
special in my eyes only because you’d caught the first
starman I made an offer to. I could also tell you were the
smartest of the three. I saw I was just another Elf girl next to
you, and Herndon is just another Starman, like Nardley. I am
very happy that I have Nardley and not Herndon, thank you
so much for any distraction you provided that gave the next
starman on the list a chance to find me. We are a much better
match, I already love him dearly.”
“Do you have any idea how hard it is for me to come
here?” Ava asked her.
“I know, it’s a tenner on a needleboat or an hour and
something paddling, plus the walk on Pembleplus Way.”
“It’s not the distance,” Ava said, “it’s what I said to
Nardley.”
Tormu nodded and said, “I understand fully how it could
look like that. If I had been at all perceptive of your needs I
would have sent the new band notification for the gig at
Xanolex. I’ve got no excuse for being so callous, that gig was
already booked, thanks to Antheen. I could have just
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announced it to the block from my fifth floor, maybe did one
song from there, just for the block.”
“Even I know how much more likely they are to respond
to a block party invite than a club, especially a club that’s
well off the hype-plastic pop circuit.”
“So you’ve been around the Yakhan enough to know?”
“Whatever else we might agree or disagree on, your
chippongga playing is masterwork,” Ava said, “and that first
song you did, I want the tape.”
“Would you think Nardley was being stupid if he was to
finance recording that?”
“I think it would be a sound investment and if he turns it
down please give me a chance to step in.”
“But you didn’t come here about that.”
“No, I came to apologize. For what I said to Nardley, for
what I said about you. Everyone who knows us both has told
me how wrong I was, from your instructor in the study of
Portuguese to many of your neighbors. Celeb Today even sent
me a note telling me that you made no claim of Yingolians at
your party and they learned we would be there thru other
sources they would not disclose.”
“I’m still hurt that it hurt you.”
“As it turns out the damage is minimal, I got here without
incident. As long as I can still go out in public, I’m okay. But
I do have a favor to ask of you that will show you how dear
you really are to me.”
“Oh?”
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“Have you ever heard of the Yingolian custom of
marriage?”
“I have heard of marriage,” Tormu said, “it was a
ceremony between ephemerals when a couple proclaimed to
the neighbors that they would remain together and take
responsibility for any children the woman birthed.”
“Yeah that,” Ava said dejectedly. She was going to have to
beg wasn’t she? Beg that Tormu take time out from her busy
practice and public appearance schedule to participate in a
primitive ephemeral-age ceremony.
“What can I do about that?” she asked. “Do you need a
band?”
Ava thought fast, “As a matter of fact we do for the party
after but I would never presume a world-famous act like
yours would have a date open around Kyebenwae dusk.”
“I’ll sign us up now,” Tormu said and got out a notepad
from a nearby desk. “Hey Antheen, we’ve got a booking for
Kyebenwae dusk, party at the Kassikan, which court?”
“It’ll be in Novice 11-24 but we haven’t really even
booked the space yet. We know we can but we’re just kind of
tossing around ideas.”
“Until you tell me it’s off; it’s on,” Tormu said. “What’s
the crowd like? Are you going to need us to do requests?”
“The crowd will be nailed to the rails in awe,” Ava said.
Tormu laughed, “Are you saying they will all be
Yingolians?”
“No, but I think all the Yingolians on this planet but Alan
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will be there.”
“And how much will you blame me for the media
coverage?” Tormu asked.
“And that’s what I’m really here about, and what I’m
really apologizing for. We’re caught in the collision of two
worlds, we have to remember. I have to remember that it can’t
be your fault.”
“Well,” she said, “I didn’t make up YingolNeerie and I
didn’t tell Celeb Today there would be Yingolians here, and I
won’t tell anyone but Nicott that we are playing for your
party at your ceremony. And I will instruct Antheen and
Nicott not to even mention that we have Kyebenwae dusk on
our schedule.”
“Thank you, I’m sorry for being so wrong about you, and
I have something else I’d like you to do for me.”
“If I can?”
“Do you know about Bridesmaids?”
She had to explain it all and as she did, Tormu obviously
understood far more about the custom than where she should
stand and what she should wear. Antheen had come over
partway thru the conversation and he understood on more
than a surface level also.
“This is an important honor she’s giving you,” he said to
Tormu. “You should be very honored.”
“I am,” she said to Antheen, “but why?” she asked Ava.
“Because Nardley is close to Herndon and will be in the
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ceremony, because you were so kind as to have us all here for
your party, and because you can get along well with Kuthra
and Vyorahi, the other bridesmaids.”
“I’m not that close to you however.”
“That is a problem I hope to start fixing with this. I’m a
long way from home here. I’ve had some friends that are
male, they can’t do it, I can’t ask a founder of the Kassikan.
Mostly it’s Nardley, it is improper not to ask the girlfriend of
the best man, even if I don’t know you as well as I wish I
did.”
“I said no more to Celeb Today than who I was and that I
was introducing a new band.”
“I believe you,” Ava said, “I’m so sorry I said what I did.”
“I’m so sorry I took it too hard, but there is something
you must know. I followed the story of the Ghost of
Narrulla’s Tear, abandoned by her starship when they went
home. When I heard you sentenced yourself to that lonely life
to save our city from your starship, my heart was broken.
When I heard you had been freed from your lonely tomb I
rejoiced. I wished so hard I could meet you, support you in
your welcome down from the cold of space. I swear I didn’t
tell them about that and I swear they didn’t ask. I swear I
didn’t know it was you until I saw that article. If I had known
you were the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear I would have followed
you around all day. I am amazed by your story, it must be so
amazing to be you.”
Ava looked at her like she was from 61 Cygni. “I’ve heard
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only a little of your life, what Herndon’s mentioned about the
letters you wrote, things you said at the party, so I’m not an
expert on the life of Tormu, but I can assure you of one thing
for sure, it is much more amazing to be you.” Ava
remembered that party, “You were still in the intro to your
first song when I told Herndon I want that recording for
Christmas.”
“What if Nardley was to sponsor it? It’s more than a
copper, probably closer to two by the time we can start
running copies.”
“I’ll advise him it’s the smartest financial move two
coppers could ever make.”
Tormu looked at Antheen, he said, “As soon as you book
a studio date, I’m there ready to go, all I ask is a day’s
notice.”
“I’ll arrange a date, I know he’ll back it.” She turned to
Ava, “what is Christmas?”
“A Yingolian holiday when one gives gifts.”
“It is a special day, on the Yingolian calendar I bet.”
Luckily Ava had figured out its date, “The next one begins
in Nightday of Knmonaweep, 1000044.”
“So we’ve got almost four years, it just might be
possible,” Tormu said.
“So will you be a bridesmaid?” Ava asked.
“Yes, and I’ll do my best. I understand there is some kind
of ceremony and I have to make some moves in that, and
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wear a certain costume?”
“Shopping for that ‘costume’ is supposed to be one of the
most fun times of the whole ceremony.”
“The shopping?” Tormu questioned.
“Kuthra and Vyorahi are already excited about the idea.”
“They must have gotten a lot more out of their Yingolian
studies than I did.”
“You don’t like to shop?” Ava asked. That was interesting,
she pretended to like it to be one of the girls, but in reality she
dreaded it and hoped Kuthra and Vyorahi would guide her
thru it with little involvement on her part.
“I look upon it as a necessary evil,” Tormu said, “where
some shopkeeper with the heart of a quibarta tries to wring
the financial life out of me in return for the simple necessities
of survival.”
“Then we should just tag along with Kuthra and Vyorahi
and let them chose because in my heart of hearts, that’s
exactly how I feel about it myself.”
Tormu gave her a shy smile. “When does this happen?”
“Can you come over to the Kassikan next Afternoonday?”
She looked to Antheen, he nodded, she said, “Sure.”
It wasn’t til after the practice session that Ava actually
left. She left completely convinced that Tormu was innocent,
not just of using the fame of the starmen, but innocent of ever
having a devious thought. She agreed with Herndon’s
assessment that her father had never praised her and left her
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scarred long after his memory was gone. Ava never had that
problem, but her father was so beaten down that it didn’t
matter.
She would work hard at making Tormu feel welcome in
the ceremony and at practice and fittings. She started this trip
angry that Herndon had pressured her into it. She returned
understanding the wisdom of his decree, and knowing that he
was right about Tormu.
Xanolex
The Xanolex is on Fifth Canal, its front doors are on the
tenth floor street that goes over the bridge just before
Pembleplus Way. The front doors actually admit you to the
back of the floor under all the balconies. You go by all the
booths and taps on that level before you get to the floor and
you have to work your way to the far side of the floor to find
the stairway to the balcony and the seats. There are two levels
of hallway under and behind the balcony and it wasn’t
obvious how to get there without getting to the aisles of the
balcony to start with.
He and Ava arriving together would be too easy for the
press to spot, so they arrived separate and agreed to meet at
the tables under the balcony in the back. He got there first,
went up the steps to see how the show was progressing. The
gear was all on stage and everybody was on stage hooking it
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up and testing it with earphones. He recognized Tormu,
Antheen, Nicott and their sound man. There were four or five
people he couldn’t recognize from here, a tall, pale, darkhaired guy, a tall, pale, dark haired girl who might be his
sister, a lively short guy with big arms and a cute little girl
that might be Nicott’s sister. To be honest, from back here he
couldn’t be sure which one was actually Nicott. They opened
a compartment and checked the gauges on big pressure tanks.
They payed out lines of hose to what looked like mic stands
on the stage. Antheen played and walked around. It was only
on in their headphones. From here he could barely hear his
fingers hitting the strings, but it was only that tapping and
plinking, none of the actual generated note.
Herndon got a cup of ale and sat at the table in there,
waiting for Ava at their agreed meeting place. The ale was
even cold, even this late in the week. It was two penny for
cold, one for warm. Since each Brazilian might be part
owners of the largest fortune in this stellar system, he got the
cold. He marveled a little more on how little they had given
up coming here. He was at a show that promised to be as
good as the best Euro-Synth-Rock on Earth, not just Brazil.
He was enjoying a nice cold (well reasonably cool anyway)
ale while waiting for his beautiful and intelligent fiance.
He took a stool at a small table, he could see out the aisle
to the stage from here, as well as the whole area under the
balcony where they promised to meet. He’d had only a sip or
two of that ale before he heard, “Another here who’s not Elf,”
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and a girl slid onto the stool next to his and put another cup
on the table, this one an amber yaag. She was the most
beautiful amber milk chocolate color, she had lazy waves of
thick bronze hair, lips more like an African than an Elf and
eyes of starburst amber and mahogany. She was naked except
for her hair, including long lazy curls between the tops of her
thighs, a miniature of those on her head.
“No, I guess you’re not Elf, but you sure are beautiful
whatever you are.”
“Enurate, a branch of the Borgoth family. Northeast hills
in particular.”
“A beautiful example of that branch.”
“Yeah? If I look like someone you’d like to play with, I’m
here to play this evening.”
“Not for the show?” Herndon asked.
“To be honest I didn’t look up who’s playing. I saw the
poster on the way in. It’s no one I’ve ever heard of, but they
never get loser bands here, so I’m not worried about it.”
“I’m here for the show,” he said. “I knew them as Rankor
Thunder, I’ve heard they’re much better as RankorQuake.”
“I might have heard of them. Was that the one with the
starman party?”
“I think I saw that around.”
“It was on the weeklies. Think any starmen will show up
here?” she asked, moving in a little closer so the point of her
nib could just reach his arm.
“You never know, I’m not sure I would recognize one.”
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“I saw their pictures once,” they all had enough beards
now that those pictures were useless, “but I didn’t memorize
them. It might be fun to meet one you know.”
“What would you talk about?” Herndon asked.
“Knowing me I’d probably bleat like a blanth, but I’d just
love to know what they’re like, what it’s like where they’re
from.”
“I’m pretty sure they sent all that to the Kassikan to set up
an exhibit, I’ve even seen some of it. The cities are all
skeletons, no growth on the buildings at all. A big, I mean
really big ocean covers most of the planet.”
“I’ll have to see that, where is that?”
“With all the other museums over on Second.”
“So anyway about that play,” she said and pressed her
breast a little more into his arm.
“I’m sure it would be delightful but I’m meeting
someone.”
“I see, you got any more guys coming? I’d like to hang
out but it’s more than my ears and head that needs
entertainment.”
“I think I might know some guys coming down, but I
don’t know that they’re going to hang with us.”
“The way these stools are filling up the gal you’re
meeting might not get one if I don’t save it for her.”
“That is true, but I think she’d rather do without the stool
than walk up and see your beautiful and sensuous and
erogenous nude curve draped over my arm.”
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“Hmmph,” she said and sat up. “What kind of girl is
that?” she turned and looked at him, “that would want to deny
someone she cares about a little simple flesh pleasure?”
“It’s a primitive Instinct called jealousy,” he said, as she
reluctantly straightened up. He was trying to describe it in
terms they could understand. That was when he saw Ava
walking their way, way too close to have missed what the girl
was doing.
“Yes,” Ava said as she got there, “Yingolians are prone to
it.”
Herndon started shaking his head, but the girl was rapidly
looking from one to the other. “You...” she started to say.
Herndon gave the hand signal to slow down, she had no
idea what that meant, but Ava said, “Please! Please don’t
make a scene.”
The girl shook her hands a little, then she jumped up. His
heart caught, thinking she was ready to start yelling about the
‘engaged’ Yingolian couple. “I saved your seat for you,” she
said to Ava.
“I’ll pull this one around,” Ava said and did so. “Just
don’t make a scene about us and you’re welcome to hang
with us.”
“But you...”
“Please don’t tell,” Ava pleaded.
“Okay, okay, I won’t,” she started laughing, stifled it.
“Interesting evening wear,” Ava said.
“It’s warm enough and I want my skin entertained, I think
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nudity helps get that point across.”
She had a nice body, maybe just a bit thick around the
middle but that brought her down to 9.9. Raja came up to
them just as she was sitting back down. “OMG we keep
seeing more and more astounding beauty everywhere we go,”
he said, “Who’s your friend?” he asked Ava.
Everyone looked around, “Yahlei,” the girl said, “who’s
your friend?” she asked while giving Raja a very thorough
examination.
“Raja Waice-Reegos,” he said, coming over and taking
her hand. He pulled another spare stool from two tables away
and squeezed in as close to Yahlei as he could get, “Navigator
of the Presidente Lula.”
It looked like Yahlei was going to faint, and Raja caught
her, balanced her back on the stool with his arms around her
waist. “Are you okay now?” he asked.
“Yeah, just about, just move your hands up about six
inches and I’ll be just great. I’ll probably faint from the
overwhelming fantasy of it but I’d love to hang with you and
I’ll certainly keep quiet about it.”
“I admit,” Raja said as he obliged, “there are some of the
native customs I’ve come to admire,” he said as he kneaded
her.
“Like caressing tits?” Yahlei asked.
“That’s one,” Raja admitted.
“I just found out it isn’t okay for Herndon.”
“Well he and Ava are engaged, they’re pledged to be
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faithful to each other.”
“That means no touching any other?” Yahlei asked.
“Of the opposite sex, in a sexual way.”
“But it’s okay for you?” Yahlai asked.
“I’m not engaged, I’m like a kid in a candy store with the
girls of this city.”
“Oh? Is that a good thing?”
“Yes, I’m having lots of fun,” Raja said. “I’m enjoying
this immensely, I hope we can get acquainted and spend
plenty of time together.”
“You’re doing fine so far. I’m all for you getting better
acquainted with all my skin. I’m all for getting acquainted
with yours.”
“I thank you for the beauty and admire all you’re showing
but I’m not one to undress here in the food court of a music
venue,” Raja said. “Anyway, I think they’re about to start.”
The hall was bigger than it looked at first. Tormu,
Antheen and Nicott looked very small on that stage. The four
of them took a row of seats near the front of the balcony. Raja
got more involved with Yahlei than he would have expected
from one of his crew. She had her legs over his lap, her curls
parted and her kiss parted within that. Raja ran his finger
around those lips, making them shiver. He doubted even Ava
could see that thru him, but anyone with an opera glass over
half the hall could watch.
Ava was more reluctant to allow him to caress her in
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public than she had been at first, even when it made them
look like they were having a spat. Thankfully she wasn’t in
that kind of mood this evening and she stayed in his arms and
moved to the music. This genre isn’t known for heaving
dance floors like some other Zhlindu-based genres, but there
is motion in it and she felt good in his arms, whatever moves
she made. “I want to apologize to you for something,” she
said.
“What?”
“Being mad when you forced me to add Tormu to the
wedding party.”
“You did it, that’s what’s important,” he said.
“You were so right about her, she’s a scared little kid in
some ways. She was really good today, she’s not a shopper
but she held up well and seemed almost as much a tourist in
the very center of town as I was.”
“She probably was,” Herndon said.
“She’s blunt and rough but she’s sweet too, and she’s
really into Nardley, he’s half of what she talks about. She
seems to need him, and loves the fact that he can cook.”
“I’m glad, I’m glad for him, he was never much of a hit
with the women at home. The guys used to razz him about it.”
“They should see him now,” Ava said.
“Exactly,” Herndon said. “He even moves better now,
walks with more confidence, talks with more confidence. I’m
no judge but I think he even looks a little better now.”
“Well, not needing the glasses made a big difference, so
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did the beard. He’s getting younger as much as the rest of you
and living here gives you a lot more exercise than he got back
home.”
“He seems happy too, except when Tormu flipped out.”
“I didn’t see any sign of that today, she was totally okay
the whole time.”
“I still think it was her father, if a child can’t win praise
no matter what they do, some will kill themselves trying.”
“How will we ever know when she can’t remember
anything of what it was like to be a child?”
Raja and Yahlei soon left them and went in search of a
room. Her place was close but the elevator would cost more
than a cubicle on the canal.
“I wouldn’t miss a note of this,” Ava said as they worked
their way along the row. “Whatever else she does, that girl
can sure wail up a storm with that chippongga,” Ava said.
“Be nice to send a video clip back to the guys that used to
tease Nardley,” he said, ignoring the fact that they had been
dead for more than a century.
“With a shot of her greeting him when they met up here,”
but after a short pause Ava said, “but that would get censored
pretty soon.”
We could frame it so it get’s by,” Herndon said.
They sat and enjoyed the show and the yaag for awhile. It
wasn’t that long til Raja and Yahlei were back, she in a frilly
white duskwrap that she still hadn’t closed. They settled in, a
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little less erotic than they had been before, but he still held
her chest and occasionally fluffed up the lazy curls between
her thighs. She snuggled and purred and seemed to be making
the most of her opportunity to meet a Brazilian. Any
conversation he heard was about things they might do in the
canopy of Fifth Canal tomorrow between rounds.
“This performance is really something,” Ava said. “Each
song blows the last one away. I recognize this one, it’s by the
band Alan’s girlfriend was in.”
It sounded like Alan had been as lucky as Nardley at
landing a musician. It was called ‘Finding Ceremony’ and
was about finding a soulmate. That such a powerful song was
written about the joy of doing so meant it must be a concept
the natives understand on some level. “It’s another great song,
and meaningful,” he said, and kissed her.
“I can hardly imagine what a super group it would be if
Tormu and Desa got together in the same band,” Ava said.
“This girl is good and sweet, but this song has a lot more
power when Desa sings it and she plays a floor model with a
lot less plazmoid.”
“And how do you know Desa?” Herndon asked.
“Only over the terminal when she comes down to the eye
room in Hazorpean. That’s their closest data connection. I
saw her thru the eyes of the androids Victoria sent after them,
But I imagine you’ve seen the report.”
“I’ll get to it some day,” he said. “I know the basics.”
“Anyway, I managed to get a copy of this and a few other
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of her songs.”
“You know,” Raja said, “after this show, and given the
fact that she’s in the wedding party and playing at the
reception, the press might be unstoppable. This place is
packed.”
“Whoever’s doing the video is important in this show
also,” Ava said.
“I think it’s the house lights,” Yahlei said. “It’s pretty
much the same stuff they always do.”
“They’re good then.”
“For way out here on fifth, yeah. But this band is good,
they’re all good here, but these guys are way good, they
might not get to play here again. But I’ve never heard of The
Reception, you say they’re playing there? If it’s within a
couple hours I’ll go, especially if you’re going to be there
too,” she said to Raja.
“If I can bring a date?” he asked Ava.
“I think the Kassikan is footing the bill, so of course
everyone can bring a date, but she might not like the dress
code.”
“Are you okay to keep your clothes on?” he asked Yahlei.
“Yeah, I go to those places too, I’ve got a reasonable
collection of threads back at the house. So what’s the rules in
there anyway?”
“The Reception,” Raja began, “is a big party that takes
place after an important ceremony called a ‘wedding’.”
“And not some new club in the White Hot?” Yahlei asked.
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“No. Do you still want to go?”
“If RankorQuake is playing I’d consider a muddy field on
a rainy Nightday.”
“The ‘wedding’ is about Herndon and Ava getting
married.”
“I don’t know much Old Tongue so I’m not sure what
you’re saying.”
“It is a ceremony where they swear to be true to each
other til death do them part.”
“Sounds Yingolian for sure. In the Highlands we’re
almost all true to each other almost always but we never die
of it.”
“He’s trying to euphemize,” Herndon said. “The
ceremony proclaims monogamy, we pledge to have no erotic
contact with anyone else for the rest of our lives.”
“What!?” she sat up and gasped. “Your lives won’t be that
long if you do that, you’ll hardly live long enough to get to
know each other!?”
“There are pills that can keep us young,” Herndon said.
“Okay, but...”
“It is our most important proclamation of true love,” Raja
said.
“Whew,” she looked pretty mystified. Then she asked, “It
only applies to you two right?”
“Yes,” Ava said.
“Then I guess it’s okay, you say I have to wear clothes?”
“It’s an opportunity to show the world the fanciest you’ve
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got,” Ava said.
“But they must cover the nipples and vulva,” Raja told
her.
She thought a while, “I guess that last part makes sense
when you consider what the ceremony is about, shutting off
contact with the rest of the world. It’s sort of a sympathetic
thing I guess, don’t tease with what they can’t have. And
that’s okay too, I have a few business outfits that cover
everything social. I can layer them with something fancy.”
“What some do is just wear a thin tank under anything
that might offend.”
“I could do that. It’s on a Nightday right?”
“Dusk,” Herndon said. “We figured we couldn’t do noon
or once the dancing started the clothes would be coming off
anyway,” Herndon said.
“Ya think?” Yahlei said. “But you’re worried about the
press crashing the place?”
“Yes,” Herndon said. “I’m sure they’ll find out, but please
don’t tell them.”
“Oh I won’t,” she said. “I mean I was thinking wouldn’t it
be fun to meet a starman and I didn’t even know I was talking
to one. I mean I’m glad we met and it’s been fun and I hope it
continues, but it’s not so big a deal after all. I mean you’re
just humans after all, you’re even an Elf,” she said to Ava,
“you don’t have to pull your hair back to prove it.”
“Yes, we’re just humans,” Herndon said, “and we get
bothered by too much attention.”
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“Yeah, I can guess, you all sure panicked when I first
figured it out and you were afraid I was going to start yelling
it out.”
“You looked like you were,” Ava said.
“Well I’m sorry, but it is pretty exciting, normally it’s
exotic if I get to meet someone from as far away as
Chardovia. YingolNeerie is quite a trip, whatever else they
might say about it.”
“I hope we’ve improved interstellar understanding this
evening.”
“Well of course,” she said. “And don’t tell me where this
to-do is happening, that way you can be more sure I’m not
telling anyone.”
“Then how will you find it?” Raja asked, disappointed
that he wouldn’t have a date after all.
“You come get me when it’s time.”
“But I don’t know where you live?”
“You will once the show’s over,” she said.
Rehearsal
Ava said that, “She look’s like she’s barely two decades in
that,” as Tormu walked into the room wearing her bridesmaid
dress. It might have been a size two on Earth. On the other
two girls it showed they were women, but the ruffles
disguised their curves a bit. Hers was snug on the best of her
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body, her slender but strong back and subtle smooth flair of
her hips. The color was almost shocking on her creamy skin
and the tawny spun gold of her hair. She had two smiles, the
serious, enigmatic one, and the innocent and joyful one she
gave them as she practically pranced over.
“I actually like it,” she said, “I can imagine this in a
starship movie,” she spun around, letting the light, ruffled
tails swing. “All I need is a little compact power-sword or
something as an accessory.”
“It’s the closest thing to an evening gown Kuthra could
find us.”
“Oh it’s fine, as costume’s go it’s relatively flattering.”
With her shoulders back, you didn’t even know how small
she was. The ruffle went over her shoulder then in a curve
below her breasts and around and over the other shoulder. Her
perfect candy kisses were very visible thru the top, it was
snug and supple and really displayed how perfectly round
they were, how pliable and how instantly they sprung back to
their original shape when deformed in any way, like they had
been by Nardley’s hands as he said good-bye to her at the
door of this hall. Her curve ended just above that ruffle,
Kuthra’s fit exactly, and the ruffle pulled up on Vyorahi just a
bit.
Tormu looked at her in her relatively close approximation
of a wedding gown. It was pretty much custom made, it was a
very light peach in color, it was snug in the bodice and had
layers of flowing sheer skirts down to her ankles. “Let me see
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if I can guess the symbolism here,” Tormu said. “It’s all about
what you’re presenting to his rivals, am I right?”
“How do you get that?”
“Well first the top, it’s ribbed here for structure, it’s stiff,
not allowing any sensual contact thru. These beads all over it
here must be a symbol for armor right?”
“It’s nothing like that,” Ava said. “Honestly I don’t know
how the symbolism in Bridal gowns arose, but I bet it has
more to do with showing what a rich prize she is and what a
resourceful family she has to be able to afford such ultimate
finery to give away their daughter to a suitor.”
“Ah,” Tormu said, “I see part of it now I think, this
ceremony is also transferring ownership and responsibility for
the woman’s womb.”
“Well duh?” Kuthra said.
“You never mentioned that before,” Ava said.
“Because primitive, violent, ephemeral cultures can’t
exist without male ownership of the womb,” Vyorahi said,
“that’s in novice sociology, it didn’t take knowledge of
human evolution to figure that out, just records from the
primitive ephemeral cultures we had here.”
“So you see this as Herndon taking ownership of my
womb?”
“Duh? I’ve been listening as you explained it all.”
“I said no such thing.”
“A pledge of monogamy til death do you part? How much
more owned can it get?”
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“He’s pledged the same thing to me.”
“So okay, he get’s ownership of your womb, you get
ownership of his balls. Have I got it right now?” Vyorahi
asked.
“It’s about proclaiming our true love forever.”
“Ava, I was there remember, you did that on that beach
last year.”
“Do you all see it that way?” she looked to Kuthra first.
“It’s your customs, your ceremony, you’re close to it and
it looks different to you I’m sure than it does to a sociologist
observing it from outside.”
“And you?” Ava asked Tormu.
“I’m following the discussion so far.”
“So why are you participating if you feel this way?”
“Like I said,” Vyorahi said, “it’s your customs, I’m your
friend, it is obviously fun and meaningful for you and I’m
actually flattered that you picked me to help you with it. I’m
ready to get started any time, we have to remember Tormu
has a lot more going on than just this wedding.”
“I’m fine, I have the whole day, they don’t expect me at
the stand til tomorrow.”
“You’re still doing that?” Kuthra asked.
“Yeah, we’re talking to people about gigs, but I need
money coming in til then. I’ve got quite a few plants in our
block but I still need to buy stuff and even with Nardley
around I still need to go out now and then.”
“What about practice?” Vyorahi asked.
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“Antheen and Nicott also wanted the day off.”
“From what I saw and heard last time, I think they’re
done with practice and ready to start for real.”
“We’re negotiating for a few more gigs but it’s tough, we
get plenty of people at our shows, but they just grab a cup of
green and lay up in the seats instead of grabbing penny
yellows and clean sheets all evening.”
“Because you keep their jaws nailed to the floor,” Kuthra
said.
“What we do is not that lost, it’s mostly the same old
things I learned in Zhlindu centuries ago. Most of it was
originally recorded in the early 50’s.”
“Well I love it,” Ava said, “the energy is electrifying.”
“That must be a term from the lab you work in,” Tormu
said.
Ava wondered what she was talking about but then
remembered that electricity is a laboratory curiosity on this
planet. “Yes, sorry. I hope what you have planned for
tomorrow is as good.”
“Well, we don’t have that many songs worked up yet, so
we’ll have to play quite a few of the same ones.”
They soon started the walk-thru’s, it was Vyorahi who had
the most trouble with it. On Earth almost everyone has seen a
wedding ceremony, at least on screen, so they have a general
idea of how it goes. These girls had to have diagrams drawn
out almost. Add to it that Ava had never actually met anyone
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as a mortal who’d known someone who participated in a
wedding ceremony, so they walked around awhile.
Herndon was patient and reserved, especially around
Tormu. Tormu talked about Nardley a lot, and Ava had to face
the thought that Herndon might be jealous of Nardley about
the woman he let get away.
Kuthra seemed to get the hang of it a little more easily
than Vyorahi. Vyorahi also wasn’t used to long clothing and
got tangled in the tails of her dress often and once took a
tumble because of it. Kuthra also looked more natural in it,
Vyorahi was constantly pulling at it.
Herndon had chosen Ceasar Dellesandro and Jimmy
Cenjado as his other groomsmen. They knew their parts
perfectly, having seen many anglo-style weddings in their
earlier lives. Ceasar was paired with Vyorahi, and helped her
as much as he could. She was paying more attention to
finding ways to get her tits on him. He was embarrassed by
the boners she gave him, but enjoyed it quite a lot and flirted
with her constantly. Jimmy had been on Kuthra’s list for a
couple local years already, so they were relaxed and easy with
each other to the point where they stood together with their
hands on her chest whenever they were standing around.
The ceremony would take place on the bottom floor of the
atrium, a huge open space of polished granite, bounded by
immense pillars of granite. Seventeen floors of granite-railed
balconies stretched above. There were two steps down to the
central floor. On the short end of that space, the ceremony
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would take place. Father Dianegress would stand on the top
step, midway between the pillars. The wedding party would
stand on the middle step, one below the father, one above the
floor. All the Terrans would be seated on the floor, along with
those natives invited to attend. They had the right to bar all
doors to this level, and the atrium floor for the day, but the
sixteen levels of balconies up there that were not theirs were
open.
Cleason Dianegress came by and watched one run-thru
but had time for no more. This would be his forty first
wedding, and the second on an alien planet. He thanked them
all for giving him the honor of performing it, but then strode
off, his shoes echoing in the vast chamber of polished stone.
They had it all down by the time Nardley came up from
the lab. It was only two more run-thru’s with him, he knew
what a wedding was and went right thru it without question
on the second try. Tormu was also perfect, but she was
familiar with choreography and looked at it as an acting part
and did well enough to star in a B movie. They were much
more comfortable and familiar with each other than Jimmy
and Kuthra. She had to admit they looked more comfortable
with each other than she and Herndon. They looked more
comfortable with each other than she could ever get with
anyone.
The guys had a few words in Portuguese. “I think we all
have it down,” Herndon said in Common Tongue.
“I’ll agree,” Ava said. “Is there anyone who’s not sure
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what they’re doing when?”
“Speaking of when, when are we supposed to be dressed
and ready tomorrow?” Vyorahi asked.
“We step off at twenty third hour,” Ava said, the middle of
the afterlunch. Father Dianegress had promised to be ready by
then.
“So are we done for the day?” she asked.
“Well usually there’s a rehearsal dinner that the groom’s
family pays for, if the family has the means.”
“In Brazil they may go to the groom’s family’s house and
grill something in the back yard and have plenty of beer after
the little kids go to bed. The DJ might be a boom box with
only a 4G link and no video projector at all.”
“Do you want to do that?” Ava asked him.
“My family’s house is eleven light years from here.”
“I mean up to your kitchen, don’t we have someone
cooking there this evening?”
“It’s Knickin,” Ceasar said. “I think we can do better than
that, if the groom’s family doesn’t have the means,” he
flicked his eyebrows, “I’m sure I do.”
“What’s the best place you know of?” Herndon asked
Kuthra.
“We wouldn’t be comfortable there. Let’s go where we’ll
have a big round table and servers, since you guys seem to
like that. I can think of a couple right on Second, The
Zikahysis and Dlantin’s.”
“I like The Zikahysis way better than Dlantin’s,” Vyorahi
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said, “and we would be perfectly fine in these clothes.”
Tormu looked a little questioningly at that, “Yeah I
guess,” she said, “but we could go there in regular clothes too
and it’s noon, this stuff might get a little sweaty.”
“Yeah, then we’d have to wash them first thing
tomorrow,” Kuthra said.
“It won’t take me but a minute to get out of this,” Tormu
said, pulling it off as she walked toward the room where they
would assemble tomorrow.
“You got some tees we can borrow?” Kuthra asked Ava.
“Yours will be long on us but I don’t want to have to go all
the way back up the pyramid.”
They were all naked in her closet. “How’s the hunting at
The Zikahysis?” Kuthra asked.
“Never tried it,” Vyorahi said, “but I’m pretty sure I can
get a shot or two of semen out of Ceasar if I ask nicely
enough.”
“I’m sure you’d make this a very special wedding for
him,” Ava said as she picked out a tee she could be seen in. It
had been over a year, but she still wished she didn’t have to
wear clothes that let her points show thru. When she was
around Herndon in this hypersexed Elvish body that was
almost all the time.
“Don’t you have any cheek-huggers?” Vyorahi said from
the other side of the closet where she was turning one rack
after another.
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“No,” Ava said, “sorry.”
“They’re all pretty thick also, single zero is it, right?”
“You might find a couple of them, that amber one is a
zero I think.” The native noontime tee came in is several
thicknesses, thermal or one on their scale, thin which is zero
on their scale, way too thin, double zero, and barely
detectable with sensitive instruments, triple zero.
Vyorahi slipped into the amber one, it was almost loose
on her skinny little frame. It came halfway to her knees, she
folded it up making a band from the bottom of her cheeks to
three inches down her thighs. The only place it was tight on
her was the bust. “I think I’ll find Ceasar and ask him to slip
his hand into it over my shoulder and pull them up into a
comfortable position,” she said with a grin. She grabbed her
wrist bag and went off to do that. “I’ll find out how soon until
they’re ready,” she said as she left the room.
“Mind if I use this lace-up?” Kuthra asked.
“Not at all, you can keep it. It was in the closet when I got
my first room, I’ve dragged it along twice and never worn it.”
“Oh? You’d look great in it, but if I had an ass like yours I
think all I’d wear was an apron.” She was already into it. She
spent a couple minutes pulling the lace thru so the bows were
at the tops of her hips.
Ava wanted to wear a tank with a skirt and a half jacket,
but no matter how swank the restaurant, it would not be air
conditioned. Nada, not one bit, not even if it got to 105F
which was about the all-time record heat in this city. But the
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average temperature at noonmeal was 85F. The prime seating
for noonmeal was outdoors in the shade and even so, the
long, thin tee was all that was comfortable. She found she
could do it if she chose one with bright patterns so her details
wouldn’t be the most prominent thing in her look.
Kuthra took a turn at the toilet, Ava followed, then they
might as well find the others. “This is a pretty exciting time
for you isn’t it?” Kuthra asked as they walked toward the hall.
Ava looked at her, this seemed more than small talk.
“Yeah, it is. It’s about how far my life has come. When I was
a child I knew I’d never get married. I’d be raped til I got
pregnant, then my baby and I would starve to death. Of
course I never lived that long, I was run over by a gangster’s
car fleeing the constables down the ramp in the parking
garage where we lived. I was an angel from then on. At first I
knew I could never get married because of that. Then I
escaped to the Christials, while they were still in server banks
on Earth, a place called Santa Barbara. Somehow I was
chosen for System’s Administrator of Gordon’s Lamp. There I
could get married, but I never did. My sister did while they
were on their way to Kunae, but I was secret from the crew
and abandoned here when they left. I was the only Angel on
Narrulla’s Tear so of course I couldn’t get married. Then less
than two of our years ago I was downloaded to an Elvish
body on a planet where marriage is unknown.
“Now an adventurer from distant Earth comes along and
sweeps me off my feet. I remember you even said we were
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wrapped in a pheromone cloud the first time we had lunch
together.”
“And you denied it,” Kuthra said. They were down the
hall and around the corner now, they could see the common
room and Herndon standing at the balcony in a light jersey
worker that was barely more than a tank.
“We never admit to a thing like that on Earth, some
people still deny that there are human pheromones.”
“There are some people on this planet that deny that the
Kassikan exists,” Kuthra said. “There are some at the
Kassikan that deny that Bordzvek exists.”
“They didn’t know the true scale until we took pictures
from Narrulla’s Tear.”
“Took pictures of what?” Herndon asked as they came
into the common room.
“Bordzvek,” she said. “It’s way too small a dot on the
atlas the Kassikan publishes.”
“They did revise it,” Vyorahi said, “but people don’t buy
new atlases all that often, so you’ll have to go to a library to
find an updated one.”
Nardley and Tormu came down the other hall together,
she was now in a lace-up also, probably a double zero, in a
pattern that looked like polished granite magnified five times.
It reached the back of her thighs and there was an elastic
drawstring with the bow in the back. She was flawlessly cute
in a cool and serious way, moderately sexy in an innocent
child sort of way. Ava wondered again how Herndon could
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ever turn such a girl down just because she wouldn’t give up
variety.
She walked with Herndon over the Second Canal bridge
on the seventh floor, well above the height anything was ever
piled on the rafts that were towed thru these canals. Kuthra
and Jimmy, Vyorahi and Ceasar were ahead of them, leading
the way, Nardley and Tormu brought up the rear and she was
talking to him about an easier way to get the chippongga up
and down from the fifth floor that sounded like it involved
block and tackle, a hole in the bedroom ceiling and four
century old beams.
“So how much money do you have on you?” Vyorahi
asked.
Herndon looked in his pouch, “Three coppers, two nickels
and eleven irons, plus a few pennies, two of them are
tenners.”
“I doubt you could buy the place for that,” Kuthra said,
trying to make it casual.
“It’s a good thing for the Instinct,” Vyorahi said, “or you
could be in danger carrying that around and announcing it on
a public street.”
“What should I be carrying for this dinner?”
“You could leave the coppers home unless you’re buying
real estate or capital equipment and you probably won’t have
to break a nickel. I think we’ll get out for four irons plus
yaag, so maybe five altogether, maybe even use up that
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change if we drink a lot of the good stuff and get really
wasted.”
“There’s eight of us,” he said.
“At two pennies a cup, I can do a ten. I don’t know what
you can do, but unless they’ve got some four-penny fuming,
glowing, monster brew, I don’t think these eight people have
the belly it takes to drink much more than an iron.”
“Will we be spending the evening there, or will we be
moving on?” Vyorahi asked.
“Depends,” Kuthra said, “are we together for the sleep?”
she asked Jimmy.
“I won’t say no.”
“So if the band’s lousy it may be an early evening. I bet
Jimmy’s already all a-flutter for a Noonsleep that’s cool and
dark.”
“Our chambers aren’t that bad,” Herndon said, “and it is
tradition that we spend this sleep apart and alone, at least in
my country.”
“In mine too,” Ava said.
The Rehearsal Dinner
Herndon was amazed again as they finally walked into the
place. It was seven stories above the top of the elevator, and
three blocks down an upper path that involved two rope
bridges. They might be a nature walk in the canopy of a dense
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old growth forest, but they were really public passages.
Herndon had to admit, this was another scene he’d never
expected when he closed the lid on that pod and hoped that
somehow, he would revive alive and get a first-hand look at
another potentially habitable planet.
They were on the fifty seventh floor, the busy lockway
went by on one side, far below, but hundreds of feet wide. On
another side of the building was Second Canal, also a center
towpath waterway hundreds of feet wide. The squeaking of
the drawbridges was inaudible from up here, but the amount
of traffic was visible, the boats and teams were timed
precisely by the lock operators or the canals of the city
wouldn’t move enough goods for its people to maintain the
good life they lead today.
Many of the people dining in the aerie were the ones who
made the most important decisions regarding the trading of
the cargo in those canals and enjoying the best of the good
life it brought. The building was ringed with airships, most of
them private, with liveried pilots and ornate sedans bolted to
the roottray. Most of them were emblazoned with the symbols
of some of the largest companies in the city, two of those
floaters bore the peace sign of the Kassikan. To really be the
emblem of the Kassikan, the straight lines were blue, the
circle was white, the spaces between were green and outside
the circle was black, because it was supposed to be a symbol
for the lake.
Both Kuthra and Vyorahi had been here before, when
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entertaining on behalf of the Kassikan as it turned out.
Herndon, Nardley, Ceasar and Jimmy were crewmen on the
first expedition to be launched to this star. Ava had been
exposed as the incarnation of the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear so
they were always worried about a celebrity-type response
from almost anyone. The girl at the door, a busty, dark haired
half-nordic looked at them and her eyes got wide, but she
quickly controlled it. “Tormu, of RankorQuake,” she said,
coming over quickly, “are you here for dinner or are you
playing here this evening?”
“Just dinner with a few friends,” she said, “I’ve heard
your bighead is superb?”
“Every bit of that,” she said, “you need a table for eight?”
“Yes,” Tormu said, still being as cool as a shaded brook.
The hostess started leading them into the room, the whole
canopy of this great archwood had been enclosed, wide stairs
lead to sections of tables with views of the floor, more
stairways lead to tables of various sizes, each tucked under a
limb in the canopy of that archwood. The leaf layer was
grown thick and no starter canvas was left showing. “Is this
your band?” she asked as they went up the wide central
stairway, from which the others branched.
“No, we’re all participating in a ceremony at the Kassikan
tomorrow.”
“Oh, what kind of ceremony?”
“I’m not real sure, it didn’t make a lot of sense to me, to
be honest with you. We are playing there, in the Kassikan, at
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a private party after that ceremony.”
“Weew,” the hostess said. “I guess you can do that when
you’re the biggest company in the Highlands. Anyway that
table seats eight with a good view of the stage, Second Canal
and a glimpse of the lake.”
“I think that will be fine,” Tormu said, “any objections?”
she asked the people who had quickly become her entourage.
“Good with me,” Herndon said, and the rest of them soon
chipped in.
“Shall I send up cups?” the hostess asked.
“A nice gold would be good,” she answered.
“Anyone else?” she asked the rest of them.
“Same for me,” Ava said.
“Yellow please,” Herndon said.
“Me too,” the other guys said simultaneously.
“Green for us,” Vyorahi said, pointing to Kuthra who
nodded.
“That was really interesting,” Ceasar said once they were
all seated around the table.
“We lucked out that time but we can’t count on that very
often,” Herndon said.
“I have to say Tormu is as responsible as anyone for the
fact that she didn’t notice us,” Ava said.
“You guys still don’t get it do you?” Nardley said. “We’re
just some bumpkins lucky enough to make it here from
YingolNeerie. She is Tormu.”
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“Ha!” Tormu said and slapped at him. They spent some
time going over how the band was doing, there had been a lot
of bookings since the Xanolex show. “It’s great for us to
come out right now when there is a resurgence of interest in
Tower.”
“And how about the recording?” Ava asked.
“I’m hoping maybe Nardley won’t have to produce after
all,” she said.
“But I want to, it’s going to be big, why give the profits
away to some other producer.”
“The public can be very fickle, the Tower scene only
lasted a couple decades the last time around.”
“When Tower gets too technical,” Vyorahi said, “too
much into the head and leaves the body behind.”
A waitress climbed their steps, gave them their drinks and
a chalkboard with what she could get them and what it would
cost. “This is remarkably like home,” Herndon said.
“Yes, it is. The architectural style is completely unique
and those racks the girls wear when they’re delivering meals
are different but if you don’t look out at the canals and
lockways and don’t listen to the language it’s very
reminiscent of a place we’d go on Earth for a rehearsal
dinner,” Ava said.
All the way over here where Earth was so distant. He
marveled once again at how far they’d come and what an
alien world they were on, and treasured once again any little
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things that were like home. He looked at Ava, realized that
she was even more beautiful than Gabriella, with the added
advantage that she wasn’t going to fade like Gabriella was
already starting to do when they left. Ava noticed his gaze and
was about to comment when he said, “I want to thank you
once again for all this. Kassidor Yakhan is magnificent but I
don’t know if I could ever be completely comfortable here
without you by my side.”
“Well thanks,” she said, “and I feel the same way. This is
a wonderful world in most ways, beautiful, comfortable, and
exciting. We’ve been treated very well and been given an
interesting and important challenge that has given me a
meaningful new career, but I feel the same way, without you
it just wouldn’t be the same.”
“Too bad you other Yingolians couldn’t have found other
Yingolian women so you could have meaningful relationships
also,” Vyorahi said to Jimmy.
“Not all Yingolians need monogamy to have meaningful
relationships,” Nardley said, and kissed Tormu.
“That’s right,” Ceasar said.
“Fun times can happen in one evening,” Vyorahi said,
“but meaningful relationships take a little more time.”
“I’m just saying that I think I could stand the way things
are here,” Ceasar said. “I know I’ve never seen Nardley as
happy as he is every day now. I’m not saying I support the
way it is here, I’d prefer a woman who was faithful, but I’m
pretty sure I could love one who wasn’t.”
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“When you get used to it you’ll understand how much
more fun you’re having, and how much closer you are to the
people around you,” Vyorahi said. “Even Herndon and Ava
will eventually come around, even though they’ll never admit
it yet, but in three to ten decades, when they understand they
are now eternals, they’ll be partying with us just like anyone
else.”
Herndon and Ava looked at each other and frowned, he
didn’t see that being likely, and if they did, it wouldn’t be
openly. And he knew better than to have any encounter with
any woman Ava might possibly meet because the natives
never kept such things confidential. He could understand how
tempting it would be, almost every woman was beautiful,
cute or pretty. Nine of ten would respond positively to an
unexpected caress of breast or bottom, more than half would
have time for an encounter if he was buying. He would fall
back into the Brazilian system wouldn’t he? Don’t ask, don’t
tell.
But then he looked at the others, they were all holding
each other in ways that would not be allowed in a fine dining
establishment even in Rio. He was not holding Ava in such a
way. Maybe in the dark of a show she would allow it, but
with others around, even close friends, he knew she would
push him off with a hiss. Ceasar and Jimmy weren’t really
close friends of hers anyway.
Vyorahi and Ceasar were especially erotic and Herndon
could tell she was almost desperate for him to put his hand
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between her thighs and go to work. Ava must have known
what she was thinking also because she asked Herndon,
“How many couples in bridal parties wind up in bed with
each other in Brasil?”
“Whew, I don’t know. I know at mine it was one, but they
had been together almost a year by then. None of the others
wound up hooking up.”
By now the chalkboard had worked it’s way around. Ava
checked the bighead cheek stir fry, Herndon got an axio chop
on noodled veggies. They checked the mark for another round
of cups, the total came to three iron and fourteen, an
exorbitant sum by native standards, a small, plain, steel screw
from the ship’s stores. They put the chalkboard up on a hook
to signal the waitress.
On the small stage down in the center of the room, three
guys came out, one with a set of large set of hand drums, one
with a flute-like thing connected with a long, thin hose to a
glass flower and another guy with a long acoustic yandrille
with keys and complicated antler-like things over the twenty
something strings. They all settled into tall, high-backed
stools with fluffy cushions, the hand-drums on a stand in front
of their musician, the yandrille cradled in the player’s lap.
Their view of the stage was excellent, so he had a great view
of the girl who came out. From here she could have been
Kuthra’s twin sister, maybe a bit more angular, but wearing
nothing but a headband of flowers around her head and
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carrying a microphone with as many keys as a saxophone that
was connected by a small hose to a set of glass flowers that
she placed on either side of the stage.
“Hello and welcome,” she said. “We are called ‘Some
Distance From Valindor’ and we are happy to provide some
background for your dining pleasure. I see some of you have
your food already so you know that the food will always be
the feature attraction at The Zikahysis.
The music they did was just about the opposite of
RankorQuake, soft, melodic, restful, light. The girl was a
graceful dancer as well as a sweet singer, and the buttons on
the mic allowed her to shift octaves, sound like a chorus,
sound like a whisper, or apply various other effects. The fact
that she was naked didn’t even matter, it made her look even
more sweet and innocent.
“She looks so much like you,” Jimmy said to Kuthra.
“Well the hair is a common look that’s pretty cheap to get
right,” Kuthra said, “and our bodies are just Elf girl standard
more or less like everyone else here.”
Ava was taller and more elegant, creamier of color than
their golden amber. But she had a point, when everyone could
be as beautiful as they wanted, there wouldn’t be as much
variation. He’d already learned that their promiscuity actually
circulated genes among them, further enhancing their
homogeneity. Kuthra and Nicott didn’t look that much
different either, Nicott’s hair was a bit frizzier and her tits
even smaller. Still, he had no trouble telling them apart, he
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couldn’t tell this girl from Kuthra at this distance.
Jimmy had gone on to flatter Kuthra further about just
what a beauty she was and how he loved to see her naked.
“I’m glad she’s allowed to perform naked because it’s like
looking at you.”
“Nothing unusual about performing naked,” Tormu said.
“I mean there is an element of showing all in performing for
the public.”
“How do you feel about doing it?” Ava asked.
“If the club’s hot and a lot of the crowd is, I don’t mind. I
answer my door nude so I don’t have anything to hide.” She
watched Ava’s face and asked, “What’s wrong?”
“I’m really trying to understand. Has anyone in this
society any memory of anyone being ugly, what it’s like to
have features they’re ashamed of?”
“Well, maybe some of those with the most enhanced
memories,” Vyorahi answered, “and I don’t mean the two iron
pill you can get anywhere, I mean a seriously enhanced
memory. In the Highlands we could adjust our appearance
quite a bit even before ephemerality was cured, and that was
first available in the Yakhan at the very end of the 34th.
Anyone who reached the end of the 35th in the Highlands is
probably still here, and the Species Immunity Complex came
out at the beginning of the 42nd, so it’s been way longer than
normal people can remember.”
“So intellectually I can understand why none of you
would mind being nude. So once I understand that I have to
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ask, why aren’t you nude all the time?”
“Primarily being dressed is a signal that’s you’re about
some other business,” Vyorahi said, “but it’s really not that
simple.”
“My rule is,” Tormu said, “if it’s warm enough and no one
can complain, I’ll be nude. I like it, actually, when my skin’s
not in danger anyway.”
“You don’t see it as a sexual invite?” Ava asked.
“In the right situation,” Tormu said, “like if I was with a
new guy now and started showing off my lips, I would expect
it to be taken as a sexual invite.”
It was then that the waitress arrived with a backpack rack
with eight plates in it. She put it on a hook from the ceiling
and started passing them out. “I’ll be right back with the next
round of cups, you can pay then,” she said.
They started on the food while she did that and all started
mooing immediately. What he ordered was actually a pretty
simple meal, but the veggies were chopped to the shape of
noodles and in a spiced oil sauce. The axio chop was more
like the best swordfish steak perfectly seared and peppered. It
was so good it brought tears to his eyes. He loved Brasil and
missed her, but he’d never had anything like this there.
He noticed Ava was staring at hers in shock, but it was
Jimmy who spoke first, “Wow,” was all he said, and stuffed in
another bite. He had something that looked and smelled like
trout but was called nyobba. Ceasar had the same but with a
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veggie, nut and berry salad instead of the noodles. They all
agreed it was the best they’d ever had and dug in with some
gusto.
No one really noticed when the photographer leaned
around from the next table and he clicked off three quick
snaps before they reacted.
“Hey,” Herndon said, and put his hand out to block the
camera, not that they were close enough for his hand to block
much of the view, maybe an eighth of it, but it was enough to
cause him to stop snapping.
It was then that the slim girl with the very straight hair
and bangs showed up again. The one whose ears had long
enough points to stick up out of her hair. She was already on
the steps to their table, “I understand you’re celebrating the
upcoming culmination of your mating ritual,” she asked
Herndon. The photographer was down the steps from the next
table and focusing on them. She had a pad and pen, he’d
never seen anyone write the native script so fast, he couldn’t
move his fingers randomly that fast, nor in such short strokes,
she printed in ten point type. He was sure she was taking
down her questions and his answers verbatim. He was sure
that was a skill that had come in a pill.
“We are a group of friends having dinner together, one
you’ve interrupted.”
“Does the word ‘wedding’ mean anything to you?” she
asked.
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Ava reacted, her face dropped off, Kuthra and Vyorahi
tried not to laugh, Nardley, Ceasar and Jimmy swallowed
almost in unison and Herndon had to answer. Only Tormu
showed no reaction. “It is a word in a Yingolian language I
believe.”
“Is it not the culmination of the Yingolian mating ritual?”
“If you say so?” Herndon replied.
“I’ll take that as a ‘yes.’” She wrote it down. “The event
itself is a private ceremony that will be taking place in the
Kassikan,” she was watching his face as she asked, by the
time she finished the question, it was a statement. “I can see
that you’ll have that hot new band RankorQuake providing
the entertainment at the afterparty,” nodding toward Tormu,
“which I can also assume is not open to the public. But I can
presume that these two of the partiest girls on the pyramid’s
point are invited.”
“You’re being quite the pest,” a man said from the base of
the steps to their table.
“She’s a reporter,” Ava said, “she has to be.”
“What’s a reporter want with them?” he asked, hands on
hips.
“These are the Yingolians,” she said.
The man chuckled, “There’s thirty five Yingolians and
five of those eight people are Elves,” he was probably
counting Nardley.
“I can identify this man as Herndon Luicius Carlos da
Silva...”
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“So, I would think after a journey like that, the man
deserves a chance to eat his dinner in peace, as do I. First
your photographer barges thru our table and then you show
up here interrogating like you’re filming a swords and secrets
epic from the 30’s.”
“Why didn’t you grab his camera?” someone yelled from
a nearby table.
“The starship’s arrival is the defining event of the 100th
century,” she replied over that.
“Somebody grab her notebook and pen,” someone yelled
from another nearby table.
“The Kassikan and the legitimate press provide plenty of
access to our visitors, so even if these people are among
them, and they don’t look like they are, what you’re doing is
rude to them, to me, and to everyone else in here.”
“You can’t hide from the public,” she said.
“They’re among the public in peace,” the man from the
next table said, “not hiding from the public all, it’s you they
need to hide from.”
There was a growing chorus of shouts from nearby tables,
and it was starting to spread. The two biggest of the wait staff
showed up and asked them to leave the premises.
“Thank you,” Herndon said, “I owe you for that.”
“No problem, the problem I have is choosing between
those two ladies for the sleep.”
“Sorry if I can’t really cry for you about that,” Herndon
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said, “but I understand the culture in this city allows for what
you call ‘three ways’?” They were both dark haired, tall and
slim, one was a little busty, the other only a bit more than
Ava. The busty one had what was known as a ‘northern’ face
here, a more angular chin, a higher forehead and hair the
color of old copper. The other a cute face and shiny black
curls. They appeared to get along fine and were laughing with
each other.
“There is no need, but while it’s quiet, let me mention that
you could be much less obvious when you go out. I could
help you quite a bit in avoiding their eyes and ears,” he said
as he handed him a note. It was pre-printed, giving the
address of Tahlmute’s Personal Services. “I’m in that office
on Morningdays, as it says on the note.”
Wedding Day
Ava knew before Noonsleep was over that something was
wrong. There were more voices in the atrium than normal.
She and Herndon slept separately in their own beds that
Noonsleep. He said that was the custom when cohabiting
couples got married. All she knew of marriage was from
television really. She knew about the garter and bouquet
customs but deliberately left them out. She was also thankful
Tormu’s band didn’t know the Macarena or the Chicken
Dance. They didn’t know many dance tunes at all but said
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they would come up with something.
She went to her balcony and immediately shouts went up
from other balconies. She looked up in horror to see the
balconies above and below were full. The only possibility
was that Celeb Today had printed a special edition during
Noonsleep. With a bit more careful look she saw it wasn’t
that at all, it was all the photographers of all the news outlets,
using any door they could get into for love or money. There
were only a few extra civilians in with them, but almost every
balcony was covered with photographers and reporters.
She drew back in horror. Their own level and the level of
the atrium floor was closed to the media, but there was no
way to close every level of this atrium, it was part of Novice
Residences, what would be called undergrad dorms at an
institution on Earth. She had no immediate idea on what to do
about it except move the ceremony to a closed lecture hall
that they could defend. She was soon in the common area,
dressed for the day, but not the ceremony. The wedding dress
was still on a rack down in the room they were using as the
bridal dressing room, many floors down public stairways.
Herndon was already in an argument with Ernesto.
“...What good it did to let him go out there and get the
Instinct trying to move one reporter. It didn’t do anything but
prove to them that we have no power over them.”
“But how are you going to go thru with the ceremony
with this bedlam going on?”
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“If we have to we can use the RankorQuake soundboard
to make sure we get heard, and earplugs to make sure that’s
all we hear.”
“Are they here yet?” Ernesto asked.
“Tormu will be here early, but their gear will probably be
here by the time the ceremony starts, not that I think we’ll
even need it. Once they see we’re not paying attention to
them, they’ll probably just shut up and watch.”
“And do you want them watching?”
“Not particularly,” Herndon said, “but you have to admit,
if we had to run into natives, we really lucked out with these.
They can’t be hostile, they can try to be annoying and some
can succeed at that, but most can’t. Think of how curious we
would be if we were them and they landed among us? Do you
think our media and governments would be treating them as
well as they’re treating us?”
“Our government would never allow the visitors to be
exposed to the media,” Ernesto said.
“No, we would have been in custody from the time we
opened the hatch,” Herndon said. “Our Aerospace Institute
would be reverse engineering the shuttlecraft and the visitors
would be undergoing hours of interrogation every day. The
chance that some visitors from another star would be allowed
to use a quadrangle in a federal university to carry out an
alien rite, uncensored, is absolutely zero. There would be fist
fights on the floor of congress, riots and shootings in the
cities before that would be allowed. English royalty had to
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put up with worse than what we have out there. We know
there will be no assassination attempt, the worst that can
happen is they can heckle.”
“Sampson isn’t going to settle for that,” Ernesto said.
“Sometimes he reminds me of a dog who can’t figure out
the invisible fence.”
“One of my neighbors had one of those,” Ernesto said.
“He never got a clue the shocks were associated with a
boundary he couldn’t see. I wonder if cats ever figure out an
invisible fence.”
“Cats can figure out a way to get the collar off any time it
gets annoying,” Herndon said, “and kedas would reach in the
house and shut it off.”
“I don’t know about that.”
“They can learn arithmetic and understand maps,”
Herndon said.
“You’re distracting me,” Ernesto said. “Our security chief
is paralyzed and we are surrounded by hundreds of hostile
natives.”
“We are not!” Herndon said. “We have attracted hundreds
of media reporters and photographers who are staking their
careers on getting a shot of the culmination of a Yingolian
Mating Ritual.”
“It could get out of hand in minutes,” Ernesto said.
That was when Sampson entered the room, shaking off
Nelson, Humberto and Waldeis who had been helping him
when he became paralyzed from the Instinct. “You’re damn
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right it could,” he said, “I think it already has. We don’t know
the techniques we need to use with this ‘Instinct’ virus in us.”
“Clearly tossing them on their ass isn’t a viable
technique,” Herndon said.
“So what do you suggest?” Sampson barked.
“Let ‘em watch. The people of this city may be as old as
Christ, but they have never seen a wedding. Let them learn
something about us, something they forgot by the time the
Greeks built the Parthenon, let them learn about the pledge
we make to one another, the pledge of true love.”
“The alternative is to move the ceremony to a
performance hall or lecture hall or someplace like that that
can be secured,” Ava said.
“Excellent idea,” Sampson said, the way one would say
‘checkmate’ because Herndon would have to go against his
bride to oppose it.
“So how do we go about getting that?” Herndon asked,
conceding the point but imagining RankorQuake trying to set
up on the lecture stage and desk in a hundred twenty five seat
lecture hall.
“It will be different for each hall,” Ava said, “the first step
is to find the hall. They’re all marked on the maps in the
cook’s court that’s been set up under the dome. It used to be a
stadium, but only the floor is in use now since gymnastics
isn’t the draw it was in the 53rd.”
Sampson turned, “I know where that is,” he said over his
shoulder. “I’ll take Nelson and Waldeis,” he pointed at them.
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“Keep your pad on walkie-talkie,” he told Ernesto as he
entered the stairway.
“So how did Sampson get the Instinct?” Ava asked.
“He was going to throw the reporters out,” Humberto
said, “starting in the first room on the floor above.”
“Anyway, he went in and tried to move the guy out, they
argued at first, Sampson tried to use force and got paralyzed.”
“How bad?” Herndon asked.
“There was never a worse case,” Humberto said, “because
he kept attacking that reporter with each limb in turn until he
was completely paralyzed. The Instinct apparently does allow
one man to piss on another without his dick becoming
paralyzed, because the reporter had his dick out to do just
that, with his photographer snapping, when we rushed in and
carried Sampson off. His mouth and throat were not
paralyzed so he kept up a stream of obscenities the whole
time, but he’d used up all he knew in Kassidorian in his first
breath, so the continued cursing was in Portuguese, which
drew quite a bit of laughter from all the other reporters and
photographers on all the other balconies around.”
“We can have breakfast at least,” Ava said. “They can’t
even see us at the back tables.”
“We aren’t supposed to see each other today,” Herndon
said.
“I think more than that’s been thrown off,” Ava said.
“But she’s right about breakfast,” Ernesto said, “Gilet’s
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got something ready by now.”
They had a leisurely breakfast, staying out of the open as
much as possible. They didn’t discuss much. Nardley showed
up, noticed the reporters and said Tormu had gone down to
the dressing room to await the cartsman with their gear who
was probably over an hour behind them because the
needleboat had been non-stop today.
Sampson reported in when he reached the dome cook’s
court, reported that he had photographed the maps and was on
his way to examine some lecture halls off Mathematics Way,
which went within a quarter mile of them. They had nothing
to do but sit tight.
Ava decided to try and get down to the dressing room and
Tormu. She found her fingering the dresses but gazing miles
beyond them. “I’d love to know what you’re thinking about,”
Ava asked.
Tormu jumped a little and smiled, “Yingolians actually. I
was wondering how Yingolian this style is, wondering what it
must be like to be ephemeral.”
“It’s brutal,” Ava said.
She gave a little shudder. “I was wondering why we love
Yingolians.”
“I can give you my reasons,” Ava said, “he’s manly, big
and strong, takes charge, looks out for me.”
“But for me it was the other, he’s a puppy, he needs me,
he thinks so much of me.”
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“I think that’s because of you, not because he’s from
Earth. I think he’s the most Elvish of the Brazilians.”
“Whatever it is, he’s my starman and I love him already,
hell, I’d love him just for his cooking even if he wasn’t such a
quick study at sex.”
“How deep is your connection?” Ava asked.
“Ask me in a few decades,” Tormu said, “it’s only been a
year and something so it’s still the initial infatuation, but it
looks good so far. We aren’t afraid to state our feelings to
each other.”
“Anyway, we’ll probably have to move the ceremony, the
press knows about it and they’re all over the atrium.”
“Yeah, I noticed. We’ll get too famous for our own good
if this keeps happening.”
“I feel like I’m already too famous for my own good.”
“I’m sorry, I want to say again...”
“No need,” Ava said, “you’re one of the least devious
people I’ve ever met. I just hope we can find a place with
enough room for you to set up.”
“We don’t need that much space, not like we took at
Xanolex, and if we can’t, we can set up a monitor and play
tapes, whatever we have to do. It’s your day Ava, I know that
much about this, whatever I can do, I will.”
“Thanks, hopefully we’ll get a hall as nice as Xanolex.”
Tormu emitted a peal of laughter, “For fifty guests, I think
that would be way too big. A double court on the pyramid
might be nice.”
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“We’ll see what we can do.”
“Whatever it is, I’ll keep the gear on the cart til we know
where we’re going.”
“That’s very kind of you.”
“Nothing else would really make any sense.”
That was true. “We’re going to have to move all this stuff
too,” Ava said.
“Unless the place is close by, there’s a few halls out on
Mathematics Way that wouldn’t be that far a walk.”
“We’ve got someone looking into them now,” Ava said.
“How will we hear?” Tormu asked.
“We can go up there, they’re using the common area of
our floor as the meeting area.”
“I have to stay here for the cartsman, but I can help carry
a couple of these dresses up before he could possibly get
here.”
“I’m sure we’ve got time,” Ava said. “It will probably
take all day to arrange permission to use one of those halls.”
“Mother Nature knows I’ll have enough time to tap my
foot with nothing else to do, let me do it now and then wait
for Rondine.”
“Is he going to want to just leave off the stuff and go?”
“Oh no, he’s the guy we listed as ‘roadie.’ He’s staying for
the show and the trip home.”
“So he gets a plate at the dinner,” Ava said.
“He’ll probably sit on the other side of Nicott, he’ll ask
her any time Antheen doesn’t.”
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“But how does she feel about him?” Ava asked.
“Pretty good, he’s as dumb as his blenth and she could be
a sorceress if she enrolled in the courses, but she has fun with
him pretty often.”
“How serious is she with Antheen?”
“Whatever, she’s into him but not deep enough to cry over
it when he finds bigger tits in the audience. You know Nicott
is the one of us you should all be amazed at. She’s never
heard a song she can’t still sing, she’s never talked to a person
that didn’t feel like a friend after, she’s never lost her temper
in her life and she can find light on the bottom of a broken,
muddy boot in a deep swamp on Nightday.”
“I’ve had that impression,” Ava said.
They had picked up the dresses by now. Tormu got hers
and the bridesmaid’s. Ava gathered up the bridal gown and
they headed for the stairs. Tormu went first and she went up
with a purpose. They were only up a couple floors when they
met a photographer coming down. “Hey, are those the
costumes for the Yingolian Mating Ceremony?” he asked,
trying to get his camera ready.
“Don’t know,” Tormu said, not slowing down. “They just
tell us what to move where, not why.”
“Do you know where it’s going?” he asked, struggling to
attach a lens.
“Temporary holding area,” Tormu said as she was now a
floor above him. He frowned at Ava, who looked sorry in
response and hurried on after her, still clutching the
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ballooning gown awkwardly. He might have got a partial shot
of her back as she went up the stairs but she didn’t turn
around to give him a face to shoot.
Kuthra had come down while Ava was down there. Tormu
had to get back to meet Rondine. Most of the Brazilians had
finished breakfast now and were sitting and complaining
about their cups of rubber tea. Sampson had called in and
declared one hall impossible to secure, then approved the
next. He had sent Nelson to try and find out who they had to
contact to use it. He had a colorful story to tell about the
couple who had been using the room, a four-hundred seat
lecture hall with a huge stage and desk. They hadn’t had the
foggiest idea who they should contact, they just saw the room
was empty and decided to use the desk.
“So at least we know it’s used for native mating
ceremonies,” Ava said.
Vyorahi laughed at that as she was arriving. “What’s
that?”
“The topology lecture hall.”
“I might have used it myself as a novice,” she said, “not
that I can remember that far back. But what’s going on?”
They had to fill her in on the change of venue.
“Topology Hall would be fine for the ceremony,” Vyorahi
said, “but if you want people dancing at the afterparty, there’s
not enough floor space. Of course RankorQuake could play
music that will keep us pinned in the seats if they want to.”
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“I’ve never seen it,” Ava said. “I just wonder if we can get
it. Tormu said they can adapt to whatever we get.”
“I’m sure they can, but we could have a lot more fun with
more floor space. We could take over a buv court or
something. We’d have to bring in a lot of chairs and tables,
and the day’s turning so we’d have to get started on it.”
“It would be nice if all the people we needed to
communicate with also had pads,” Ava said, “but we have to
sit tight and see what the Brazilian Colonel can come up with.
As long as it has room for the ceremony and the procession,
the thirty Brazilians and their guests in the audience, I don’t
care, we can wing the rest of it if we have to.”
Tormu, Rondine, Antheen and Nicott came up. She found
Nardley, sitting with Ceasar and Jimmy, probably all
complaining about the rubber tea, and they all went over
there. She and Herndon were sitting with Antonio, Kuthra,
Vyorahi, Dilmar and Embassa at another table, Ernesto, Isabel
and the baby, Father Dianegress, Raja, Neves and Bryle were
at the table between with the pad connecting them to the
colonel on their table.
It was Nicott who came over after only a few minutes but
did not take a seat, “We’re all okay with whatever the plan
turns out to be. We haven’t unpacked a thing yet, so whatever
happens, no harm done. Doubledip, that’s our blenth, is fine
where he is and we’ll go down often to keep him a little
company and make sure he’s patient.”
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“How tame is he?” Jimmy asked.
“Oh he’s tame enough to come up but he’s afraid to go
down stairs.”
“And how big is he?” he asked.
“Oh not that big for a blenth, maybe as long as your table
and up to here,” the height of her chest, but he’s got a long
neck and his eyes are higher than mine. If you want to meet
him we could go down now, it’s eight stories but they’re
short.”
Jimmy got up, she called to the others, “We’re going to
check on Doubledip,” and took his arm toward the door.
“Yeah right,” Rondine called back.
“We’ll be down if we hear anything,” Tormu added.
Change of Venue
Herndon stood by as Sampson checked in every hour and
said he was waiting for word from the next level of
bureaucracy. Nelson and Waldeis were both exhausted from
the stairs. Sampson was still in the empty lecture hall. Three
other couples had come by to check on its availability while
he waited, but they had simply moved on without a saying
anything except for enterprising young buck who asked if he
could borrow the brane-space modeler if he wasn’t using it.
Sampson had chased him away with epithets of, “Thief, I’m
waiting for permission to use this room, I can’t lend out
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devices from it that I have no right to, you should be ashamed
for asking. And to what devious purpose...” the guy had given
up and walked off, catching up to the girl, who was
embarrassed. A girl, born under 61 Cygni, embarrassed,
Herndon never would have thought it was possible.
Someone new arrived, a sweet looking girl with a cascade
of curly white hair, like Nicott had come up with a wig. She
went right to Ernesto and said, “It’s come to our attention that
your security officer is requesting the use of a hall he can
secure for your ceremony?” She was dressed in a cute and
snug frock with nothing under it.
“Yes,” Ernesto said.
“Is he here with you?”
“I think he’s determined that the Hall of Topology meets
our needs, he’s trying to work his way thru channels to find
out who he has to ask to secure permission to use it.”
“I see,” she paused, looked at Ava, Kuthra and Vyorahi.
“I’m guessing he didn’t know about the sign-out board?”
It was Vyorahi who dared answer. “The colonel isn’t one
of those people who waits for advice from others who might
know what he needs. He’s a willful man who takes decisive
action before facts overtake him.”
He could see that these girls all knew who this woman
was and that she was someone important. He could see that
Ernesto was the only Brazilian who had seen her before. Then
he figured it out, he’d met her once briefly when she was in
the ceremonial robes of one of the supreme council of the
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Kassikan. She was Yohonshu, the least known of the supreme
council, the only one of the five who was not a founder of the
Kassikan, promoted to the five after the death of Lord Elrond.
She was of Yondurian ancestry and her residence was the
lower northwest corner of the founders chambers, but that
was all Brazilian intelligence really knew about her.
“...But I think time is of the essence is it not?” she was
saying. “Doesn’t your ceremony have to take place at dusk?”
she asked Ava.
“It is scheduled to,” Ava said, “but if we have to delay a
day we can.”
“Do you think we are in any physical danger if we have it
here?” Herndon asked Yohonshu.
“None, the danger is to the people who live in the other
floors of this atrium because of the thousands of people who
wish they could get in here and see what you’re doing.”
“How did they hear about it so quickly?”
“You’ve had the date selected for more than a year.” She
was talking in local years, “There were too many
opportunities for too many people to overhear. It has been
published thruout the Highlands several times, people have
banked their crops and booked passage on lakerunners just to
have a small chance at seeing this.”
“Why?” Ernesto asked.
“Because you are the starmen, because you’ve made such
a heroic journey and stirred the imagination of our whole age.
Some are already proposing the 100th century as the
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beginning of the Starship Age. Remember that’s before they
even know of the boons you are bringing.”
“This century is young, we’re still in decade zero.”
“Exactly, you are the most important thing to happen in
many centuries. The last time something like this happened
was the 52nd when we topped off the lake and water filled the
tunnels and the last of the interconnect.”
“So what can we do about it?” Herndon asked. “What do
you want us to do about it?”
“So here’s the hall the Kassikan will release and why.
There is only one hall that makes sense due to the
overwhelming popular interest, and that’s the dome. You can
have the whole floor of the dome for the ceremony and a
quarter of it for the stage. The remaining seats have to be
open to the public, including the media, as well as the
Kassikan’s own anthropology department, who will also be
recording the whole thing.
“Another thing to consider is that for the afterparty
RankorQuake will have a potential eighty thousand seat
balcony to rock.” She had walked over to their table while she
said that. “The fact that RankorQuake doesn’t have a sound
system that can cover that dome will be dealt with by
allowing them to feed the main PA inputs.”
“I wasn’t planning on inviting eighty thousand guests.
What about the dinner?” Ava asked
“That can be held in a separate room beneath the balcony
between the ceremony and the afterparty.”
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“Which do we call ‘the reception’?”Ava asked.
“The dinner under the balcony,” Ernesto suggested.
“How do you feel about eighty thousand spectators versus
a few hundred,” Herndon asked.
“It doesn’t sound like it’s my decision,” Ernesto said.
Yohonshu gave him a quick smile, “Our crowd control
people are telling me there at at least twenty thousand extra
on campus right now.”
“Of what?” Herndon asked. “Roughly a hundred
thousand?”
“Registered,” Yohonshu said, “but don’t think we aren’t
aware that there are one and a third additional people and a
sentient of the kedoid phylum, sometimes known to the
humans, for every registered resident. We also know there are
normally ten to twenty thousand people somewhere in the
halls, walking, hawking, sleeping, peeping, at any given time.
If we policed it all up, we would police out the life in this
institution. This is a time like that.
“It is the Kassikan that lured the starmen with a message
of welcome. There are many great civilizations on this planet
you could have given the boon of your presence, Trenst and
Brancettrabble, Bordzvek, Yondure, or where they’re reviving
the ancient cities of Ydlontrostl, even Zhlindu like the
previous expedition. Thank you for not being hostile like they
were.
“However it is our responsibility, yours and mine, to let as
many people as possible know that all of this is real. If it
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happens here, in this atrium, all the major media outlets are
all set up for it, but very few eyewitnesses. That’s good for
them, but not so good for our credibility, because there are
still so few people who have interacted with Yingolians, and
frankly, many of those women didn’t believe it the morning
after.
“So to make this whole ‘starman’ project real, we’ve
already begun announcing on the Eye that the Yingolian
lovers will conclude their mating ceremony live in the dome,
just before duskmeal today.”
“You can’t,” Ava gasped.
“Do you have a little deskball handy?” Yohonshu asked.
“There’s one in that office.”
“So you can go look, it’s the top entry in, ‘New on the
Kassikan Calendar.’ It mentions that the hot new band
RankorQuake will be playing after the ceremony.”
“You can’t use force to get us there,” Ava said.
“We can use responsibility,” Yohonshu said. “You
transmitted your literature to us in the library linkup,”
Herndon knew that was back in 2284 when he had decades
left in the ice, “it’s all been translated and seen by thousands
since then.” She turned to Herndon, “You know that the
welcome you’ve had here is way better than what you would
have expected if you came this far, found an uninhabitable
planet and returned home with thirteen men surviving
cryofreeze both ways.”
“We’d be taken up as angels before we could get back to
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land.”
“Instead you’re feted by millions where you will live
longer than those Angels.”
“Angels are as eternal as you are,” Ava said.
“But Angel civilizations are as mortal as all before you,”
Yohonshu said, “because you haven’t solved the problem of
greed and dominance. But unlike mortals, Angels can’t retreat
back to barbarism and start over.”
He didn’t want to see them get into an argument about it,
“We admit our welcome here has been outstanding,” Herndon
said, “unbelievable even, we were astounded just to get your
message when we first thawed.”
“Then couldn’t you give just a little bit back?” Yohonshu
pleaded. “There are so many who are astounded by your
journey and so curious to know more about you. What you’re
doing is something that hasn’t been seen here in twenty
centuries, as a first order approximation.”
“I was having a problem getting them to agree to do it in
the atrium,” Herndon said, “in front of hundreds.”
“And what kind of scene to you think we would have in
that stadium?” Sampson asked. “What if the crowd rushed
us? We would be defenseless.”
“There is a six foot step from the front of the seats to the
arena floor. You can take up all the steps, and bridges if it will
help you handle your fear of gentle little Elves. But seriously,
you can expect the crowd to be respectful and hushed, we’ll
close the doors before it begins, and we’ll have someone
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explain the proceedings and the need for respect. I think
Vyorahi can handle that, she knows our society, and has had a
good chance to observe yours, and she can be eloquent in
giving a presentation.”
Vyorahi steepled her hands and bowed her head, clearly
moved, “It would be a great honor,” she said, “I’ll try to be
worthy.”
“So we need to get RankorQuake set up in the new
venue,” Yohonshu said.
“So it’s decided?” Ava squeaked, turned to Herndon,
“You’re willing to get married in front of eighty thousand
people?”
“You were telling us all how you never expected to get a
wedding at all,” Kuthra said, “instead you’ll have the most
famous wedding in recent history.”
“It won’t be that,” Ava said, “some of the royal weddings
were watched by hundreds of millions on television.”
“Thanks to you, that may be possible here in the near
future,” Vyorahi said, “but for now it will just be the people in
the dome, the remainder of the population will only read
about it and see the pictures.”
The preparations were massive and rushed, it seemed like
the whole Kassikan was mobilized. The cook’s court was
cleared in two hours, with big buckets used to move the fires
to the rooms under the seats where the food courts would be
set up for today and this evening. There were detour signs,
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halls opened that hadn’t been since the 53rd, and crews setting
up tables and chairs before lunch was over.
Meanwhile their dinner would be held in a room under the
arena seats. In looking at that Herndon was first introduced to
the fact that the Kassikan extends at least six floors below
what looks like ground level, and in many places it goes
down a lot more floors than that. The cooks and their
equipment came in thru those levels and were already setting
up and getting the gas fires lit. The Kassikan has fittings for
gas and for shop air all over the campus. It was still over six
hours til it would be served, but they weren’t into fast food
here. It wasn’t a feast for either Dwarves or Elves if it didn’t
involve a full day of cooking and these people obviously
meant to get at it. There were copies of the menu he and Ava
had made up, posted thruout the cooking area. A guy with a
big blackboard was breaking that down into ingredients,
people were starting to sign up for some of them and write
helpers names in fine print.
Herndon took a long hallway from there and climbed up
thru one of the six small openings that came up to the arena
floor, where crews were already busy setting up the alter and
pulpit and rows of seating for the invited guests. The ‘Invited
guests’ were the Brazilians, the members of the committees
they served on, friends from the labs they worked in, and any
guests they brought. There were risers going in for the
wedding party and another step for the pulpit. Behind that
was the stage. Beyond all of that were the circular rows of
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seats that seemed to extend to infinity.
He had been on this campus for months now, but had
never really looked at this dome. He knew it was huge, but
from up close, it was really huge, it was the size of a domed
futbol stadium. He stood with Nardley, who was taking a
break from helping a crew set up a large stage for
RankorQuake.
“Another amazing place,” Nardley said.
“Yeah, they don’t seem to get tired of throwing them at
us.”
“It’s amazing that it’s just a pure dome, there’s no
supporting structure at all, just the dome itself.”
“And it’s nothing but these decorative filigrees and
stained glass,” Herndon said.
“And ancient, that glass has erosion marks on it,” Nardley
said. Herndon looked where he was pointing. He wasn’t so
sure, it was hundreds of feet above and he couldn’t tell
anything more than there were some irregularities or stains on
some of the glass pieces. The whole dome was an intricate
design of leafy flowering vines growing over a gentle,
perfectly symmetrical, parabolic hill. The stained glass was
the leaves and flower petals, the dark carbon-fiber and
ceramic crystal was the vines. In the very center, quite a few
of the leaves and flowers were missing to let the smoke from
the cook fires out. The dome was slightly darkened from it,
but it was obvious there was some method of cleaning it
because as much time as this had been here, the condensed
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smoke would be pealing off in sheets. “Do you ever wonder
how the hell it was that tiny little warlike Earth was the one to
find them? I can’t believe the people who could do this
couldn’t have come to Earth any time they wanted.”
“I think there’s more to that than we think. How did the
Kassikan’s logo come to Earth in 1960? And pretty much
with its meaning intact?”
“You think there’s still more to this that they’re not
showing us?”
“They are able to organize all this in a matter of hours,”
Herndon said. “We take it for granted because our
grandparents grew up with pads in their pockets, but they
don’t have electricity, they have to send runners for miles,
they have to get people together for meetings. How did they
get this all happening so quickly?”
“They have those crystal balls,” Nardley said, “have you
seen those?”
“Yeah, but they don’t have many.”
“They have them all over the Kassikan, and they have
something called the deep labs, you should ask Ava about
them someday.”
“She’s told you?”
“Tormu heard it from Kuthra,” Nardley said. “There’s one
of Feanor’s magic crystals down there with mind-link helmets
connected to it, from there you can see and control all the
crystal balls in the Kassikan and the whole planet beyond if
necessary. I think they may be using that to organize this, and
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anything else they need to, like our landing for instance.”
“Ava did tell me that she was transmitted into that Elf
body using a helmet, she didn’t want to get into it any deeper
than that.”
“There are several unauthorized accounts of how it
happened,” Nardley said, “you might read them and ask her
which one was right.”
“I think I’ll leave that issue alone for the time being,”
Herndon said. “She’s had some pretty bad bumps in her past,
I’d like to let her have nothing but hearts and flowers for
awhile.”
“Oh she’s having them now, she’s got the whole Kassikan
running around like an opened termite mound to re-venue this
wedding in one day.” His pad beeped with a message. “We’re
going to have a last walk-thru at twenty second hour, just to
make sure we all know the route on the new stage.”
“And no doubt so the anthropology department knows
where to focus their cameras and mics.”
“At least they won’t have us run thru it to let the press set
up,” Nardley said.
“We hope.”
Ava came up, to tell him the same thing in person as it
turned out. “I think we should be in wardrobe,” she added.
“Then we’ll have to hang around for an hour.”
“Maybe it will keep people from coming up and asking a
million stupid questions. I had a guy ask me where the main
compressor should be set up.”
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“What did you tell him?” Nardley asked.
“To find someone who knows what he’s talking about.”
“I hope he did.”
“So we have an hour until we have to get dressed,”
Herndon said, “should we find a bite of food.”
“No way anything’s going in my stomach,” Ava said,
“until I’m Mrs. da Silva. I hope I’m relaxed enough then, it
might take a cup of green.”
“Maybe you should have one now?” Kuthra said. She was
on the team tying flower vines to the railings and had come
over to join them once she saw Ava.
“Where is our dressing room?” Ava asked.
“Under door three,” Kuthra pointed.
“Maybe someone’s got a bottle in there.”
“Maybe Keishin has a bottle right there.”
“Wouldn’t the media love to see that, bride-to-be tugging
on a bottle of scientific to get ready for the ceremony.”
“There’s none of them in here,” Kuthra said, “the
Kassikan has all the gates manned, the public isn’t admitted
til twenty third hour, they have an hour to find seats. The
media is part of the public. Right now everyone here is on the
crew.”
“They might still have a camera,” Ava said, “and sell the
pictures later. I’ll take a nip in the dressing room but up here
especially, I feel like I’m on stage.”
She went down to the dressing room, but when he
followed down the stairs, he got one last warning from
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Sampson. “You still know we can’t protect you up there. You
know you’re putting your life in the hands of this ‘Instinct’
thing, you know there are crossbows that can hit you from
many rows back in the audience.”
“You of all people should know that Instinct is real.”
“It works on me, but I’m sure people with the genetic
science to invent it have the genetic science to circumvent it.”
“I guess I’ll have to take that chance.”
“Why, what do you owe them?”
“We could have been greeted by a hostile fleet that shot us
out of the sky without asking the time of day. This civilization
CLEARLY has the science to do that if they turned it to
warlike ends. We could have found a planet inhabited by
virulent microbes, seething, foamy, tentacled things, or
cockroaches the size of capibara. Instead the worst thing any
of our crew has suffered since arriving on this planet are sore
dicks. It’s like Yohonshu said, we owe something to the
population of this planet, or this city at least. It is the same
thing the last European Royalty owed their people. We are
celebrities because we’ve made it here, and because we’ve
brought them knowledge of their origins. We owe it to them
because of how well they’ve treated us. You’ve already
admitted, it’s way better than we would have treated them.”
“I’ve admitted all that, but it STILL doesn’t make it safe.
We’d actually be safer if there was nothing here but microbes
and we were still in hazmat suits.”
“But then I wouldn’t be getting married.”
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“Pppp, you’d be the first pick of any of the women, you’d
be marrying Janace instead of a Christial in an Elvish body...”
“Do you resent that?”
“You are diluting Brazilian seed.”
“We are our own descendents here,” Herndon had learned
that intellectually at least.
“And you will be half Elf yourself if you stay with her as
long as you vow today.” It seemed Sampson had learned that
much, though he might not have learned it would take ten
centuries at the very least.
“I can’t worry about that now, we have to get that last
walk thru in before they let the public in.”
The Wedding
Ava could see that the seats were filling fast. She peeked
around the corners on both sides, it was the same, people
filing in fast. She could see long lenses in the front rows. Her
butterflies flocked and she went back down the stairs and
took another long pull on Vyorahi’s bottle.
“You gotta be able to keep your feet on the ground,”
Vyorahi said, watching how far she tipped it back.
“I’ve got fourteen years experience, not counting the
simulation Brancettrabble made.”
“I’m not inclined to count that,” Vyorahi said.
She handed the bottle back, Vyorahi was right, this stuff
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was strong, she’d be well buzzed for the ceremony, if the
paranoids hit she’d be a wreck. She got a vision of standing
up thru the whole ceremony in a dress with no back, her butt
hanging out, her arousal showing between her legs. She
moved over and stood against the wall. She had to feel the
gown just to be sure, then she thought about virtuality, saw
how simple the code really was to make her see and feel the
whole dress while half the dress is removed from the image
rendering stream of every other individual in the room. Then
she thought of the theorem that proves that she can never be
sure she’s not the captive copy in Gordon’s Lamp being fed
this whole fantasy off Alan’s hack. It was scary.
It was even more scary when the groom’s party and the
priest had to leave to get near the stairway where they would
appear. Now she was alone here with Tormu and her
bridesmaids. Tormu was smiling at Nardley, and was
genuinely excited to be taking part in this. She also peeked
out at the crowd and felt her dress. Kuthra was as cool as
always on the surface, but Ava knew her well enough to know
she was also excited.
But it was Vyorahi who was the least nervous even though
she went up first in her bridesmaid’s dress with a microphone
and a scroll. Kortrax had gone behind the eruption and the
corner of the pyramid. The top of the dome was still in
sunlight, and some of it reflected down on the podium and
pulpit that had been set up on one side of the arena floor,
against the stage, which was now draped with abstract
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tapestries covering the instruments. A good part of the
remainder of the floor had been set up with rows of seats, as
they would be in a church. There was an arch over the pulpit
wrapped in flowers, and big planters full of large blooms
delineated the floor and sheltered the wedding guests from
the general public a little. There was a thin but sturdy crystal
railing attached to the edge of the arena floor, so less people
would fall off when that floor was made into a dance floor
and opened to the general public.
The seats were quite full and getting fuller as Vyorahi
went to the podium. She stood in front of the priest’s pulpit
and tested the microphone by doing a very passable a capella
rendition of an ancient Elven love song. The Kassikan’s
sound crew made adjustments so that by the end of the song it
sounded like she was standing next to you singing in a casual
voice and they could hear her quite plainly from the bottom
of the stairway they would ascend.
“Hello everyone, my name is Vyorahi and I’m a
committee woman who has been working closely with the
Yingolians these past five years. I’ve been asked as a
sorceress of Mother Nature, a sorceress of the Kassikan, and a
good friend of the bride, to give you an introduction to what
you’re about to witness. We are here to witness a ‘Wedding’
the formal and official announcement of a lifetime, sexually
exclusive commitment to each other and most importantly,
any progeny.
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“We are not total strangers to this type of ceremony, back
in ancient times we Elves were one of the most monogamous
of races because when we were ephemeral, our children were
everything. They had to be provided for and cared for and a
woman couldn’t do it alone. A man could throw his seed far
and wide but unless he lent his strong hands to their welfare
until they were grown, that seed would likely perish, taking a
good woman also. Thus the partnership of marriage was born.
The moves of the ancient Elvish ceremony are remarkably
similar to what you will see here. Marriage came with us
from YingolNeerie, it stayed with us thru the three hundred
centuries of prehistory, thru Thulitlanth times, thru the Energy
Age and most of the Troubled Times. Thru all the ages we
were ephemeral, this ceremony, and the partnership that came
from it, was necessary for our survival.
“In those days, for all practical purposes, one had only
one chance at a partner. Ephemerals are beautiful, fit and
desirable for only a few short decades, and since everyone
wanted to find the best possible partner, it had to be done at
that time of life. We had to have our children by our tenth
decade or we would be too aged to provide for them before
they were grown.
“Thus the selection and wooing of that partner is the most
important activity of the prime of every ephemeral life. It was
by far the most important thing they would ever do in their
lives, and almost always the most glorious and exciting. The
excitement we feel at meeting someone in a club today, that
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little fluttery feeling when we take a deep breath of the
pheromones, is a quick and fleeting imitation of the shouting
triumph they feel when they win this most beautiful and
important phase of an ephemeral life, and cross to the next
stage with a partner by their side, in a ceremony like this.
“Few can imagine it now, but at one time parenting the
next generation was the most important task anyone took on.
We had at most thirty decades to live, most other races only
twenty. If we didn’t raise children to replace us by then, the
species would die out. More than that, if we didn’t raise
children to take care of us, we would suffer in old age.
“Old age was another factor in the partnership of
marriage. Everyone needed a partner that would be their
assistant in old age. We don’t understand the term ‘old age’
today since we constantly maintain our bodies in top
condition. Old age is a condition of constant, unstoppable
deterioration of the body that happened to every ephemeral
from age ten decades on. The partner who raised their
children is the partner they need to help them thru that closing
phase of an ephemeral life.
“This ceremony embodies and sanctifies this pledge that
these two people make to each other. We’ve been given the
opportunity to participate in something that was so important
to us deep in our past that our species couldn’t be here
without it. Because the choice of a mate was so all-important,
this was the most important ceremony an ephemeral could
ever participate in.
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“We all thank you, Ava and Herndon, for allowing us to
share this magic moment in your lives. We vicariously share
your joy and wish you joy with each other for longer than you
can remember. There is a certain majesty and mystery gone
from our lives now that we are eternals, watching this may let
us appreciate some of that.” With that she slipped down the
steps from that end of the arena floor and came trotting back
over to them.
“That was beautiful,” Kuthra said.
Tormu had even teared up about it. “I still feel so sorry for
ephemerals, but you did give them some majesty. Imagine the
courage it took to carry on, generation after generation,” she
sniffed and wiped her eyes, “never knowing when it would be
cured. I better not think about it, we have to go up.”
With nothing more for reference than Ava humming it,
Tormu had come up with an impressive rendition of the bridal
march, and the Kassikan had recorded it, over a week ago. It
was now filling the dome. Kuthra went up first, then Vyorahi,
then Tormu. Ava had to hold her dress on the steps, there had
been no time to alter it from the previous venue where there
were no steps. It distracted her when she saw the crowd, it
looked like old movies of rock festivals. She almost tripped,
had to catch herself and heard a murmur from the crowd. It
was Ernesto who was serving as her father and caught her at
the top of the stairs.
“I can’t believe the wonderful job they did decorating this
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place,” he said as they stepped off, “with the lighting you
hardly notice it’s in a stadium.”
“So why did I almost fall down when I saw the crowd?”
“You were looking for them instead of our people.”
“I’m nervous enough in front of that many.”
“You’ll be fine,” he said.
There are so few children here that they used a little Pixie
as the flower girl, she wasn’t five feet tall and looked like she
was twelve at the most. In real life she was two centuries old
and a mold programmer in the optics labs. She had reached
the alter, turned and stopped. Kuthra, Vyorahi and Tormu filed
into place, she and Ernesto stopped in position. Ernesto
bowed and gave her hand to Herndon, who bowed in
response and took his place beside Ava.
Father Dianegress raised his mic, they don’t have lapel
mics here, so he would have to hold it like an old-time
televangelist. “Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today...”
he began and went thru his part. Ava tried not to concentrate
on the crowd, she could see only a small section between the
flowers of the backdrop and over the covered instruments on
the stage.
She could hear only a slight susurrus of conversation from
the audience, not as much as she could hear from the ‘invited’
guests. They were being reasonably respectful and attentive,
even the people on the far side of the stage who could hardly
see anything of what was going on.
The priest had quite a sermon during the ceremony and
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read from several passages concerning the sanctity of
marriage, starting with Proverbs 18:22 “He who finds a wife
finds what is good and receives favor from the Lord.” Later
on he hit Hebrews 13:4, “Marriage should be honored by all
and the marriage bed kept pure,” he pointedly looked at the
bridal party made of of three Elves as he said that, “for God
will judge the adulterer and all the sexually immoral,” and
concluded with a reading of Matthew 19:4-6, “‘Haven’t you
read,’ Jesus replied, ‘that at the beginning the creator made
them male and female and said, ‘For this reason a man will
leave his father and mother and be united to his wife and the
two will become one flesh,’ So they are no longer two, but
one. Therefore, what God has joined together, let no man
separate.” They ended with the singing of Psalm 45, which
truthfully, she didn’t think really related, especially the part
about her virgin companions.
Finally it came time for their vows. They had kept them
short and simple. Herndon went first. “I, Herndon Luicius
Carlos da Silva, do pledge to love, cherish, honor and stand
with you, Ava Bancour, and join with you to the exclusion of
all others, as long as we both shall live.”
Then Cleason held out the microphone to her. They were
not doing them as a ‘repeat after me’ so she had to be sure she
could remember. She went suddenly blank from fright, at
least seventy thousand people were waiting, Tormu was a
godsend, whispering the words beside her, “I, Ava Bancour,
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do pledge and promise to hold you, Herndon Luicius Carlos
da Silva, above all others and to love, cherish, honor and
assist as long as we both shall live.” Once she got started, it
flowed, but she beamed her thanks to Tormu just the same,
who blinked in appreciation.
They went on to the rings, a further blessing from Genesis
2:23-24, which was almost a repeat of what was said in
Matthew, and finally the pronunciation. She was afraid the
audience was going to erupt with the kiss, but only the
‘invited’ guests applauded and whistled. Tormu had managed
to record a reasonable facsimile of the recessional from what
Ava could remember and hum to her. It wasn’t the same, this
was much more powerful and complex, but it started with the
basic pattern and built from there. She didn’t see how the
remainder of the party linked up, but the smiles Tormu and
Nardley had for each other outshone even hers and
Herndon’s.
The Study of Anthropology did a documentary photo
shoot. They only took four posed shots, one of all of them,
one of Ava and Herndon, Ava alone in costume and Herndon
alone in costume.
Under the arena floor were the dressing rooms where they
got out of these clothes and got ready for the feast. “I can’t
wait to see what they’ve done with the menu we gave them,”
Herndon said.
“I’m sure it will be interesting as well as delicious. I’m
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still not sure how they’ll do with baked stuffed sole...”
“Or feijoada.”
“But I’m sure they’ll do a great job with a carving
station,” she said. It was going to be the same cooks that had
been researching these recipes, moved to a new kitchen.
“To them it’s just like relocating the band.”
“There is that,” Tormu said. “I’m going to have to kind of
gulp and run.”
“You’ll miss Nardley’s toast,” Ava said. “That happens
after the meal.”
“I’ve heard it twenty times,” she said. “It’s sappy and the
parts that are supposed to be funny are really only funny if
you were on their starship and saw the events they’re based
on. Nardley got exhausted trying to explain them to me and
we got lost in details like the lithium locking pins and
pressure bulkhead hatch dogs and why that’s the same name
as a common pet animal back at YingolNeerie. You might get
some of it, but I’ve got to get up there in an hour or I’ll never
get set up in time.”
“It wouldn’t bother me if you started late,” Ava said.
“But it would bother Antheen and Nicott. We have the
chance to play for a huge crowd here, more than ten times as
many as Xanolex, but the longer we wait, the more of them
will go home. The posters might say, ‘hot new band’ but
almost everyone who came here today to see the starmen get
married has never heard of us, and half of them have never
heard our genre. If we don’t get started, most of them will be
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gone.”
“The cooks are offering special prices on other food
courts set up all around the rim of this dome.”
“I know what’s on the posters,” Tormu said, “and I know
how these things work, you have to stay ahead of the positive
feedback, you have to make an avalanche. If that happens,
little people like me can end up in the house I’m in.”
“You’re way too modest,” Nardley said. “You belong on
top of this city. You’ll rock this place this evening and I
wouldn’t be surprised if it’s fuller for the concert than the
wedding.”
She laughed and patted him on the side of the face, “My
sweet, flower-mouthing starman,” she said, and blinked a
little.
Antheen and Nicott did find them, he said, “We’re going
to chew and screw, we know you’re at the head table with
Nardley so we’ll gulp and run and see you up there when you
can.”
Tormu gave him the up-arrow, which has about the same
meaning as a thumb’s up here. “I’ll try and step on your
heels,” she said.
“Take your time,” Nicott said, “you’re important to more
than just us.”
“Yes you are,” Nardley said, “you were maid of honor in
the most important Yingolian ceremony, and your real
contribution to this evening hasn’t even begun.”
“You’re making me nervous, like if I fuck up it could
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cause an inter-stellar incident.”
“But my Elven princess does not fuck up, she points out
things to her yandrille player with a finger, between notes.
Don’t think I don’t notice things like that.”
“He just shakes his head at me,” Tormu said, “but we
better get up there.”
It was a long walk, then up a flight of stairs. There were
paper signs, but she recognized Kuthra’s handwriting on
them. The stairs came out in a a vestibule that opened into a
large room. It wasn’t rounded like she would have expected,
but a rectangular vaulted space, hung with the colored
streamers and balloons Ava had always associated with
wedding decorations. She stopped and gasped.
“What?” Herndon asked.
“Is something wrong?” Tormu asked.
“No, it’s perfect, it’s so just like I imagined it. It’s fantasy
made real. I’m just a bit overcome, I NEVER could have had
this on Earth. I wouldn’t have even made it up for myself as
an Angel. What was left of the civilization I grew up in
couldn’t have put this together if it was a national project.
And the Kassikan, where the average project lasts two
hundred and twenty nine and something years, put this
together in a day.”
“We love you,” Vyorahi said, entering the room. “We’re
all proud we were able to get you down here, proud we were
able to let you re-animate that beautiful body some previous
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soul discarded. We appreciate all you’ve done to help us learn
to manufacture photovoltaic devices, and like we told
Herndon, our hundred and twenty eight thousand scholars
stand ready to assist you in any way we can.”
“You get to speak for the whole Kassikan?”
“Myanfyinga said about that but can’t be here this
evening. She managed to catch the vows from a seat in the
bowl, but there’s another argument with Feanor’s crystal and
she had to get back under the helmet as soon as possible.”
“How well do you know her?” Ava asked.
“Since the 35th, according to our notes,” she said. “She
actually remembers how we met, but my memory hasn’t been
enhanced as much as hers, so she reminds me every century
or two.”
Ava didn’t know if she wanted to get into that much
detail, “How important was this wedding to her?”
“Four on a scale of six, six would be a six mile in
diameter meteor less than one year from impact with this
planet.”
They arrived at the feast, and she was expected to inspect
the menu. The baked stuffed sole was first and she was
shocked. She had never had it, she had only seen pictures in
television advertising and advertising in discarded magazines
that her father brought home from that busted-open landfill.
This looked, smelled and tasted exactly as she imagined it
would, and this was the one she was worried they would
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never get right. The fish didn’t look quite right, but the taste
was perfect. She decided not to ask how they actually made
it.
Herndon was impressed with their imitation of the spicy
black bean and pork traditional Brazilian dish that they came
up with. Again, the ingredients weren’t the same of course,
but the biosphere here had at least the diversity of Earth’s, so
they were able to come up with similar things for just about
everything. He was very happy with the results and effusive
with his praise.
It was the carving station wasn’t very close to what she
was expecting. There were animals hanging over an open
wood fire, turning slowly on spits. The fire was burning low,
the spits had been brought forward, but there was no one
manning it yet, and people were passing it by and going back
to tables, some of the Brazilians muttering. Any guests who
were native to this world were looking around the shelves
near the fire and spits and looking puzzled.
It seemed that the problem was a misunderstanding about
the carving station. Baked stuffed sole and feijoada were
completely unique and they had to be taught everything. Here
a ‘carving station’ is a Troll custom and one always carves for
one’s self with one’s own knife. She explained the difference
and someone had been sent off looking for someone with a
knife to do the carving. Meanwhile the date Nelson brought
had a knife of her own and cut herself a few pieces. All the
natives asked to borrow it and before they were done the
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Brazilians caught on and most of them had served themselves
before someone came back with a knife.
Herndon was further surprised by little sandwich cookies
gift wrapped at each table setting, “Bem Casados,” he said,
“where did they ever come up with these? I never even
mentioned them.”
“Somebody on the crew must have done it,” Nardley said.
Nicott and Antheen were already eating when they got to
the dining room. Tormu slapped a fish on her plate and sat
down, Nardley right behind her with a plate of feijoada. The
rest of the table waited for them to go thru the line first. She
had to take a baked stuffed sole just because she had ordered
it. It was exactly as she wished it tasted. Since she had never
tasted it even once in her life, not even from a dumpster
outside a restaurant people with money would frequent, she
wondered what it really tasted like and how this compared to
the real thing.
The only fish she knew from Earth were the sunfish her
father caught. This was heartier and butterier, but that might
be the way it was cooked. This didn’t have the pin-like bones
that the sunfish was full of. But to put it in perspective, dad
coming home with one had always been cause for celebration,
putting on clean clothes and sitting up polite because we have
a real dinner today.
The stuffing was something she entirely made up, she had
no idea what it would be like, she had worked with this cook
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for weeks, each day he would try something else and she
would try to tell him what was wrong with it, but she was
working with only what she guessed it might taste like from
pictures on television.
She finally told him to just make it taste good and savory,
and he made this. It was such a perfect compliment to the
perfect flakes of fish. She couldn’t believe that the scared
little brat, proud in her freshly-washed rags, picking bones
out of that dry and overdone sunfish, could actually be here,
experiencing this, hiding from seventy something thousand
fans of the rescued ‘Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear’ after wedding
the heroic starman. With each bite, she reflected more on how
far she had come and what a tortuous road it had been to get
here. Surviving the Battle of the Bus was probably the most
difficult part, for she’d had to fight her clone for survival, but
nothing on her route had been easy.
Now she was here, experiencing perfection that even the
Warlord of Pennsylvania had never known. Her eyes went up
to the ceiling, an intricate work of art, but only one of six
chambers like this under the seats of the mammoth arena
above. She knew that somewhere under those seats there were
also six hundred smaller rooms, but it seemed amazing that
that space could hold even one grand room like this.
“Ava, are you with us?” Tormu asked, tapping her wrist.
“Never more with you,” she said. “I was just lost in the
taste of this and the Elvish handiwork of these ceilings.”
“Yeah, that crystalwork is awesome, I’ve never tried that
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myself but we have to offer pictures to the media, so they’re
going to troop by in about five minutes, the Kassikan just
gave us warning. I’m going to have to get back to the stage as
soon as that’s over.”
“Thanks for telling me,” Herndon and Nardley were
discussing the implementation of inheritance in seeplusplus,
and Tormu didn’t speak it. Ava did, but wouldn’t this evening.
“When was this built?” she asked.
Vyorahi answered, “Most of it was built in the 51st, but the
dome itself wasn’t finished until 53,03,44.”
Ava pretty much had a timeline in her head now, she
needed it. “The mid to late 1600’s, about the time the land I
lived on as a child was first cleared. How did they do it?”
Vyorahi kept going, explaining the details of building
crystal structures down to the number of vendors for the
modern balloon and fiber-optic fusing tools.
“I’ve already looked that up, what I want to know is how
did they build that huge dome over that huge space with a
technique that takes ages, and a dome that can’t support itself
until it’s complete?”
“They must have put up scaffolding,” Tormu said.
“Exactly,” Vyorahi said. “The arena was in use as an
outdoor arena for two centuries before they put up a
temporary truss-work dome over the space. Multiple
crystalliers stood on that for twenty decades and got the
whole framework done. You don’t notice it from the ground
but each pane of the dome is at least eighteen inches in its
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smallest dimension, so the whole vinework frame could be
cast at once by many crystalliers and joined, because the
fibers were left dry at the join points until the joining part
reached them. Often crystalliers were working toward each
other.”
“The temporary truss-work dome was enough detail,
thanks,” Ava said.
“I was on the project, so it’s a bit dear to me,” Vyorahi
said.
“It’s a really impressive structure,” Ava said, “on par with
anything my people ever built, even in their golden age.”
“What did they build?” Vyorahi asked.
“The interstate highway network,” Ava said. “It spanned a
continent, that’s like a basin here, with continuous outdoor
pavement for motor vehicles, even and smooth so that a
mortal human, as sole control of a two ton piece of
machinery, containing him, his offspring, remember we were
always ephemerals, and maybe his parents or other relatives,
could barrel along at sixty five miles an hour and expect to be
safe and comfortable, all because they were burning fossil
fuels at a rate that kept the owners of those fossil fuels in
charge of all the important nations on the planet.”
“Wow Ava,” Tormu said, “I didn’t know a sentence could
go on that long.”
“It couldn’t if I hadn’t become addicted to this yaag you
guys have here.”
“You have to consider,” Vyorahi said over the rim of her
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cup, “that this may be the only reason you think anything’s
better here.”
They all laughed. Ava sat there stone faced, remembering
her sister’s screams, remembering her mother’s wounds,
remembering the smiling, laughing, pretty, carefree crowds
on all the streets she’d seen here. She’d gone looking, in the
first year she was here, for the people in the abandoned ruins,
for the hard luck, can’t figure it out, can’t get it together dregs
of this society. She even found a few. There was no safety net
here, get too burned out and too wasted and unable to perform
even piecework to support yourself, and your dead husk could
be found floating in the canal, but you had to really work at
oblivion to find it. For anyone with a toehold on reality,
survival was easy, comfort required a family-man level of
responsibility. Those willing to work a shift of piecework at
something they were modestly competent at, once a week,
were comfortable working class, anyone who worked harder
than that could become well-to-do.
“You found no humor in that,” Vyorahi said.
Ava took a deep breath, she didn’t want to relive this here,
it was so the opposite of this day, this place, this whole way
of life, but they had to know it wasn’t just the yaag. “My
mother barely made it home one day. She’d lost a lot of
blood. My sister was still alive then, thank God. Anyway, the
bone was sticking out of her arm, she’d lost so much blood
she couldn’t walk by the time she got back to the abandoned
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parking garage where we lived. She crawled up to the third
floor. My sister and I carried her in.
“There are no street clinics in the ruins of Reston, we had
to tie her arm to stop the bleeding. I was in shock, my sister
was focused, by father was screaming, my mother was
gasping, giving us direction on how to set her arm, there were
community colleges when she was young, so she knew some
EMT stuff. She made me pull it, I know it hurt her so bad, but
she knew it had to be done. Then she had us tape it up with a
couple old yardsticks and duct tape my father’d found at the
landfill.
“We had no food that day, she was injured fighting to
keep what she’d earned that day. She HAD to go to work in
the morning, she was on the cleaning crew at a minor judge’s
estate and if she didn’t come in, whatever the reason, she’d
simply be replaced by the next on the list.
“She didn’t get raped that day, but the foreman punched
her for showing up in no condition to fuck. And so it went for
most of the week. One night the infection was so bad she
went into convulsions. We all stayed up thru the night putting
wet cloths on her forehead and trying to restrain her from
moving that arm any more.
“My sister went to work for her that day. She was fifteen
then, she got raped three times that day, but she came home
alive with a two tins of spam and some wheatina that
someone was selling from that landfill. My dad didn’t find
any animals that day, not even a squirrel. We thought my
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mother would die that night, but the fever broke. My father
cried for joy, even though she was still really out of it. He
took a bottle of home-stilt down to the janitor’s closet on the
ground floor of the garage to celebrate.
“With that home-made splint on her arm, still pretty black
with inflection, pain off the chart, she went back to the job in
the morning. The guys took pity on her and she wasn’t raped
that day either, although the foreman slapped her around a
little because she hadn’t sent her daughter back.
“Now that was one week in our lives, admittedly, one of
the worst. I haven’t mentioned that ‘clean water’ was what we
captured from rain in buckets, we didn’t even expect the toilet
to flush without a bucket and a plunger, which would slop
sewer water out of most of the joints in the pipes. That’s not
including the night the constables raped my sister to death,
that was another bad week. Or the week the coy-dogs half ate
my grandparents, that was another. So I know this helps,” she
held up her cup, “but this is NOT the reason I’m happier here.
This is nice,” she held up her cup again, “and I’ve already
developed a life-long habit, but this is a small percent of the
attraction of this place. Half of it is the man I love,” she said
and squeezed Herndon’s hand, “and half of it is the beautiful,
welcoming, smart, peaceful and humble Elves and their
magical city.” It was true, she saw that this story had thrown a
wet blanket on the humor, but they had to know.
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The Afterparty
Herndon was terribly distressed by the story Ava told.
She’d mentioned before that her mother had been beaten up
on her way home from work, but never said how bad. He held
her and felt her silent sobs.
“After that,” Nardley said, “I can hardly give the toast I
had planned.”
“Why?”
“Because Brasil was still alive when we left, wild and
lawless and reckless as it was, we came from a functioning
society. The squatters in the favelas of Rio didn’t have it that
bad in the 20th century,” Nardley said, “much less the 22nd.”
“What does that have to do with the toast?” Herndon
asked.
“I was going to contrast where we came from and where
we are.”
“You can still do that,” Ava said.
“But your story changes mine completely. Mine’s about
coming eleven light years and finding so much like home and
how location doesn’t matter. You’ve just showed me there
was more difference between Reston and Sao Luis than there
is between Sao Luis and Kassidor Yakhan.”
“Well of course,” Ava said, “Sao Luis and Kassidor
Yakhan are in functioning societies and Reston is in a
collapsed one.”
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“How did it happen?” Vyorahi asked, “the collapse I
mean.”
“The government was very powerful, a court decision
gave the wealthy control of the government and they took all
the mechanisms of civilization for themselves and retreated to
their gated communities and corporate enclaves and ninety
nine percent of the population was left to fend for themselves
in the ruins. The ensuing unrest eventually destroyed
everything the one percent had hoarded and by the time I left
only a few warlords called ‘judges’ controlled the land by
force and terror.”
“I’m glad you came here,” Tormu said, “but I have to get
up there,” and finished her last few bites and left the table.
“That is a special woman,” Herndon admitted.
“I think I was better able to recognize that than you
were,” Nardley said.
“You seemed to be better able to take advantage of it. She
was too much of a special woman for me, I’d be blinded by
the glare.”
“I bask in the glare,” Nardley said.
“It’s time for your toast,” Ava told him.
He looked at her and frowned, then looked around. Most
people were just about done already, the dinner hour had
flown and he looked uncomfortable about getting up and
getting started.
“I’ve followed Herndon a long way to get here tonight,”
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Nardley began. He looked to him, there was more moisture in
his gaze than Herndon expected.
“My expedition to 61 Cygni was quite a bit different from
his, though we came on the same ship. For me the greatest
achievement of my life was passing the training requirements
to get onto the Presidente Lula. It was my life’s goal, it was
the guiding principal of my diet, my workouts, the classes I
took at college.
“For Herndon the training was something he slapped
aside with the back of his hand. More difficult for him I’m
sure, than getting himself thru the physical requirements of
our training, was the help he gave me in getting over those
obstacles. I remember one night on swamp maneuvers when
he picked me up by the back of the jacket and said, ‘I’m only
doing this because I don’t want to have to go thru the XHDL
on this mission by myself.’
“That was just one of many, so I wouldn’t have made the
grade, I wouldn’t be on the mission, and I wouldn’t be with
you tonight, without Herndon carrying me along.
“We spent a lot of our journey in cryofreeze, but eleven
years of our journey, what some of you call two decades, we
were confined to the ship with each other. Accel wasn’t so
bad, decel was another matter, because many important
members of our crew did not revive. There were several times
when I was sure I would have been cycled out an airlock if
not for Herndon. He carries people not just physically by the
back of the jacket, but politically by putting himself on the
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line.
“Our colonel is sure to say he is the one with the purity
and purpose to lead us in this land of exile. Ernesto has the
support of our people and the wisdom to relate to out hosts,
but it is Herndon who shows what is best about Brasil and we
Brazilians, and the man most likely to found a New Brasil on
this planet.
“As you who are here all know, the woman he wed is
none other than the Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear, Ava Bancour,
download of the system’s administrator of Gordon’s Lamp,
downloaded into this beautiful Elven body from the
expedition that had come and gone by the time we revived
from cryofreeze. I’ve just heard a tiny part of the monumental
obstacles she has overcome to get here and I’m in awe of her
determination and resilience.
“I’ve used their ‘magic eye’ data system to look up the
date of the last public monogamy pledge in the Elven
Highlands. It was in 41,03,32, during the Ptolmeys rule of
Egypt, generations before Cleopatra.
“What I’m trying to say is, ‘special event’ doesn’t begin
to cover what’s happened here. Neither of these people were
born with a billion to one chance of getting here, they come
from worlds more different from each other than we are from
this world where we’ve found ourselves, yet here we are
celebrating their union in a manner that is much more of our
world than theirs.
“I was going to try and make light of this, tell some
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stories about the Lula and our ride out here, some incidents
that were scary at the time but which we can laugh at now.
Somehow, now that I’m standing here, I know that this
achievement is nothing to make light of, not in any way. This
achievement is the work of great heroes and heroines at every
turn, from the journey they each took to get here, to the
magnificent structure we’re having this in, to the wonderful
celebration the Kassikan has put on for us, on such short
notice, and without any knowledge of what was to be done.
We have overcome light years of distance, centuries of time,
and a vast abyss of cultural differences to be here today at the
wedding of Ava Bancour and Herndon Luicius Carlos da
Silva.
“There are many things worthy of toasting this evening,
so let me start by first raising a glass to the Kassikan, for
guiding us here, for housing and feeding us and making this
all possible.”
He took the first sip, they all did likewise, even the native
guests. “Secondly I toast the Elves who may be the smartest
people we’ve ever known, and certainly the kindest, most
peaceful, welcoming and beautiful of all the branches of the
family of mankind.” They all tipped again.
“But most of all, the lovely couple.” he extended his arm
toward them. “Ava and Herndon were sorely tempted from
our ways by the beautiful and welcoming Elves we find
ourselves among, but they’ve remained true to our heritage,
and each other and the institution of monogamy that allowed
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our species to survive the centuries of ephemerality. For that,
as well as your heroism in getting here, I salute you.” For that
he raised the glass a last time and downed it, as did everyone
else.
When he was done, Herndon could barely detect that the
music had already begun upstairs. Nardley must have heard it
also. He held the mic, and after a minute said, “Normally, as
those of us from YingolNeerie know, we would have music
and dancing right here in this same room, but as most of you
know we have a band much too big for this small room
(which was about half the size of Xanolex) who have already
begun their set in the main hall upstairs. If there is anyone
here who doesn’t know, the music this evening will be
provided by RankorQuake, the hottest local interpreters of the
mighty Zhlindu Tower sound. So this concludes this portion
of the festivities, let us go back to the arena floor, which will
be our dance floor this evening.”
There was already quite a crowd on the floor. Ava left him
to ‘make the rounds’ and visit with the other people on the
floor. There was a ring of kegmen around the floor, near each
stairway from the balcony to the floor. He had no need to hit
that right away and looked at the crowd. Right in front of him
was the date Nelson brought, watching the action and the
show.
“Thanks for having that knife,” Herndon told her.
She hadn’t noticed him approaching, so she jumped a
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little. “Uh, yeah, well, sure. I’m glad I can help. Exultations
on your ceremony or whatever I’m supposed to say. I’m sorry
I don’t know, I better shut up.”
“You saved the day,” he put his hand on her shoulder,
“and there is no special ceremony you need to follow. Thanks
for being here, thanks for being a friend to Nelson.” She was
in a thin tee with a few flower-like decorations on her
hairpins and wrists. Like all the natives, she was amazingly
beautiful.
“Oh, it’s fine, he’s fine, a little weird at times but being a
starman and all, well you should know. I never even thought
I’d ever meet a starman, I’m really honored, I’m really just a
farm girl you know.”
“You’re beautiful, you make Nelson happy and you’re
way too nervous.”
“You’re the one who took the vows, I mean, your picture
is going to be on the cover of every celebrity magazine this
year, and they’ll probably have special editions just for this,
and here I am talking to you, or trying to anyway.”
“You’re doing most of the talking actually, so tell me how
you like Nelson?”
“Pretty good but he has this tendency to get tight if I
interact with other males. If it wasn’t for that I’d be glad to
give him all he wants of me, but that makes it hard to do
things with other people. He’s still high on my list though, we
just have to do one-on-one things a lot when we go out. Now
I see what it really is, here he’s with people he knows so he’s
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okay to wander around a little, when he comes out there he
doesn’t know anyone but me.”
“That’s how it is on Earth also,” he said.
“So what does he think of me?”
“From what little I know, he thinks you’re beautiful, sexy,
intelligent, strong, responsible and savage. He’s incredibly
attracted to you but scared of your lifestyle. To him you are
living in the jungle like an Amazonian. He’s fascinated by the
way you can move between worlds so easily.”
“I’ve never been between worlds, he’s the starman. Like
you, you can tell me about moving between worlds. I’ve
never been more than than three weeks in any direction from
my front door.”
“He says you move from the sophisticated world of a
Yakhan sex club, and the forest that you call a farm with the
ease of a change of clothes.”
“Well that’s because that’s really about all there is to it.
On the farm you’ve got mud, compost, sludge, bug guts and
shit to deal with. You wouldn’t want to wear the same clothes
you worked the farm in when you go to a sex club, even a
polite one like where I met him.”
“He thinks your farm is a patch of jungle.”
“I think farms are very different on YingolNeerie. He
talked about plants in rows and big machines, and crops being
ephemeral like humans used to be.”
“I’ve seen Tormu’s place, I wouldn’t call it a farm, but
most of her crops are permanent plants that she tends and
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harvests. My guess is they provide half her nutritional
requirements.”
“Tormu’s palace you mean. They invited us over, that was
the second time I was with Nelson. That place is awesome
isn’t it? And she did it all, I was impressed. I mean, I made
my house too but it is a camp in the jungle compared to hers.”
After a short pause she asked, “I take it we’re not
supposed to get naked to dance at one of these ceremonies?”
“The only nude dancing at YingolNeerie is in
pornography. Even the Carnivale Samba stars have a cachesexe under the paint. But the ceremony ended two hours ago,
this is a RankorQuake concert that’s doubling as our dance
floor.”
“Yours and about twenty four hundred others,” she said.
“Why aren’t we out there?” Nelson said as he returned
with another round of champagne, including one for Herndon.
It was too late to switch now. Nelson slipped his arm around
Rahshee and swung around her. She’s an Elf girl, but a
hundred sixty nine centimeters and sixty five kilos that were
as sleek and streamlined as a jaguar. She pulled him around,
their shoulders bumped and the hundred kilos of built muscle
that was Nelson bounced back and then cuddled up to her.
“We’re not supposed to be naked,” she said, sliding into
his arms.
“So you have to be naked to dance?” he asked.
“I guess that means you don’t?” she asked.
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“I’ve never been to a party that wild,” Nelson said.
“Well you have now,” Herndon said, and pointed to a
group much nearer the stage.
“And you’re not going to have them thrown out?” Nelson
asked.
“This is Kassikan property, if they allow nudity, then it’s
probably okay?” Kuthra was standing nearby, he directed that
question to her.
She came over so he could repeat it. She knew the answer,
as he was sure she would. “They don’t allow teachers to teach
in the nude unless there is a reason for it, as in anatomy. They
don’t encourage students to come to lectures nude, but they
don’t actually forbid it. I take it you were wondering it if was
okay?” she asked Rahshee.
“Yeah, he asked why I’m not dancing.”
“It is pretty warm in here,” Kuthra said, “the dome hasn’t
been this full all century. So is it forbidden at this party by the
ceremony?” she asked Herndon.
“Remember,” Nelson said, “this ceremony was about
monogamy. There were readings from our bible about the sin
of adultery and how God will judge those who participate in
it, or other immoral sexual acts.”
“So it comes down to a discussion of whether dancing in
the nude, as opposed to getting these clothes too sweaty to
wear again, and maybe succumbing to heat exhaustion...”
Herndon started laughing heartily. “What?”
“Neither one of you is wearing enough to matter either
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way, I’m surprised those things keep you any warmer than
naked, and they show off your beauty so exactly that you
might as well be naked, so as far as I’m concerned you might
as well take them off if you want.”
“If you are here as my guest,” Nelson said, “I’m not
comfortable with that.”
“He said the ceremony’s…” she trailed off as Nelson’s
face darkened.
Kuthra stepped in, got between Nelson and Rahshee and
in Nelson’s face. “Listen, we sat thru your whole ceremony,
we listened to how important it was to ephemerals, how
significant it was for ephemerals, how important it was for
the continuation of the species when we were ephemerals,
and how important it was for when you were too aged and
decayed as an ephemeral to find a partner. We listened raptly
and believed it. But we also know the whole show was a
reenactment of ancient times, and it is over. We are back in
the hundredth century, we are eternals, not one of us but you
and Ava,” she turned to Herndon, “have ever vowed
monogamy before God and therefore everyone else here
cannot be adulterers. The words that were read today leave
open the exact definition of ‘sexually immoral.’ Most of us on
this planet believe the sexually immoral are those who use
force or deception to win a sex partner.”
Nelson didn’t like Kuthra butting in, but knew she
represented the Kassikan so he engaged with her as civilly as
he could with all that champagne in him. “That’s quite a bit
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more liberal definition than the bible specifies.”
“Your bible was not written for eternals,” Kuthra said.
“Was yours?” he asked.
“By ‘Yours’ I’m guessing you mean the creed of Mother
Nature?”
“Right, where is your creed?”
“In all those textbooks you see when you walk thru the
halls. The laws of our church are the laws of nature.”
“But you have no morality?”
“To live in the best harmony possible with those laws of
nature.”
“No sexual morality?” Nelson asked.
“Like I just said, using force or deception to win a partner.
I’d add, dishonoring a partner by discussing parts of the
encounter you promised not to discuss, but that’s a stricter
definition than some would like.”
“What about, for instance, showing a boner to a
stranger?”
“Is that sexual immorality? No,” Kuthra said. “Is it a
pathetically primitive way to invite a partner? Yes, but that
doesn’t mean it isn’t used a million times a day somewhere in
this city.”
“And what do you want?” he asked Rahshee.
“Well I’d be happy to do some dancing but I really want
this sheath off to do it, I don’t want to have to wash it after
one use. We can leave it at the table with your jacket.”
“You have nothing under it.”
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“Yeah but come on, you’ve seen me,” Rahshee said. “I’m
nothing special but not so bad that you have to be ashamed of
me.”
“You’re too beautiful to be nude on the dance floor.”
She looked at him like he came from another planet.
“How is that possible? I mean how can anyone look too good
to be nude.”
“You’ll draw too much attention, I won’t be with you any
more.”
“Maybe that would be true on your planet, but almost all
the people on this floor are Elves and I assure you they won’t
see anything in me to make them pay any more than casual
attention.”
“Nevertheless, as my date, I request that you do not
remove your clothing in the presence of others.”
She turned to Kuthra who had already shed her sheath and
left it on the table, “If I wasn’t his date, am I still allowed in
here?”
“If the door’s unlocked, you’re allowed in, that’s pretty
much the rule at the Kassikan. The general public is with us
on this floor.”
“Then I think I’m going to stop being your date,” Rahshee
said. “I’m sorry but you have no right to restrict me. We were
witnesses, not participants, at this monogamy ceremony. I am
not bound to you by any promise. I have not even promised
the sleep and as of now, I won’t.”
“What the fuck, you think I should let my date dance nude
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for the world to eye over?”
“Are you so ashamed of the way I look that you don’t
want anyone to see me?”
“No, like I said, you’re too beautiful, you’re giving them
too much by letting them see you.”
“So you want to withhold that little bit of entertainment
from them?”
“Yes, you’re my date, not theirs.”
“I just quit that, we’re just people having an argument at a
really great concert,” she said as she pulled the sheath over
her head.
“Rahshee, come on,” he said and reached for her hand. If
he reached for it in friendship, he would have done so
normally, but because he knew he was reaching for her to
force her to listen to him, his arm swung limp.
Rahshee chuckled a bit and tossed her sheath onto the
table where they had been sitting. “You haven’t learned yet?
Most kids do by the time they’re one, so I guess you’ve got
some time yet.”
“I think you need to cool down,” Kuthra told Nelson, who
was rubbing his tingling arm. “Why don’t you go up in the
seats awhile, or take a walk around.”
“Fuck that,” he said, and stormed off down the nearest
stairway.
Herndon thought about going after him, but he was
probably going to go back to their quarters. If he did
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something stupid like going out to a club in the mood he was
in he was going to get the Instinct again.
“Are all starmen like that?” Rahshee asked.
“It would be a big scare for any of us to see our date
dance naked on this floor.” He had to admit she was a joy to
behold however. He thought that these Elf girls were like
snowflakes, each beautiful, each a little different in detail, and
in uncountable numbers. He wondered how he would take it
if it was Ava. Usually he was encouraging her to loosen up a
little and blend in with the natives a little more. If she was to
strip and go out to the floor, how would he feel?
“Then it probably wasn’t a good idea to come here with
him. It probably isn’t a good idea for me to be with him any
more. One of you can tell him that if you see him, that way he
won’t have to travel all the way out to my place for me to tell
him ‘no.’ I can do it if you don’t want to break it to him, but
just to save him the trip. If he comes back up here this
evening...”
“I doubt he will,” Kuthra said. “Some of them are hanging
out back at the feast room. Your religious man was a little
afraid of this music I think,” she said to Herndon.
“I’ve been a little afraid of Tower myself,” Rahshee said,
“until this evening. This is powerful, and kind of wants to nail
you down, but it also wants to lift you up, and I bet they’ve
got lvinch in these barrels.”
“Probably a little,” Kuthra said. “So what you say we go
out there for a few shakes. I know I don’t have anyone
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scheduled in my bed for Dusksleep either.”
“Sure,” Rahshee said, and moved with her over to their
table where Kuthra dropped her wrist bag. They each kept
their sandals on and Kuthra had a couple bracelets and a ring.
Before they even swayed their way out of sight in the crowd,
arms had come from the crowd to wrap them, and they
disappeared into the swaying mass.
He didn’t see any of the Brazilians out there. He saw a
few at a table halfway around the floor. He spotted a few
more groups in the seats of the stadium and saw that Alicia
was here with the same guy she had been with at Tormu’s.
She was being held in the native way, and was bopping with
RankorQuake’s music and holding a cup of green. That was
when he guessed (correctly) that she was going to be the first
female to leave and never be heard from again.
Sampson was the only one delusional enough to think any
of the men who’d left had met with foul play. They’d simply
had a better offer in life than Yingolian human male specimen
at the Kassikan. So far no one had thought to even try and
find out what would happen if they brought home a live-in
companion. He guessed it would hardly be noticed. He
guessed it was getting away from the observation is what the
disappearances were about, more than the companionship.
“Not really what I knew of as wedding music,” Ava said,
returning with two goblets of fuming golden nectar, “but I’m
glad it’s this. I’ve been to heaven and back, but I’ve never had
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a day like today.”
“So you left heaven to come here?”
“This is better than the heaven of the Christials just for
the music. Besides that, no heaven Earth ever thought of even
had a cup of morning yellow, much less this potion. This
place, this day, these Elves are just amazing,” she said.
“Especially once you’ve taken a pull off the fumes from
that potion,” he said.
“That may be part of it, but I never had as exciting a time
as this. These guys are amazing. I know RankorQuake would
get work in Zhlindu itself.”
“At weddings in Brasil they’ll play a lot of samba.”
“I think RankorQuake only knows tower. If you could
have played some for them, they probably could have done it.
I was amazed that she got us a rendition of the bridal march
and the recessional from me humming a few bars. A single
album would probably let them work up five or six songs.”
“Maybe someone can put some on at intermission.”
“Congratulations,” Raja said as he and Yahlei walked up
to them. He took Herndon’s hand in Yingolian fashion, and
clapped him on the back.
Meanwhile Ava and Yahlei laced fingers like natives and
Yahlei said, “May your union be favored. I felt like part of the
ceremony up there on the floor like that, and in these flashy
fabrics,” she said, pulling the shimmering rainbow-mircofiber
tee away from her plush but shapely body. “It looks like most
people doing any real moving out there are skin only, so I bet
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it’s sweaty as an Afternoonday dock in the sun out there.”
“Rahshee and Nelson just broke up over her right to dance
naked on that floor,” Herndon said.
“Since that’s her tee right there, lumpy enough that her
shoulderpockets are probably under it, I can see how that
turned out,” Ava said.
“Her and Kuthra are with those three guys over there,”
Herndon told them, “at least they were when I could still see,
this stuff has got things flashing and picking up rainbow
halos.”
“Let me take a sniff of that stuff,” Yahlei said. Ava held
her cup out and Yahlei inhaled deeply, then stumbled back
two steps into Raja, throwing her hands up. “Bam!” she said,
“heavy duty.”
“I’ll manage,” Ava said.
“I don’t know if I will,” Herndon said. “There’s been a lot
of that champagne substitute around, and I think that stuff’s
about forty proof.” It was the fermented juice of a berry
called a gloribard, which tasted more like honey than grapes,
but were about the same size and texture as grapes.
“What are they playing?” Yahlei said.
“It sounds like one of the songs Alan’s girlfriend played,”
Ava said, but she played a floor model and her voice had a lot
more power but not as much sweetness as Nicott.
“What you say we dump these threads on top of theirs and
get out there?” Yahlei said, as she slipped her dress over her
head.
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“Sorry,” Ava said, “I made it to the beach once, but there’s
too many people with clothes on for me to go out there
naked.”
“I was really asking Raja, but I understand. You need a
few decades to get it into your heart that there’s nothing
wrong with your body, then you won’t worry about it. But
you have fun anyway.” She held her hand out to Raja, who
shed his shirt, tee shirt, shoes and socks, but remained in his
knee-plus basketball slacks.
“At least they didn’t break up over it,” Ava said as they
made their way into the sea of bodies between them and the
stage.
“No, I think he’ll adapt better than Nelson. I’m not the
one with the hardest time adapting to variety. Sampson will
never, he’ll shoot his own gun before he’ll give in. Ernesto
won’t have to, I won’t have to, thank you so much,” he said
and kissed her, “but I’ve had enough champagne that I better
go sit down,” he said.
Happily Ever After
Ava found there were no tables still available, people
were sitting on every chair and on the tables, some were
standing on the tables for a better look. She would have to go
up to the seats, and Herndon was really unsteady. He was
right about the gloribard nectar being strong. There is a type
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of wood here that lets the water seep out and not the alcohol
so wines tend to be twenty percent and up. White wine with
fizz was the closest they had to champagne, it was sweet,
light and fizzy, and it went down way too easy for Herndon.
They were recognized just as they left the floor, but
people were polite enough not to raise an alarm. They went
thirty something rows up to find some empty seats. Some
people whispered when they came in, but most remained
focused on the show.
The show was fantastic, the audience was rapt, the floor
was packed. Once she was sure Herndon just needed to sit
still and stay away from more people coming by with more
cups, she settled into his arms to watch the performance. The
seats were comfortable and high enough for him to slouch
down and have a headrest. He folded his jacket behind him to
prop up his back. She lay back in his arms and let him hold
her native fashion. It would help them blend in with the
crowd. Her zero weight tee would also, and she had to admit
that the ads for the fabric were correct, it felt wonderful
getting caressed with this on. It was smooth as silk but clung
and moved like wet jersey.
She was astounded by what they were doing. Ancient
magazines her father sometimes brought home showed
pictures of festivals in Europe back in the twenty first century
that might have been something like this. Terrorism made
large public gatherings impossible anywhere by the mid
twenty first century. Any gathering advertised on the net
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became a target, even large private parties.
On Earth, black or white robed men with backpacks
would be throwing fragmentation grenades onto that floor. It
would probably be a ‘Christian’ extremist group opposed to
dancing, especially nude dancing, which was about two thirds
of the dancing at this point. If they didn’t get there first, some
other group would find something about this offensive and
with all the open gates around here, could easily walk in with
automatic weapons and open fire.
Not one person here worried about that. The natives could
not remember when violence was possible, even if they were
alive then. The Brazilians knew of it, but didn’t expect it.
They would have searched the crowd for weapons however.
But even there, it was just too dangerous and expensive to
ever have an event like this. No, it wasn’t the yaag that made
this a better place, it was freedom from violence. The yaag,
the music, the food, the housing, that was all small stuff, after
eighteen months here, she was finally beginning to realize
just how big a difference that made in life. They didn’t know
what it was like to be constantly afraid, like a wild animal
with predators around.
She let the music wash over her, and noticed that all too
soon she’d downed that fuming gold and used it to ride out
where this music was. Empires rose and fell in the songs they
pounded out. Ava thought she was going to have a few hit
songs as soon as they got to a studio. They played one she
knew was one of theirs, ‘The Thin Line,’ which was bound to
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set the world on its ear once the recording was released.
Ava counted herself lucky that she was personally
acquainted with such talent. Actually she counted herself
lucky that she was here at all. The scared little child from the
ruins had certainly succeeded well beyond her wildest
dreams. Actually, she knew she was but one line of the
experiences that had befallen the soul of that urchin. She now
knew the way she escaped from the warlord’s lab made her a
copy. Her avatar that won the Battle of the Bus had gone back
to YingolNeerie, Sol, she noticed she thought of it as the
natives did already. She was undoubtedly having her own life.
She was also married, to Thom Husband of Signals. Then
there was her Angelic sister, The Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear,
whom she could still communicate with by email from the
Kassikan’s crystal balls. That ghost was still stashed at her
Caribbean villa trying to get together enough crystal to have
room for more souls, since she now knew that downloading
her into a shonggot victim actually creates a copy, so other
Angels was the only way she could have a social life.
Of all of her instances, she was by far the luckiest.
Herndon was an outstanding man, he could have been a
model if he wasn’t a starman. He could have been an athlete,
maybe a swimmer. He’d have to watch that he didn’t get into
this much alcohol that often, but she could understand this
evening, everyone wanted to toast the guy who’d managed to
get an Elven body to pledge monogamy.
She bet there wouldn’t be one other native girl who would
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be willing to wed a Brazilian, and there were only seven
Brazilian women. Alicia, Janace and Silvia were already
beautiful, the other four were going to need appestat
adjustments to control their weight and each of them would
have to do at least one more thing done before they could be
even almost as pretty as Yahlei.
RankorQuake segued into ‘Moonlight in Kamelot’ and
she was amazed that anyone could make that transition, much
less make it sound inevitable. Only when the McReady’s
androids were wandering around in Zhlindu had she heard
anything like this. She’d filtered, processed and resynthesized everything those androids picked up, it was a
third of her music collection.
She was perfectly content to sit in Herndon’s arms for
song after song, just thanking God for this universe and
letting her wind up in this part of it. She knew he was taking a
little nap, and she did her best not to wake him.
There was an empty seat beside her and a girl with a
camera worked her way to it. “I won’t take but a second of
your time, I just wanted to ask, what will your pledge to stay
together mean when you are now eternal?”
Ava should have just sent her away, but it was a question
for thought. This wasn’t the same reporter who’d bothered
them before. How likely were they to stay together beyond
the time it would take to raise children? Couples stayed
together after that because they were too old to compete on
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the dating scene, and usually had learned to adapt to each
other by then. She and Herndon would not have kids to raise.
The genetics in this body created a soul that erased itself with
a dangerous drug, she didn’t want to pass that on to her
children. There was no sample of her genetic material in the
61 Cygni system. Almost for sure no sample in the Ying... Sol
system either.
“We really haven’t fully thought that out have we?” Ava
answered. “Maybe it will come to mean a lifetime as we used
to know it. Or maybe this ceremony really is an anachronism,
but I’m going to follow its strictures at least until I find out he
isn’t.”
“Do you think he will keep to monogamy?” She could see
he was as unconscious as a surgical patient so she could talk
about him with privacy. They had to have their heads together
anyway so they didn’t disturb the other concertgoers.
“In the short term I’m sure he will. ‘Variety’ troubled him
deeply, as it did me. We will have each other until we
‘outgrow’ that and I will not be the first. But forever is a lot
longer here than we’re used to, so the word means more than
it did at home. We intend forever, I know I do. I didn’t take
my vows with an expiration date in mind, I meant forever as I
know it. I understand intellectually that I’ll come to know
forever differently when I can no longer remember this day,
and that will be centuries from now.”
The girl wasn’t able to take that all down, she sat there
writing for another minute.
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“An ephemeral human lifetime still seems like forever to
us,” Ava said as soon as she stopped writing. She wrote that
down too.
“How do you feel toward our people after today?”
Ava took a deep breath, “First of all grateful, grateful for
everything, to the Kassikan for giving us everything, grateful
to God for seeing us thru the chances we took getting here.
Grateful to the thousands of spectators for being so respectful
and understanding, grateful to the people of the media for
being more restrained than previously, grateful to all the
Elves for being so generous and welcoming, grateful to
RankorQuake for the best music I’ve heard in my life.”
“They are impressive aren’t they?” the girl said.
“Yeah,” Ava said, “I think they’re a bigger story than a
single wedding.”
“I don’t know,” the girl said, “there is a lot of interest in
The Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear.”
“She’s still there and you know that. Her memories jolted
a shonggot victim’s body back to life, that’s how I got here.”
“But you are her?”
“A copy of her. I don’t have a single one of her genes in
my body. I remember having much weaker hormones before
this body, nowhere near as much coordination, and nowhere
near the thirst for yaag I do now. I remember the Angel’s life,
but I would be too scarred if I really had that life. This
evening I am whole, I’m relaxed, I’m together. That couldn’t
happen to The Ghost of Narrulla’s Tear.”
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“The public is still interested in you.”
“I predict that interest will fade when they see how
ordinary I really am.”
“May I take your picture?”
“Please leave Herndon out of it. He’s had a long and tiring
day and is getting some much-needed rest. He was up way
before most of us working on the venue change.”
“Of course,” she said. Ava sat on the seat backs in front of
them so RankorQuake was the background. They were into
something called ‘Stay Forever’ now which seemed
appropriate for the day. The guys in the seats understood and
leaned out of the way a little, but one of them felt her ass,
making it hard for her to look sweet in the picture. At least he
complimented her as she turned to get back into her seat, and
she knew the native way was to thank him for that. They
hadn’t heard a word they were saying til now. Both those
guys tried to chat her up for awhile but she was able to work
her way out of it by claiming she was already promised for
the sleep.
“It looks like you’re missing the sleep if you’re having it
with him,” one of them said.
“He’s just recharging for later,” Ava told him. “I’d be
more likely to need companionship if he hadn’t had this nap.”
Herndon woke up when she leaned back on him and drew
his hands onto her in the native fashion. He squeezed her a bit
and asked, “What are you thinking about?”
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“Just the same thing I’ve been thinking about all day, how
far I’ve come, how I can’t believe this is real.”
“How could it not be?”
“I could be the copy I made for my avatar to capture. This
could all be a simulation, we could really be in Alan’s
universe on Gordon’s Lamp.”
“That may be true for you,” he said, “but I have never
been an Angel.”
“Did you really revive from Cryosleep, or did Gordon’s
Lamp dock with you and cryoslice you right there in your
pod?”
“I’m sorry, but I refuse to be that paranoid. This is all real,
why wouldn’t it be?”
“It’s too perfect. Everyone’s beautiful, everyone’s young
and healthy and stays that way. There’s no violence, when has
that ever been part of reality?”
“Ava, I was in three fist fights in my life and got arrested
for one of them, never used a weapon on a person, never had
one used on me. There was a burglary in the building next to
us, but none in our building while I lived there, and no one in
my building was ever the victim of a crime. Nardley went
thru his entire life without even a fist fight.”
“So how come you were involved in them?”
“Because I just can’t control myself when someone
messes with my woman.”
“Ah,” she turned and looked at him, “so you started
them?”
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“I guess you could look at it that way. I prefer to think
Gabriella started them by cheating on me.”
“So what did you do to her?”
“I’ve never hit a woman so you don’t have to look at me
like that. And those guys knew she was married, they all
knew us.”
“But what did you do to her?”
“Shut off her credit apps for awhile.”
“She didn’t have her own money?”
“She didn’t make half what she spent. Some of those
scenes weren’t very pretty, but I never hit her, even when she
hit me. I grabbed her hands, but that’s as far as it went, I
didn’t even try to slap some sense into her.”
She waited awhile before answering, “Well, you’ll find
that my own means are far more than enough to cover my
spending. You’ll find that I’m hardly likely to cheat on you
for sexual reasons, since yours is the best I’ve had since I got
here, and the Instinct makes sure you don’t hit me, and I don’t
hit you.”
“What do you think we are likely to disagree about?” he
asked.
“Minor, inconsequential nothings like what to have for
dinner or the color of the shower towels.”
He laughed, “I promise not to argue with you on such
inconsequential things.”
“What if I tell you I never want to miss a RankorQuake
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show?”
“Ava, I’m sure they will be touring far beyond where we
can get there and back in the time we have.”
“Well, that’s a question of priority isn’t it? This planet has
been doing just fine without electronics for thousands of
years, so what if we take a year away from it?”
“I’d miss it,” he said. “My pad will wear out eventually,
and I need more purpose in my life than following a band
around and practicing my drinking. I’m not saying I won’t
take a vacation, but I don’t want to give it up until we’ve got
it going.”
“I think most of the rest of the work’s in the labs,” she
said.
“Yeah, it’s details now, the mold making is something
those biosynthesis guys have to work out.”
“It’s time to actually design the masks,” she said, “and I
have lots of ideas on processor design.”
“I won’t fight with you about that either,” he said, “as
long as we can invent something that gives everyone mobile
data access.”
“We can do that with one micron parts if we do it the way
the native system works.”
“No apps.”
“Right.”
“I won’t fight you on that either, the native system does
what we need it to, data storage and messaging. But how do
you figure you can run that parser in a one micron hand-held
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device?”
“It isn’t in there, the device sends keycodes, receives
images, it never knows anything else. The concentrator on the
tower runs that. That capability is already built into those
towers, but they don’t have the handsets to use it.”
“So we could have one as soon as we get the masks
designed?”
“Right, and we should think about mask commonality
between devices. We can re-use several of the masks in the
stack if we think like programmable logic.”
Neves and Silvia found them, “Strange time to be hiding
up here,” he began, “and a really strange time to be talking
about work, you should be talking about where you’re going
on your honeymoon.”
They both felt a bit guilty of talking shop on their
wedding night. “Well, come to think of it,” Herndon said, “I
just happen to know of a very exotic destination, a place with
beautiful people, amazing nightlife, very reasonable prices
and great beaches. For many, the journey to 61 Cygni might
be an important barrier...”
“Does that mean you’re not going anywhere?” he asked.
“It sounds like they’re going to North Beach,” Silvia said.
“Actually I was thinking of Shastimar,” he said, “but
unless we’re going to take a couple local years, it really has to
be somewhere in this city.”
“And he couldn’t be away from the lab that long,” Ava
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said.
“So after all this, you’re going to return to business as
usual?” Neves asked.
“I’ll move all my stuff into his rooms and free up that
apartment,” Ava said.
“This is all sort of anti-climactic,” Silvia said.
“This concert is the climax,” Ava said, “the wedding was
just a trick we played on the Kassikan to get RankorQuake
into this dome.”
“That atrium of ours would have collapsed under the
weight of this crowd,” she admitted.
“I think it would have collapsed under the weight of this
song,” Herndon said.
“Have you been listening,” Neves said, “I’m guessing the
name of the song is ‘Worlds Collide’ and it’s about the World
of eternal peace and love, colliding with the world of war and
death and our love for the refugees.”
“I bet it’s an original,” Ava said.
“They said it was when they started it,” a guy in the row
in front of them said, “they said the next one would be also.
Do you know where we can get their tapes?” he asked.
“They don’t have any out yet,” Ava answered.
“What about back in Zhlindu, are they in any of the
import shops?”
“I think this is their second paying gig,” Ava said.
“I wish they could drown you guys out,” a guy in the row
behind them said.
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The guys in front of them turned around.
“Sorry,” Ava said, and whispered in Herndon’s ear, “at
least it’s not so ear splitting loud in here like the shows were
back when there was rock on Earth.”
He turned to her ear, “Because we shut up.”
“A sign of a functioning civilization,” she whispered
back.
The show went on, for quite a few hours, long enough
they had to use the bathroom and get another cup of yellow
just for maintenance. They settled back into the show like
they settled back into life in the next few days, weeks, years,
decades. It was like raising a child together, getting the
industry going, but they did it, and they did it together. They
called them photovoltaics but the popular name was
‘Yingolian Crystals.’ The media soon all but forgot them, they
came to think of that courtyard in the Kassikan as their home,
and the media let them celebrate Christmas and Easter every
year, either at the atrium, or occasionally at Tormu’s. If
anyone asked, she would say this was far beyond any dream
she ever had of Happily Ever After. Just before she died her
highest dreams were a husband who didn’t hurt her, two kids
or less, and enough to eat. The only thing this life had in
common with the best possible future she could have ever
imagined is that varmints were most of the meat and the
electricity didn’t work. That was true, but this land was
peaceful and happy and well-fed, with plenty of leisure and
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incredible culture to entertain them. They went into the other
original, Farewell Proud Men which is Tormu’s imagination
of what the women left (or choosing to remain) behind must
have felt.
Maybe someday she would tell Tormu how wrong her
guess was, the left-behinds living large on their husband’s
death benefit, police holding back crowds at the spaceport
gates. There was rioting because some fringes of the rabid
right believed they would lead extraterrestrial invaders back
to Earth. Maybe someday she’d tell Tormu about maneuvers
in congress to cut off their ground station funding. It was all
on the news in ‘O Norte’. Even the trial of the mission’s
chairman for condemning fifty one souls to almost certain
death. She watched part of it on news feeds, and part of it as
the first Angel in North America when they didn’t even have
personification’s working yet and she was a disembodied
twelve year old spirit that could browse the net and watch TV.
For now she would allow Tormu her fantasy of brokenhearted women left behind on cold, broken and violent Earth
while their menfolk went off to heaven.
Maybe in three thousand years Earth would come around
again, people would realize they could make it easier if they
worked together instead of against each other, and things
could be like they are here. She realized for the first time that
when people are eternal the economy HAS to be sustainable
because the people we are leaving the world to are ourselves.
She also realized that as long as there was competition for
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dominance, the economy couldn’t be sustainable, and had to
go thru the cycle of civilization and collapse. She’d been here
almost two years, but still she had new realizations every day
about how much eternity and ephemerality effect our lives.
Nicott apologized that they didn’t have any more covers
worked out and went into another of their own called ‘Pet’
which really called for turning that chippongga into war
drums. She noticed that she hit the really hard thumps, the
one’s that seemed to move the floor, with her wrists. It was
amazing, as was everything on the evening when Happily
Ever After began.
Looking Across The Line
The party had been long, and no doubt fun for most of the
people there. Tormu enjoyed it too, even though she was
behind the pads thru most of it. The sound system in the dome
was powerful and they had to keep it soft to sound good. She
knew people were there to socialize and have fun, and not to
be devastated by the attack of RankorQuake. They did a lot of
covers, Nicott knew every pop tune ever written it seemed,
her memory for music was like a jam-proof automatic
glitterbox and tape. Antheen could hack out something that
sounded a lot like it by ear if she could get him to remember
what song she was talking about, usually a request. Since
almost all pop has the same beat, Tormu could paddle along
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with it even if she wasn’t sure what song it was. She had to
work thru two ‘never heard it before’ songs with Nicott
giving her a hand signal on when to fill. She was never
known as a great improvisationalist, so that was pretty scary.
Nicott had a nodule that would signal the chord off of her
vocals, both she and Antheen patched into that when they’d
never heard the song before. They did well on the songs they
really knew and worked in a few of their own songs when
appropriate, like at the end of the night when they ran out of
requests.
Tear down had been a real pain last evening, and it was a
quarter mile and several steep ramps to where their cart and
blenth waited. Some people were already convinced it was
Nightday by the time they got everything back home and
carried up to the fifth floor. Nardley stayed with her, as he
almost always did now, Antheen and Nicott took the other
bed, as they often did. Nobody did anything but sleep, no one
even did any talking til wakeup, and wakeup wasn’t til after
most people had lunch. Nardley cooked up a quick thesh stew
with lash and crossed it with flame-toasted, brined thongga
strips. His cuisine was just one more thing she loved him for.
“That was quite a ceremony,” Nicott said as they sat with
their only true meal that day. “Not really much as
entertainment, but with a lot of messages about love and
devotion.”
“I’m glad I participated,” Tormu said. “A lot of it was
silly, but it has its social purpose. Even the special shopping
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trip they dragged me on was fun because they made it fun.”
“The messages only really make sense for ephemerals,”
Antheen said.
“Oh I think there’s more to it than that,” Nardley said,
looking at Tormu.
“So do I,” she said. “I mean they might not apply directly
but as I stood opposite you yesterday when they said all those
things, I felt them all too. Vyorahi’s speech was inspiring and
I felt what she said too. Can you imagine being ephemeral
and having only one real chance, how important it must be to
make that pick? I agree that something powerful is gone from
our lives now that a pairing isn’t all-or-nothing.” She looked
to Nardley again, “But I know you are still in that culture and
I looked in your eyes across that line and saw that you still
feel that force of nature in your selection of a partner and I
could see you have focused that on me, even if we haven’t
pledged monogamy in a public ceremony. Maybe because I’m
very ancient, I could feel the power of that also and even if
it’s not forever and to the total exclusion of all others, the
love and devotion I have for you is the same.”
He looked a little stunned, but took her in his arms and
held her close. “But you are so Kassidorian,” he said, “so
unable to adapt to our ways.”
“Maybe our ways aren’t as different as we thought, or
maybe we can learn a little from each other. Whatever culture
it’s in, as long as I am the person I am now I’m going to
treasure and honor you and stand by you thru the good times
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and the bad, just as they promised. To me, that seemed the
important part of their promises and not the monogamy itself,
and those parts of the promise are as true here as at Yingol
Neerie.”
“Are you saying you want to have a ceremony like that
for us?”
“We don’t need to, we were mouthing the words also, I
saw you.”
“I’m supposed to do that to be sure he didn’t forget.”
“But you were looking at me, and I was looking at you
and that’s what matters. I could see in your eyes that you
were mouthing those words for me, not him. I feel like when
their holy man gave his blessing and proclaimed them a
couple in the eyes of God, he gave it to us as well, even if we
weren’t pledging monogamy.”
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Epilog - Til Death Do Us Part
There will be more mention of Ava and Herndon in other
sagas of the starship age, but this marriage lasts a bit more
than twenty Earth years before Herndon moves to the Gengee
and Ava continues her career as a sorceress of PhotoVoltaics
and Virtuality at the Kassikan. Lionel and his Elf girl stayed
together almost three Earth years, then he went down the road
and around the bend knowing there was an unending supply
of Elf girls, and maybe a few with less hangups. She was not
the one from Yernine, but someone he met on the boat
coming back. Ceasar and Vyorahi remained high on each
other’s lists, and sometimes ‘left a few things over’ for almost
sixty Earth years. Silvia and Neves enjoyed the Yakhan scene
and didn’t actually get married until after they’d moved down
to Gengee with Ernesto, the colonel, Herndon and many
others, but they remained together thru three children, eleven
grandchildren and their son’s governorship after Ernesto’s
tragic death in 2424. Alicia and Gnoonie lasted much longer
together, in fact she stayed with him longer than any woman
from Earth had ever been with a man before, one hundred
sixty seven Earth years until he went off to herd thongga on
the plains of Korst, thousands of miles away. Raja and Yahlei
would probably still get it on if they ran into each other again.
Of the couples we met in this narrative, only one stayed
together the remainder of their lives. Nardley and Tormu died
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together in 6011ad. when the overmarshall’s deathstar
destroyed the Kassikan and sealed the fate of Kassidor’s
highliner. They were among the first to volunteer on the gang
to save Fifth Canal. They were holding onto each other to try
and get to a safe place to throw sandbags. One of them
slipped, no one knew which, and they were pulled in together,
their remains among the six million that washed down the
Testigar when Center Lake drained out. Their bones lie
somewhere in the four thousand square miles of sandbars left
by that flood, probably still holding onto each other.

